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2 
ing machine having a large capacity addressable memory, 
to any portion of which access may be had at random 
under control of both data being processed by the machine 
and programmed instructions. 

14 Claims. (CI. 235-157) 

Still a further object is to provide a data processing 
machine having a random access memory wherein the 
data entered in the machine is processed together ,vith 
selected data stored in the momory under the control of 
the entered data and stored program. 

10 Another object is to provide an apparatus wherein data 
This application is a continuation-in-part of the copend

ing U.S. patent application Serial No. 525,446, now 
abandoned, filed August I, 1955, and the invention dis
closed herein relates generally to data processing ma
chines. More particularly, this invention pertains to a 15 
data processing device adapted to handle technical busi
ness transactions sequentially as they occur and to reflect 
each transaction concurrently into all accounts which it 
affects. 

of vari~ble word lengths determined by stored programs 
is transferred from predetermined storage locations to 
other predetermined storage locations with unlimited 
flexibility. 

A still further object of the invention is to provide a 

This processing technique, referred to herein as "in
line" data processing, is made possible by the utilization 
of a high capacity random access memory device such 

machine of the type described wherein data is processed 
under control of both internal and external instructions 
selectively employed according to a command of the ap
paratus based upon findings yielded by data in process. 

20 Still another object is to provide a machine wherein 

as is disclosed in the copending U.S. patent application 
Serial No. 477,468, filed December 24, 1954, to any por
tion of which reference may be made in a short period 
of time, together with the novel data processing unit dis
closed herein. The ability to obtain any record stored 

data is entered for processing under control of pro
grammed instructions, which machine is adapted to seek 
additional data from storage for processing together with 
entered data, the identity of the location of the additional 

25 data being under control of both the entered data and the 
programmed instructions. 

in the memory without appreciable loss of time makes 
possible the posting of transactions as they occur and 
leads to the availability of more timely information. 
Consequently, a closer control over business transactions 
may be had. In the area of inventory control and billing, 
for example, the machine may, from a single order, deter
mine availability, price each item, adjust stock balances, 
invoice the customer, prepare accounts receivable records, 
accumulate data for sales analysis, and credit salesmen's 
commission accounts, etc. The procedures made possible 

A further object is to provide a data processing ma
chine employing a high capacity magnetic storage medium 
wherein instructions programmed in the machine are ar-

30 ranged to cause a magnetic transducer associated with the 
storage medium to move to a location adjacent the re
cording surface controlled by the identity of data entered 
for processing, whereby entered data is processed together 
with selected data from storage determined by the en-

35 tered data and in a manner controlled by the pro
grammed instructions. 

Another object is to provide a novel data processing 
apparatus operable under the control of sequences of 
simple and straight-forward instructions, each of which 

40 defines the source and destination of data to be trans
ferred. 

by the ability to store a large quantity of data, any por
tion of which may be obtained at random in a short 
period of time, eliminates the need for sorting, collating 
and successive runs, as is the practice in business instal
lations utilizing present day machines. Current proc
essing of data means dynamic accounting instead of a 
history for management to review. Closer control over 45 
inventory, for example, results in reduced inventory 
charges and increased service to customers by reducing 
back orders. Continuous processing made possible by 
the machine of the invention eliminates the need for data 
to accumulate before making a run, as is now customary. 50 
This makes possible the continuous flow of data through 
an office and results in a smoother, more efficient opera
tion. 

The present invention is additionally concerned with a 
unique magnetic data processing apparatus wherein data 55 
is transferred within the machine in fully variable word 
lengths, such transfer being accomplished under the con
trol of both internal and external instructions, whereby 
such control is selectively exercised in response to logical 
decisions reached by the apparatus during processing. 60 

It is one object of the present invention, therefore, to 
provide an improVed data processing machine. 

Another object is to provide an in-line data processing 
machine wherein individual transactions are processed 
as they occur in a more useful and economical manner 65 
than is possible with machines presently in use. 

A further object is to provide a data processing ma
chine having an improved access time to a desired por
tion of a storage medium whereby data is processed in 
an in-line fashion with ready reference to master data 
recorded in the storage medium. 70 

Another object is to provide an improved data process-

In general, machines of the type under consideration 
are based on one of two techniques: a fully stored pro
gram, or a fully wired (control panel) program, each 
of which has its advantages and disadvantages. It is an
other obJect of this invention, therefore, to provide a data 
processing machine utilizing an optimum combination 
of the stored program and control panel techniques. 

Another object is to provide a data processing ma
chine wherein data transfer is under the control of stored 
program and decisions are made by wired program. 

A further object is to provide a data processing ma
chine arranged to automatically check the accuracy of 
data recorded in selected portions of the storage of the 
machine upon the recordation thereof, without the pro
vision of additional program steps, to thereby aid in the 
maintenance of accurate records with a minimum of pro
gramming. 

Still another object is to provide a machine of the type 
described arranged to initiate operations such as read-in, 
read-out, etc., either directly in response to instructions 
taken from stored program or indirectly in response to 
the condition of decision elements examined as a result 
of an instruction taken from stored program. 

A still further object is to provide such a machine 
adapted to compare selected fieJds of alphabetic and/or 
numeric data under the control of a single instruction. 

Other objects of the invention will be pointed out in 
the following description and claims and illustrated in 
the accompanying drawings which disclose, by way of 
example, the principle of the invention and the best mode 
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which has been contemplated of applying that principle. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the machine of the in

vention. 
FIG. 2 discloses a block diagram of the machine dis

closed in FIG. 1. 
FIGS. 2a and 2b disclose a more detailed block dia

gram of the machine disclosed in FIG. 1. 

4 
FIG. 40 discloses a portion of the control panel wired 

according to a typical application of the machine of the 
invention. 

FIG. 41 is a timing chart disclosing relay sequences 
5 when q=c is forced, Le., when T 2=R. 

FIG. 42 is a timing chart disclosing relay sequences on 
an E2 error. 

FIGS. 3a and 3b, when placed adjacent each other, 
disclose the circuitry for controlling the basic timing of 10 
the present machine. 

FIG. 43 is a timing chart disclosing relay sequences on 
C1 and C2 errors. 

FIG. 44 discloses the layout of the drawings associated 
with FIG. 11. 

FIGS. 4a and 41>, when placed adjacent each other, 
disclose circuitry for providing various interlocks utilized 
in the operation of the machine. 

FIG. 5 is a timing chart which discloses the normal 
sequence of operation of the various relays shown in 
FIGS. 3, 4 and 6. 

FIGS. 6a and 6b, when placed adjacent each other, 
disclose the primary sequence relays for defining the 
various operating cycles utilized herein. 

FIG. 7 discloses various hubs associated with the con
trol panel, together with associated circuitry. 

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of the program counter 
of the invention. 

FIG. 9 is an electronic timing diagram of the present 
machine. 

FI G. 10 discloses various read and write amplifier cir
cuits utilized in connection with the various magnetic re
cording tracks. 

FIGS. l1a through 11-1, when arranged as shown in 
FIG. 44, comprise a schematic diagram of a portion of 
the information transfer circuits of the invention. 

FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of a preamplifier suit
able for use in connection with each of the magnetic 
transducers associated with the process drum. 

FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of the Tl and T2 "read" 
relay trees. 

FIGS. 14a through 14j, when arranged as shown in 
FIG. 45, comprise a schematic diagram of a portion of the 
information transfer circuits. 

FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of the "write" relay 
trees. 

FIG. 16 discloses the code utilized in the machine of 
the invention. 

FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram of the control voltage 
circuitry utilized herein. 

FIG. 18 discloses the a1bb a2"2 and mil relay trees. 
FIG. 19 is a timing diagram of the El and E2 buffer 

cycles. 
FIGS. 20a through 20-1, when arranged as shown in 

FIG. 46, disclose the arithmetic circuitry of the invention. 
FIG. 21 is a schematic diagram of the sector selection 

circuitry. 
FIG. 22 is a schematic diagram of one of the seven 

planes of ferromagnetic cores utilized in the core buffer. 
FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram of the sector relays 

together with various accumulator relays and circuitry 
associated therewith. 

FIG. 24 is a block diagram of the core buffer. 
FIGS. 25 through 28 and 30 through 34 comprise a 

schematic diagram of the core buffer circuitry. 
FIG. 29 is a block diagram of the arithmetic circuitry 

of the invention. 
FIG. 35 discloses selector and accumulator hubs of 

the control panel, together with associated circuitry. 
FIG. 36 is a timing chart disclosing relay sequences on 

an El and E2 interlock. 
FIG. 37 is a schematic diagram of a portion of the 

character selector circuitry. 

FIG. 45 discloses the layout of the drawings associated 
with FIG. 14. 

FIG. 46 discloses the layout of the drawings associated 
15 with FIG. 20. 

FIGS. 47 through 96 are schematic diagrams of various 
electronic components utilized herein. 

Referring now to FIG. 2, the machine of the invention 
generally comprises an input-output unit 10, a large ca-

20 pacity, random access, magnetic disc storage unit 11, a 
processing unit 12 for coordinating data transfer between 
the several units, and a 100-character magnetic core buffer 
storage unit 13 through which all data is moved when 
transferred from one unit to another or from one place 

25 to another within the processing unit 12. The unit 13 
provides the necessary synchronizing and realigning fa
cilities and, in addition, performs certain arithmetical, 
logical and selection operations. 

In the present embodiment the input-output unit 10 
30 includes a drum lOa having three magnetic tracks for 

data storage, i.e., two input tracks S and an output track 
P, in addition to a timing or clock track CT1• Data is 
entered on or taken from the drum tracks in any con
venient manner. For example, the input may be made 

35 via punched record cards and a card feed, card reader 
and associated circuitry, such as that used in connection 
with the drum disclosed in the copending U.S. Patent No. 
2,946,504, application Serial No. 555,026, filed December 
23, 1955, may be utilized. Similarly, the output track P 

40 might be arranged to operate a printer in a manner taught 
in the above mentioned copending application or to con
trol the operation of other apparatus, such as a punch, in 
a well known manner. 

Each of the data tracks of the input-output drum lOa 
45 is adapted to store 100 eight-bit characters, each track 

being divided into 800 bit positions. By using two input 
tracks S which are alternately loaded with successive data 
sets to be processed, the next data set to be processed is 
always present on one or the other of these tracks. Thus, 

50 when data is being loaded on one track S, the read-out 
transducer associated with the second track S' is operative 
to read the data recorded thereon therefrom, the read-out 
transducer associated with the first track S being inopera
tive at this time. However, when the input-output unit 

55 10 is instructed by the machine to load the next data set 
onto the drum, means are actuated to cause the next data 
set to be loaded onto the track S' and to render the read
ont transducer associated with the track S operative. The 
actual structure provided for accomplishing these opera-

(JO tions is not disclosed herein, it being fully disclosed in the 
aforementioned copending U.S. Patent No. 2,946,504, ap
plication Serial No. 555,026, and it will be assumed herein 
thut when the input-output unit is instructed to load data 
by means to be described, the next data set to be processed 

65 may be taken from a line 16 extending from the input
output unit 10 serially by bit and serially by character. 
Additionally. output data to be printed or punched is 
transferred serially from the machine by a line 17 to the 
output track P. 

FIG. 38 is a timing chart disclosing relay sequences on 70 
an IIEI error. 

The disc storage unit 11, together with the access 
mechanism therefor, is similar to the structure disclosed 
in a copcmjing U.S. Patent application Serial No. 477,468, 
filed December 24, 1954, and, since reference may be 
made [0 that case, only that information relative thereto 

FIGS. 39a and 39b, when placed adjacent each other, 
are a pictorial sketch of variolls drum tracks and data 
recorded thereon during a typical application of the ma
chine of the invention. 75 which is necessary to an understanding of the present in-
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controlling the operation of the machine. Since ten
digit instructions are utilized, each of the program tracks 
will store ten instructions, thereby providing storage for 
100 ten-character instructions. These instructions are 
referred to herein as instructions 00 through 99. After 
executing a given instruction, the machine proceeds to 
the next higher numbered instruction unless it is trans
ferred by the control panel to another instruction. For 
example, if the machine is started from instruction 24 

\lention is given herein. The disc array comprises 50 
metallic discs coated on each side with a ferrous oxide 
material well known in the magnetic recording art and 
provides storage for 5,000,000 eight-bit characters. Each 
side of each disc is arranged with 100 concentric magnetic 5 
recording tracks, there being 10,000 such tracks in all, 
and each track is divided into five sectors, each of which 
will accommodate a "record" of 100 eight-bit characters. 
Thus, storage is provided for 50,000 100-character rec
ords. 10 and instruction 27 has a supplementary signal which is 

wired to transfer the series to instruction 51, the machine 
obeys the sequence of instructions: 24,25, 26,27,51,52, 
etc. This transfer may be made dependent upon logical 

A five-digit address is utilized to select a given record 
to be read from or recorded upon, four of which are 
necessary to control the access mechanism (address reg
ister) 19 to position the transducers associated with the 
disc storage unit adjacent the desired track of the selected 15 
disc, and one of which controls the selection of the proper 
record. The discs are numbered 00 through 49 and are 
addressed by similar numbers. The tracks are identified 
by numbers 00 through 99, each number referring to cor
responding tracks on each side of a disc. Thus, each 20 
track includes ten records, i.e., five on each side of the 
disc, which are referred to and are addressed by the num
bers 0 through 9. The first two digits of a record address, 
therefore, control the access mechanism 19 to position the 
transducers adjacent the selected disc, the second pair of 25 
digits control the mechanism 19 to dispose the transducers 
opposite the selected track of the selected disc, and the 
last digit of the record address controls which of the two 
transducers is selected for operation as well as the selec
tion of one of the five sectors on the selected side of the 30 
disc. 

By entering the address of a particular record into an 
address buffer 20 which controls the operation of the 
access mechanism 19 and by giving the access mechanism 
an instruction to seek, the transducers are positioned adja- 35 
cent the track within which the desired record is con
tained. The head defined by the last digit of the address 
is rendered operative and a gating mechanism, to be de
scribed, is controlled to gate the data recorded on the 
desired record onto a line 21 or to gate data coming in on 40 
the line 21 onto the desired record. 

The processing unit 12 is provided to process data and 
to coordinate and control the flow of data through the 
various portions of the machine, and includes a magnetic 
drum 25, information transfer circuits 26, a program 45 
control unit 27, a control panel 28, and arithmetic cir
cuits 29. The drum is provided with 25 tracks, each of 
which is arranged to store 100 eight-bit characters, in 
addition to a timing or clock track CT2• Three of the 
drum tracks are associated with the arithmetic circuits 29, 50 
eleven tracks are provided for general storage, one track 
serves as an emitter from which any selected character 
may be taken, and ten tracks are utilized for program 
storage. 

FIG. 2 shows generally the paths over which data may 55 
travel in the present machine. Input information taken 
from the input track S may be transferred through the 
magnetic core buffer 13 into either the processing unit 12 
or the disc storage unit 11. Similarly, information from 
the disc storage unit may be entered through the buffer 60 
to either the output track P of the unit 10 or the processing 
unit 12. In the processing unit, information is processed, 
modified, and rearranged as desired under the control of 
the internally stored programs, and the results of these 
operations may be transferred through the core buffer 65 
either to the output track P or to the disc memory. 

The flow of information through the machine is con
trolled, as mentioned above, by programming, the best 
features of internally stored programming and of wired 
control panels being combined herein to obtain maximum 70 
flexibility. The primary means of processing information 
herein is by transferring it from one location to another 
under the control of the internally stored program instruc
tions. Ten tracks of the magnetic drum in the processing 
unit may be used to store a series of instruction for 75 

decisions made on the control panel of the process con
trol unit. The drum tracks used to store programs are 
identified by the numbers 0 through 9 and are arranged 
to store instructions 00 through 09,10 through 19, etc., as 
set forth below. 

Drum track: Program number 0 _____________________________________ 00-09 
1 _____________________________________ 10-19 
2 _____________________________________ 20-29 
3 _____________________________________ 30-39 
4 _____________________________________ 40-49 
5 _____________________________________ 50-59 
6 _____________________________________ 60-69 
7 _____________________________________ 70-79 
8 _____________________________________ 80-89 
9 _____________________________________ 90-99 

(It should be noted that program tracks not used to store 
instructions may be used for the storage of information. ) 

The various storage tracks on the process drum are 
used for recording information being processed. As 
mentioned above, these tracks contain 100 character posi
tions and are identified by the letters A through H, J, 
K and Q. Each character recorded on a track is identi
fied by a position number, a two-digit address being used 
to define each of the 100 character positions on a track. 
Thus, the first character position on each track is de
fined by the address 00, the second position being defined 
by the address 01, etc., and the 100th position is defined 
by the address 99. The address BID, therefore, defines 
the position of the II th character on general storage 
track B. 

The ten-character instructions utilized herein are ar
ranged as follows: Tjujb j T2U2b2 mn pq. The first or T j 

position identifies the track from which information to 
be processed or transferred is to be taken, and ajb j sets 
forth the address of the first character on that track to 
be transferred under the control of the instruction. In a 
similar manner, T2a2b2 specifies the track to which infor
mation is to be transferred as well as the position in 
which the first character transferred is to be recorded. 
The seventh and eighth character positions of each in
struction, i.e., mn, define how many characters are to be 
transferred (it being understood that the instruction "00" 
in these positions specifies the transfer of 100 characters 
and that "01" calls for the transfer of but a single charac
ter). The remaining positions, pq, are provided to relate 
certain modifying and control instructions which will be 
explained later. Thus, the first three positions are referred 
to as the FROM portion of the instruction, the second 
three positions define the TO portion of the instruction. 
The seventh and eighth positions define the number of 
characters to be transferred. For example, to transfer 
data recorded in positions 05 through 09 of general stor
age track C into positions 29 through 33 of track J, the 
instruction would be as follows: C09 13 3 05 - -. This 
instruction controls the transfer of the character recorded 
in address 09 of storage track C into address 33 of storage 
track J. Similarly, the character recorded in C08 is trans
ferred to 132, etc. 
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Alphabetic code addresses are given to the other units 

through or to which there is data flow as follows: 

________ . ____ ~I From- ~'o-
Input storage track __ . ________________ . ____________ S 
Out.put 'tom~e tmck ________________________________________ P 
Di,c mcrnory _______________ . _____________ . ________ R R 
Address bUllcL _____________________________________________ y 
Muit.iplicand ______________________________________ N N 
Multiplier_____ _ ___________ __ _______ _ _ ____ _ ________ __ _____ ___ X 
Character cmitter __ . ______________________________ T 
Accumulator odd __ . _________________________________________ L 
Accumulator 'ubtracL ___________________ . _________________ . M 
AcC'umulator reu.d~out__ __________________ _ ________ L 
Accumulator read-out and rrseL __________________ M 

As an example of the use of these codes, let us suppose 
that it is desired to read data into the machine and trans
fer it to track C of the processing unit. If it is assumed 
that an earlier instruction has caused the data to be 
entered onto one of the input storage tracks S, the ma
chine is given an instruction such as S99 C99 00 - -. This 
controls the machine to take 100 characters, starting from 
position 99 and extending through position 00, from the 
input storage track and to transfer it to the corresponding 
positions on track C. 

In a normal transfer operation, data from the T) ad
dress is transferred into the core buffer 13 during what is 
referred to herein as an E) cycle and is transferred there
from to the T2 address during an E2 cycle, and upon 
completion of this transfer, there being no modifying in
struction in the pq portion thereof, the machine im
mediately prepares to execute the next successive instruc
tion. 

If a modifying instruction occurs in the pq portion of 
an instruction, selectors on the control panel 28 are tested 
to control the machine to proceed to one of a number 
of alternate programs. This operation, in which the ma
chine selects the next sequence of programming, is called 
"branching," after which the machine proceeds immedi
ately to the next instruction. Modifying instructions may 
be numerical or alphabetical. If a numerical code is 
placed in the ninth or p column of the instruction, the 
machine executes the instruction, performs the operation 
specified by the numerical code, and then proceeds to 
the next consecutive program step. The numerical con
trol codes are as follows: 
L _______________ , Load track S 
2 ________________ , Seek 
3 _________________ Advance sector 
4 ________________ . Read from track P 
8 ________________ , Load track S and read from track P 

If no modifying control is desired, the p column of the 
instruction is left blank. As an example of the use 
of the modifying instruction, let us suppose that it is 
desired to transfer the data on track C of the drum 25 
to the output track P and cause it to be read out for 
printing or punching as may be desired. In this case the 
machine is given the instruction: C99 P99 00 4-. This 
causes the 100-character record on track C to be trans
ferred to the output track P from where it is taken to 
control printing or punching. 

When information is to be transferred from the disc 
memory to a storage track on the process drum, an entire 
100-character record must be transferred. To cause the 
disc memory to locate the desired information, the ad
dress thereof is entered into the address buffer 20 and 
the seek control code is added to the instruction. As
suming that the address of the desired record in the disc 
file is presently located in positions 04 through 00 of 
general storage track A, such as instruction would appear 
as follows: A04 Y99 05 2-. This instruction causes the 
addrc~s recorded in the last five positions of track A 
to be transferred to the address buffer 20, The control 
code 2 then causes the access mechanism to move the 
transducers associated with the file 11 adjacent the disc 

8 
and track defined by the first four digits of the address 
and to locate the desired record, as discussed earlier. (It 
should be noted that the 99 recorded in the a2b2 posi
tions of the instruction is used only to fill these positions, 

5 there being no meaning therefor in this instance.) Since 
it takes time for the access mechanism to position the 
transducers according to an address, it is desired that the 
machine be given this instruction as soon as the address 
is known_ In this way processing may continue until the 

10 information is actually needed, thereby permitting utiliza
tion of the access time for other processing, which re
duces the effective time required for a given operation. 
To transfer the disc record to the processing unit, an 
instruction such as R99 E99 00 - - is utilized. This in-

15 struction causes the entire IOO-character record specified 
by the number in the address buffer to be transferred to 
the track E. 

When successive records on the same disc storage track 
are to be read, it is not necessary to move the access arm 

20 physically and the number in the address buffer may be 
advanced one address at a time either by using the p 
control code 3 or by control panel wiring, as will be ex
plained. Thus, when the arm has been physically located, 
all ten records on the track being scanned may be read 

25 out on successive operating cycles. For example, if the 
record address is 12340, record 12340 is first read out. 
Simultaneously. if the 0 is changed to a 1, the record 
12341 is read out on the next cycle. Subsequently, rec
ords 12342 through 12349 may be read out in a similar 

30 manner. Note that the advance sector operation affects 
only the low order position of the address buffer and does 
not carryover into other positions, since, if it did carry 
over, a relocation of the access arm would be required 
and such relocation is accomplished only by a seek opera-

35 tion. 
A track T, referred to herein as the emitter track, on the 

processing drum is provided with various numerals, letters 
and special characters previously recorded thereon and is 
used as a source from which selected characters are taken 

40 for use when desired. The address of these characters is 
known and they are referred to by suitable instructions. 
If, for example, it is desired to record a "5" for record 
identification, etc., perhaps in character position 21 of 
track J, and assuming that a "5" is recorded in char-

45 acter position 43 of the emitter track T, the instruction 
would be T43 121 01 --. 

The numerical p codes discussed above control auto
matic operations such as loading the input track Sand 
positioning the access arm. If an alphabetic p code is 

50 utilized, however, an impulse is emitted from a corre
sponding program exit hub on the control panel 28 of 
the processing unit 12 and the program sequence is can
celled. This impulse may be wired through various selec
tors to make logical decisions according to the results of 

55 previous operations and, as in other control panel opera
tions known in the art, these selectors may be tested in 
combination and the impulse wired to cause different 
operations for different selector conditions. This allows 
branching to one of any number of possible alternate pro-

60 grams. The impulse from the program exit hub must be 
returned to a pair of program entry hubs, as will be 
described, to initiate the new sequence of programs. Thu~, 
a program exit hub emits an impulse whenever the corre
sponding alphabetic p code is attached to an instruction. 

G5 This impulse is used to make tests on the control panel, 
and when it is emitted, the program sequence is cancelled 
and is reestablished by wiring to the proper program 
entry hubs. 

Program entry hubs are provided to accept the pro-
70 gram exit impulse which sets up the first program step 

of a new sequence, When an alphabetic p code is at
tached to an instruction, the machine stops operation un
less a new program is initiated by impulsing the program 
entry hubs. The new program step is set up by impUlsing 

75 the two hubs that correspond to the address of the desired 
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mal control sequence must exist until the correct phase 
reoccurs. 

A normal transfer operation, i.e., a transfer operation 
solely within the processing unit, requires four cycles for 

instruction number. Thus, for example, if the impulse 
taken from program exhit hub B is to initiate a new se
quence of program steps be[inning with step 62, hub B is 
wired to the entry hubs Ylhich control the selection of 
program 62, as will be explained. 

Latch type selectors are utilized herein to provide for 
storage and for analysis of control. Each selector has a 
common hub, a pick hub, a drop hub, a normal hub, and 

5 completion. The first cycle, an even cycle, is the 11 cycle 
during which time an instruction is read from the appro
priate ten-digit field of one of the program tracks under 
the control of the program counter 27 and into a st~tic in-

a transferred hub, the common hub being connected to the 
normal hub until the selector is picked up by impulsing 10 
the pick hub. At this time the common hub is connected 
to the transferred hub where it remains until an im
pulse is sent to the drop hub. An impulse that is used 
to perform several functions on the plugboard is first wired 
through distributors which serve the same function as 15 
parallel wires but prevent back circuits. 

As an example of branching, let us suppose that the 
machine has proceeded through program steps 90 
through 14 and the need for a logical decision arises. 
Under one condition a first selector is transferred, and in 20 
this case the program is to be reinitiated at program step 
19. Under another condition a second selector is trans
ferred and the program is to be reinitiated at step 29. A 
third condition might be where neither selector is trans
ferred, and in this case it will be assumed that the pro- 25 
gram should proceed to step 15. The instruction for 
step 14, therefore, is provided with an alphabetic p control 
code such as A. The control code A causes an impulse 
to be emitted from the A program exit hub after the in
struction has been carried out. Simultaneously, the pro- 30 
gram sequence is cancelled. If the ,first selector is trans
ferred at this time, the impulse from program exit hub A 
emerges from the transferred side of this selector and 
is wired through a distributor to impulse the "1" hub in 
the tens program entry and the "9" hub in the units pro- 35 
gram entry, and program 19 is set up to control the next 
program step. If the first selector is normal, the impulse 
emerges from the normal side thereof and is wired to the 
common hub of the second selector. Thus, if this selec-
tor is transferred, the impUlse emerges from the trans- 40 
ferred hub thereof to impulse program entry hubs "2" and 
"9" and initiate program step 29. If neither selector is 
transferred, the impulse from the program exit hub A 
emerges from the normal side of the second selector and 45 
enters program entry hubs" 1" and "5" to initiate program 
15. 

struction register 30. The next cycle is referred to as the 
12 cycle (odd) and is used to provide "wait" time required 
to allow relays associated with the instruction to be picked 
in the event that the instruction occurs late in the II cycle. 
The remaining two cycles of the trensfer operation in
clude the El (even) and E2 (odd) cycles. During the 
El cycle, information from the sending track Tl is loaded 
into the magnetic core buffer, starting at the character 
address specified by alb l and continuing until mn char
acters have been read into the buffer or until character 
position 00 has been passed, whichever occurs first. The 
unloading of the core buffer onto the receiving track T2 
occurs during the E2 cycle in an analogous manner. Thus, 
a normal transfer operation requires four cycles for com
pletion. In terms of the usual stored program concepts, 
the II and 12 drum revolutions constitute the "fetch" 
cycle and the El and E2 periods are the "execute" cycle. 
Provided that the P column of the instruction is blank, 
the system proceeds to read the next instruction on the 
following cycle (even), and these four revolution se
quences follow each other until interrupted by a P "flag" 
or by an operation that cannot be accomplished within 
the basic cycle. 

If the P column of the instruction is not blank, i.e., if a 
relay in the P section of the instruction register has been 
picked, an additional pair of control cycles, i.e., the PI 
and P2 cycles, are added to the basic cycle following E2 • 

the PI cycle (even) is wait time provided primarily to 
allow any control panel relays of state that might have 
been affected during the E2 cycle to reach their final con
dition. Also, if an alphabetic character is present in the 
p portion of the instruction, the program counter relays 
are dropped out during the PI cycle. The actual control 
panel pulse is emitted during the P2 (odd) cycle and may 
be lIsed to actuate various control panel functions as well 
as to pick up the program counter relays at a new start
ing point. Once the program relays arc picked, the nor-
mal Ii cycle starts on the following drum revolution. If 
a numerical code is located in the p column of the in
struction, the program counter relays are not dropped 

The q portion of the instruction is utilized to control 
special operations as may be desired. In the present em
bodiment only one such operation is disclosed, and when 
q=c, data recorded at the T2 address is compared with 
the data taken from the Tl address. Thus, when q=c, 
a comparison is made between the Tl data and the T2 data 

50 out during the Pi cycle. The appropriate functions are 
actuated during P2 time and on the following drum revo
lution, an 11 cycle is initiated which controls the entry of 
the next consecutive instruction into the register 30. 

Means are provided herein for transferri;;g data under to determine, for example, whether or not a transfer was 
correctly made. When T2=R, a comparison is forced 
automatically after the data is recorded on the disc. This 
operation requires a second El cycle, during which the 
TI data is again read into the buffer, and a second E2 
cycle during which the data is read from the T 2 address 
and compared with the data in the buffer to determine if 
they are identical. 

The primary time base of the present machine is the 
rotating process drum 25, and all operations are timed 
to the process drum by cam operated circuit breakers 
driven from the drum shaft. Most gross control paths 
are set up through relay points and, in general, these re
lays are picked during one drum revolution and the sig-
nal is sent through their points during the next following 
drum revolution. Thus, the basic operation is made up 
of two drum revolutions. Successive revolutions or cy
cles are designated herein as "even" cycle, "odd" cycle, 
"even" cycle, etc., and since various segments of the con
trol sequence are intimately associated with a given type 
of cycle, i.e., odd or even, any interruption in the nor-

55 the control of the control panel and without the use of 
the internally stored programs. Such transfers are limited 
to full records, however, and are initiated by pUlsing suit
able hubs on the control panel, as will become clear. 
These operations are referred to as copy operations and 

60 an obvious necessity therefor is to initiate the operation 
of the machine by loading a few internal instructions on 
one of the instruction tracks. A copy operation requires 
four cycles which are identified as the CI, C2, C3 and C4 
cycles. The buffer is loaded during the C1 cycle and is 

65 unloaded during the C2 cycle. C3 is provided as wait 
time and during C4 a new control panel pulse is emitted 
for initiating further operation as may be desired. 

Two additional cycles, DI and D2, are provided for 
yielding a delay when necessary for some reason. \Vhen 

70 a control panel pulse is entered into a delay entry hub, 
it exits from an exit hub two cycles later and in this way 
a two-cycle delay is obtained. Where successive copy op
erations are to be taken, it is necessary to separate them 
by a delay to allow the various relays involved to be trans-

75 ferred. This is but one reason for the provision of the 
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delay, others being obvious to those familiar with pro
gramming of such machines as the present one. Where 
more than a two-cycle delay is desired, the pulse taken 
from the delay exit hub maybe utilized to initiate an
other two-cycle delay by entering it into a second delay 
entry hub. 

When Tl is either S or R, or when T2 is P or R, the basic 
timing cycle of the machine is altered since the drum lOa 
of the input-output unit 10 and the various discs of the 
disc storage unit 11 are not synchronized with the process 
drum 25. The processing unit is arranged to proceed 
through the 11 and 12 cycles in the manner described 
above; however, when T1=S or R, the system is placed in 
an interlocked condition on the El cycle which extends 
the E, cycle until a signal is obtained which indicates 
that the buffer has been loaded by the sending track. The 
next odd cycle after this signal is received is the normal 
B.! cycle unless T 2=P or R. Additionally, when T 2 is 
either P or R, the E, cycle occurs in the normal fashion 
(unless T,=S or R) and the E2 cycle is extended. It will 
now be understood that if in a given instruction T, =S or 
Rand T2=P or R, both the El and E2 cycles are extended. 

The basic timing of the present machine is under the 
control of 24 circuit breakers CB-l through CB-24 (FIG. 

12 
a line 44 and through the n/o c contacts of the relay 
40 to the line 41, and the first odd CB pulse after the 
relay 40 is energized picks the relay 43. Since the hold 
coil of the relay 43 is connected between ground and 

5 through its nlo a contacts to the line 36, the relay 43 
is held during the following even CB pulse since at this 
time its a contacts are transferred. 

In addition to being connected to the line 44, the pick 
winding of the relay 43 is connected through the nlc c 

10 contacts of a relay 45 (FIG. 4a) and through the nlc 
c contacts of a relay 46 to one side of a matrix of relay 
points, the other side of which is connected by a line 
47 through the nlo b contacts of the relay 43 (FIG. 4b) 
and by a line 47a through the armature and #2 contact 

15 of a switch 48 (FIG 4a) to the line 41. As will be
come clear later, the above mentioned matrix of relay 
points presents an open circuit when T2=P, X or R, 
it being closed under all other conditions. Additionally, 
the relays 45 and 46 are energized only in the event that 

20 an error has been made. Thus, assuming no error and 
assuming further that T2fP, X or R, the pick coil of 
the relay 43 (FIG. 4b) is connected through its b con
tacts to the CB-1 pulse line 41 when the switch 48 is 
in the condition shown. Under the conditions defined 

25 above, therefore, the relay 43 is continuously energized, 
from the time that the contacts of the relay 40 are trans
ferred until one of these conditions is not met, at which 
time the machine is put in an interlocked condition as 

3a) which are operated by corresponding cams 34 
mounted on a shaft driven by the shaft upon which the 
process drum 25 is mounted. The cam shaft however, is 
driven at one-half the speed of the process drum. The 
various CB's are closed by the corresponding cam for 
slightly more than a full drum revolution, the odd-num- 30 
bered CB's being closed from 350· to 190 0 of the cam 
shaft rotation and the even-numbered CB's being closed 
from 1700 to 10 0 of the cam shaft rotation. The make 
and break of these CB's roughly defines the odd and 
even cycles referred to hereinabove. 

will be explained. 
The line 36 (FIG. 4b) is connected through the nlo d 

contacts of the relay 38 and through a matrix of relay 
points to a line 39 which is connected to one side of 
the pick coil of a relay 50, the other side of which is 
grounded, and when the relay 38 picks, as described 

35 above, its d contacts are transferred and the pick coil 
of the relay 50 is energized, provided there is a path 
through the last mentioned matrix of relay points to 
the line 39. As will be explained later, the only time 
this matrix presents an open circuit is when Tl = either 

One side of CB-2 is connected to +48 volts by a line 
35. the other side thereof being connected through a line 
36 to one side of a nlo start key 37 (FIG. 4b) which, 
when actuated, initiates the operation of the machine. 
The second side of the start key 37 is connected through 
the nlc c points of a relay 38 and through a line 39 to 
one side of the pick coil of a relay 40, the other side of 
which is connected to ground. Thus, when the start key is 
actuated, CB-2 makes and the pick coil of the relay 40 
is energized. One side of the hold coil of the relay 40 is 
grounded and the other side thereof is connected through 
its nlo a contacts, through a line 41 and through CB-1 
(FIG. 3a) to +48 volts, and when CB-1 makes the hold 
coil of the relay 40 (FIG. 4b) is energized (see FIG. 5). 
Thus, the relay 40 (FIG. 4b) is picked by an even CB 
pulse and is held by the following odd CB pulse. 

When the relay 40 is picked, its b contacts are trans
ferred and the same CB-1 pulse that holds relay 40 is 
connected from the line 41 through these contacts. through 
a line 42 and through the pick coil of the relay 38 to 
ground, thereby picking the relay 38 at this time. One 
side of the hold coil of the relay 38 is grounded and 
the other side is connected through its a cont8cts to the 
line 36 from which CB-2 pulses are taken. Thus, relay 
40 is picked by the first even CB pulse after the start 
key is actuated and is held by the next following odd 
CB pulse. The relay 38 is picked by the first odd CB 
pulse after the relay 40 is picked and is held by the 
following even CB pulse, as described. It should also 
be noted that the pick coil of the relay 38 is connected 
by the line 42 through its nlo b contacts to the line 41, 
and under normal conditions the relay 38 is continu
ously energized, through either its pick or hold wind
ings, by odd and even CB pulses, respectively, after the 
relay 40 has been picked. Additionally, it should be 
noted that the relay 40 drops out when the relay 38 
picks since the c contacts of the relay 38 are opened at 
this time. 

One side of the pick coil of a relay 43 is connected 
to ground, the other side thereof being connected through 

40 R or S. Since the hold coil of the relay 50 is connected 
through its own nlo a contacts to the line 41, it should 
be clear that the relay 50 is picked by the first even 
CB pulse after the relay 38 is picked and that it is held 
during the following odd and even CB pulses as long 

45 as the relay 38 is energized, and as long as T'=FS or R. 
One side of the pick coil of a relay 51 is connected 

to ground, the other side being connected through a line 
52, through the nlc e points of the relay 40, through 
the nlc e points of the relay 50 to the CB-1 pulse line 

50 41. The hold coil of the relay 51 is connected between 
ground and one side of its n/o a contacts, the other 
side of these contacts being connected to the line 36. 
Thus, the relay 51 is picked by odd CB pulses and is held 
by even CB pulses until either relay 40 or relay 50 is 

55 energized, i.e., until the odd cycle following actuation 
of the start key 37 since at this time the contacts of the 
relay 40 transfer. After the relay 40 drops out, the re
lay 50 picks. thereby preventing further energization of 
the relay 51 as long as the relay 50 is energized. 

60 The line 36 is connected through the nice contacts 
of the relay 43 to one side of the pick coil of a relay 
53, the other side of which is grounded. Additionally, 
the line 41 is connected through the nlo a contacts of 
the relay 53 to one side of the hold coil of this relay, 

65 the other side thereof being grounded. Thus, the relay 
53 is picked and held by even and odd CB pulses, re
spectively, until the e contacts of the relay 43 are trans
ferred, at which time the relay 53 drops out. 

Referring now to FIG. 3a, the line 41 connected to 
70 one side of CB-l is also connected through the nlo h 

contacts of the relay 50 and through the nlc b contacts 
of the relay 53 to a line 54, and as long as the relay 
50 is energized and the relay 53 is not energized, as is 
the normal condition (see FIG. 5) soon after the start 

75 key 37 is actuated, odd CB pulses pass through these 
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contacts and appear on the line 54 (FIG. 3a). Simi
larly, the line 36 connected to one side of CB-2 is con
nected through the nlo h contacts of the relay 43 and 
through the n/c b contacts of the relay 51 to a line 55 
from which even CB pulses are taken as long as the 
relay 43 is energized and the relay 51 is deenergized. 
This again is the normal condition after the start key 
is actuated. Odd CB pulses also appear on a line 57 
connected through the nlc d and c points of the relay 
53 to one side of CB-3 and even CB pulses also appear 
on a line 58 connected through the nlc d and c points 
of the relay 51 to one side of CB-4 as long as the relays 
53 and 51, respectively, are deenergized. It should be 
noted, however, that when the contacts of the relay 53 
are transferred and when the relay 51 is deenergized, 
odd CB pulses appear on the line 58. Also, even CB 
pulses appear on the line 57 when the relay 53 is de
energized and when the contacts of the relay 51 are 
transferred. 

The odd CB pulse taken from the line 54 is designated 
herein as an "odd pick" pulse, the pulse taken from 
the line 55 being called an "even pick" pulse. Addi
tionally, the pulses taken from the lines 57 and 58 are 
referred to as "even hold" and "odd hold" pulses, re
spectively, it being remembered that these. pulses are 
normally odd and even CB pulses, respectIvely: The 
pulses taken from the line 54, 55, 57, 58 are utlhzed to 
control the operation of various relays to be described, 
which define the 11> 12, Eb etc., cycles mentioned pre
viously. 

Referring now to FIG. 6b, if it is assumed that a 48-
volt pulse is initially applied to one side of the pick coil 
of a relay 60 through a line 61, the source of which pulse 
will be described later, it will be clear that the relay 
60 is picked thereby since the other side thereof is ground
ed. The relay 60 defines the II cycle and, as will be
come clear, the pulse applied thereto is an odd CB 
pulse. When energized, the nlo a contacts of the relay 
60 are transferred, and since the hold coil of this relay 
is connected between ground and the odd hold line 58 
through these a contacts, the relay 60 is held by the odd 
hold pUlse. The odd hold pulse is an even CB pulse, as 
described earlier, and the II relay 60 is thus held during 
an even cycle, at the end of which time it drops o~t. 

The pick coil of the 12 relay, i.e., a relay 62, IS con
nected between ground and through the nl c h points of 
a relay 63, through the nlo b contacts of the II relay 
60 and through the nlc c contacts of another error relay 
64 to the line 55. Thus, the 12 relay is picked by an 
even pick pulse following the energization of the II relay 
60 provided the relays 63 and 64 are de energized. When 
this occurs, the nlo a contacts of the relay 62 are trans
ferred and the hold coil thereof is connected between 
the even hold line 57 and ground, thereby energizing 
the hold coil for the duration of the next even hold 
pulse, i.e., odd cycle. The relay 62, like the relay 60, 
is therefore energized for only one cycle since as soon 
as the relay 60 drops out its b contacts open the circuit 
from the line 55 thereto, thereby causing the relay 62 to 

14 
nected between ground and through its nlo a contacts 
to the odd hold line 58. Thus, when the relay 62 picks, 
the next following odd pick pulse picks the relay 65 and 
the following odd hold pulse holds the rela;: 65 for. the 

5 duration thereof. The relay 65, therefore, IS energized 
for only one cycle, i.e., an even cycle, since prior to the 
next odd pick pulse the relay 62 drops out, thereby open
ing its d contacts (FIG. 6a) and opening the circuit to 
the pick coil thereof. . 

10 The pick coil of the E2 relay 66 (FIG. 6b) IS connected 
between ground and through the nlo b contacts of the 
relay 65, through the nlc c contacts o~ the error relay 
64 to the even pick line 55, the hold coIl of the. relay 66 
being connected between ground and through Its nlo a 

15 contacts to the even hold line 57. Thus, as long as there 
is no error, i.e., as long as the relay 64 is deenergized, 
and if the contacts of the EI relay 65 are transferred, 
an even pick pulse energizes the pick winding of the Ea 
relay 66 the next following even hold pulse being ar-

20 ranged t~ hold this relay for the duration thereof. Thus, 
the relay 66 is energized for one cycle and defines the 
E:! cycle (odd). 

In addition to being connected to a pulse source to be 
described, the line 61 (FIG. 6a) connected to one side 

25 of the pick coil of the II relay 60 is also connected through 
a diode 145 and through a series of nlc points of several 
relays 750 through 745, to be described later,. to a line 
68 which is in turn connected through a plurahty of par
allelly arranged points of several relays 715, 718, 719, 

30 720 and 752, to be described, to a line 69. The line 69 
is connected through the nlo b contacts of the relay 66 
to the line 67. The various aforementioned series of 
contacts provide a closed circuit between the line 61 
and the line 68 when the p portion of the instruction is 

35 blank, the parallelly arranged points providing a closed 
circuit when either T2=1=R or q=c. Thus, when the p 
portion of the instruction is blank and either T2=1=R or 
q=c, the line 61 is connected to the line 6? and th: II 
relay is picked by the odd pick pulse followmg energlza-

40 tion of the E2 relay 66 since the h contacts of the relay 
66 are transferred at this time. 

When p is not blank, one of a plurality of nlo, par
allelly arranged points of the relays 746 through 750, one 
side of each of which is connected to a line 70, is closed. 

45 The other side of these relay points is connected to the 
line 68 and since the line 70 is connected to one side 
of the ~ick coil of the relay 63 (FIG. 6b), the other side 
of which is grounded, the relay 63 is picked by the next 
following odd pick pulse when p is not blank and when 

50 either T2=1=R or q=c, if the contacts of the E2 relay 66 
are transferred, there being no prior error. The relay 
63 defines the PI cycle and is energized on the cycle fol
lowing the E2 cycle only if the P portion of an instruction 
is not blank. This relay is held by an odd hold pulse, 

55 the hold coil thereof being connected between ground and 
through its nlo a contacts to the odd hold line 58. Thus, 
the PI relay 63 defines the PI cycle (even) and when it 
is picked, its nlc II contacts are also opened, thereby pre-

drop out at this time. 60 
The EI and E2 cycles are defined by two rel~ys 65. and 

66, respectively, in a similar manner. The pick COil. of 
the relay 65 is connected between ground and by a hne 
65a through the nlo d contacts (FIG. 6a) of the relay 

venting energization of the 12 relay 62. 
Also, at this time the nlo b contacts of the relay 63 

62 to a line 67, which line is connected through the nlc d 
contacts of the error relay 45 and through the nle b con
tacts of the error relay 46 to the odd pick line 54. Relays 
45 and 46, it will be recalled, are picked only when an 
error has been indicated by the machine, and therefore 
under normal conditions these relays are deenergized and 
their contacts are in the condition shown in the drawing. 
Thus, when the 12 relay 62 (FIG. 6b) is energized, its d 
contacts (FIG. 6a) are transferred and odd pick pulses 
are connected therethrough to the pick coil of the relay 
65 (FIG. 6b). The hold coil of the relay 65 is COTI-

are closed, thereby connecting one side of the pick coil 
of a relay 72, the P2 relay, therethrough and through the 
nlc c contacts of the error relay 64 to the even pick line 
55, and it will be clear that the next even pick pulse after 

65 the relay 63 is picked energizes the relay 72. The hold 
coil of the relay 72 is connected through its nlo a con
tacts to the even hold line 57, thereby holding this relay 
for the duration of the even hold pulse. Thus, neither 
relay 63 nor 72 is picked if p is blank, the relays 60, 62, 

70 65 and 66 being arranged to repeat the above described 
sequence until P is not blank, at which time the relays 63 
and 72 are sequentially energized as described, thereby 
defining the PI and P2 cycles, respectively. 

It will be recalled that when P is numeric it is desired 
75 to resume the program from the point where it left off 
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and that when p is alphabetic a new program is initiated. 
Thus, when p is numeric, the 11 relay 60 is picked follow
ing the P2 cycle and the normal Ib 12, Eb E2 sequence is 
automatically resumed. This is accomplished in the fol
lowing manner. The line 67 (FIG. 6a) is connected 5 
through the nlo b contacts of the P2 relay 72 to a line 73 
which in turn is connected through two of the serially 
arranged contacts, i.e., contacts of the relays 749 and 
750, and through the line 61 to one side of the pick coil 
of the relay 60. These two contacts are normally closed 10 
and are open only when there is either a "0" or an "x" 
bit in the p portion of the instruction, i.e., only when p 
is alphabetic, as will become clear. Thus, if p is numeric, 
the odd pick pulse following the P2 cycle energizes the 11 
relay 60 and the normal sequence II> J2, E1, E2, 11. etc., 15 
is resumed. If p is alphabetic, the ,II relay is not ener
gized in this fashion since the circuit just described is open 
under these conditions. 

When p is alphabetic, a pulse is emitted from the cor
responding hub on the control panel for use as may be 20 
desired, which pulse after use is connected to the desired 
ones of several program hubs to control the program to 
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the nlc g contacts of the error relay 45 and through a 
matrix of points of the relays 715, 716, 718, 719 and 720 
to one of several copy exit hubs 85. This pulse is then 
connected to initiate the desired sequence to follow, such 
as picking a new program and thereby starting the nor
mal sequence of 11> 12 , etc. If no connection is made 
from the copy exit hubs, operation of the machine stops 
after the C4 cycle. 

As mentioned earlier, means are provided for obtain
ing a two-cycle delay, which includes eight relays 86 
through 93 (FIG. 6b). The pick coils of selected re
lays 86, 88, 90 or 92 are energized by an odd CB pulse 
applied to a selected one of the several delay entry hubs 
94 .(FIG. 6a), and these relays are held, when picked, 
dunng the following even cycle by the odd hold pulse 
taken from the line 58. Additionally, when one of the 
relays 86, 88, 90 or 92 (FIG. 6b) is picked, its cone
sponding relay 87, 89, 91 or 93 is picked by the follow
ing even pick pulse and is held during the next follow
ing odd cycle by an even hold pulse. Referring now to 
FIG. 7, it will be seen that the odd pick line 54 is con-
nected through a matrix 95 of points of the relays 87, 
89, 91 and 93 to the delay exit hubs 96. Thus, when 
a pulse from the control panel is entered into one of 
the delay entry hubs 94 (FIG. 6a). a pulse is present 
on the corresponding delay exit hub 96 (FIG. 7) two 
cycles later. To obtain a longer delay, it is necessary 
only to take the delay exit pulse and wire it into another 
delay entry hub, thereby providing delays of 2, 4, 6, etc., 

be resumed at the point defined by these hubs. This oper
ation will be described in more detail later herein in con
nection with the description of the program counter, and 25 
for the present it will suffice to understand that the control 
panel pulse entered into the program counter is taken 
through the line 61 to the pick coil of the 11 relay 60, 
and upon the occurrence thereof relay 60 is picked and 

30 cycles as may be desired. the normal operating cycle is resumed. 
A copy operation, and thus the copy cycles Cb ~, C3 

and C4, is initiated by a CB-l pulse taken, for example, 
from the line 41 (FIG. 3a). When the relay 40 (FIG. 
4b) is picked, as described previously, the line 41 is con
nected through the nlo d contacts of the relay 40 to a 35 
start exit hub 144, and if the hub 144 is wired to desired 
copy entry hubs 77 (FIG. l4a) a copy operation is in
itiated. Each of the T2 copy entry hubs is connected 
through a corresponding diode to a line 78 which con
nects to one side of a relay 79 (FIGS. 6a and 6b), the C1 40 
relay, the other side of which is grounded. Thus, on a 
copy operation the relay 79 is picked by an odd CB pulse 
and since its hold coil is disposed between ground and 
the odd hold pulse line 58 through its a contacts, it is 
held during the next even cycle. (It should be noted 4[) 
here that the pulse connected to the line 61 which initiates 
the normal operating sequence of Ib h Eb etc., may be 
the odd CB pulse taken from the start exit hub 144, as 
will be explained later. This pulse is wired only to the 
copy entry hubs when a copy operation is to be per- 50 
formed, and the normal sequence of II> 12, EI> etc., does 
not occur due to the fact that this pulse is not wired to 
the pick coil of the relay 60 under these conditions.) 

When the relay 79 (FIG. 6b) picks, its b contacts are 
transferred and the pick coil of the C2 relay, a relay 80, 55 
is energized since one side of it is grounded and the 
other side is connected through the n/o b contacts of 
the relay 79 and through the nice contacts of the error 
relay 64 to the even pick line 55. The relay 80 is held 
through its own a contacts by an even hold pulse and GO 
thus defines a C2 cycle (odd). 

A relay 81, the Ca relay, is connected through a line 
82, through a matrix of points of the relays 715, 718, 719, 
720 and 752 (FIG. 6a) which provides a closed circuit 
therethrough when T27":R or when q=c, and through the G5 
n/o c points of the relay 80 to the line 67. Thus, the 
rclay 81 is picked by an odd pick pulse while the relay 
80 is picked, if T27":R or q=c, and since the relay 81 is 
held by an odd hold pulse, the C3 cycle defined thereby is 
even. In a similar manner, the C4 relay 84 (FIG. 6 b) 70 
is picked by an even pick pulse and is held by an even 
hold pulse and thereby defines the C4 cycle (odd). When 
the contacts of the relay 84 have transferred, its c con
tacts (FIG. 7) are closed and the following odd pick pulse 
taken from the line 54 is connected therethrough, through 75 

The program counter (FIG. 8) is provided to control 
the selection of one of the ten-digit instructions re
corded on the various program tracks 0 through 9 of the 
process drum 25. Since there are 100 programs, i.e., 
ten traok and ten programs per track, the program 
counter is a 100-position counter and includes two dec-
ade relay counters 97 and 98. The units order counter 
97 is normally advanced during the odd cycle immedi
ately preceding each II cycle, and the tens order 98 is 
advanced each time the units order 97 carries. In the 
present embodiment the tens order 98 of the program 
counter controls the selection of the program track by 
rendering the magnetic transducer associated therewith 
operative. The units order 97 controls the selection of 
the field within the selected track containing the desired 
program. The manner in which the condition of the 
program counter controls the selection of the track and 
field will be explained later. 

The units order 97 of the program counter includes 
20 relays 100 through 119, the tens order 98 including 
20 relays 120 through 139, and the pick coil of each 
of the relays 100 through 109 is connected between 
ground and a corresponding program entry hub 0 
through 9 which is physically located on the control 
panel. The hold coil of each of these relays is con
nected between ground and through a nlo a contact 
thereof to a line 140, and the line 140 is connected 
through the nlo b' contacts of the 12 relay 62 to the even 
hold line 57, as well as through the n/o t contacts of 
the 11 relay 60 and the n/o e contacts of the error relay 
64 to the odd hold line 58. The pick coils of the relays 
110 through 119 are connected between ground and one 
side of the nlo b contacts of the corresponding relay 
100 through 109 to a line 141, which line is connected 
through the 11/0 c' contacts of the 12 relay 62 and through 
the nlc t contacts of the error relay 45 to the odd pick 
line 54. The hold coil of each of the relays 110 through 
119 is connected between ground and one side of its 
nlo a contacts, the other side of each of these contacts 
being connected in common to a line 142 which is con
nected through the nlc d' contacts of the 12 relay 62 
to the even hold line 57, as well as through the nlc g 
contacts of the II relay 60 and through the nlo f con
tacts of the error relay 64 to the odd hold line 58. 

The pick coils of the relays 100 through 109 are ener-
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gized in one of two ways. One way is by putting a suit
able pulse into the appropriate program entry hub 0 
through 9 on the control pr.nel. The second is to pulse 
a line 143 which is connected through the nlc e con
tacts of the error relay 46 to one side of each of the 5 
nlo b contacts of the relays 119 and 110 through 118, 
the other side of which is connected to the nongrounded 
side of the corresponding pick coil of the relays 100 
through 109, respectively, as indicated in the drawing. 
The pulse utilized to pick a program relay 100 through 10 
109 via the program entry hubs 0 through 9 may be 
taken, for example, from the start exit hub 144 (FIG. 
4b) from which, it will be recalled, an odd CB pulse is 
taken when operation of the machine is initiated. If 
this pulse is wired to a desired one of the ten program 15 
entry hubs 0 through 9 (FIG. 8) of the units order of 
the program counter, the corresponding relay 100 through 
109 associated therewith is picked. This pulse may also 
be wired to one of the program entry hubs 00 through 
90 of the tens order of the program counter to pick a 20 
corresponding one of the ten relays 120 through 129 as
sociated therewith in a similar manner, as will be clear 
later. It should be noted here that whenever one of the 
program entry hubs 0 through 9 is pulsed, this pulse is 
also connected through a suitable diode, which prevents 25 
back circuits, to the line 61 which, it will be recalled, 
is connected to one side of the 11 relay 60 (FIG. 6b). 
Thus, when a program entry hub 0 through 9 is pulsed, 
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11 and 12 cycles as described above in connection with 
the relay 102. Thus, each time the line 143 is pulsed, 
the condition of the units order of the program counter 
is advanced one position. 

The tens order 98 of the program counter, which in
cludes the 20 relays 120 through 139, operates in a simi
lar manner. Each of the program entry hubs 00 through 
90 is, as mentioned above, connected to one side of the 
pick coil of the corresponding relay 120 through 129, 
the other side of each of these coils being grounded. 
Also, the hold coil of each of the relays 120 through 
129 is connected between ground and through its nlo a 
contacts to a line 146 which is connected through the 
nlc f' contacts of the E2 relay 66 as well as through a 
series of contacts of the relays 119, 749 and 750 to the 
even hold line 57. Additionally, the line 146 is con-
nected through the nlc d' contacts of the El relay 65 
as well as through the nlo a' contacts of the error re
lay 64 and also through a series of nlc contacts of the 
relays 119, 749 and 750 to the odd hold line 58. 

The line 143 is connected through the nlc e contacts of 
the error relay 46, through the nlo b contacts of the relay 
119, and through a line 149 to one side of each of the 
nlo b contacts of the relays 139 and 130 through 138, 
the other side of these relay points being connected to 
one side of the corresponding pick coil of the relays 120 
through 129, respectively. The line 141 is connected 
through the nlo b contacts of the relays 120 through 129 
to one side of the corresponding pick coil of the relays the 11 relay 60 is picked and the normal sequence of llo 

12, Eb etc., is initiated. 
As explained earlier herein, the relay 60 defines the 

11 cycle, the relay 62 being arranged to define an 12 cycle. 
Since the f and b' contacts (FIG. 8) of the relays 60 and 

30 130 through 139, respectively. The other side of each of 
the pick coils of the relays 130 through 139 is connected 
to ground. Additionally, the line 142 is connected to one 
side of the hold coil of each of the relays 130 through 

62, respectively, are transferred during an II and 12 cycle, 
respectively, the odd hold line 58 and the even hold 35 
line 57 are connected therethrough to the line 140. As
suming, for example, that the program entry hub 2 of 
the units order of the program counter is pulsed in the 
manner described above, the relay 102 is picked and its 
a contacts transferred, thereby connecting odd hold and 40 
even hold pulses taken from the line 140 therethrough 
and across the hold coil of the relay 102. Thus, the 
relays 100 through 109 are picked during the odd cycle 
immediately preceding the 11 cycle (refer to the timing 
diagram shown in FIG. 5) and are held throughout the 
11 and 12 cycles. 45 

The line 141 (FIG. 8) is connected to the odd pick 
line 54 during an 12 cycle. and it will be clear that in the 
present example the pick coil of the relay 112 is ener
gized by the odd pick pulse occurring during the 12 cycle. 50 
The relays 110 through 119 are held by odd hold pulses 
during the El cycles and by even hold pulses during E2 
cycles, the g and d' contacts of the relays 60 and 62, 
respectively, being in the closed condition shown at these 
times. Thus, in the present example the relay 102 is 
picked just prior to the II cycle and is held for the dura- 55 
tion of the 11 and 12 cycles. Also, the relay 112 is picked 
during the 12 cycle and is held throughout the EI and 
E2 cycles or until the next 11 cycle. It is in this way 
that the units order of an initial program step is en-
tered into the program counter. 60 

The second method of picking the various relays 100 
through 109 is utilized to advance the counter one unit 
at a time, each pulse entered on the line 143 being ar
ranged to advance the counter by one unit. The line 
143 is connected through the diode 145 (FIG. 6a) and 65 
through the line 61 to one side of the pick coil of the 11 
relay 60 (FIG. 6b), and it will be understood that each 
time the 11 relay is picked by a pulse passing through 
the diode 145, the line 143 is pulsed. To resume with 
the example discussed above, assuming that the relay 112 70 
(FIG. 8) is picked, the b contacts thereof are transferred 
and the pulse taken from the line 143 therethrough pre
ceding the next following II cycle picks the relay 103. 
This relay is therefore picked in the same manner in 
which the 11 relay is picked and is held throughout the 75 

139 through a corresponding nlo a contact thereof, the 
other side of these hold coils being grounded. Thus, as
suming that the program entry hub 30 of the tens order 
of the program counter is pulsed by means such as a start 
pulse taken from the start exit hub 76, the relay 123 is 
picked and is held by following odd and even hold pulses 
taken from the lines 57 and 58, until the relay 119 of the 
units order of the program counter is energized. When 
the relay 119 picks, the c and d contacts thereof are 
opened, thereby disconnecting the line 146 from the lines 
57 and 58. When the relay 123 is picked, its b contacts 
are closed, and during the following 12 cycle the relay 
133 is picked, since the line 141 is connected through the 
nlo c' contacts of the 12 relay 62 and through the nlc f 
contacts of the error relay 45 to the odd pick line 54. 
The relay 133 is then held in the same manner in which 
the relays 110 through 119 are held, it being connected. 
through its transferred a contacts to the line 142. This 
pulse, it will be recalled, is interrupted only during the 
II and 12 cycles. Thus, the relay 133 is held until the 
relay 60 (FIG. 6b) is energized. 

In the above example, the 2 program entry hub and the 
30 program entry hub of the units and tens portions of 
the program counter were excited by a start pulse, thereby 
picking the relays 102 and 123, respectively, and causing 
the relays 112 and 133 to be picked and held until the 
next following 11 cycle. (It should be remembered that 
the relay 123 is held until the relay 119 is picked, thereby 
controlling the relay 133 to be picked during each suc-
cessive 12 cycle and held until the next following 11 cycle.) 
Thereafter each pulse applied to the units order of the 
program counter through the line 143 causes the relays 
103, 104, ... through 109 to be energized successively 
in that order. When the relay 109 is energized, the relay 
119 is picked during the next following 12 cycle and is 
held until the next II cycle, as described above. When 
this occurs, the b contacts of the relay 119 are trans
ferred and the line 143 is connected therethrough to the 
line 149. Since the relay 133 is being held at this time, 
its b contacts are transferred and the pulse taken from 
the line 143 is connected through the line 149 and through 
the b contacts of the relay 133 to the pick coil of the 
relay 124, thereby picking this relay and advancing the 
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tens portion of the program counter one position. Thus, 
it will now be obvious that the relays 100 through 109 
are successively energized, the relays 120 through 129 
being energized successively each time the relay 109 is 
picked. It should also be noted that the pulse utilized 5 
to initiate a program sequence need not be taken from the 
start exit hub 76 but may be a pulse taken from the con
trol panel. 

As discussed earlier herein, timing in the processing unit 
is under the control of the clock track CT2 recorded on 10 
the process drum 25. The track CT2 has, in the present 
embodiment, 832 bit pcsitions therearound, there being 
816 successive bits recorded thereon at equal intervals. 
The remaining 16 bit positions are left blank. The 816 
bits are numbered from 0 through 815 and, referring to 15 
FIG. 9, it will be seen that there is a 16-bit gap between 
bit 815 and bit O. In addition to the clock track CT2, a 
second timing track CT2a is provided upon which there is 
recorded a single bit which is disposed timewise in the cen-
ter of the 16-bit gap. This bit is referred to herein as the 20 
"reference mark" and occurs once each drum revolution. 

The bit or clock pulses are read from the track CT2 by 
means of a suitable magnetic transducer (not shown) and 
are fed therefrom to the #4 tap of an RA-1 unit 351 
(FIG. 10) by a line 350. The #10 tap of the unit 351 is 25 
connected through an INV -3 unit 352 to the # 5 tap of a 
PCF-l unit 353, the #10 tap of which is connected to a 
line 354. In a similar manner, reference marks are read 
from the timing track CT2a by a suitable transducer and 
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potential of the #4, #8 and #9 taps of the units 361, 362 
and 355, respectively, at this time. 

A TR-l unit 390 (FIG. lIa), the #5 tap of which is 
connected to the #7 tap of the TR-l unit 377, is reset by 
the manual reset control 381 in an "off" condition, since 
the reset line 380 is connected to the #6 tap thereof. 
Thus, the #5 tap of the TR-l unit 390 is initially high; 
however, when the #7 tap thereof goes negative, the 
unit 390 is turned on and the #5 tap drops, thereby turn
ing on the TR-l unit 377 and raising the #7 and #10 
taps of the DA unit 355. Reference marks are applied 
to the #6 tap of the CD-2 unit 361 (FIG. llb) through 
the line 359. Additionally, the #3 tap of the CF-l unit 
378 (FIG. Ita) is connected by the line 387 to the #4 
tap of the CD-2 unit 361 (FIG. JIb). The #3 tup of 
the unit 361 is connected to the #4 tap of an INV-3 unit 
364 (FIG. Jla), the #5 tap of which is connected to the 
#7 tap of the TR-l unit 390. Thus, since the line 387 
rises on the leading edge of the first reference mark after 
the start key is actuated, this reference mark passes 
through and is taken from the #3 tap of the CD-2 unit 
361 (FIG. llb) as a positive-going pulse. On the trail
ing, negative-going edge of this pulse the #7 tap of the 
TR-l unit 390 (FIG. 11a) drops, thereby turning this 
unit on and lowering the potential of the #5 tap thereof 
to cause the TR-l unit 377 to be turned on, as discussed 
'above. 

As mentioned earlier, the #9 tap of the DA unit 355 
goes up on the leading edge of the reference mark. This 
is true unless there was an error during the previous cycle, 
in which instance means to be described are provided to 
lower the #9 tap. Additionally, the #7 and #10 taps 
of the DA unit 355 go up after the reference mark, i.e., 
on the trailing edge thereof, and at this time, assuming 

are taken therefrom through a line 356 to the #4 tap of 30 
an RA-l unit 357, the # 10 tap of which is connected 
through an INV-3 unit 358 and through the PCF-l unit 
353 to a line 359. Thus, clock pulses appear on the line 
354 and reference marks appear on the line 359 while the 
machine is in operation. 35 there was no error during the previous cycle, the clock 

pulses applied to the #8 tap of the unit 355 pass through 
and are taken from the #3 and #5 taps thereof by a 
line 391. 

It will be recalled that when the start key 37 (FIG. 4b) 
is actuated the relay 40 is energized, thereby opening its 
nlc f contacts (FIG. lla) and removing the +140 volts 
connected therethrough to the #3 tap of a KS unit 375. 
When this occurs, the #5 tap of the unit 375 drops sharp- 40 
ly, and since the #5 tap of the unit 375 is connected 
to the #3 tap of a TR-l unit 376, this trigger is turned 
off at this time, thereby raising the potential of the #5 
tap thereof. The leading edge of the first reference mark 
to occur after this time, however, is arranged to turn the 43 
trigger 376 on again since the reference mark line 359 
(FIG. 10) is connected through an INV-2 unit 360 (FIG. 
Ila) to the #7 tap of the unit 376, the reference mark 
being inverted by the unit 360. Thus, on the leading edge 
of the first reference mark after the # 5 tap of the unit 50 
375 drops, the #5 tap of the unit 376 drops in potential. 
It should also be noted that the leading edge of each 
reference mark is arranged to turn off a TR-l unit 377 as 
well as to turn on the unit 376, thereby lowering the #7 
and # 10 taps of a DA unit 355, since the # 10 t8P of the 55 
INV-2 unit 360 is connected to the #3 tap of the TR-l 
unit 377 and since the #9 tap of the unit 377 is connected 
through a CF-l unit 378 to the #7 and #10 taps of the 
unit 355. The clock pulse line 354 (FIG. 10) is con
nected to the #8 tap of the unit 355 (FIG. lIa), and it 60 
will be clear, therefore, that clock pulses cannot pass 
through the unit 355 until the unit 377 is turned on and 
until the #9 tap of the unit 355 is up. 

The #5 tap of the TR-l unit 376 is connected to the 
#3 tap of a TR-l unit 379, which unit is reset in an "on" 65 
condition when a bias line 380 connected to the #4 tap 
thereof is opened momentarily by means of a manual reset 
control 381 to be described. The #8 tap of the unit 379 
is connected by a line 385 to the #4 tap of the CF-l 
unit 378, the #3 tap of which is connected by a line 387 70 
to the #4 tap of a CD-2 unit 361 (FIG. lIb), to the #8 
tap of an ID-2 unit 362 and to the #9 tap of the DA unit 
355 (FIG. lla). On the leading edge of the first refer
ence mark after the start key 37 is actuated, therefore, the 
#8 tap of the TR-l unit 379 goes up, thereby raising the 75 

The line 391 is connected to the #4 tap of the INV-2 
unit 360, and clock pulses are taken from the #7 tap of 
the unit 3·60 by a line 397 to drive a ring 365 which 
defines the various bits Bn Bs' Bo, Bx, Bb Bz, B4 and Ba, 
as will be described. Clock pulses are also taken from 
the #3 tap of the unit 360 which is connected by a line 
393 to the #5 tap of an INV-l unit 31}4. The #7 tap 
of the unit 394 is connected by a line 31}5 to the #7 tap 
of a TR-l unit 396 and the line 3,97 is connected to the 
#3 tap of the unit 396. The trigger 396 is reset in an 
"on" condition, the #4 tap thereof being connected to the 
reset line 380, and the positive-going edge of the first 
clock pulse to pass through the unit 355, therefore, turns 
the trigger 396 off, the following negative-going edge 
being arranged to turn it on again, etc., as long as the 
DA unit 355 is open. Thus, the #8 tap of the trigger 
396 is initially low, the #9 tap being initially high, and 
each clock pulse raises and then lowers the #8 tap. The 
pulses taken from the #8 tap by a line 398 and through 
a PCF unit 399 (FIG. lIb) to a line 4()0 are referred 
to as phase A clock pulses, the pulses taken from the #9 
tap through a PCF-3 unit 401 (FIG. 11a) to a line 402 
being termed phase B clock pulses. It should be noted 
that original phase A clock pulses are taken from the 
line 395. These pulses occur slightly prior to the phase 
A clock pulses taken from the line 40(} sinee they are 
not derived through the TR-l unit 396 but come directly 
from the DA unit 355. Similarly, early phase B clock 
pulses are taken from the #3 tap of a CF-l unit 404 
by a line 405 since the line 393 is connected through the 
unit 4()4 to the line 405. The purpose of early phase A 
and phase B clock pulses will become clear later herein. 

As mentioned earlier, the clock pulses taken from the 
#7 tap of the INV-2 unit 360 by the line 397 are utilized 
to drive the bit ring 365 which includes eight TR-l units 
3·66 through 373 (FIGS. lIa, lIb and lIe). The units 
367 through 373 are reset in an "on" condition by the 
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manual reset 381 since the #4 taps of these units are 
connected to the reset line 380. The #6 tap of the unit 
366, however, is connected to the line 380, thereby re
setting this unit in an "off" condition. The line 397 is 
connected to the #7 tap of each of the units 366 through 
373, these units being arranged in a conventional Over
beck ring circuit, and it will be understood that the trail
ing, negative-going edge of the first clock pulse taken 
from the #7 tap of the unit 360 turns the unit 366 on, 
thereby turning the unit 367 off, and that successive clock 
pulses turn successive units 368 through 373 off. The 
#5 tap of the unit 373 is connected through a line 406 
to the #3 tap of the unit 366, and it will be clear, there
fore, that as long as clock pulses appear on the line 397 
successive triggers of the ring are continuously turned 
off and then on. 

The #8 tap of each of the units 366 through 373 of the 
bit ring 365 is connected through lines 410 through 417, 
respectively, to the #4 tap of a corresponding PCF-3 
unit 418 through 425. The #3 and # 1 0 taps of each 
of these PCF units are connected to a corresponding line 
426 through 433. Since the #8 tap of the TR-1 unit 366 
is initially high, the leading, positive-going edge of the 
first clock pulse to be taken from the DA unit 355 causes 
the #8 tap of the trigger 366 to drop at that time, thereby 
lowering the potential of the line 426 until the trigger 
366 is turned off again. The pulses taken from the line 
426 are Bs pulses, the pulses taken from the lines 427 
through 433 being Bo, Bx, Bb B2, B4, Bs and Bn respec
tively. The bit pulses Ds through Br taken from the lines 
426 through 433, respectively, are therefore, full bit 
pulses. 

It will be recalled that phase A clock pulses are present 
on the line 400. This line is connected to the #4 tap of a 
CD-2 unit 435 (FIG. llb). Similarly, phase B clock 
pulses are connected through the line 402 to the #5 tap 
of the unit 435. The #6 and #8 taps of this unit are 
connected to the line 426 from which Bs pulses arc taken. 
Thus, Bs phase A pulses are present on and are taken 
from the #3 tap of the unit 435 by a line 436 connected 
thereto, and Bs phase B pulses are present on and are 
taken from the # I 0 tap of this unit by a line 437 con
nected thereto. The line 436 is connected between the 
#3 tap of the unit 435 and the #4 tap of an INV-3 unit 
438 (FIG. lle). The INV-3 unit serves only to restore 
the signal level of the Bs phase A pulses, there being no 
inversion in this unit, and the output thereof is connected 
through a line 439 to the #4 tap of a PCF-3 unit 440. 
It will now be clear that Bs phase A pulses are also taken 
from a line 441 connected to the #3 and # 10 taps of the 
unit 440. 

Before proceeding with a description of the character 
and field rings utilized herein, it will be noted that the 
Es phase A line 441 is connected to the #8 tap of a CD-l 
unit 442 (FIG. 11 b), the #5 tap of which is connected 
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applied to the #8 tap of the unit 442 (FIG. lIb) is not 
initiated until the leading edge of the eighth clock pulse 
to pass through the unit 355 (HG. lla), and it is at 
this time that the trigger 4'f8 (FIG. lIb) is turned on, 

5 i.e., on the trailing edge of this Bs phase A pulse. 
When the unit 444 (FIG. lIe) is turned on, the #8 

tap thereof drops, thereby preventing further Bs phase 
A pulses from passing through the CD-l unit 442 (FIG. 
lIb) until the unit 444 (FIG. lIe) is again turned off. 

10 Also when the unit 444 is turned on, the #9 tap thereof 
rises, thereby raising the potential of a line 450 connected 
thereto and also raising the potential of a line 451, the 
line 450 being connected through the PCF-l unit 399 
(FIG. lIb) to the line 451. The line 451 is connected 

15 through a CF-2 unit 453 to a line 454, and each of the 
lines 451 and 454, therefore, rises at the end of Bs phase 
A and remains high as long as the trigger 444 (FIG. lie) 
is on. The trigger 444 is turned off when a line 457 
connected to the #3 tap thereof drops. As will become 

20 clear, this line drops at the end of Fo time, i.e., after 
ten fields, if the character and field rings are operating 
properly. 

Assuming that the character and field rings are operat
ing as they should, the line 457 drops at the end of the 

25 808th clock pulse, i.e., clock pulse 807 since they are num
bered from 0 through 815 as explained above, since this 
time defines the end of Fo. At this time, therefore, the 
trigger 444, together with the trigger 390 (FIG. Ila) 
is turned off, the #3 tup of the trigger 390 bcing con-

30 nected to the line 457, thereby raising the potential of 
the #5 tap of the unit 442 (FIG. lIb) to permit the 
passage of Ds phase A pulses therethrough. The first 
such Bs phase A pulse to occur after this time occurs 
during clock pulse 815 (see FIG. 9) and therefore turns 

35 the trigger 448 (FIG. lIb) off at this time. 
It was mentioned above that the trigger 390 (FIG. Ila) 

was turned off at the end of Fo time, i.e., when the line 
475 drops, and since the trigger 379 is stilI off (it re
mains off until an error is signified as will be ex-

40 plained) the line 387 is hii.~h and the next following 
reference mark taken from the line 359 which passes 
through the unit 361 and the unit 364 to the #7 tap 
of the trigger 390 turns this trigger on. Since the 
trigger 377 is turned off on the leading edge of each 

45 reference mark, and sincc the triggcr 390 is turned on on 
the trailing edge of each reference mark as long as the 
trigger 371} is off, the trigger 377 is turned on by the trail
ing edge of the reference mark. Thus, the DA unit 355 
is closed only during the reference mark, when there is no 

50 error, and clock pulses pass therethrough at all other 
times. 

At this point it should be clear thilt the lines 451 and 
454 (FIG. 11&) rise at the beginning of phase B time of 
the number seven clock pulse and it should bc understood 

55 that pulses defining character position Cg and field posi
tion Fg are initiated at this time. Also, the lines 451 and 
454 drop at the end of Fo time which is also the end of 
Co time. Thus, the lines 451 and 454 are lip from F9 

by a line 443 to the #8 tap of a TR-1 unit 444 (FIG. 
lIe). The unit 444, as well as a TR-1 unit 448 (FIG. 
Ilb), is reset in an "off" condition by the manual reset 
381, the #6 tap of each being connected to the line 380, 
and after reset, therefore, the #8 taps thereof are high. 60 
Thus, as long as the #5 tap of the unit 442 is up, Es 
phase A pulses pass therethrough to a line 445 which is 
connected between the # 10 tap thereof and the # 4 tap 

through Fo. 
If the line 457 does not drop at the end of Fo time, 

however, neither of the triggers 444 (FIG. lIe) or 390 
(FIG. lla) is turned off thereby. If this OCCllrs, it will 
be seen that the trigger 377 is not turned on at the end 
of the reference mark and, therefore, that the DA unit of an INV-3 unit 446. The #5 tap of the unit 446 is 

connected by a line 447 to each of the #3 and #7 taps 
of the unit 448. Thus, on the trailing, negative-going 
edge of the first B. phase A pulse the TR-1 unit 448 is 
turned on, thereby lowering the potential of the #5 tap 
thereof and turning on the TR-l unit 444 (FIG. lle), 
the #5 tap of the unit 448 being connected to the #7 
tap of the unit 444 by a line 449. Since the Es line is 
initially high and drops on the leading edge of the first 
clock pulse, and since the phase A clock pulse line 400 
is initially low and rises on the leading edge of the first 
clock pulse, it will be clear that the first DB phase A pulse 

r"J 355 is closed and will prevent the passage of further 
clock pulses to the bit ring. Additionally, if the trigger 
444 (FIG. lle) is not turned off, the line 454 remains 
high after Fo time. This line is connected to the #6 
tap of the ID-2 unit 362 (FJG. lIb) and the following 

iO reference mark applied through the line 359 to the #4 
tap of this unit causes the line 385 connected to the #3 
tap thereof to drop, thereby turning the trigger 379 
(FIG. lIa) on, and preventin,'S passage of further clock 
pulses through the DA unit 355 since the line 387 con-

75 nected to the #9 tap thereof drops at this time. 
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The trigger 379 is similarly turned on if either of the 

triggers 366 or 448 (FIG. lIb) is on during the reference 
mark since the #9 taps thereof are connected to the #4 
and #5 taps, respectively, of a CF-l unit 458, the #3 
and # 10 taps of which are connected to the line 454. 5 
Thus, if the bit ring is not operating properly or if the Bs 
phase A pulse is not applied to the #3 tap of the unit 
442 for some reason, the triggers 366 and 448 are left on 
during the reference mark and the trigger 379 is turned 
on to prevent passage of further clock pulses to the bit 10 
ring. 

It will now be clear that the line 387 is normally high 
and that it drops only when something is wrong. Simi
larly, the #10 tap of the CF-l unit 378 (FIG. lIa) is 
high, except during the reference mark, unless the line 15 
457 does not drop when it should. The line 387 is con
nected to the #8 tap of the ID-2 unit 362 (FIG. llb), 
the #5 tap of which is connected by a line 478a to the 
# 10 tap of the CF-l unit 378 (FlG. Ita). A neon bulb 
456 is connected between the # to tap of the unit 362 20 
( FIG. 11 b) and ground, and when either the # 5 or # 8 
tap thereof drops, the bulb 456 is ignited, thereby indicat-
ing an error in the timing circuits. (Note that the bulb 
456 is continllollsly ignited when there is an error and that 
the momentary ignition thereof during the reference mark 25 
has no significance since the line 478a drops during the 
reference mark under normal conditions.) 

The character ring (FIGS. llc through It/) comprises 
ten TR-l units 470 through 479 arranged in a convcn
tional Overbeck ring circuit and is substantially identical 30 
to the bit ring just described. Bs phase A pulses taken 
from the line 441 are entered on the #8 tap of an ID-2 
unit 480 (FIG. lle), the #5 tap of which is connected 
to the line 451. It will be recalled that the line 451 is 
up from Fg through Fo under normal conditions and when 35 
it is up Bs phase A pulses pass through the unit 480 and 
through an INV-l unit 481 to a line 482 connected to 
the #7 tap of the unit 481. The line 482 is additionally 
connected to the #7 tap of each of the TR-l units 470 
through 479. 40 

The unit 470 is reset in an "off" condition and the re
maining units 471 through 479 are reset in an "on" condi
tion by the manual reset 381 mentioned previously. 
Thus, the first Bs phase A pulse to pass through the unit 
480 turns the TR-l unit 470 on, which causes the unit 471 45 
to be turned off, and successive Bs phase A pulses cause 
successive TR-l units to be off and on in the conven
tional manner, the TR-l unit 47~ being arranged to turn 
the TR-l unit 470 off when it is turned on, since the #5 flO 
tap of the unit 479 is connected by a line 483 to the #3 
tap of the unit 470, thereby completing the ring. Since 
the line 451 does not rise until phase B time of the num-
ber seven clock pulse, it will be clear that the first Bs 
phase A pulse to pass through the unit 480 occurs during 55 
phase A time of the number fifteen clock pulse and that 
it is the trailing edge of this pulse that initiates the opera
tion of the character ring by turning the trigger 470 on 
at this time. 

The #8 tap of the TR-l unit 470 (FIG. lie) is high 60 
0!1 reset and is connected by a line 484 to the #5 tap of 
a CD-l unit 485, the #to tap of which is connected by 
a line 486 through an INV-3 unit 487, through a line 
488 and through a PCF-3 unit 489 to a line 490. The 

~~~ :~! :~ ~~I~n:2~I~at~ ~~:r~~r:~~h:8tl;:~~n~f4~: r~;~! fl5 
with the line 451, i.e., at the middle of the number seven 
clock pulse which is the beginning of F9C9. Eight bits 
later, the trigger 470 is turned on, thereby lowering the 
line 490 at this time. The pulse taken from this line is 70 
referred to herein as the Cg pulse. It occurs ten times 
each drum revolution and defines the first character posi
tion in each field. 

The #8 tap of each of the TR-l units 471 through 479 
is connected through lines 491 through 499, respectively, 75 
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to the #4 tap of a corresponding PCF-3 unit 500 through 
508, respectively. The outputs, i.e., the #3 and # 10 taps, 
of each of the PCF-3 units 500 through 508 are connected 
to lines 510 through 518, respectively, and timing pulses 
Ca through Co are taken from these lines. Each of the 
pulses Ca to Co inclusive defines its respective character 
location in the same manner that Cg does. 

During each field, the last I:l. phase A pulse, i.e., the 
tenth one, turns the trigger 479 on and thereby turns the 
trigger 470 (FlG. lIe) off, and it should be noted here 
that if it is not turned off at this time, the #4 tap of a 
CF-l unit 520 will be high since the #9 tap of the unit 
470 is connected by a line 521 to the #4 tap of the unit 
520. When the #4 tap of the unit 520 is high, the line 
454 is high, thereby permitting the reference mark to pass 
through the ID-2 unit 362 (FIG. l1b) and cause the 
error indicating bulb 456 to be ignited as well as to cause 
the operation of the bit ring to cease, as discussed above. 

The line 518 (FIG. tlf), therefore, is high during Co 
time only, thereby raising the potential of the #4 tap 
of the ID-2 unit 480 (FIG. lle) for this period, the #6 
tap of which is connected to the Bs phase A line 441. 
Since each character pulse Cg through Co is initiated and 
terminates at B. phase B time, as described, it is not until 
the end of Co time that a Bs phase A pulse passes through 
the unit 480. At this time, however, the #3 tap of the 
unit 480 drops, thereby lowering the potential of the #4 
tap of the INV-l unit 481 which is connected to the #3 
tap of the unit 480 by a line 524. The INV-l unit 481 
serves to invert a signal applied to the #4 tap thereof, and 
it will be understood that a positive Bs phase A pulse is 
taken from the #3 tap of this unit at the end of each Co 
time. This pulse is used to drive the field ring. 

The #3 tap of the unit 481 is connected by a line 525 
to the #7 tap of each of ten TR-l units 526 through 535 
(FIGS. lIe through llf), which units comprise the field 
ring and are arranged in an Overbeck ring circuit in the 
conventional manner. Further description of the field 
ring is deemed unnecessary, if being substantially identical 
to the character ring just described, and it will be neces
sary to note only that the unit 526 is reset in an "off" 
condition and that the remaining units 527 through 535 
are reset in an "on" condition. Thus, on the trailing, 
negative-going edge of each Bs phase A pulse occurring 
Juring Co time the "off" TR-l unit is advanced one posi
tion. 

The #8 tap of the unit 526 (FIG. tle) is connected 
through a line 536 to the #4 tap of the CD-l unit 485, 
the #3 tap of the last mentioned unit being connected 
by a line 537 through an INV-3 unit 538 and through 
a PCF-3 lInit 539 to a line 54(} from which a pulse de
fining field 9, referred to hereinafter as the Fg pulse, is 
taken. The trigger 526 is reset off and is also turned off 
each time the trigger 535 (FIG. llf) is turned on, and 
it will be clear that the potential of the #8 tap of the 
trigger 526 (FIG. lle) might well define more than the 
field Fg. It is for this reason that the signal taken from 
the #8 tap is mixed with the signal taken from the line 
451 in the CD-l unit 485. Since this line rises at Fg 
time and drops at the end of Fo time, it should be clear 
that the pulse taken from the line 540 defines field 9. 
The #8 tap of each of the TR-l units 527 through 535 
is connected through a corresponding PCF-3 unit 541 
through 549 to a corresponding line 550 through 558. 
These lines are designated the Fu through Fo lines, respec
tively, and the pulses taken therefrom define field 8, 
field 7, etc., through field O. 

The #5 tap of the TR-l unit 535 (FIG. II!) is Con
nected by the line 457 to the #3 tap of the unit 526 
(FJG. 11 c), thereby completing the field ring circuit, as 
well as to the #3 tap of a TR-l unit 561 (FIG. 1tf). 
At the end of the tenth field, i.e., Fa, the trigger 535 is 
turned on, thereby causing the line 457 to drop at this 
time, as described earlier. The TR-l unit 561 is, there
fore, turned off by the pulse taken from the line 457. 
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This results in raising the potential of the #5 and #8 
taps thereof. The #7 tap of the unit 561 is connected 
to the reference mark line 3 -9 and the trailing, negative
going edge of each reference mark turns the TR-l unit 
561 on, thereby lowering the potential of the #5 and 
#8 taps. The #8 tap of the unit 561 is connected 
throngh a line 562 to the #4 tap of a CF-l unit 563, the 
#3 tap of which is connected to a line 564. The pulse 
taken from the line 564, therefore, defines a period exist
ing from the end of Fo time until the trailing edge of the 
reference mark and is designated CL (character late). 

The #5 tap of the TR-l nnit 561 is connected by a 
line 565 to the #3 tap of a TR-l unit 566, the #8 tap 
of which is connected by a line 567 to the #5 tap of the 
CF-l unit 563. The unit 566 is reset in an "on" con(li
lion by the manual reset 381, as noted in the drawing, 
thereby rendering the #8 tap thereof initially low. How
ever, when the #3 tap drops, as it does when the trigger 
561 is turned 011, tbe #8 tap, and thus the line 567, rises, 
thereby raising the potential of a line 568 connected to 
the #10 tap of the CF-l unit 563. The #7 tap of the 
TR-1 unit 566 is connected by a line 569 to the #5 tap 
of the TR-l unit 444 (FIG. llc), and it will be recalled 
tbat the # 5 tap of this unit drops in potential at Bs phase 
n time just prior to C9 time. Thus, the line 568 (FIG. 
lit) connected to the -# IO tap of the CF-l unit 563 is up 
from the trailing edge of the reference mark until Bs 
phase B just prior to C9• The pulse taken from the line 
568 is referred to herein as "character early" and is desig
nated CEo 

It will be recalled that instructions stored on the drum 
25 are numbered 00 through 99, there being 100 instruc
tion locations, ten of which are located on each of the 
ten tracks provided therefor. Ten magnetic transducers 
are utilized in connection with the instruction tracks, one 
for each track, and the tens order of tbe instruction ad
dress is used to select the proper track, the units order 
being used to control the selection of the field in that 
track defined by the instrm:tion address. Thus, the con
dition of the tens portion of the program counter con
trols the selection of the transducer associated with the 
corresponding program track, and the condition of the 
units portion of the program counter controls the gating 
of the field of the selected track defined thereby. Each 
of the transducers associated with the ten program tracks 
is connected through a corresponding read amplifier, of 
the type shown in FIG. 12, through a corresponding line 
760 through 769 (FIG. 13) and through the nlo c con
tacts of the program counter relays 120 to 129 inclusive 
to a line 570. Thus, when one of the relays 120 through 
129 is energized, the signal from the corresponding pro
gram track is connected to the line 570. 

The line 570 connects to the #4 tap of an RA-l unit 
571 (FIG. 10), the #10 tap of which is connected by a 
line 572 to the #4 tap of an lNV-2 unit 573. The #3 
tap of the unit 573 is connected by a line 574 to the #9 
ti'P of a TR-2 unit 575, The signal taken from the #3 
tap of the INV-2 unit 573 is utilized to plate-pull-over 
the unit 575 to an "off" condition, the negative-going edges 
of the signals applied thereto being arranged to accom
plish this. 

It will be recalled that clo~k pulses are taken from the 
#10 tap of the INV-3 unit 352 by a line 352a. In addi
tion to being connected to the #5 tap of the PCF-l unit 
353, the line 352a is connected to the #5 tap of a CF-l 
unit 576, the :f:!:] 0 tap of which is connected through a 
150-I',uf. condenser 577 to a line 578. The condenser 
577 is utilized to differentiate the clock pulses taken from 
the # I 0 tap of the unit 576, and the differentiated pulses 
are applied through the line 578 to the #5 tap of the 
1NV-2 unit 573. These pulses are inverted by the unit 
573 and are applied through a line 579 to the #4 tap of a 
l'CF-l unit 580 as well as to the #8 tap of the TR-2 
unit 575. Thus, the leading edge of each clock pulse is 
arrsl!ged to turn on the TR-2 unit 575 and it remains Oll. 
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until a data pulse turns it off. This unit is provided for 
shaping the waveform of the signal taken from the line 
570, which signal after shaping is taken from tbe #3 tap 
of the PCFl unit 580 by a line 581, the next following 

G clock pulse being arranged to immediately turn the TR-2 
unit 575 on again. Thus, data pulses taken from the 
selected program track appear on the line 581 and are 
positive in form. 

Referring now to FIG. 14d, it will be seen that the 
10 reference mark line 359 is connected to the #6 and #8 

t:,ps nf a CD-l unit 585. Additionally, the line 41 con
nected to one side of CB-1 (FIG. 3a) is connected to 
the #3 tap of a KS unit 586 (FIG. 14d), and when CB-l 
makes, 48 volts is connected to the #3 tap of the unit 

15 536. The #9 tap of the unit 586 is connected by a line 
SitS to the #5 tap of an INV-l unit 589 and to the #5 
tap of the CD-l unit 585, the #10 tap of the INV-Iunit 
539 being connected by a line 590 to the #4 tap of the 
unit 51lS. Thus, on every odd CB pulse the unit 586 is 

20 triggerc:d to emit a positive pulse, taken from the #9 
tap thereof, which extends for the duration of the CB 
pulse. During an odd cycle, therefore, the #5 tap of 
the unit 585 is high and reference marks taken from the 
line 359 pass therethrough to a line 591. Also, at this 

25 lime it will be noted that the #4 tap of the unit 585 is 
low, due to the inverter, thereby preventing reference 
marks from appearing on a line 592 connected to the #3 
tap of the unit 585. However, during an even cycle the 
#9 tap of the KS unit 586 is low, thereby rendering the 

30 line 590 connected to the #4 tap of the unit 585 high, and 
under these circumstances, Le., on an even cycle, refer
ence marks will appear on and are taken from the line 
592. The pulse taken from the line 591 is referred to as 
the "even horne" pulse, the pulse taken from tbe line 592 

35 being the "odd home" pulse. 
Referring now to FIG. 14c, the #3 tap of a KS unit 

593 is connected by a line 594 (FIGs. 14c and 14d) 
through the nlo d contacts (FIG. 3b) of the 11 relay 60 
to the line 55 from which even cn pulses are normally 

40 taken. Thus, the #3 tap of the unit 593 (FIG. 14c) 
goes up during the II cycle. The #9 tap of the unit 593 
is connected by a line 595 to the #4 and #5 taps of an 
ID-l unit 596, the #6 tap of which is returned to -60 
volts and the #8 tap of which is connected to the odd 

4;' home pulse line 592 (FIG. 14d). Even horne pulses 
taken from the line 591 are applied to the #6 tap of a 
CD-1 unit 599 (FIG. 14c), the #4 tap of which is COll

nected to a line 2458 which is high if there was no E2 
error preceding the 11 cycle, as will be described later, 

50 nlis prevents the entry of the next instruction into the 
instruction register when there was an E2 error since the 
line 2,458 is low at this time. Thus, if no E2 error, the 
even home pulses pass through the unit 599 to a line 
600 connected between the #3 tap thereof and the #6 

G5 tap of the unit 596. When this occurs, the #3 tap of 
the lInit 596 drops, and since it is connected by a line 601 
to the #8 tap of the TR-2 unit 598, the unit 598 is turned 
on by the leading edge of each even home pulse. Odd 
home pulses pass through the ID-I unit 596 when the #9 

6() tap of the KS unit 593 is up, as it is during an 11 cycle, 
and this pulse is arranged to plate-pull-over the TR-2 unit 
598 to an "off" condition, the # 10 tap of tbe unit 596 
heing connected by the line 597 to the #9 tap of the unit 
598. Thus, the trigger 598 is on tbroughout the drum 

1)5 revollition which occurs during the 11 cycle. 
The #9 tap of the unit 598 is connected by the line 

597 to the #4 top of a CF-I unit 603, the #3 tap of 
which is connected by a line 604 to the #8 tap of a DA 
unit 605 and to the #7 tap of another DA unit 606 

70 (FIG. 14d). It will be noted that the line 581 (FIG. 
10) from which data from the program tracks is taken is 
connected to the # 10 tap of the DA unit 606 (FIG. 14d). 
Since the line 597 is high during an 11 cycle, the TR-2 
unit 598 being on at this time, it wiII be seen that when 

75 the #8 tap of the DA unit 606 is high, data taken from 
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the line 581 passes therethrough to a line 607 connected 
to the #3 and #5 taps thereof. 

The #8 top of the DA unit 606 is connected by a line 
610 to the #3 and #10 taps of each of five CD-l units 
611 through 615 (FIGS. 14c and 14d) which are utilized 0 
to create a gate for selecting the field of an instruction 
track under control of the units portion of the program 
counter. The #6 and #8 taps of the various CD-l 
units 611 through 615 are connected to a corresponding 
one of ten lines 540 and 550 through 558, respectively, as 10 
indicated in the drawing, from which lines, it will be re
called, pulses defining the ten fields Fg through Fo, 
respectively, are taken. Thus, during Fg time the #6 
tap of the CD-l unit 611 is high, the #8 top thereof as 
well as the #6 and #8 taps of the remaining CD-I units 15 
612 through 615 being low at this time. Similarly, dur-
ing Fa time, the #8 tap of the unit 611 is high. the re
maining #6 and #8 taps of these units being low at this 
time. etc. 

The #4 and #5 taps of the units 611 through 615 are 20 
connected by lines 611a, b through 615a, b through the 
n/o e contacts of the corresponding relays 109 through 
100 (FIG. 8) of the units order of the program counter 
to + 140 volts, and when one of these relays is picked, 
it will be understood that the corresponding #4 or #5 25 
tap of one of the units 611 through 615 (FIGS. 14c and 
14d) goes up. Assuming, for example, that the relay 
107 is picked, the F, pulse applied through the line 551 
to the #6 tap of the CD-I unit 612 (FIG. 14c) will pass 
through this unit to the line 610 from which it is taken 30 
as a positive-going pulse. Thus, the #8 tap of the DA 
unit 606 (FIG. 14d) rises during the appropriate field 
determined by the condition of the units portion of the 
program counter, thereby gating the program determined 
by this portion of the counter onto the line 607, and dur- 35 
ing an 11 cycle the selected program is connected through 
the line 607 to the #4 tap of an INV-3 unit 616, the 
#10 tap of which is connected through a line 617 and 
through a PCF-3 unit 618 to a line 619. 

The #6 tap of the TR-2 unit 598 (FIG. 14c) is con- 40 
nected to the line 380 which, it will be recalled, is con
nected to the manual reset control 381, and on manual 
reset this TR-2 unit is turned off. It was mentioned 
earlier that the line 604 connected to #8 tap of the DA 
unit 605 is high during an 11 cycle. B8 phase A pulses "*5 
are applied to the #7 tap of the unit 605 through the 
line 441, and if the #9 tap of this unit is high, it will be 
understood that Bs phase A pulses pass therethrough to 
a line 620 during an II cycle. 

The line 620 is connected through an INV-2 unit 621 50 
to a line 622 which is connected to the #9 tap of a 
parity error trigger, a TR-2 unit 623. If a Bs phase 
A pulse passes through the unit 605 and 621 to the #9 
tap of the unit 623, this unit is turned off, thereby raising 
the potential of the #8 tap thereof which is connected 55 
through a line 624 to the #5 tap of the CF-l unit 603. 
When the #8 tap of the unit 623 is high, there has been 
a parity error and a line 625 connected to the # 10 tap of 
the CF-l unit 61)3 is high. When the line 625 goes up, 
various operations occur, as will be described hereinafter. GO 
For the present, however, it will be understood that this 
line is high when there is a parity error during an II 
cycle. A second line 625 (FIG. 14d) is low under these 
conditions since the line 625 is connected thereto through 
an INV-2 unit 627. To reset the TR-2 unit 623 (FIG. 65 
14c) an error reset control line 628 connected to the 
#4 tap of the unit 623 is opened momentarily by means 
to be described, thereby raising the potential of the #9 
tap and lowering the #8 tap of the unit 623. 

It will be recalled that a parity error is indicated by 70 
the circuitry just described only if the #9 tap of the DA 
unit 605 is high during and 11 cycle. The #5 tap of the 
INV-3 unit 616 (FIG. 14d) is connected by a line 630 
to the #3 and #7 taps of a TR-I unit 631, which unit 
provides a bit check of the program data entered on the 75 
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line 607. The unit 631 is reset during Bs phase B time 
by lowering the potential of the #9 tap thereof at this 
time. Bs phase B pulses taken from the line 402 are con
nected to the #4 tap of the INV-2 unit 621 (FJG 14c) 
and are taktn from the #3 tap thereof through a line 
632 to the #9 tap of the TR-l unit 631 (FIG. 14d). 
Thus, on each Bs phase B pulse the unit 631 is reset in 
an "off" condition. 

An odd bit check is utilized herein, and bits taken from 
the line 607 are applied to the #3 and #7 taps of the 
tral'gcr 631 since the #5 tap of the unit 616 is connected 
thereto. If there are an even number of bits in any 
character the #8 tap of the trigger 631 is high at Bs 
phase A and a parity errOr is indicated as explained, since 
the #8 tap of the unit 631 is connected by a line 633 and 
through a CF-l unit 634 (FIG. 14c) and a line 635 to 
the #9 tap of the DA unit 605. Thus, if any character 
of an instruction taken from the line 607 has an even 
nnmber of bits, the #9 tap of the unit 605 will be up at 
Bs phase A and will cause the TR-2 unit 623 to be turned 
on, which indicates an error as described above. How
ever, if each character of an instnwtion has an odd num
ber of bits, the #9 tap of the unit 605 is low during B. 
phase A of each chilrilcter and no error is indicated. 

The line 619 (FIG. 14d) from which the instruction 
determined by the condition of the relays of the program 
counter is taken during an 11 cycle is connected to each 
of the #6 and #8 taps of three CD-2 units 640 through 
642 (FIG. 14h). Bl pulses are applied to the #4 tap 
of the unit MO through the line 429, B2 pulses being 
applied to thc #5 tap of this unit through the line 430. 
Similarly, B4 , Ba, Bo and Bx pulses are applied through 
the lines 431, 432, 427 and 428, respectively, to the cor
responding #4 or #5 tnps of the CD units 641 and 642, 
as indicated in the drawing. The CR-2 units 640 through 
642 are used to mix bit pulses with the data pulses ap
pearing on the line 619, and upon the occurrence of a 
pulse taken from the line 619 simultaneously with a B1 
pulse, for example, a line 643 connected to the #3 tap 
of the unit 640 rises, thereby indicating the occurrence 
of a "I" bit. Similarly, "2" bits, "4" bits, "8" bits, "0" 
bits and "x" bits in an instruction are indicated by a rise 
in potential of several lines 644 through 648, respectively, 
connected to the # 10 tap of the unit 640 and to the #3 
or #10 taps of the units 641 and 642, respectively. 

The #3 t1P of the unit 640 is connected by the line 
643 to the #8 tap of each of nine THY-7 units 650 
through 657 and 659 (FIGS. l4a, 14c, 14g and 14i), and 
the line 644 is connected to the #8 tap of e:1ch of ten 
THY-7 units 660 through 669 (FIGS. 14a, 14d, 14g and 
14j). The line 645 is connected to the #8 tap of each 
of nine THY -7 units 670 through 677 and 679 (FIGS. 
14a, 14d, 14g and 14j). The line 646 is connected to 
the #8 tap of each of nine THY -7 units 680 through 
687 and 689 (FIGS. 14a, 14d, 14g nnd 14j). The line 
647 is connected to the #8 tap of each of three THY-7 
lInits 690, 691 and 693 (FIGS. 14b and 1411), and the 
line 648 is connected to the #8 tap of each of three 
THY -7 units 694, 695 and 697. Each of the units 650 
through 697 is utilized to control the operation of the 
various relays of the instruction register, as will be seen. 

A ten-character instruction includes T1Qlbl T2Q2b2 mil 
pq, and the T 1 portion of the instruction is recorded in 
character "0" position and is therefore entered into the 
instruction register during Co time. The Co line 518 is 
connected to the #3 tap of each of the units 651, 661, 
671, 681, 691 and 695 (FIGS. 14a and 14b) associated 
with the T 1 portion of the instruction register, thereby 
conditioning these units to fire during Co when a bit 
pulse is present on the corresponding # 8 tap thereof dur
ing Co time, providing that voltage is then present on 
the #9 tap thereof. The #9 tap of each of the afore
mentioned THY-7 units is connected by a line 705 
through the nlo k points of the 11 relay 60 (FIG. 3), 
through the nle b' points of the error relay 64 and 
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through the points of CB-20 to +70 volts. Each of 
these units is additionally connected by the line 70S 
through the nlo g' contacts of the 12 relay 62, through 
the nlc f contacts of the error relay 46, through the nle 
b contacts of the error relay 45 and through the points 5 
of CB-19 to +70 volts, and as long as there has been 
no error, it will be clear that the line 70S, and thus the 
#9 taps of the above mentioned THY-7 units, are 
connected to +70 volts throughout the II and 12 cycles. 

The #5 tap of each of the units 651, 661, 671, 681, 10 
691 and 695 (FIGS. 14a and 14b) is connected through 
the pick winding of a corresponding relay 706 through 
711, respectively, to ground, and when the #8 tap of one 
or more of these units goes up during Co time on an 11 
cycle, as it does upon the occurrence of a corresponding 15 
bit in the TI portion of the instruction, the relay or relays 
706 through 711 associated therewith are picked, there-
by entering T 1 in these relays. 

The hold coil of each of these relays is connected 
between ground and through its nlo a contacts, through 20 
a line 705b to one side of the c contacts of the II relay 
60 (FIG. 3b), the j' contacts of the 12 relay 62, the a' 
contacts of the El relay 65, the b' contacts of the E2 
relay 66, the d contacts of the PI relay 63, the d contacts 
of the C1 relay 79, the f contacts of the C2 relay 80, the 25 
d contacts of the C3 rel8Y 81 and the t contacts of the 
C4 relay 84. The other sides of these contacts associated 
with the relays 62, 66, 80 and 84 are normally connected 
through the points of CB-ll to +48 volts, the other sides 
of these contacts associated with the relays 63, 65, 79 and 30 
81 being normally connected through the points of CB-12 
to +48 volts. It will be noted that the other side of 
the c points of the II relay 60 is normally connected 
through the nle j' points of the relay 43 and through the 
points of CB-12 to +48 volts. It will now be clear that 35 
the line 705b is connected to +48 volts during the 12, EI> 
E2, PI, C b C2, C3 and C4 cycles and that it is connected 
to +48 volts during and II cycle only when the relay 43 
is deenergized. This occurs, it will be recalled, only 
when T 2=P, X or R. Thus, when the TI portion of the 40 
instruction is entered into the relays 706 through 711, 
it is held therein through the E2 cycle, it being dropped 
at this time if there is nothing present in the P column of 
the instruction and if no copy operation is to be per
formed. This thereby permits the entry of the next 45 
instruction therein during the next 11 cycle as is desired 
at this time. If a copy operation is being performed, 
the TI portion of the instruction is maintained in the in
struction register through the C4 cycle, and if there is 
something present in the P column of the instruction, 50 
the Tl portion of the instruction is maintained in the 
relays through the {il cycle, at the end of which time 
the line 70Sb is disconnected from the 48-volt suply, 
thereby causing these relays to drop out at this time. 

T2 is stored in the character position corresponding to 55 
C3 time. The #9 tap of each of the THY-7 units 650, 
660, 670, 680, 690 and 694 (FIGS. 14a and 14b) associ
ated with the T2 portion of the instruction register is 
connected to the line 705. Thus, the T2 portion of the 
instruction register is conditioned in the same manner as 60 
the TI portion, i.e., voltage is supplied to the #9 taps 
thereof during the II and 12 cycles if no error. The C3 
line 515 is connected to the #3 tap of each of these 
units (FIGS. 14a and 14b), and when the #8 tap of 
one or more of these units goes up during C3 time on an 65 
11 cycle a corresponding relay 715 through 720 connected 
to the #5 taps thereof is picked, thereby entering the T2 
portion of the instruction therein. These relays are held 
in the same manner in which the Tl relays are held, and 
it will be understood, therefore, that the same conditions 70 
apply thereto. 

The #3 tap of each of the THY-7 units 653, 663, 673 
and 683 (FIGS. 14i and 14j) is connected to the CI line 
517, the #7 taps thereof being connected to the line 705, 
and when one of the lines 643 through 646 rises during 75 
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C1 time the aI portion of the instruction is entered into 
the corresponding one of four relays 721 through 724. 
The hold coil of each of these relays is connected between 
ground the through its nlo a contacts to a line 713a, 
which line is connected through the nlo i' contacts of the 
12 relay 62 (FIG. 3) as well as through the nlo d' con
tacts of the E2 relay 66 to a line 713b, the line 713b be
ing connected through the d points of a relay 688 and 
through the points of CB-13 to +48 volts. The line 
713a is additionally connected through the nlo b' con
tacts of the EI relay 65 and through the points of CB-14 
to +48 volts. Thus, the al relays of the instruction reg
ister are held during 12, EI and E2 only, these relays being 
arranged to drop out after the E2 cycle. 

The bl portion of the instruction is entered into the 
corresponding one of four relays 725 through 728 (FIG. 
14i) during C2 time, in a similar manner, as are the a2, 
1;2, m, n, P and q portions of the instruction entered into 
relays 729 through 732, 733 through 736, 737 through 
740, 741 through 744 (FIGS. 14c and 14d), 745 through 
750 (FIGS. 14g and 14lz), and 752, respectively, during 
C4, C5, C6, C7, CB and C9 times in that order. It will be 
noted that the relays associated with the bl, az, b2, m 
and n portions of the instruction register are held in the 
same manner in which the al relays are held, since the 
line 713a is connected through the nlo a points of each 
of these relays to one side of the hold coil thereof, and 
that the relays associated with the bl> a2, b2, III and n 
portions of the instruction register are picked in the 
same manner as the relays associated with the al portion 
since the line 705 is connected to the #7 taps of the 
THY-7 units associated therewith. Additionally, it will 
be noted that the relay associated with the q portion of 
the instruction is picked and held in the same manner 
in which the Tl relays are picked and held, and that the 
p relays are picked in the same manner in which the TI 
relays are picked. 

The P relays are held, however, while a line 712a is 
connected to +48 volts. This line is connected to one 
side of the nlo e contacts of the PI relay 63 (FlG. 3b) 
as well as to one side of the nlo d contacts of the EI 
relay 65, to one side of the nlo d contacts of the P2 
relay 72, to one side of the c' contacts of the Ez relay 66 
and to one side of the k' contacts of the 12 relay 62. 
The other sides of these contacts associated with the PI 
and El relays are connected through the points of CB-IO 
(FIG. 3b) to +48 volts, the other sides of the contacts 
associated with the 12, P2 and Ez relays being connected 
through the points of CB-9 to +48 volts. Thus, the 
P relays are held during the 12, E1, E2, PI and P2 cycles, 
and it is not until after the P2 cycle that they drop alit. 

Referring now to FIG. 13, it will be seen that variolls 
points of the TI relays 706 through 709 of the instruc
tion register are arranged to selectively connect one of 
the ten lines 760 through 769 to a line 77fla which is 
connected through the nlc a points of the relays 711 
and 710 to a line 770. It will be recalled that the signal 
taken from each of the transducers associated with the 
program tracks 0 through 9 of the process drum 25 is 
connected to one of the lines 760 through 769, and it 
will be understood that when the points of one or more 
of the relays 706 through 709 are in the transferred con
dition a selected transducer corresponding to the Tl ad
dress stored in the instruction register is connected there
through to the line 770a. Similarly, various points of the 
relays 715 through 718 associated with the T2 portion 
of the instruction register are arranged in a similar relay 
tree to selectively connect the Jines 760 through 769 to 
a line 771 which is connected through the nlc a points of 
the relays 720 and 719 to a line 772. 

The tracks A through H, J, K, Nand Q are read by 
a corresponding transducer (not shown), the output of 
which is connected through a corresponding preamplifier, 
such as the one disclosed in FIG. 12, to one of twelve 
lines 773 through 784 (FIG. 13). The lines 773 through 
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780 are connected through various contacts of the Tl 
relays 706 through 709 to a line 785 which is connected 
through the nlo b contacts of the relay 711 and through 
the nlo a contacts of the relay 710 to the line 770, as 
well llS through various contacts of the T2 relays 715 5 
through 718 to a line 786 which is connected through the 
nlo b contacts of the relay 720 and through the nlo a 
contacts of the relay 719 to the line 772. Similarly, the 
lines 781 through 784 are connected through various con
tacts of relay groups 706 through 711 and 715 through 10 
720 to the lines 770 and 772, respectively. Thus, a sig-
nal taken from anyone of the 22 drum tracks 0 through 
9, A through H, J, K, Nand Q may be taken from the 
line 770, the particular track to be read being deter
mined by the condition of the Tl relays of the instruc- 15 
tion register. Also, for a purpose to be described later, 
the data recorded at the T2 address may be read there
from nnd taken from the line 772 selectively under the 
control of the T2 relays of the instruction r('gister. 

In the present embodiment of the invention means 20 
are provided to erase when not writing on a drum track, 
Le., the write winding is not energized and the erase wind-
ing of the transducer is energized. As will be disclosed 
later, the data to be recorded on a drum track is applied 
to a line 787 (FIG. 15). The line 787 is connected 25 
through various contacts of the T2 relays 716 through 
720 to the write winding of the selected transducer de
termined by the condition of the T2 relays. In a similar 
manner, the erase signal is taken from a line 790, as will 
be shown, and is applied to the selected transducer 30 
through various other points of the T2 relays 715 through 
720. 

The line 770 (FIG. 13) from which data taken from 
the various drum tracks is taken is connected to the #4 
tap of an RA-l unit 791 (FIG. 10), the #10 tap of which 35 
is connected by a line 792 to the #4 tap of an INV-2 
unit 793 where the signal is inverted. The output or #3 
tap of the unit 793 is connected through a line 794 to the 
#9 tap of a TR-2 unit 795, and the negative-going edge 
of the signal taken from the #3 tap of the unit 793 is 40 
utilized to plate-pull-over the unit 795 to an "off" con
dition. It will be recalled that clock pulses taken from 
the #10 tap of the CF-l unit 576 are differentiated by 
the condenser 577 and arc appJied to the line 578. This 
line is connected to the #5 tap of the INV-2 unit 793, 45 
the # 1 0 tap thereof being connected by a line 796 to the 
#8 tap of the TR-2 unit 795. Thus, on each phase A 
time the #8 tap of the TR-2 unit 795 drops, thereby 
turning this unit on. However, if a bit is entered via 
the line 770 and the RA-l unit 791, the line 794 drops 50 
at phase B time, thereby raising the potential of the line 
796 for the duration of phase B. 

The line 796 is additionally connected to the #5 tap 
of a PFC-l unit 797, the #10 tap of which is connected 
to a line 798. Thus, phase B data taken from the selected 55 
drum track is present on the line 798 at all times. This 
line is connected to the #8 tap of a CD-l unit 799 (FIG. 
11 b) and the data from the track defined by the T 1 ad
dress is taken from the the # 10 tap of the unit 799 via a 
line 800 while, and only while, a line 335 connected to the 60 
#5 tap of the unit 799 is high. This line is high, as will 
be des::ribed, when T1=FS or R, Le., when Tl defines a 
drum track. The line 800 is connected to the #9 tap of 
a DA unit 802 (FIG. 14a) wherein data taken from the 
line 800 is mixed with various control signals to be de- 65 
scribed shortly. 

For use as will be described later herein, contacts of 
the various relays of the Tl and T2 portions of the in
struction register are additionally arranged to place + 140 
volts on various lines to indicate the condition of the Tl 70 
and T2 relays. Referring to the code utilized herein 
(FIG. 16), it will be seen that various lines 331 through 
349 (FIG. 17) are high, Le., at +140 volts, when the Tl 
or T2 relays are in a condition corresponding to the 
notation recorded adjacent each line. Thus, for exam- 75 
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pIe, when T1=R, the "8" reIllY 709 is picked, the "1" 
relay 706 is picked and the "x" relay 711 is picked, 
thereby connecting + 140 volts through the nlo c con
tacts of the relay 711, through the nle b contacts of 
the relay 710, through the nlo g contacts of the relay 
706 and through the nlo f contacts of the relay 709 to 
the line 340. The various other lines 331 through 339 
through 349 are raised to + 140 volts under the control 
of the Tl and T2 relays in a similar manner, as, for ex
ample, when T2=M the line 349 is at +140 voas, and 
when T 2rX or N the line 344 is at + 140 volts. 

As mentioned earlier herein, data is read from the T! 
location and into the core butTer during an El cycle, data 
being read out of the core buffer and into the T2 location 
during an E2 cycle. When data transfer is made f!"Om 
one track of the pra-cess drum to another, the data trans
ferred from the T! address is determined by the a!b 1 and 
/Illl portions of the instruction, and it is recorded in posi
tions of the T 2 address determined by the (/2b2 and mil 

portions of the instruction. On an E! cycle the data is 
gated by a pulse referred to herein as the E] cycle gate, 
which pulse is initiated on an alb! comparison and ex
tcnds for mn characters thereafter. During an E2 cycle, 
the data is gated by a pulse referred to as the El cycle 
gate, which gate extends from an a2b2 comp:lfison for mil 

characters. Thus, the data in character positions alb! 
through (/!b1 +mn is taken from the Tl track during an 
E! cycle and is entered into character positions ({2b2 
thra-ugh a2b2+mn on the T2 track during the following 
E2 cycle. 

Referring now to FIG. IIi, the #3 tap of a KS unit 
810 is connected thra-ugh a line 811 and through the nlo 
c points of the E! relay 65 (FIG. 3) to the line 55 which, 
it will be recalled, is connected through CB--2 to +48 
volts. When the #3 tap of the unit 810 (FIG. (J 1 i) 
goes up, the #9 tap thereof rises and remains IIp as long 
as the contacts of the relay 6S are transferred, Le., 
throughout the El cycle. The #9 tap of the unit 810 is 
connected by a line 812 to the #5 tap of an ID-l unit 
813 (FIG. 11j). Even home pulses are connected by the 
line 591 (FIG. 14d) to the #6 tap of a CD-l unit 814 
(FIG. 1 Jj), the #3 tap of which is connected through a 
line 815 to the #8 tap of the ID--l unit 813. When a line 
816 is connected to the #4 tap of the CD-l unit 814 is 
high, even home pulses are applied through the line 815 
to the #8 tap of the unit 813 and are taken from the # 1 0 
tap thereof during E! cycles. 

As will be explained, the line 816 is high during an E t 
cycle and even home pulses, therefore, are taken from 
the # 10 tllP of the unit 813 during E! cycles by a line 
817. On an El cycle a line 818 (FIG. lJi) connected to 
the #3 tap of a KS unit 819 is low since it is connected 
through the nlo e points of the E2 relay 66 ( FIG. 3) 
to the line 54 which is connected through the points of 
CB-l to +48 volts. Thus, on an El cycle the #9 tap 
of the KS unit 819 (FIG. IIi) is low, thereby maintain
ing the #5 tap of an INV-·l unit 821 low during this 
period, the #5 tap being connected to the #9 tap of the 
unit 819 by a line 820. The # 10 tap of the unit 821 is 
connected to the line 816, and due to the inversion pro
vided by the unit 821 it will be understood that the line 
816 is high except when on an E2 cycle. 

The even home pulses during El cycles are applied by 
the line 817 to the #8 tap of a TR-l unit 822 (FIG. 
J Ii), the #9 tap of which is connected through a line 
823 to the #4 tap of a PFC-lunit 824 (FIG. llj). The 
even home pulses applied through the line 591 to the #6 
tap of the unit 814 are positive in form, and it will be 
understood, therefore, that the leading edge of each s\1ch 
pulse will plate-p'ull-over the TR-l unit 822 (FIG. 11 i) 
to an "on" condition. When this happens, the line 823, 
and thus the #4 tap of the PCF-l unit 824 (FIG. 11 j) 
rises, thereby raising the potential of a line 825 connected 
to the #3 tap of the unit 824. A pulse referred to as 
the E! gate is defined by the condition of the trigger 822 
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(FIG. lli), and this pulse is taken, therefore, from the 
line 825. 

The line 825 is connected to the #5 tap of a CF-2 unit 
826 (FIG. llj), the # 1 0 tap of which is connected 
through a line 827 to the # 5 tJp of the twO' ID-2 units 
828 (FIG. lU) and 829 (FIG. Uj). The #3 and #10 
taps Df the unit 828 (FIG. Iii) are connected through a 
line 830 to the #8 tap of a TR-1 unit 831 (FIG. IIi), 
and when the potential of the line 930 drops, it will be 
understDod that the unit 831 is turned on, thereby raising 
the potential of a line 832 connected to the #9 tap 
thereof. The line 830 drops when both the #5 and #8 
taps of the ID-2 unit 828 (FIG. IIi) are up. As ex
plained above, the # 5 tap rises upon the occurrence of 
the even home pulse during an El cycle, and the #8 tap 
which is connected to a line 833 rises when there is an 
(llb j comparison signal by a comparator to be described 
next. 

The {llh l comparator .comprises ten CD-1 units 834 
thrDugh 843 (FIGS. lle, ltd, lIe, 11k, Ilj and IIi). 
The #3 and # 10 taps of the units 834 through 838 are 
connected by a line 844 to the #9 tap of a DA unit 845 
FIG.ltf). Similarly, the #3 and #10 taps of the units 
839 through 843 are connected by a line 846 to the # I 0 
tap Df the DA unit 845, and when bDth of the lines 844 
and 846 are high, the #5 tap Df the unit 845 is high. 
The #5 t<lp of the unit 845 is connected by a line 847, 
through an INV-3 unit 848 (FIG. 11-1), through a line 
849 and through a CF-l unit 850 to the line 833 con
nected to' the #R tap of the ID-2 unit 828 (FIG. 11 i). 

The #6 and #8 taps of each of the units 834 through 
838 (FIGS. lIe, lId and lIe) are connected to the cor
responding line 518 through 510 and 490 in that order, 
as indicated in the drawing, the #6 and #8 taps of the 
units 839 thrDugh 843 (FIGS. 1117, 11j and IIi) being 
connected to the corresponding line 558 through 550 and 
540, respectively, in that order. Thus, Co pulses are 
'lpplied to the #6 tap of the unit 834 (FIG. l!e), C I 

pulses being applied to the #8 tap of this unit. Similarly, 
C2 through Cg pulses are applied to the #6 or the #8 
tap of the units 835 through 838. AlsO', Fo pulses, FI 
pUlses ... F9 pulses are applied to the #6 or #8 tap 
of the corresponding CD-1 unit 839 through 843 in a 
similar manner. 

It will be recaJled that the alb l portion of an instruction 
controls the selective energization of the various relays 
721 through 728 of the albl portion of the instructiDn 
register. Various contacts of these relays are arranged 
in a matrix (FIG. 18) which is arranged to connect + 140 
volts therethrough and through lines 834b, a, 835b, a, etc., 
to the #4 Dr #5 tap of one of the several CD-l units 834 
through 838 and through lines 839b, a, 840b, a, etc., to 
the #4 or # 5 tap of one of the several units 839 through 
843 under the control Df the alb l portion of the instruction. 
Thus. for example, if alb l were equal to' 26, the relays 
722, 726 and 727 Df the alb l portion Df the instruction 
register will have been picked. thereby transferring con
tacts associated therewith and connecting + 140 volts 10 
the #4 tap of the CD-l unit 837 (FIG. 11d) and to the 
#4 tap of the CD-l unit 840 (FIG. 11k). Since a l b l =26, 
it will be clear that data transfer from the T I address 
should commence during F2 time at the beginning of 
Ca time. Thus, at the beginning of C6 time during F 2, the 
#4 taps of the units 837 and 840 being high, the #3 and 
# 10 tilPS of the units 837 and 840 rise, thereby raising 
the #9 and #10 taps of the DA unit 845 (FIG. lit) 
and it is at this time that the line 833 goes up. The leading 
edge of the positive pulse taken from the line 833 is 
utilized to initiate a pulse referred to as the EI cycle gate, 
since at this time the TR-l unit 831 (FIG. II j), which 
defines the El cycle gate, is turned on thereby. 

When the unit 831 is turned on, as it is on an alb l 
comparison on an El gate, the #9 tap thereof rises, there
by raising the potential of the #5 tap of the unit 824 and 
causing the # 10 tap thereof to' go up. The # 1 0 tap of 
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the unit 824 is connected by a line 855 to the #6 tap of a 
CD-l unit 856, the #3 tap of which is connected by a 
line 857, through an INV-3 l;,.it 858 (FIG. 11k), thrDugh 
a line 859 and through a PCF-l unit 860 to a line 861 

I) from which El cycle gate pulses are taken. The end of 
the EI cycle gate, it will be recalled, is determined by 
mn, it being arranged to terminate mn characters after 
an alb l comparison. 

The mn comparison signal which occurs Inn characters 
10 after an alb l comparison is connected to the #8 tap Df 

the TD-2 unit 829 (FIG. llj) by a line 862. It will he 
recalled that the # 5 tap of the unit 829 is high on an EI 
gate, and when the line 862 goes up, a line 863 connected 
between the # 3 and # 10 taps of the unit 829 and the # 3 

15 tap of the trigger 831 drops, thereby turning off the trig
ger 831 and lowering the potential of the #9 tap thereof. 
When this occurs, the line 861 (FIG. 11k) drops, thereby 
defining the end of the EI cycle gate. The end of the EI 
cycle gate causes the #5 tap Df the INV-3 unit 858 to 

20 drop, and since this tap is connected by a line 864 to the 
#3 tap of the TR-l unit 822 (FIG. l1i), the units 822 is 
turned off at this time, thereby lowering the potential of 
the #9 tap thereof and terminating the El gate. Thus, the 
El gate exists from the even home pulse during an EI 

25 cycle until there is an mn comparison. 
The mn comparator disclosed in detail in FIGS. 14(' 

and 14d comprises ten CD-l units 900 through 909 and 
is substantially identical to the alb l cDmparator discussed 
previously. The #3 and #10 taps Df these units are 

30 connected to' a cDrresponding line 910 or 911, and the 
#4 and #5 taps thereof are connected by a corresponding 
line 912 through 931 to the appropriate terminals Df a 
matrix (FIG. 18) of points of the relays 737 through 
744 Df the mil portion of the instruction register. The 

35 other side of this matrix is connected to + 140 volts. 
The #6 and #8 taps of the units 900 through 909 

(FIGS. 14c and 14d) are connected by corresponding 
lines 933 through 952 to a source of control signals to be 
described in connection with the description of the core 

40 buffer unit. For the present, however, it will be under
stood that the line 933 is up while the first ch<lracter is 
being entered intO' the core buffer and drops at the end 
of this character time, and that the line 934 rises at the 
beginning of the second character and drops at the end 

45 thereof, etc. Similarly, the lines 943 thrDugh 952 rise 
during the first, second, third, etc., fields entered into the 
core buffer for the duration of that field. Since there 
are ten fields in one drum revolution, a given line 943 
through 952 rises once during the EI cycle, a given line 

50 933 through 942 being arranged to' rise ten times during 
each drum revolution since there are ten characters in 
each of the ten fields. 

Thus, assuming, fDr example, that mn'=26, it will be 
understood that it is desired to' terminate the El cycle gate 

55 after 26 characters have been transferred intO' the core 
buffer. When the El cycle gate is initiated, data com
mences to enter the core buffer, the lines 933 through 942 
being adapted to rise sequentially as each character is 
entered and the lines 943 through 952 being arranged to 

60 rise sequentially as each field is entered. In the present 
example, it is assumed that mn=26, and under these con
ditions the relays 742, 743 and 738 of the Inn portion of 
the instruction register have been picked, thereby con
necting + 140 volts to' the #4 taps of the CD-l units 

65 903 and 906 (FIG. 14c). At the end of the sixth char
acter entered into the core buffer during the third field, 
the #6 taps of the units 903 and 906 rise, thereby causing 
the #3 and # 10 taps of these units to go up. /\t this 
time the lines 910 and 911 cDnnected from these taps to 

70 the #8 and #7 taps of a DA unit 953 rise, thereby caus
ing the #3 tap of the unit 953 to rise. This occurs at 
the beginning of the 27th character (at the end of the 
26th character entered into the core buffer). The # 3 
tap of the unit 953 is connected by a line 954, through an 

75 INV-3 unit 955, through a line 956 and through a CF-l 
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unit 957 to the line 862. Thus, the El cycle gate is termin
ated, as described above, mil characters after an alh 
comparison. 

It will be recalled that data taken from a drum track 
is applied through the line 800 (FIG. lla) to the #9 
tap of the DA unit 802 when TdS or R. The #8 tap 
of the Lmit 802 is connected to the El cycle gate line 861. 
Thus, during an El cycle the # 8 tap of the unit 802 is high 
from an al b1 comparison until mn characters have been 
entered into the core buffer. The #7 tap of the unit 802 
is subjected to phase B clock pulses associated with the 
Tl address on an EI cycle, and, as will become clear, with 
phase B clock pulses associated with the T2 address on 
an E2 cycle. 

The T 1+S or R line 335 (FIG. 17) is connected to the 
#4 tap of a CF-l unit 968 (FIG. 11g), the :;;:5 tap of 
this unit being connected to the T2+P or R line 331 
(FIG. 17). Similarly, the TI=R line 340 is connected 
18 the #4 tap of a CF-1 unit 973, the T2=R line 336 is 
connected to the #5 tap of the unit 973, the T1=S line 
338 is connected to the #4 tap of a CF-l unit 974, and 
and the T2=P line 337 is connected to the # 5 tap of 
the unit 974. The #3 and # I 0 taps of the units 968, 973 
and 974 are connected to the #8 and #9 taps, respective
ly. of three DA units 967, 971 and 972 corresponding 
thereto. The #7 tap of each of the DA units is connected 
to the El cycle gate line 861 and the # 10 taps of these 
units are connected to a line 975 from which ~ cycle gate 
pulses, derived in a manner to be described later, are 
taken. 

The phase A clock pulse line 400 is connected to the 
#8 tap of a CD-2 unit 361 (FIG. 11 b), the #5 tap of 
v,hich h connected to the line 451 which, it will be re
c;llled, is high from F9 through Fo. Thus, during F9 
through Fo phase A clock pulses associated with the drum 
25 are taken from the # 10 tap of the unit 361 by a line 
961 to the #4 and #5 taps of a CD-2 unit 962 (FIG. 
Ilg). Similarly, phase A clock pulses corresponding 
to the disc unit and to the input-output drum are con
nected to the #4 and #5 taps of two CD-2 units 965 
and 966, respectively, which pulses are derived as ex
plained later herein. Thus, on an Elcycle gate clock 
pulses corresponding to the T 1 address are entered onto 
a line 963 connected to the #3 and #10 taps of the units 
962, 965 and 966. Simih1rly, on an E2 cycle gate clock 
pulses corresponding to the T2 address are entered onto 
the line 963. 

When Tl defines a drum track, therefore, phase A 
clock pllhes derived from the clock track CT2 are entered 
via the line 963 on the #4 tap of an INV-2 unit 964 
( FiG. II a) during the El cycle gate. The #3 tap of 
the unit 964 is connected by a line 976 through a CF-1 
unit 977 ,InG through a line 978 to the #7 tap of the DA 
unit tal;!, and due to the invGrsion provided by the INV-2 
unit 964 the clock pulses appearing on the #7 tap of 
the unit 802 are phase B (inverted phase A pulses). 
'r hus, all data appearing on the #9 tap of the DA unit 
Sll2 is .I;ated by an El cycle gate and is mixed with phase 
B (ftKk pubes, and in this way phase B data pulses are 
taken from the #3 and #5 taps of the unit 802 through
alit the El cycle gate. 

As will be described presently, all data to be entered 
into the core buffer, whether from the disc unit or the 
input drum, is <1pplicd by the line 800 to the #9 tap of 
the unit 802, and it will be understood that such data 
is mixed with the appropriate clock pulses in the unit 
fl02 during the El cycle gate. The #3 and #5 taps of 
the unit Xil2 are connected by a line 979 to the #4 tap 
of an INV-3 unit 980 (FIG. lIb), the #10 tap of which 
is connected by a line 981 through a PCF-1 unit 982 to 
a line 983. Thus, phase B data pulses transmitted dur
ing .In EJ cycle gate are taken from the line 983 and are 
.:nt<:rcu through this line into the core buffer, as will next 
be Jescribed. 

As ,11'.:usscd c,lrlier herein, ,111 data transferred is taken 
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from its Tl address through the 100-character core buffer 
(disclosed in (he block form in FIG. 24) to the T2 ad
dress, the buffer being under the control of the TI timing 
during the EI cycle and under the control of the T2 tim-

5 ing during (he E2 cycle. Thus, clock pulses from the 
desired one of three sources, i.e., the input-output drum, 
the process drum, or the discs, are supplied to the buffer 
during the appropriate period. 

The core buffer generally comprises 700 bistable mag-
10 netic cores of 8 type well known in the art, each core 

being composed of a ferromagnetic material having a 
substanti,l]ly rectangular hysteresis loop. The cores are 
arrangEd in seven 10 by 10 planes, one of which is shown 
in FIG. 22, and each core in a given plane is linked by 

15 a corresponding winding 1001 referred to herein as the 
~,winding. A second winding 1002, denoted the sense 
winding, al50 links each core in a given plane, and when 
a core is switched from one condition to the other, a 
rulse is induced in the sense winding 1002 associated 

20 therewith. Thus, there are seven z windings 1001 and 
seven S2T1se windings 1002 corresponding to each of the 
seven core planes. 

In addition to the z and sense windings, each core is 
linked by one of ten x windings 1003 and one of ten y 

25 windings tOO·t Each of the ten x windings 1003 links 
e~ch c'Ore in the corresponding horizontal row of each 
of the ,even planes (see FIG. 23). Similarly, each of 
the y windings 1004 links each core in the corresponding 
vertical row of each of the seven planes. Thus, each x 

30 winding 10\)3 and each y winding 1004 links 70 cores. 
Tn the present embodiment, the core buffer is arranged 

to store 100 seven-bit characters, one bit in each of the 
700 cores. A bit is entered into a core by switching it 
from a cO:ldition referred to herein as "off" to its "on" 

35 condition. and is read therefrom by switching an "on" 
core off, thereby inducing a pulse in the sense winding. 
The cores arc successively addressed to permit the entry 
of data serially by character by energizing successive x 
windings each character and by energizing successive y 

40 windings each tcn characters. If it is assumed that a 
current of --lis necessary to switch an "off" core on, 
then a current of -- -112 through both an x and a y wind
ing will switch each of the seven cores at the address 
.T, von. If a current equal to 112 is induced in a z 

4,) winding, the core at the address x, y which lies in the 
plane corresponding to this z winding is inhibited or 
prevented from heing switched on since the net current 
to which the core is SUbjected is equal to only -112. 
Conversely, when a z winding is not pulsed, the core at 

50 ,1odrcss x, y in the corresponding plane is not inhibited 
and is switched on. Thus, the various character ad
dresses in the core buffer are successively energized, by 
mc"n~ to be described. the bits of each character being 
selectively entered into the corresponding core under the 

(j;; control of the z windings and the structure which drives 
th::m. 

It will be recalled that data entered into the core buffer 
is taken from the #3 tap of the PCF-1 unit 982 (FIG. 
11 h) and that the appropriate phase A clock pulses are 

GO present on ,:nd are taken from the line 963 (FIG. l1g) 
during both an EJ cycle gate and an ~ cycle gate. The 
clock pulse line 963 is connected to the #2 tap of a GAr 
unit 1011 (FIG. 32). the #6 tap of which is connected 
to the #2 tap of a K unit 1012. The output of the unit 

6;) IOU i, taken from the #fi tap thereof through a K unit 
10:13 :lJ1d i~ entered into a ring counter 1014 through 
a line Hll5 connected between the #6 tap of the K unit 
1013 :lnd the #2 tap of an I unit 1016. The ring counter 

70 or bit ring 1014 is arranged to generate full bit pulses 
corr,;sponding to 1\. Bo, Bx, etc., to control the flow of 
data to and from the core buffer. 

Dat:l tramfer is accomplished s<:riaJly by character 
and seri,1!ly by bit in the present machine, and data com-

75 ing from the information transfer circuits via the line 
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983 to the core buffer on an E1 cycle is first scanned into 
a character register 1021} (FIG. 31) serially by charac-
ter 8nct serially by bit under the control of the bit ring 
1014 (FIG. 32). At the end of each character time, 
i.e., after each character has been entered in the char- 5 
aeter register, a buffer cycle is taken which enters the 
char8ctcrs into the cores serially by character but par
aUeUy by bit. On an E1 cycle, therefore, the buffer cycle 
is initialed, by means to be described, at Br phase B 
time. Conversely, on an E2 cycle data read from the 10 
buffer and into the information transfer circuits is read 
par:.lllelly by bit and serially by character into the char
:Icter register 1021} during the buffer cycle, the buffer 
cycle in this case being taken at the beginning of each 
character time, i.e., at Bs phase B time, and each char- 15 
Hcter is then scanned serially by bit from the character 
register and into the information transfer circuits under 
control of the bit counter 1014. 

The bit ring 1014 (FIG. 32), in addition to its func
tion of scanning characters into and out of the character 20 
register, is arranged to control a buffer clock 1021 (FIGS. 
33(/ and 33b) which controls the generation of the vari-
ous pulse, utilized during a buffer cycle. The bit ring 
(FTG. ~2) generally comprises a ring counter having 
eight T units 1022 to 1029, inclusive, corresponding to 25 
E, through Hr , respectively, each of which, with the sole 
exception of the T unit 1022, is reset to an "off" condi
tion. i.e., with the #5 tap thereof low. This is indicated 
by the letter y being positioned on the side of the #5 
tnp. Tn the C3se of the T unit 1022, the letter y is posi- 30 
tioned adjacent the #2 tap, which indicates it is reset in an 
"on" condition. The identity of the letter y indicates the 
~Ollrce of the reset, which source will be described later. 

Ph~se A clock pulses taken from the line 1015 are 
inverted by the I unit 1016 and are fed through two K 35 
units 1017 ,md 1018 to the #2 tap of each of ten DG 
units 1030 through 1039 during the E1 and E2 cycle gates 
only. Thus, inverted phase A clock pulses are applied 
to the #2 tap of each of the DG units 1030 through 1039 
<luring the El and E2 cycle gates. Since each of the T 40 
units 1022 through 1029, with the exception of unit 1022, 
is "off" initially, the #3 tap of each of the DG units 
1030 through 1039, with the exception of DG unit 1031, 
is Jow since the #5 tap of each of these T units is con
nected through a corresponding K unit 1040 through 45 
1{)47 to the #3 Ulp of the corresponding one or more 
of the scv.:ral DG units. The output of each of the K 
units 1040 through 1047 is additionally connected to lines 
1050 through 1057 from which the bit pulses Bs through 
R,. are tnken, as will be explained. After reset, the line 50 
Hi50 is high, the lines 1051 through 1057 being low; 
however, on the leading, negative-going edge of the first 
clock pulse applied to the #2 taps of the various DG 
IInits 1030 through 103", the T unit 1022 is turned off, 
thereby lowering the potential of the line 1050. Also, 55 
at this time the line 1051 rises since the T unit 1023 is 
turned on, and it stays up until the negative-going edge 
nf the next following clock pulse passing through the 
DO unit 1032 turns the T unit 1623 off. Successive T 
]If<its 1024 through 1029 are turned on and then off in 60 
a similar manner by successive clock pulses, and it will 
he seen thJt in this way bit pulses Bo through Br are 
g,;ncrated and may be taken from the lines 1051 through 
1057, respectively. Additionally, Bs is taken from the 
line 1050. Each of these pulses is a positive-going, full 65 
bit pulse, and the bit ring 1014 generates these pulses 
throughout each of the E1 and E2 cycle gates. 

The bit pulses Bo through Br are utilized to scan the 
dnta from the information transfer circuits into the char
acter register 1021} (FIG. 31). The character register in- 70 
eludes seven circuits identical to the circuit shown in the 
drawing, only one being shown to avoid a needless repeti
tion of the drawings. It will be understood, however, that 
each of the bit lines 1051 through 1057 is connected to a 
corresponding line 1060 associated with the corresponding 75 
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one of the seven circuits 1020. The line 1060 of each of 
these circuits is connected to the # 3 tap of a correspond
ing one of seven A units 1061 as well as to the #3 tap of 
a corresponding one of seven A units 1062. 

Data to be entered in the core buffer comes into the #2 
tap of each of the seven A units 1061 serially by bit where 
it is mixed with the various bit pulses. Therefore, upon 
coincidence of a bit and data pulse in one of the A units 
1061 a positive-going signal is present on the #6 tap of 
the corresponding A unit. It will be recalled that data 
pulses arc taken from the #3 tap of the PCF-1 unit 982 
(FIG. lIh) by the line 983. These pulses are fed by the 
line 983 through a GAr unit 1063 (FIG. 32) and through 
a K unit 1065 to the #2 tap of the A unit 1061 (FIG. 31) 
by a line 1065a. The output of each of the seven A units 
1061 is connected through a corresponding I unit 1066 to 
the #7 tap of the corresponding one of seven T units 
1067. The T units 1067 are reset in such a way that the 
#5 taps thereof are initially low and the # I taps thereof 
are initially high. This is accomplished by a w reset, to 
be described, and is so indicated on the drawing by the 
positioning of the IV adjacent the #5 taps thereof. Thus, 
a line 1068 connected to the # I tap of each T unit 1(167 is 
high on reset and remains high until a bit pulse passes 
through the corresponding A unit 1061 and causes the T 
unit to reverse its condition. 

Each of the seven lines 1068 associated with the seven 
T units 1067 is connected through a corresponding K unit 
1069 to a corresponding one of seven lines 1070 through 
1076 (FIG. 30). When one of these lines is high, no 
bit is present in the corresponding T unit 1067. Con
versely, when a line 1070 to 1076 inclusive is low, a bit is 
present in the corresponding T unit 1067. The lines 1070 
through 1076 are connected to one input of a correspond
ing A unit 1077 through 1083, respectively, the other input 
to each of these A units being a pulse termed t11e "write 
gate," the generation of which will be described shortly. 
Thus, if no bit is stored in a particular character register 
T unit 1067, the output of the corresponding A unit 1077 
through 1083 goes up for the duration of the write gate 
pulse. 

Each output of the A units 1077 to 1083 inclusive is 
connected through a corresponding 0 unit 1084 through 
1090 and through a corresponding K unit 1091 through 
1097 to the #3 tap of a corresponding CDc unit 1098 
through 1104. The CDc units 1098 through 1104 are 
utilize.d to drive corresponding switch cores 1105 through 
1111, the #6 or output tap of each of these CDc units 
being connected through the primary winding a of the cor
responding switch core to +270 volts. These switch cores 
are well known in the art and utilize a core of ferromag
netic material having a substantially rectangular hysteresis 
loop. Each switch core has two input windings a and b 
and an output winding c. Current flow through either 
input winding has no effect unless it is of sufficient magni
tude and of the proper polarity to switch the core mate
rial to its opposite state of magnetization, in which case a 
current is induced in the output winding c. The various 
switch cores are utilized herein to furnish an II2 current 
to the various storage cores of the core matrix which lie 
in planes thereof corresponding to bits which are to be 
inhibited. In other words, when no bit is to be stored in 
a particular storage core, the corresponding switch core 
1105 through 1111 is pulsed, thereby inducing a current 
equal to 112 in the c winding thereof. 

It should be noted that the b windings of these switch 
cores are connected in series between +270 volts and 
ground and that the polarity and magnitude of the current 
flow therethrough is such that the core is controlled there
by to switch to a condition referred to hereinafter as 
"off." Thus, a switch core 1105 through 1111 is turned 
on only for the duration of the write gate pulse when the 
corresponding T unit 1067 is off, i.e., when the # 1 tap 
thereof is high. 

The output winding c of each of these switch cores 1105 
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through 1111 is connected to the corresponding winding 
1001 (FIG. 22) and is thus connected through each of the 
storage cores in the corresponding one of the seven planes 
of the core array to ground, and when one of the switch 
cores is turned on, as it is when the # 3 tap of the corre- 5 
sponding CDc unit goes up, a pulse is generated in the c 
winding thereof which passes a clirrent equal to II2 
through each of the storage cores in the corresponding 
plane. TIlis pulse is utilized to prevent a change in condi
tion of the storage cores in that plane, as described earlier. 10 
Thus, when no bit is stored in one of the charact:;'r register 
T units 1067, the core plane corresponding thereto is pro
vided. upon occurrence of the write gate pulse, with a 
pulse to prevent the storage of a bit in that plane. 

As mentioned e3.r1ier, the buffer cycle takes place at the 15 
end of each cluracter on the E( cycle and at the beginning 
of each char~lcter on the E2 cycle. The derivation of the 
buffer cycle during an El cycle will firsl be described. It 
will be recalled that the El gate pul5r is taken from the #} 
tap of the PCF-l unit 824 (FIG. 11j), which tap is con- 20 
neeted by the line 825 to the #2 tap of a GAf unit 1117 
(FIG. 31) and is fed through a K unit 1118 to one of 
three inpnts of an A unit 1119. The #3 tap of the A 
unit 1119 is subjected to phase B clock pulses taken from 
the #3 tap of the CF-l unit 977 (FIG. lin) through the 25 
line 978, through a GA f unit 1122 (FIG. 31) and through 
a K unit 1123 to the #3 tap of the A unit 1119. The third 
input to the A unit 1119 is Br pulses taken ViR line 1057 
from the #6 tap of the K unit 1047 (FIG. 32). Thus 
the pulses taken from the Olltput of the A unit 1119 (FIG. 30 
31) are Br phase B pulses during the El gate which, as is 
apparent, occurs during the latter portion of each charac-
ter time. This output is fed through an 0 unit 1124, 
through a K unit 1125, a GAr unit 1126, and a Kx unit 
1127 to the inpllt of an I unit 1128 (FfG. 33a) via a 35 
line 1121. The T unit 1128 is adapted to invert the pulse 
taken from line 1121, and the output thereof is coupled 
to the #7 tap of a T unit 1129 which is lItilized tn control 
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mines the end of the buffer cycle. Since the T unit 1164 
is initially on, the #3 tap of the DG unit 1140 is initially 
high, the #6 tap of the T unit 1164 being connected 
through a K unit 1165 to the #3 tap of the DG unit 
1140. The third input to the DG unit 1140, the #2 
tap thereof, is connected to the one·megacycle drive by 
a line 1166, and when the # I tap of the DG unit 1140 
goes up, as it does on the negative-going edge of the first 
one-megacycle pulse after B,. phase B, the negative-going 
edge of the next successive one-megacycle pulse causes 
the #4 tap of the DG unit 1140 to drop. 

The #4 tap of the unit 1140 is connected to the #7 
tap of the T unit 1151} and therefore on the negative-going 
edge of the second one·megacycle pulse after Br phase 
B the T unit 1151} is turned on, thereby raising the po
tential of the #6 tap thereof at this time. The #6 tap 
of the T unit 1150 is connected to the #3 tap of a DG unit 
1170, the #2 tap of which is connected to the line 1166. 
The #4 tap of the DG unit 1170 is connected to the #2 
tap of the T unit 1150 as weI! as to the #7 tap of the 
T unit 1151, and on the negative-going edge of the third 
one-megacycle pulse the T unit 1150 is turned off, the T 
unit 1151 being turned on at this time. 

Successive T units of the buffer clock are similarly 
turned on and off by successive one-megacycle pulses. 
However, when the T unit 1150 is turned on, the #1 tap 
thereof drops, and since this tap is connected through a 
K unit 1171 and a line 1184 to the #2 tap of each of 
the T units 1129, 1131 and 1164, these T units are turned 
off at this time, thereby lowering the #3 tap of the DG 
unit 1133 and lowering the #1 and #3 taps of the DG 
unit 1140 to prevent passage of additional one-megacycle 
pulses therethrough. When the T unit 1163 (FrG. 
33b) is turned on, the #6 tap thereof goes up for one 
microsecond, and since the #6 tap of the T unit 1163 is 
connected through a K unit 1167 to the #3 tap of a 
DG unit 1168 (FIG. 33a) by a line 1169, the T unit 1164 
is turned on at this time due to its #7 tap being con· 
nected to the #4 tap of the DO unit 1168. Thus, after an open ring counter circuit provided for the development 

of the variolls pulses generated during the buffer cycle. 40 14 microseconds the buffer clock has completed its cycle 
of operation. Thc T unit 1129 and ~l T unit 1131 are <'ach reset off, 

i.e., in sllch a way that the #6 taps thereof are initially 
low, as noted by the position of the z adjacent the #:7 
taps thereof, "nd they are reset in this manner by a z reset 
pulse which is developed in a manner to be described 45 
later. The le8ding edge of the pulse presented to the input 
of the I unit 1128 is, therefore, arranged to t\lrn the T 
unit 1129 on to thereby raise the potential of the #6 tap 
thereof. The #6 tap of the T unit ] 129 is connected 
through a Kg unit 1130 to the #3 tap of a DG unit 1133. 5U 
The #2 tap of the DG unit 1133 is connected to the output 
of a one-megacycle oscillator, "nd when the :#: ~ tap of the 
DG unit 1133 is high, as it is at R" phase B on an EJ 
cycle, these one-megacycle pulses are taken from the #4 
tap of the DG unit 1133 and are fed to the #7 tap of the fi5 
T unit 1131. Thus, the negative-going edge of the first 
one-megacyde pulse turns the T unit 1131 on, thep~by 
raising the #6 tap thereof. 

The one-megacycle pulses are generated by a crystal 
1135. the output of which is connected to and is arranged 60 
to drive an oscillator 1136. The output of the oscillator 
is fed through a K}) unit 1137 and through an Ie unit 1138 
to the #2 tap of the DG unit 1133. Thus. on an PI cycle 
the negative-going edge of the first one-megacycle pulse 
gener:1ted after BI' phase B tllrns on the T unit 1131, 65 
thereby raising the potential of the #2 tap of a K~ unit 
1139. The:#:6 tap of the Kg llnit 1139 is connected to 

Each of the T units 1150 through 1163, with the ex-
ception of the T units 1158 and 1159, drives a corre
sponding K unit 1171 through 1182. The timing of the 
buffer clock pulses taken from the #6 taps of the various 
K units 1171 through 1182 is shown in FIG. 19 and 
they are taken therefrom by means of a corresponding 
one of twelve lines 1184 through 1195. These pulses 
are utilized to control the generation of the various buffer 
cycle waveforms and are connected through the afore
mentioned lines 1184 through 1195 to co;trol the con-
di,tion of several T units 1197 to 1203 inclusive (FIG. 
34). 

It will be noted that the line 1186 is connected to the 
#2 tap of the T unit 1197, the line 1184 being connected 
to the #7 tap of said T unit, and that the #5 tap of the 
T unit 1197 is connected through a GAl unit 1205 and 
through a K unit 1206 to a line 1207. By referring to 
the positioning of the z on the block which represents the 
T unit 1197, it will be seen that this T unit is reset in 
such a way that the #5 tap thereof is initially low. 
Thus, when the line 1184 drops in potential, the #5 tap 
rises and remains up until the line 1186 drops. and a 
pulse of two-microseconds duration may be taken from 
the line 1207 immediately following each Br phase B 
time during an E1 cycle gate. In a similar manner, the 
T units 1198 through 1203 arc utilized to generclte the 
various pulses shown in FIG. 19 under the control of 
the pulses taken from the lines 1184 through 1195, the 

the # I tap of <l DG unit 1140 by a line 1141 and the p\llsc 
taken therefrom is arranged to initiate operation of the 
buffer clock. 

The buffer clock comprises fifteen T units 1150 through 
1164 (FIGS. 33a :md 33b), each of which is reset bv 
the z reset pulse in such a· way that it is initially off. 
with th~ 'ole exception that the T unit 1164 (FTG. 33a) 

70 output of each of these T units being taken from six 
lines 1210 through 1215, the output of each of the T 
units 1198 through 1203 being connected throu",h a 
GAl unit and through one or more K units to lhe~ cor-

i;; reset on, the T unit 1164 being the unit that deter- 75 
responding line 1210 through 1215. 

The pulse taken from the line 1210 is designated the 
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"read gate" pulse and is of four-microseconds duration 
lasting from Cl to C5 time referred to the buffer cycle, as 
indicated in FIG. 19. Th,~ pulse taken from the line 
1211 (FIG. 34) is designated the "read" pulse and is 
of three-microseconds duration lasting from C3 to Ca. A 
five-microsecond pulse is taken from the line 1212, which 
pulse is initiated at Co time and terminates at Cll time 
and is designated the "write gate" pulse. The "write" 
pulse is taken from the line 1213 and is of four-micro
seconds duration lasting from C7 to Cn time. The pulse 
taken from the line 1214, a two-microsecond pulse exist
ing from C10 to C12 time, is designated the "post-write 
disturb" pulse, and the pulse taken from the line 1215, a 
one-microsecond pulse lasting from C12 to C13 is desig
nated the "address ring advance" pulse. The C4 pulse 
taken from the line 1188 is mixed with a signal that indi
cates operation on an E2 cycle and is utilized as a 
"sample" pulse, as will be explained later herein, the 
mixing being accomplished in an A unit 1216, the output 
of which is fed through a GAt unit 1217 and a K unit 
1218 to a line 1219. 

The address ring advance pulse taken from the line 
1215 (FIG. 34) is utilized, as its name implies, to drive 
an address ring 1220 (FIG. 25) which controls the ex
citation of the various cores in the x planes, the output 
of the ring 1220 being utilized to drive the ring 1221 
which controls the excitation of the various cores in the 
y p}anes. The signal on the line 1215 (FrG. 34) is con
nected through a GAt unLt 12.26 (FIG. 31), a K unit 
1227 and via a line 1227a to the #3 tap of an I unit 
1228 (FIG. 25), where the signal is inverted. This sig
nal, i.e., the address ring advance signal, is then fed 
through a Ks unit 1229 and a K unit 1230 to a line 1231 
which is connected to the #2 tap of each of ,thirteen DG 
units 1232 through 1244. 

The output taken from the #4 tap of each of the DG 
units 1232 through 12.44 is utilized to control the con
dition of one or more T units 1245 through 1254 asso
ciated therewith, the #4 tap of DG unit 1233 being con
nected to the #2 tap of the T unit 1245 and also to the 
#7 tap of the T unit 1246. Similarly, the #4 tap of 
DG unit 1234 is connected both to the #2 tap of the 
T unit 1246 and to the #7 tap of the T unit 1247, etc. 
When the line 1231 initially drops, as it does at C12 during 
the buffer cycle, only the T unit 1245 is affected since 
this T unit, and only this one, is reset in an "on" condi
tion. Each of the remaining T units 1246 through 1254 
is reset by the y reset pulse in an "off" condition, thereby 
initially holding the #3 tap of each of the various DG 
units 1234 through 1244 low. The #3 tap of the DG 
unit 1233, however, is initially high, the #5 tap of the T 
unit 1245 being initially high, as is the line 1255 con
nected to the #3 tap of the unit 1233. The first address 
ring advance pulse taken from the line 1231, therefore. 
turns the T unit 1245 off and also turns the T unit 1246 
on, thereby raising the potential of a line 1256 and lower
ing the potential of the line 1255. The next address rini! 
advance pulse similarly raises the potential of a line 125?
controlled by the T unit 1247 and lowers the potential of 
the line 1256. 

It will be recalled that the buffer cycle is taken at the 
end of each character, i.e., during Br phase B, when on 
an El cycle. Thus, at the end of each character near 
the end of the buffer cycle, i.e., CI2 to CI3 time, this ring 
is advanced one position. Since the ring 122!) (FIG. 
25) is a closed ring, the various T units 1245 through 
1254 are turned on and off successively as long as ad
dress ring advance pulses are entered on the line 1231. 
Each time the T unit 1254 is turned off, i.e., each time the 
#5 tap thereof drops in potential, the tens-position ring 
1221 (FTG. 26) is advanced one position, the #5 tap of 
the T unit 1254 (FIG. 25) being connected through a 
K unit 1260, through a line 1261 and through two more 
K units 1262 and 1263 (FTG. 26) to a line 1264 which is 
connected to the #2 tap of each of thirteen DG units 
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1265 through 1277 which control the operation of the 
tens-position ring 1221 in a manner similar to that just 
described in connection with the units-position ring 1220. 
The output of the units-position ring is utilized to con-

;, trol excitation of the co~cs in the various x planes as 
mentioned above, and is taken from the lines 1255, 1256, 
1257, 1261, and from six more lines 1278 through 1283, 
the output of the tens-position ring being taken from ten 
lines 1285 through 1294 (FIG. 26), which lines control 

111 excitation of the cores in the various y planes. 
W!h~n (he v:lriolls T units of the rings 1220 and 1221 

are reset, the lines 1255 <lnd 1285 are high and are ar
ranged to control the excitation of all seven cores at the 
address x=O, y=O, as will next be described. Similarly, 

u; after the first character has been read into the cores, the 
address ring advance pulse causes the units-position ring 
to advance one position, thereby raising the potential of 
the line 1256 to control excitation of the seven cores at 
address X= 1, ),=0. Successive core sets are energized 

~o in a similar manner upon occurrence of successive address 
ring advance pulses. 

Each of the lines 1255, 1256, 1257, 1261, and 1278 
through 1283 taken from the ring 1220 is connected to 
the #3 tap of a corresponding A unit 1295 through 1304 

2:3 (FIG. 27), respcdively, where it is mixed with a read 
ptllse taken from the line 1211 (FIG. 34) which is con
nected to the #2 tap of each of the A units 1295 through 
1304 (FIG. 27). The outputs of ~hese A units are con
nected throtlgh a corresponding K unit 1305 through 

30 1314, respectively. and through a corresponding CDm 
unit 1315 through 1324, respectively, the #6 taps of 
which are connected through the primary winding a of a 
corresponding switch core 1325 through 1334, respectively, 
to +270 volts. These switch cores are substantially ici2n-

35 tical to the switch cores 1105 through 1111, and when the 
#4 tap of one of the A units 1295 through 1304 is 
high, the #6 tap thereof rises for the duration of the read 
pulse, i.e., from C3 to C6 time, and causes current to flow 
through the primary winding a of the corresponding switch 

40 core. When a switch core 1325 through 1334 is off, the 
read pulse through the primary winding turns it on and 
causes a current equal to II2 to be induced in the output 
winding c. 

The secondary winding h of each of the switch cores 
45 1325 through 1334 is connected in series between +270 

volts and the #6 tap of a CDm unit 1335. and when cur
rent is cnused to flow therethrough due to the presence 
of a positive signal on the #3 tap of the CDm unit 1335. 
all of these switch cores are switched off, if they are not 

50 already in an "off" condition. The write pulse taken from 
the line 1213 (FTG. 34) is fed through a GA f unit 1336 
(FIG. 27) and through a K unit 1337 to the #3 tap of 
the CDm unit 1335. Thus, upon occurrence of the write 
pulse the #6 tap of the CDm unit 1335 drops for the dura-

55 tion thereof. thereby sending a pulse through the sec
ondary winding h of e:lch of the switch cores 1325 through 
1334. It is in this manner, near the end of each buffer 
cycle, that the switch cores 1325 through 1334 are reset 
off. During the initial portion of each buffer cycle. thcre-

60 fore. each of the switch cores 1325 through 1334 is off. 
and upon the occurrence of the read pulse the switch core 
associated with the x address, determined by the con
dition of the ring counter 1220 at that time. is turned 011 

and induces a current in the output winding C thereof. 
65 which current is equal to 112 as described previously. 

The following write pulse then switches that switch core 
off again and induces a current equal to -/12 in the 
output winding C thereof. 

Each of the lines 1285 through 1294 (FIG. 26) of the 
70 tens-position ring 1221 is connected to the #4 tap of a 

corresponding A unit 1340 through 1349 (FIGS. 28a and 
28h), respectively, as well as to the #4 tap of a corre
sponding A unit 1350 through 1359, respectively. It will 
be noted that the read gate pulse is connected through the 

75 line 1210 (FIG. 34) to the #2 tap of each of the A 
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units 1350 through 1359 (FIGS. 28tl and 28b), fwd that 
the write gate pulse is connected through the line 1212 
(FIG. 34) to the #2 tap of each 0.£ the A units 1340 
through 1349 (FIGS. 28a and 28h). In this way the tens
position address is mixed with the read and write gates [) 
in the appropriate A unit 1340 through 1359. 

The write gate, it will be recalled, is developed near the 
end of c:lch buffer cycle and lasts from C6 to C11 time. 
The output of each of the A units 1340 through 1349 
is coupled through a corresponding K unit 1360 through 10 
1369 and through a corresponding CDm unit 1370 through 
1379 to the primary winding a of a corresponding switch 
core 1380 through 1389. These switch cores are similar 
to those described earlier herein. The write gate pulse. 
therefore. is utilized to reset cach of the switch cores 138(1 1:3 
through 1389 to a condition referred to herein as "off." 

During the initial portion of the buffer cycle the read 
g:Jtc pulse is developed, and when mixed with the tens 
,Iddrc'is passes through the A unit 1350 through 1359 
corresponding to that address. through the associated K 20 
unit 1390 through 1399 and through the corresponding 
CDm unit 1400 through 1409 to the secondary winding 
b of the corresponding one of the several switch cores 
1380 through 1389. Since each of the switch cores is reset 
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ing the character then present in the character register 
into the storage cores at the proper address. 

It should bt: additionally noted that the pulse termed 
"post-write disturb" taken from the line 1214 during the 
period ClO to C12 (FIG. 34) is arranged to disturb each 
of the storage cores slightly immediately after they are 
tUl ned on, this being for a purpose clear to anyone familh1f 
with core storage. The post-write disturb pulse is con
nected through the various 0 units 1084 through 1090 
(FiG. 30) to the various K units 1091 through 1097, and 
it will be clear that upon the occurrence thereof the vari-
OllS switch cores 1105 through 1111 are disturbed slightly. 

Thus far, the description of the core buffer has been 
given functionally in connection with the read-in of in
formation to the core buffer during the E1 cycle, it being 
understood that successive characters are shifted into 
the character register 1020 and entered into the proper 
storage cores during successive buffer cycles in a similar 
manner. On an E2 cycle it is desired to read the data 
present in the storage cores therefrom and into the char
acter register for entry into the information transfcr 
circuits. To accomplish this, it is first necessary to 
enter the data serially by character but parallelly by bit 
from the cores into the character register and then to 
scan the data serially by bit and serially by character 
therefrom and into the information transfer circuits. 
Thus, it is necessary that the buffer cycle (see FIG. 19) 
take place prior to Bo phase B time of the character cor
responding thereto to enable the entry of the characler 

off by the write gate pulse during the last preceding time :liJ 
that a buffer cycle is taken at cach address, the switch 
core at ,1 given address is turned on by the read gate 
pulse during the buffer cycle, and when one of these 
switch cores is turned on, all of the storage cores at the y 
address are pulsed with a current equal to [/2. 30 into the character register prior to Bo phase B time. 

It wil! be recalled that the x switch core 1325 throll ~h 
1334 corresponding to the x address is turned on by a re;d 
rulse. thert'by inducing a current II2 in the winding which 
r:1SSCS through all of the storage cores in the x plane 
corresponding to the x address from C3 to £"6 time. Since :J;i 
a currcnt is also induced in the y winding of each of 
the storage cores corresponding to the y address during 
the read gate pulse pulse time C1 to C5, it will be under
Uood that all seven stor:lge cores :It any given address 
x--y are flipped to a condition referred to as "off," if 'Hl 
they ~re not already off. during the period Ca to C5, since 
<It this time aiding CUITents 112+112=1 flow through the 
x ~ll1d y windings defined by the x--y address. The write 
pulse is next applied to the seconlhry winding b of each 
of the switch cores 1325 through 1334 and the particulnr 'lij 
switch cure turned on during the preceding read pulse is 
turned off at this time, thereby inducing a current equal to 
-1/2 in the winding which lillks all of the cores in 
the x plane defined by the x address. Additionally, when 
the write gate pulse occurs, current flows through the 50 
secondary winding h of the switch core 13&0 through 1389 
corresponding to the y address, which switch core was 
tuned on hy the preceding read gate pulse, and that switch 
core is again turned off. thereby inducing a reverse cur
rent pulse equal to -112 in the)' winding which links 55 
c:lch of the storage cores in the plane defined by the y 
address. 

If there is no other ;,ction to prohibit this. it will be 
clc;Il' th:!t e::1ch of the seven storage cores at the address 
x--y is turned on since the sum of the currents flowing 60 
through the x and y windings corresponding thereto is 
equal to -112+-I/2=~I. It is for this purpose, how
ever. that the z windings are provided; that is, the z 
windings nre arranged in such a way that a positive flux 
proportional to 1/2 is generated if no bit is indicated by 65 
the corresponding T unit 1067 of the character register. 
Thus, when one of the switch cores 1105 through 1111 
(FTG. 30) is tllrned on. as it is by the write gate pulse if 
there is no bit corresponding thereto, a current equal to 
ll2 induced in the output winding c inhibits all storage 70 
cores in the z plane associated therewith from being turned 
on. Conversely, if no pulse is induced in the v;lrious c 
windings of the z switch cores 1105 through 1111, the 
storage cores at the address x~y in the planes corre
sponding to these windings are turned on, thereby enter- 75 

During an E2 cycle, therefore, the buffer cycle is initiated 
at Bs phase B. 

it will be recalled that on an E1 cycle the initiation of 
the buffer cycle is controlled by an E1 gate. Similarly, 
on an E2 cycle the buffer cycle is controlled by an E2 
gate. An E2 gate pulse, derived in a manner to be de-
scribed, is taken via a line 1410a to the #2 tap of a 
GAt unit 1411 (FIG. 31), the #6 tap of which is con
nected through a K unit 1412 to the #2 tap of an A 
unit 1413. A second input to the A unit 1413 is the 
B clock, taken from the output of K unit 1123, and the 
third input to the A unit 1413 is a pulse taken from a 
line 1414, which pulse is a Bs pulse derived by the T 
unit 1022 (FIG. 32), as described previously herein. 
Thus, on an E2 cycle, Bs phase B pulses arc taken from 
the output of the A unit 1413 (FIG. 31). This pulse 
is fed through the 0 unit 1124, through the K unit 1125, 
through the GAt unit 1126, through the Kx unit 1127 to 
the input of the I unit 1128 (FIG. 33a) where it starts 
the buffer clock as described previously. It should now 
be :lear that the buffer clock is turned on each Bs phase 
B tIme on an E2 cycle, thereby initiating a buffer cycle 
at these times. 

A further distinction in the operation of the buffer on 
an E2 cycle is that data present in the storage cores is to 
be read therefrom and into the character register. This 
is accomplished by sensing which of the seven storage 
cores at the address x-yare turned off during the peri
od of time common to the read pulse and the read gate 
pulse, i.e., from C3 to C5 time. A sample is taken during 
C4 of the flux generated by a storage core being turned 
off. 

Each of the sense windings 1002 (FIG. 22) is ar
ranged to li.nk all of the cores in the corresponding z 
plane and IS placed ,I cross the corresponding one of 
seven pulse transformers 1416 (FIG. 31), only one of 
which is shown in the drawings. It will be noted that 
the secondary is provided with rectifiers 1417 and 1418 
to pr:event passage of a pulse to the line 1419 created by 
turnmg on one of the storage cores lying in the plane 
corresponding thereto, and it is only when a correspond-
ing storage core is turned off that a pulse appears on 
the line 1419. The line 1419 is connected thrOlH'h an 
AR unit 1420 and through a K unit 1421 to one ~input 
of an A unit 1422. The second input to the A unit 1422 
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is taken via the line 1219 from the K unit 1218 (FIG. 
34). A C4 pulse is taken from the line 1219 during the 
buffer cycle when on an Ez cycle. This is true since the 

46 
line 1412a. Additionally, the #2 tap of the A unit 1435 
is connected to the line 1207, on which line, it will be 
recalled, a pulse extending from Co to C2 time is present 
during the initial portion of each buffer cycle, fhe line #6 tap of the K unit 1412 (FIG. 31) is connected by a 

line 1412a to the #4 tap of the A unit 1216 (FIG. 34), 
which line is high on an Ez cycle. Thus, if a pulse is 
induced in a sense winding during the period from C3 

to C5 on an E2 cycle, due to the presence of a bit in 
the core defined by the x-y-Z address corresponding 
thereto, a C4 pulse is taken from the #6 tap of the cor
responding one of the seven A units 1422 (FIG. 31). 
Such a pulse indicates the presence of a bit in that bit 
position and is fed through a corresponding GAt unit 
1423 and through a corresponding K unit 1424 where 
it is coupled to the input of a corresponding Ipo unit 1425, 
the output of which is connected to the #3 tap of the 
corresponding one of the seven T units 1067. 

5 1207 being connected to the #-6 tap of the K unit 1206 
(FIG. 34). Thus, 011 an E2 cycle the #6 tap of the A 
unit 1435 (FIG. 31) rises from Co to C2 time, and since 
the #6 tap of this A unit is connected through the 0 
unit 1437 to the input of the Kr unit 1438, the T units 

10 1067 of the character register are reset by this pulse dur
ing an E2 cycle. It will be noted that there is a third 
input to the 0 unit 1437, i.e., via a line 1442 connected 
to the #2 tap thereof. When a plllse, derived as will 
be described later, is present on the line 1442, the T 

15 units 1067 are reset to an "off" condition. 

When the negative-going spike caused by the presence 
of a bit in the core corresponding thereto is applied to 
the #3 tap of the appropriate T unit 1067, this unit is 20 
turned on, thereby raising the potential of the #S tap 
thereof and indicating the presence of a bit in that bit 
position. The #S tap of the T unit 1067 is connected 
through a K unit 1426 to the #2 tap of the A unit 1062 
where the pulse is mixed with the corresponding bit pulse, Z:i 
as described earlier. Thus, if, for example, the "0" T 
unit 1067 is turned on, a pulse is taken from the output 
of the A unit 1062 during Bo time, which pulse is fed 
through a Ko unit 1427, through a GAl unit 1428 (FIG. 
32) via a line 1428a, and through a K unit 1429 to a 30 
line 1429a from where it is taken into the information 
transfer circuits. 

It should be further noted that the core buffer utilized 
herein is regenerative and that each bit read there
from is re-entered therein, re-entry being accomplished 35 
in the same manner that initial read-in during an E1 
cycle is accomplished; that is, if there is a bit present in 
one or more of the T units 1067 during the E2 buffer 
cycle, the line 1068 connected to the # 1 tap thereof is 
low, whereas if no bit is present the line 1068 correspond- 40 
ing thereto will be high and will inhibit the re-entry of a 
bit as described previously. 

As discussed earlier herein, the various T units asso
ciated with the core buffer are reset at the proper time by 
one of three reset circuits, IV, y and z. The IV reset cir- 45 
cuit is utilized to reset the T units 1067 (FIG. 31) of 
the character register 1020 in an "off" condition, i.e., with 
the #S taps thereof low, and comprises two A units 
1435 and 1436, an 0 unit 1437 and a Kr unit 1438. It 
will be recalled that on an E1 cycle the #6 tap of the 50 
K unit 1118 is high, the #6 tap of the K unit 1412 being 
low at this time. The #6 tap of the K unit 1118 is 
connected by a line 1439 to the #4 tap of the A unit 
1436, and the #6 tap of the K unit 1412 is connected 

Th~ T units of the bit ring lil15, the II~iIS-positj811 riil!! 
1220 and the tens-position ring 1221 an: resct by tIn y 
reset circuitry shown in FiG. 31. A line 1443 conn~Cled 
from the information tr<lnsfer circuits to the #2 tap of 
a GAr unit 1444 supplies reset control pulses at the :'p' 
propriate time to the y reset circuitry. For the prc:;cDl, 
it will be assumed that whenever the line H·B i:, bit 
with a positive pulse, reset of the various ring:; 1015, 
1220 and 1221 is accomplished and the source of these 
pnJc,es will be described hereinafter. For the present it is 
sut1icient to note that the line ! 443 rises :1t the process 
drum home pulse following the El cycle if T 1 - S or R 
and on the process drum home pulse following the E2 
cycle if T27~P. R or X. The ,"'!, tC1P of the GAr uniT. 
1444 is connected through a K unit H45, through an 0 
unit 1446 and through an 1 unit 1447 to th..: :ti:2 t:1P of an 
S5 unit 14~S. Thus, when the line 1443 goes up. the ;:;2 
tap of the SS unit 1448 drops, thereby triggering this unit 
to emit a single, positive-going pulse, the duration of 
which is controlled by the time const~mts of the S5 unit. 
fn the present machine a ten-micros-:conc1 pulse is de-
veloped by the unit 1448 and is taken from the #6 tap 
thereof through a K unit 1449, a K unit I.4S0 and via a 
line 1450a which is connected through the diode con
nected to the control grid of each of the various T unit~ 
of the rings 1015, 1220 :md 1221 associ~l!cd with tlwt 
half of the T unit indicated by the positioning of thc 
letter y on the block thereof. Since the pulse taken from 
the K unit 1450 is positive, it will be understood that the 
plate "ssociated with the control grid corresponding to 
the position of the y on each T unit block is reset low 
by this reset pulse. Each of the rings HH5, 1220 and 
1221 is also reset when the line 14-12 is pl!lsed, this lin..: 
being connected to the #2 tap of the 0 unit 1446. 

The z reset circuitry (FIG. 31) is energized w:lcn the 
power is turned on and includes a Tc uIlit 1452, the #.~~ 
tap of which is caused to rise in potential ill this time 
due to the fact that it is conneckd through the n/e f, 
points of the start key 37 to the J 40-volt sllpply by a 

to the #3 tap of the A unit 1435 via the line 1412a. 
The #2 tap of the A unit 1436 is connected by the 

line 1051 to the output of the K unit associated with 
the T unit 1023 (FIG. 32), which line, it will be recalled, 

55 line 1453. When the key is re]c:lsed, 14(} volts is pl:.tced 
on the #2 tap of the Tc unit 145Z, thereby triggering ~,n 
5S unit 1454 connected to the output of the Tc unit 1452 
and gen.:rating a pooitive-going. ten-microsecond pulse 

is the Bo line from which Bo pulses are taken. The #3 
tap of the unit 1436 (FIG. 31) is connected by the line 60 
1015 to the #6 tap of the K unit 1013 (FIG. 32), from 
which line phase A clock pulses are taken, and it will be 
understood that on an E1 cycle the output tap of the 
A unit 1436 (FIG. 31) rises during Bo phase A. This 
signal is connected through the 0 unit 1437, through the 65 
K unit 1438 to a line 1438a to the plates of the diodes 
(not shown) associated with the control grids of the T 
units 1067 corresponding to the #7 taps thereof. Thus, 
on an E1 cycle the T units are reset in an "off" condition 
at Bo phase A. 70 

During an E2 cycle it is desired to reset the character 
register just prior to the buffer cycle, i.e., at Bs phase 
B time. It will be recalled that the #6 tap of the K 
unit 1412 is high during the E2 gate and that this tap 
is connected to the #3 tap of the A unit 1435 by the 75 

which is taken from the #6 tap of th" unit 1434. This 
pulse is fed through a K unit 1455 to the #2 tap of 
a Kr unit 1456 as well as to the line 1442 which is con-
nected to the #2 hlp of tbe 0 lJnit 1446 and to the #2 
tap of the 0 unit 1437. When the start key 37 is actuated. 
therefore, each of the ]V and)' resets is pulsed, causing the 
character register 1020, the bit ring 1015, and the address 
rings 1220 and LUI to be reset at this time. Also "t thi" 
time the #6 tap of the Kr unit 1456 rises, which tap is 
connected by a line 1456a through a diode (not shown) 
to onc control grid of each of the T units of the buffer 
clock as well as through a diode (not shown) to one con
trol grid of each of the T units 1197 through 120,l 
(FfG. 34), the particular control grid to which it is 
connected being the one corresponding to that side of th'~ 
block upon which the letter z occurs. Thus, all of the 
T units associ2ted with the core bdfer are reset when 
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oper:!tion is initiated, and, in add:tion, the character reg
ister 1020 and the address rings 1220 and 1221 are re3d 
at the appropriate time during the operation of the buffer. 

48 
tap of which is connected to the #3 and # 1 0 taps of a 
CD-l unit 1496 by a line 1497. The #4 tap of the unit 
1496 is connecLed to the line 344 which is high when 

Siace the address rings 1220 and 1221 are reset at the 
end of each El and E2 cyele when Tp~S or R ,Inll when 5 
T 2,""P, R or X. resp2divcly, aull sinct' cloek pulses amI 
data are not entered into the buffer except during El and 

T2+X or N, and the #6 tap of this unit is connected to 
the output of the G2b2 comparator to be described. Thus, 
when T2y·X or N, the line 1497 rises with an a2b2 com-
parison, and if on an E2 gate it will be clear that the # 1 0 
tap of the unit 1495 drops at this time, thereby lowering 
the potential of a line 1498 anll of the #7 t!P of a TR-l 
unit 149:1 at (his time. The unit 1499 defines the Ez 
cycle gate in a manner to be described following a brief 

E2 cycle gates, i.e., from albl to II1n and G2b2 to 111>'1. it 
should be understood that the condition of the address 
rings 1221) and 1221 will indicate at all times how many 1U 
characters have been entered into the butIer Hnd also 
how many characters h:lVe been read therefrom. This 
information is utilized to control thc mil comparator d'~
,cribed previously, 

description of the Q2b2 comparator. 
The aZb2 comparator (FIGS, llf, lIe, lid. Ill. Ilk 

and IIi) is substan(ially identical to the QliJ l comparator 
previously described "nd includes ten CD-l units 1500 
through 1509. The #4 and #5 t,IPS of these CD-l units 

The various lines 1255, 1256, 12S7 and 1278 through 15 
1233 (FiG. 25) t'lken from the Olltputs of the K units 
associated with the units-position ring 1220 are connected are connected by lines 1510 through 1529 to the variolls 

contacts associated with the relays 733 and 729 (FIG, 
j g) of the a2b2 portion of the instruction register, as indi
cated in the drawings. The #6 and H8 taps of the units 
1500 through 1509 are connected to the lines 490. 510 
through 518, 540, and 550 through 558 from which 
Cg, Cs ... Co and F 9, F8 •. , Fo pulses arc (aken. Thl' 
#~ and # 1 0 taps of each of the units 1500 through 1504 
are connected to a common line 1536. the # 3 and # 1 n 
taps of the units 1505 through 1509 being connected to 
a common line 1531. Thus, (he line 1530 risos whenever 
the #4 and #6 taps or the #5 and #R taps of one of 
the CD-l units 1500 through 1504 rise, thereby indi-

to the #2 taps of corresponding K units 1460 through 
i469. respectively (FIG. 26). Simihtrly. the lines ens 
through 1294 t<.ken from the outputs of tl);;; K units a,,~o- 20 
ciated with the tens-position ring 1221 (FIG. 26) arc con
nected to the ,#2 taps of corresponding K units 147(l 
through 1479, respectively. The:1±6 taps of the K unit,; 
1*60 through 1479 are connected by the lines 933 through 
952 to the various CD units of the !Jill comparator (flGS, 2.) 
lIe and lId). Thus, when 11111 characters have been 
entered into or t~iken from the core buffer, an 1/111 com
parison is made which terminates the El cycle g<t!c:. <:s 
described previollsly. or the E2 cycle g,!te, as win be 
described. :>0 cating a b2 comparison ten times cm:h drum revolution 

since each C9 through Co pulse occurs ten times per drum 
revolution. The line 1531, however, rises only once per 
drum revolution when the #4 and #6 or #5 and #8 t<:ps 
of one of the CD-l units 1505 through 1509 rise. When 

As mentioned above, the core buffer is under the con
trol of the E2 gate when on an E2 cycle. ami data trans-
fer as well as the en!ry of clock pulses into the core buffer 
is under the control of the E2 cycle gate on an E2 cycle, 
The £2 gate and the E2 cycle g:ltc are derivell similarly 
to the El and El cycle gates described eartier. Referril1g 
to FiG. 3. it will be recalled that when the (' contads 
of the E2 relay 66 are tran~ferred, as they <Ire on an E2 
cydc. the -"1:3 t::p of the KS unit 819 (FIG, Iii) rises, 
thereby raising the potential of the line 820 connected 
to the #9 tap thereof. This line is connected to the ·tt:·i 
Ulp of an lD-l unit 813 (FlG, 11j), the #3 tap of which 
is cOTII;ecteu by a line 1491 to the #3 tap of a TR-1 unit 
1492. the E2 gate trigger. The#:6 tap of the unit 813 
is conilected by a linc 1493 to the #:1 t:,p of a CD-l unit 
1494 (F!G. Iii). and when the #6 and #4 taps of the 
unit 813 (FIG. IIi) rise, it will be clear that the trig2cr 
) 492 is switched to a condition wherein the #9 t<lp there-
of is high, since at this time the line 1491 drops, thereby 
pulling the #8 hp of the unit 1492 down. 

The potential of the line 1493, and thus of tbe"'t6 t'IP 
of the unit 813, is controlled by the signals present on 
the #4 and #6 taps of the unit 1494 (FIG. Iii), The 
;:;:-6 tap of the unit 1494 is connected to the odd home 
pulse line 592, and the condition of the #4 tap of the 
lInit 1494 indicates the presence or absence of an error 
during the preceding E1 cycle, as will be described, it 
being connected to a line 2436 which is high when there 
w~~s no E1 error, thereby preventing the iniliation of E2 
gates when there was an El error since this line is low at 
this time. For the present it is sufficient to understand 
that the #4 tap is high when there has been no error 
during an E1 cycle. Thus, assuming no E1 error. the #3 
tap of the unit l494 rises with the odd home pulse, and 
if on an £2 cycle it will be understood thnt this odd home 
pulse will pbte-pull-over the TR-l unit 1492 (FIG. 11 j), 
as m~ntioned 'Ibove. This last mentioned unit defines the 
E2 gate. the :tt9 tap thereof being connected to the #4 
t;lP of the PCF unit 1410 (FIG. 11k), and the E2 gatl~ 
pulse is taken from the line 1410a connected to the #3 
tap of the unit 1410. as mentioned in connection with the 
description of the core buffer. 

In addition to being connected to the circuitry asso
ciated \vith the core buffer, the line 1410a is connected 
to the #5 tap of an TD-2 unit 1495 (FIG. IIi). the #8 

;)5 the line 1531 rises, there has been an a2 comparison. 
The line 1530 is connected to the #8 tap of the DA 

unit 845 (FIG. Uf), the line 1531 being connected to 
#7 tap of the unit 845. The #3 tap of the unit 845, 
therefore is up only when both of the lines 1530 and 153,1 

4U are up, and it will be understood that at this time there 
has been an a2b2 comparison. The #3 tap of the unit 
845 is connected by a line 1533, through an INV-3 unit 
1534, through a line 1535 and through the CF-l unit 
850 (FIG. 11-1) to a line 1537 which is connected to the 

4.> #6 tap of the CD-l unit 1496 (FIG. Ilj). 
As mentioned above, the #7 tap ,of the TR-l unit 1499 

drops on an a2b2 comparison while on an E:! gate as 
long as T2=?X or N. When this occurs, the #9 tap of 
the unit 1499 goes up. This tap is connected by a line 

iii) 1538 to the #5 tap of the PCF-l unit 1410 (FIG. 11k), 
the # 10 tap of which is connected by a line 1539 to the 
#8 tap of a CD-l unit 1540. The #5 tap of the unit 
1540 is connected to the line 331 which is high when 
T2=?R or P. Thus, when the #9 tap of the unit 1499 

ii,j (FIG. Ilj) goes up, the #10 tap of the unit 154 .. (FIG, 
llh) rises as long as T2=?R or P, thereby raising the po
tential of a line 1541 which is connected between the 
#10 tap of the unit 1540 and the #4 tap of an INV-3 
unit 1542. The #10 tap of the unit 1542 is connected 

no by a line 1543 through a PCF-l unit 860 to the line 975 
from which the E:! cycle gate pulse is taken. 

The TR-l unit 1499 (FIG. l1i) is turned off, thereby 
defining the end of the E2 cycle gate, mn characters after 
the a2b2 comparison. The line' 1410a is connected to the 

(i:; #8 and #9 taps of a DA unit 1545 (FIG. 11k), the #7 
tap of which is connected to the Bs phase A line 441 and 
the #10 tap of which is connected to the line 862 from 
which the mn comparison signal is taken. As explained 
above, the mn comparator causes the line 862 to rise both 

70 when mn characters have been entered into the core buffer 
and when mn characters have been taken from the core 
buffer, the mn comparator being under the control of the 
units and tens position rings 1220 and 1221 of the core 
buffer. Thus, after an mn comparison during an E2 

75 cycle B. phase A pulses are taken from the #3 and #5 
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taps of the unit 1545 via a line 1546 to the #6 tap of an 
ID-l unit 1547. The #4 tap of the unit 1547 is con
nected to the line 332 wh;ch raises the #4 tap when 
T2#X, and, assuming that this is the condition, it will be 
understood that the #3 tap of the unit 1547 drops at 
B. phase A. The #3 tap is connected via a line 1538 
to the #9 tap of the TR-l unit 1499 (FIG. llj), and 
upon an mn comparison this TR unit is turned off by the 
leading edge of the first Bs phase A pulse thereafter. 
Thus, at this time the line 975 from which E2 cycle gate 
pulses are taken drops. (It should also be noled that the 
~ cycle gate may be terminated when T2=X by Cg 

pulses since the C g line 490 is connected to the #8 tap 
of the 10-1 unit 1547 (FIG. 11k) and since the #5 
tap of this unit is connected to the line 346 which is high 
when T2=X, Thus, when T2=X, the TR....,1 unit 1499 
(FIG. IIi) is turned off by the next following C g pulse 
since the #10 tap of the unit 1547 (FIG. 1111) drops at 
this time.) 

One further method by which the unit 1499 (FIG. lIn 
is turned off. thereby terminating the E2 cycle gate, is 
with the even home pulse taken from the line 591. This 
pulse occurs at the end of the E2 cycle and is connected 
via the line 591 to the #4 tap of an INV-2 unit 1550 
(FIG. 11k), the #3 tap of which is connected through 
the line 1538 to the #9 tap of the unit 1499 (FIG. 11;), 
and it should be clear, therefore, that the leading edge of 
the even home pulse turns the unit 1491) ,off and therefore 
terminates the E2 cycle gate. 

The E~ gate is arranged to terminate with the E2 cycle 
gate. The line 1541 is connected to the #5 tap of the 
INV-2 unit 1550 (FIG. 11k) and through a line 1562 to 
the #4 tap of a CF-l unit 1555, the #3 tap of which is 
connected through a line 1564 to the #6 tap of a CD-l 
unit 1565. The #4 tap of the unit 1565 is connected to 
the line 344 which is high when T2#X or N, and if 
T2#X or N, it will be clear that the #3 tap of the unit 
1565 rises at the end of the E2 cycle gate, thereby raising 
the potential of a line 1566 connected thereto. This line 
is connected to the #5 tap of an INV-2 unit 1567 (FIG. 
11;) the #9 tap of which is connected to the #3 tap of 
the TR-l unit 1492 by a line 1568, thus turning this unit 
off at the end of the E2 cycle gate and thereby terminat
ing the E2 gate. It should be noted additionally that the 
line 1566 is connected to the # 10 tap of the CD-l unit 
1565 (FIG. 11k) and to the #10 tap of a CD-l unit 
1494 (FIG. Iii), and when either of these taps rises the 
E2 gate is terminated in the manner just described. 

The #10 tap of the unit 1565 (FIG. 11k) rises when 
the #5 and #8 taps thereof are each high. The #8 tap 
of the unit 1565 is connected to the #3 tap of a CD-2 
unit 1560 by a line 1570 and it goes up when the #4 and 
#6 taps of the unit 1560 are both up. The #4 tap is 
connected to the mil comparison line 862 and the #6 tap 
is connected to the process drum home line 359, and 
upon the concurrence of an mil comparison and a process 
drum home pulse the line 1570 rises. The #5 tap of the 
unit 1565 is connected to the line 346 and is high when 
T2=X, and the line 1566, therefore, goes up if T2=X 
when there is a process drum home pulse occurring during 
an mn comparison, thereby terminating the ~ gate at 
this time. Even home pulses taken from the line 591 
are connected to the #8 tap of the unit 1494 (FIG. II i), 
the #5 tap of which is connected to the line 343 which 
is high when T2=N. Thus, when T2=N, the ~ gate is 
terminated by the process drum even home pulse. 

As mentioned above, the core buffer address rings are 
reset at the end of each El and ~ cycle as long as T 1#S 
or Rand T2#P or R. The line 359 fr.om which process 
drum home pulses are taken is connected to the #8 tap 
of a CD-l unit 1551 (FIG. 11k), the #5 tap of which 
is connected to the line 334 which is high as long as 
T 1#S or Rand T2#P or R. Thus, each home pulse 
causes a line 1552 connected to the #10 tap of the unit 
1551 to go up. This line is connected through an TNV-3 
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unit 1553, through the CF-l unit 1555 and through a 
line 1556 to the #6 tap of the CD-l unit 1540, and it 
will be clear, therefore, that the line 1443 rises on each 
home pulse as long as the 'H'4 tap of the unit 1540 is 

5 high and as long as T1#S or Rand T2#P or R. The #4 
tap of the unit 1540 is utilized to provide one additipnal 
condition for raising the potential of the line 1443, this 
condition being when T 2=X on an E2 gate, since it is 
not desired to reset the buffer counters under this condi-

10 tion. The E2 gate is connected by the line 14Hla to the 
#6 tap of ail ID-1 unit 1558, the #4 tap of which is 
connected to the line 346 which is high when T2=X, 
Thus, except when T2=X, the #3 tap of the unit 1558 
is high, and since this tap is connected to the #4 tap of 

15 the unit 1540 by a line 1559, it will be clear that the 
desired condition exists. 

The line 1443 from which the pulse utilized to reset 
the counters 1015, 1220 and 1221 of the core butTer is 
taken also rises at COB4 when T2=N. The B4 line 431 

20 is connected to the #8 tap of a CD-2 unit 1560 (FIG. 
11k), and the Co line 518 is connected to the #5 tap of 
the unit 1560. The # 10 tap of the unit 1560 is connected 
through a line 1561 to the #6 tap of the CD-l unit 1551, 
the #4 tap of which is connected 10 the line 343 which 

2fl is high when T2=N. Thus, when T2=N, the line 1552 
connected to the #3 tap of the unit 1551 rises each COB4 
time, thereby causing the line 1443 to rise at these times 
since when T2=N it cannot be equal to X. 

To resume with the description of data transfer within 
30 the processing unit, it will be recalled that data is taken 

from the core buffer on an E2 cycle from the line 1429a 
(FJG. 32), this data being in the form of full bit pulses. 
The line 1429a is connected to Ihe #8 tap of a CD-2 
unit 1575 (FIG. llll), the #5 tap of which is connected 

3ii to the E2 cycle gate line 975. Thus, during ail E2 cycle 
gate the data taken from the core buffer pa~ses through 
the unit 1575 and through a line 1576 to the #8 tap of a 
CD-l unit 1577 (FIG. llg). The #5 tap of the unit 
1577 is connected to the line 342 which is high when 

40 q#c, and under this condition, therefore, E2 data is taken 
from the #10 tap of the unit 1577 via a line 1578 to the 
#4 tap of an INV-3 unit 1579 (FIG. jIg), the #10 
tap of which is connected to the #4 tap of a PCF-3 unit 
1580 via a line 1581. Data to be recorded on the process 

45 drum at the location defined by the T 2 address is taken 
from the #3 tap of the unit 1580 via a line 1582 to the 
#4 tap of an INV-2 unit 1583 (FIG. 20f) and to the #8 
tap of a DD unit 1584 from where it is taken throuoh 
the erase and write amplifiers to the transducer of the 

50 process drum defined by the T2 address. 
The data applied through the line 1582 to the unils 

1583 and 1584 is positive and ill the form of full bil 
pulses. The #3 tap of the INV-2 unit 1583 is connected 
through a line 1585, through a CF-l unit 1586 and 

55 through a line 1587 to the # I n tap of a DA unit 1588. 
the #9 tap of which is high on an E2 gate when q#c. 
This is true since the E2 gate line 1410a is mixed with 
the signal "q7'c c" in a CD-l unit 1589. the #3 tap of 
which is connected via a line 1590 to the #9 t8P of the 

60 unit 1588. Thus, when q#c, inverted E2 data. i.e., the 
erase pulses, are taken from the #5 tap of the unit 1588 
and through a CF-2 unit 1591 to a line 1592. 

The line 1592 is connected to the #4 tap of an EA-l 
unit 1593 (FIG. 10), the #10 tap of which is connected 

65 through an EA-2 unit 1594 to the line i90 which is the 
input to the erase matrix (FIG. 15) described previously. 
The various points utilized to make up this matrix are 
a3sociated with the various relays of the T2 port;O~l of 
the instruction register, and it will be understood that 

70 the erase portion of the proper transducer is connected 
therethrough to the line 790. 

E2 data, as mentioned earlier, is also connected to the 
#8 tap of thc DD unit 1584 (FrG. 201), the #7 tap 
of which is connected to the line 1590. The #9 and 

75 # 10 taps of the unit 1584 are connected to the phase 
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B clock pulse line 402, and it will be understood, there
fore, that on an E2 gate when q#c, phase B data pulses 
are taken from a line 1597 which is connected to the 
#3, #4 and #6 taps of the unit 1584. The line 1597 is 
connected to the #4 tap of the unit 1591, and data pres
ent thereon is taken from a line 1598 connected from 
the #3 tap of this unit. The line 1598 is connected to 
the #4 tap of a WA-l unit 1599 (FIG. 10), the #10 
tap of which is connected to the #4 tap of a WA-2 unit 
1600 via a line 1601. The # 10 tap of the unit 1600 is 
connected to the line 787 which is the input to the write 
matrix (FIG. 15) arranged to connect the line 787 to 
the write amplifier associated with the transducer de
termined by the condition of the various relays of the 
T2 portion of the address register. It should bc noted 
here that phase B data is recorded on the selected track 
of the process drum while full bit spaces are erased in 
the absence of data by the era.)e structure deocrihed 
above. 

When on a copy operation the C1 relay 79 is picked, 
as described earlier, thereby transferring its e contacts 
(FIG. 3b) and applying a CB-2 pulse therethrough and 
through a line 2485 to the #3 tap of a KS unit 2486 
(FIG. IIi), the #9 tap of which is cO:lnectcd through 
a CF-l unit 2487 to the #4 tap of the 1D-2 unit 828 as 
well as to the #5 tap of the ID--l unit 1490 (FIG. IIi) 
by a line 2488. Thus, when on a C1 cycle the E j gate is 
initiated by the even home pulse, as described earlier, 
and additionally the E1 cycle gate is initiated at this 
time. Both the El gate and the E1 cycle gate are ter
minated by the next following odd home pulse applied 
through the line 592 to the #4 tap of the ID-2 unit 
829. and it will novv be clear that both the E1 gate and 
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ent on the line 1582, thereby raising the potential of the 
#8 tap of the unit 2495 at this time. The #4 tap of 
the unit 2495 is grounded, the #5 tap being connected 
through the pick coil of a relay 2496 to ground. The 

.) #6 tap of the unit 2495 is connected via a line 2497 
through the nlo e contacts of the E2 relay 66 (FIG. 3h), 
through the nle f contacts of the error relay 46 (FIG. 
3(1), through the nlc b contacts of the error relay 45 and 
through CB-19 to +70 volts. Thus, throughout the E2 

10 cycle the #6 tap of the unit 2495 (FIG. 14h) is con
nected (0 +70 volts and if a bit is present in the E2 
data this unit fires, thereby picking the relay 2496. 

The latch winding of the relay 2496 is connected be
twcen ground and through its own nlo a contacts and 

15 through a line 2498 to one side of the nlo e contacts of 
the II relay 60 (FIG. 3a) as wel! as to one side of the 
nlo a' contacts of the 12 relay 62. The other side of the 
e points of the II relay 60 is connected through the n/c 
d contacts of the error relay 64 and through CB-18 to 

20 + 70 volts, the other side of the a' contacts of the I2 
relay 62 being connected through the nl c d contacts of 
the error relay 46, through the nlc e contacts of the 
error relay 45 and through CB-17 to + 7 0 volts. Thus, 
during the II and I2 cycles the line 2498 is high, there-

25 by unlatching the relay associated with the blank field 
detector. It will be understood now that if the relay 
24% (FIG. 14h) is picked, this is an indication that 
the fieJd or fields transferred during the E2 cycle were 
not blank and, conversely, thal if the contacts of the re-

30 lay 2496 are in their normal condition, the field was 
blank. The points of the relay 2496 are available 
at aPP"opriate hubs on the control panel for use as may 
be desired, i.e., to determine whether or not any data 

the E j cycle gate are up for one drum revolution when 
ToAR or S, thereby permitting the transfer of 100 char- 25 
actcrs into the core buffer. When T 1 =R or S, the EI 
gate and El cycle gate are terminated at the end of the 

was transferred during the E2 cycle. 
Thus far, data transfer solely within the processing 

unit has been described, the data being read from one 
track of the process drum 25 into the core buffer during 
an E1 cycle and read out of the core buffer onto another 
track of tbe proce,s drum during an E2 cycle. All data 

El disc gate or El drum gate, respectively, as described 
later. On a C2 cycle the relay 80 (FiG. 6b) is picked 
and its g contacts (FiG. 3a) are transferred, thereby 
connecting the odd CB pulse taken from the line 54 
through these contacts and through a line 2489 to the 
#3 tap of a KS unit 2490 (FIG. Iii). The #9 tap of 
the unit 2490 is connected through the CF-l unit 2487 
and through a line 2491 to the #4 tap of the ID-2 unit 
1495 (FIG. llj) as well as to the #4 tap of the ID-2 
unit 1490. Thus, the Ez gate is initiated by the odd 
home pulse. Similarly, the E2 cycle gate is initiated by 
thh pulse, and each of these gates is terminated by the 
next following even home pul'ie when T 2#P or R. As 
above described in connection with the termination of 
the E j gates, the E2 gate and E2 cycle !,!ate are termi
nated at the end of the Ez disc gate and Ez drum gate 
in the case where T2=R or P. Thus, the E2 gate and 
E2 cycle gate permit the transfer to the T2 address of 
the I OO-character record defined by the address. 

Means are provided herein for indi~ating whether or 
not data is actually transferred by an instruction; i.e., 
whether or not the field or fields defined by an instruc
tion are blank. It will be recalled that data taken from 
the core buffer is present on the line 1582 which is con
nected to the #3 tap of the PCF-3 unit 1580 (FlG. 
11 g) as long as q#c. The line 1582 is connected to the 
:;;6 and #8 taps of each of two CD-2 units 2492 (FIG. 
1112) and 2493 (FIG. IIi) as well as to the #6 tap of 
the CD-2 unit 1575 (FIG. 11 h). The Bl and Bz lines 
429 and 430 are connected to the #4 and #5 taps, re
spectively, of the unit 2492 (FIG. lIlt), the B4 and Ba 
lines 431 and 432 being connected to the #4 and #5 
taps, respectively, of the unit 2493 (FIG. Iii). The Bx 
line 428 is connected to the #4 tap of the unit 1575 
(FIG. 1111). The #3 and #10 taps of the units 2492 
and 2493 (FIGS. 1 III and Iii) :HC connected via a line 
2494 to the #3 tap of the unit 1575 (FIG. 1111) as well 
as to the #8 tap of a THY--l unit 2495 (FIG. 1411). 
The line 2494, therefore, rises if at least one bit is pre:,-

40 transfer within the processing unit is accomplished in 
this manner. When transfers are taken from or to the 
di~c unit or the input-output drum, the operation as de
scribed above is modified somewhat due to the fact that 
these units are not in synchronism with the process drum 
as well as the fact that only full records are taken from 

4.3 or transmitted to these units. 
The address buffer 20 (FIG. 2), which controls the 

operation of the access mechanism 19 of the disc unit 
11, includes four relays 1610 through 1613 (FlG. 23) 
into which the units order of the disc address is entered 

riO via lines 1610a when T 2= Y, i.e., when the address of 
the desired record within the disc unit is entered into 
the address buffer. The other four digits of the disc ad
dle,s are similarly entered into other mechanisms (not 
~hown) for controlling the positioning of the transducers 

55 of the disc unit. The units order of an address, it will 
be recalled, determines the side and sector of the disc 
track to be utilized, and the relays 1610 through 1612 
control selection of one of the five sectors, the rel::1y 1613 
defining the ,:ide on which the selected sector lies. Any 

(i0 convenient structure (not shown) may be provided to 
enter the units order of the address into these relays. 

The sectors of the various discs are defined. as is dis
closed in the copen ding application Serial No. 555J.107. 
filed December 23. 1955, by a single magnetic spot re-

G;) corded on one of the discs and by the signills derived 
therefrom in each of five magnetic transducers disposed 
equidistant around this disc, the time lapse between SlIC

cessive signals taken from adjacent transducers defining 
each sector, as will become clear. Each of the five 

7u sector transducers (not shown) is connected across a 
corresponding resistance 1614 through 1618 (FIG. 21) 
which is conneoted between the control grid of a corre
sponding vacuum tube 1619 through 1623 and ground. 
These tube~ are utilized to amplify the signals generated 

75 in tile sector transducers to a sufficient le:\ie] tp permit 
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them to be passed ,through various points of ,the relays 
161(;, 1611 and 1612 to each of two lines 1627 and 162a 
which are returned to -60 vO'lts. The plate of each of 
the tubes 1619 through 1623 is connected to +270 
volts, and ,the cathode of the tube 1619 is connected 
to the n/o a' contacts of the relays 1610 and Hd 1 by 
a line 1625. The cathode of the tube 1620 is connected 
by a line 1620a to the nlc a' contacts of the relay 1611 
as well as to ,the nlo b' contacts of the relay 1612. The 
cathode of the tube 1621 is connected by a line 1626 to 
the nlo a' contaots of the relay 1612 as well as to the 
nlo b' contacts of the relay ,1611. Similarly, the cath
ode of the tltbe 1622 is connected by a line 1622a to 
the nlc b' contacts of the relay 16H} as well as to ,the 
!llc f,' contacts of the relay 1612, and the cathode of 
the tube 1623 is connected by a line 1633a to the nin h' 
contacts of the relay 1610 as well as to the nlc a' con
tact.s of this relay. 

The various contacts oE the relays 1610 through 1612 
are arranged in a matrix having two outputs, i.e .. lhe 
lines 1627 and 1628 which are connected to the transfer 
pOints of .he c' contacts of the relays J 611 and 1612, 
respectively, and depending upon the condition or tiles'? 
relays it will be clear that selected catbodes of the 
tubes 1619 through 1623 are connected to the lines 1627 
and 1628. When all of the relay,s are in their normal 
condition, the "0" sector is defined thereby, and when 
in this condition, it will be seen that the cathode of the 
tube 1622 is connected through the nlc b' points of the 
relay H,10. through the nlc b' points of the relay 1611, 
through the nle c' points of the relay 1612 to ,the line 
1628. Also, the cathode of the tube 1623 is connected 
through the line 1623a, through the nlc a' points of the 
rclay 1610, through the nlc a' points of the relay jii12 
:md thrm!gn the nlc c' points of the relay 1611 to the 
line 1627. Thus, the lines 1627 and 1628 are arrao!'e,l 
to rise with the signals on the control grids of cert~il1' 
of the tubes 1619 through 1623 determined by the con
dition of the sector relays. 

The line 1627 rises at the beginning of the des;red sec
tor, the Ii ne 1628 being arranged to rise at the end 
thereof, and in the care where the sector defined 
by the seotor address is "0," the line 1627 rises 
when the sector transducer associated with the tnbe 1623 
~'.;nses the magnetized spot mentioned above. This 
rise defines the beginning of the "0" sector. The line 
1628 rises when the transducer associated with the tubJ 
1622 senses the magnetized spot. This occurs at the 
beginning of the "1" sector (at the end of the "0" sectc'r) 
and thereby defines <the end of the "0" sector. Other 
sectors are similarly defined by the circuitry shown here
in, it being understood that the condition of the various 
rclays 16tO through 1612 determines which sector pulses 
are applied to the control grids of ,two tnbes 1624 and 
1629 which are coupled to the lines 1627 and 1628, re
spectively. 

Sector signals applied to the control grids of the tubes 
! 624 and 1629 are amplified and inverted thereby, and 
the output of these tubes is connected through a corre
sponding tube 163~ and 1631 to the control grid of a 
corresponding cathode follower 1632 and 1633. TIle 
sector start and sector end plilses, therefore, are taken 
from two lines 1634 and 1635 connected to the cathodes 
of the tubes 1632 and 1633, respectively. which pu15es 
arc positive in form. Thus, at the beginning of the sec
tor defined by the condition of the relays 1610 through 
1612 the line 1634 rises, and at ,the end of the desired 
sector the line 1635 rises. It ,should be noted at this 
time that the relay 1613 of the units portion of the ad
dress is utilized to connect the desired one of the two 
transducers associated with the access mechanism of the 
disc unit to the read amplifier, it being understood that 
when this relay is in its normal condition one of the two 
transducers is operative and when it is transferred the 
second of the two transducers is operative. Thus, the 
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side of the disc to be read from or written on is deter
mined by the condition of the relay 1613. 

It will be recalled that when successive records are to 
be recorded upon or read from the same disc track it is 

5 not necessary to provide an additional progn:m step flu 
enter .the new address into the address buifer sincc plal.:
ing a "3" in the p column of an instruclion causes sec
tor advance after that instruction has been carried (iUt. 

The next instruction, therefore. may be 8rranged to trans-
10 fer the data Oil the new sector directly itt this time. The 

relays 1610 through 1612 (F[Ci. 23) are auvanccd und..:r 
the control of five relays 1602 ,through 1606 by a plll,~e 

taken from a line 1607 derived in a m:lllner to be de
scribed bter herein. For the present it is sufficienl {o 

1;; understand that this pulse is an odd pick pulse (oud) 
cccurring during a ['2 cycle. 

The line 1607 is connected through the n.'o c con
tacts of the relays 1610 through 1613 to ('nc side of 
the pick coil of the relays 1602 through 1605. respectively, 

:20 as well as directly to one side of the pick coil of the 
relay 1606. The other sides of the pick c',iis of Ihe 
relays 1602 through 1606 r,re grounded and ,,11-: hnld 
coils of these relays are connected bet ""eell ground and 
through their own a contacts to the odd holt! line Sll. 

:2;) ThllS, these relays are picked by odd pick puLses and 
arc held by the following odd hold pUlse. 

It was mentioned above that ,the relavs 16Hl throu~.h 
1612 of the address buffer are picked hi any convenie~t 
manner by means not shown herein when 1'2 0 " Y. When 

:lll picked, these relays are held through their own a con
tacts as long as a line 1608 i,s connected to 48 volts. 
since the hold coils ,thereof are connected between L:round 
and through these contacts to the line 1698. The li[1c 
1698 is connected through a parallelly arnll1g~d group 

~.) of points (FIG. 3b) of the relays 7iS. 7!3, 7l'~. 720 
and 66, which points provide a closed circllit f\Cept 
when T2= Y as well as when not on an E J cyde. ltnd 
through the points of CB-5 to +48 volts. The line 1608 
is additionally connected through the nlc c points d the 

1Il relay 1606, through a parallelly arranged group of points 
of the relays 715, 718, 719, 720 and 65. which points 
provide a closed circuit except whcn 7'2= Y as wdl as 
when not on an El cycle, and through the p,'inls of 
CB-6 to +48 volts. When 1'2= Y, therefore, on both 

45 El and E2 cycles, the line 1608 is disconnected from-I-48 
volts, thereby permitting the hold coils of ,the relays 1610 
through 1613 (FIG. 23) to become deenergizcd. Thus, 
when T2= Y, the sector portion of the disc address is 
entered into the relays 1610 through 1613 during the E3 

fiO cycle, the hold coils of these rc.lays being decnergized 
during the El and E2 cycles to thereby erase a preceding 
sector address, and ~hese relays are picked Jccording 
to the desired sector and are held following the E,~ cycle 
since at this time the El and E2 relays 65 and 66 are 

55 deenergized. Additionally when T 2~ Y, the sector re
lays 1610 through 1613 are held in a given condition 
lIntil the relay 160<6 is picked. 

Assume now that an instruction having a "3" in the !' 
column thereof is programmed, ~nd assume further that 

60 the record address entered into thc address register of the 
disc unit during a previous operation defined a record 
in sector 1. Tn this case, the points of the relay 16111 
(FIG. 23) are transferred and [lre held as described 
above. During the pz cycle following data transfer, the 

05 line 1607 is pulsed with an odd pick pulse which p!cks 
relays 1602 and 1606. These relays are held by the fol
lowing even CB pulse, i.e., by the odd hold pulse, and 
the even pick pulse taken from the line 55 is connected 
throllgh the transferred b contacts of the relay 1606 to 

70 a line 1609. (It should be noted that when the relay 
1606 picks, its d contacts (FIG. 3h) are opened, thereby 
opening the line 1608 from the 48-volt supply and per
mitting all sector relays 1610 through 1613 to drop out 
at this time.) The line 1609 is connected, under the 

75 above conditions, through the nlc h contacts of the relay 
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1605, through the nlo c contacts of the relay 1602, 
through the nic b contacts of the relay 1603 and through 
the pick coil of the "2" relay 1611. Since the line 16{)8 
is reconnected to +48 volts on the following odd CB 
pulse, the relay 1611 is heid, thereby setting the sector ;} 
relays to gate sector 2 when the instruction c~lls for read
ing from or to the discs. Successive sector advance pUlse:; 
on the Iln~ 1637 cause the relays 1610 through 1613 to 
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1663 drops, thereby triggering the unit 1664 to emit a 
short positive pulse which is taken from the #5 tap 
thercof through the line 1660 to the #7 tap of the TR-l 
unit 1656. The trailing, negative-going edge of tbis pulse 
turns the unit 1656 on, thereby causing the line 1658 to 
drop, which results in turning off the unit 1659 (F1G. 
14)) and thereby initiating the E J disc gate which j, 

takcn from the #8 tap thereof. 
The El dioc gate is terminated wben the unit 1659 be pic Led in a similar manner to thereby scI lip successive 

sectors. 10 is turned on again, i.e., when the ·#7 tap thereof drops. 
Referring now to FIG. l.:1e, a line 1640 is arranged to 

rise when the access mechanism of the disc unit has posi
tioned th.: trunsducers "djacent the track of the disc de
fined by the address in the address buffer. This s:gnal 
is referred to herein as the "track located" signal and the 1;; 
d:os(ription of its source will not be given herein. It is 
sullkient to note that the line 1640 is high only if the 
transducer as'iociated with the disc unit is ready to read 
or write. The line 16~O is connected to the #3 tap 
of a KS unit 1641. and as long as the tn:ck located sig- :':1) 

nal is present on the line 1640 the #9 tap of the unit 
1641 is high. The #9 tap of the unit 1641 is connected 
through a line 1642 to the #5 tap of a CD-1 unit 1643, 
the #8 tap of which is connected by a line 1644 to the 
#: 10 tap of a CF-I unit 1645 (FIG. 14/). The line 1644 2.3 
is arranged to go up each time the sector start pulse ap
pears on the line 1634, since the sector start pulse taken 
from the line 1634 is connected through an INV-3 unil 
1646 (FIG. 141") and through a line 1647 to the #5 
t:1P of the unit 1645 (FIG. 14f). Thus, for the duration ;30 
of the tr<.lck located ~ignal, sector start pulses pass through 
the unit 1643 (FIG. 14e) to a line 1648 connected be~ 
tween the #: 10 tGp of the unit 1643 and the #6 and #8 
taps of a CD-I unit 1649. TIle # 4 and # 5 laPS of the 
unit 1649 are connected to the lines 340 and 336 (FIG. ;\.:; 
17), respectively, which are high when T J =R or T 2=R, 
re,pectively, as described earlier. 

Assuming, for the present, that T J =R. the ·#4 t;.p of 
the unit 1649 (FIG. 14<,) is high und the sector sLut pulse 
p~sses through this unit to a line 1650 connected between .(U 

the #3 tap thereof and the #6 tap of a CD-2 unit 1651. 
The EJ gate line 825 is connected to the #-4 tap of the unit 
1651. On an EI gate, the line 825 is high, thereby per
mitting the sector sturt pulse to be taken from the #3 
tap of the unit 1651 via a line 1652 to the #4 and #6 4'-; 
taps of an ID-2 unit 1653 which is utilized to invert 
this signal. The #3 and #10 taps of the unit 1653 are 
connected via a line 1654 to the #7 tap of an SS unit 
l655 which provides a IOO-microsecond delay. The #5 
tap of the unit 1655, therefore, rises for 100 micro- ;'0 

seconds upon occurrence of the start pulse on an El gate 
when T J = R. at the end of which time a TR-l unit 1656 
is turned off by the trailing, negative-going edge of thi, 
pUlse. since the #5 tap of the unit 1655 is connected to 
the #3 tap of the unit 1656 by a line 1657. Thus, 100 ;,.:; 
microseconds after the leading edge of the sector siart 
pulse, the c:t5 tap of the unit 1656 rises, thereby raising 
the potential of a line 1658 connected from this tap to 
the #3 tap of a TR-l unit 1659 (FIG. 141). 

The unit 1659 defines a pulse referred to as the "EJ (JO 
disc gate" which is initiated when the #3 tap thereof 
drops. This occurs when the unit 1656 (fIG. 14c) is 
turned on by lowering the potential of a line 1660 con
nected to the #7 tap of the unit 1656, which line drops 
when the first data pulse is taken from the disc read (Jii 
amplifier. Bits are recorded in each space bit position 
of disc rccollb. as will become clear, and the first bit 
in each slich rccord is, therefore, a space bit. The out-
put of the read amplifier associated with the disc unit 
is taken from a line 1661 through an INV-2 unit 1662 70 
(FIG. 14f) to a line 1663 which is connected between 
the #7 tap of the unit 1662 and the #7 tap of an SS-2 
unit 1664 (FIG. 14,,). When the line 1661 rises in fe· 
spO!1\e 10 the leadin~ edge of the first data bit sensed 
• .£;":1' the lOO-lllkrose~ond delay, i.e., a space bit, the line 75 

This occms after 100 characters have been entered into 
the core buffer. The line 952 (FIG. 26), which, it will 
be recalkcl, rises after 90 characters have been entered 
into the core buffer and drops after I 00 characters, i; 
connected to the #8 tap of a DA unit 1665 (FIG. 14f), 
the #7 tap of this unit being connected to the line 942 
(F1G. 26) which rises during each tenth character entered 
into the core buffer, as described eClrlier. The # 10 tap 
0;' the unil 1665 (FIG. 14f) is connt.:cled to the line 1057 
(FIG. 32) from which b,. pulses generated by the bit 
ring lOtS of the core buffer are taken. TIllIS, at b,. time 
during the 100th character entered into the buffer, th" 
#3 and #5 taps of the unit 1665 (FIG. 14f) go up. 
These taps are connected by a line 1666, through an 
INV-3 unit 1667 and through a line 1668 to the #4 t<1P 
of an ID-l unit 1669 (FIG. 14('). The #6 tap of thi~ 
unit is subjected to the E J gate via the line 825. Thus. 
during: an El gate the b1' pulse taken from the output of 
the DA unit 1665 (FIG. 141) passes through the unit 
1669 (FIG. 14e) where it is inverted, and is applied 
through a line 1670 to the #7 tap of the TR-1 unit 1659 
(FIG. 14f), thereby turning this unit 011 and lowering the 
potential of the #8 t"p thereof. Thus, ufter 100 ch,'r~ 
acters have been entered into the core buffer, the EI dis(; 
gate terminates. The #8 tap of lhe unit 1659 is connected 
by a line 1671, through a CF-l unit 1672 (FIG. 14c) 
to a line 1673 from where the E j disc gate pulse is taken 
for use as will be described later. 

On an Ez gate, the line 1410a taken from the #3 tdP 
of the unit 1410 (FIG. 11k) and connected to the #5 
lap of the CD-2 unit 1651 (FlG. 14c) is high, and in the 
case when T2=R. sector start pulses are applied to tht.: 
#8 tap of the unit 1651 since when T2=R the # 5 tap of 
the CD-l unit 1649 is high. This is true, of course, 
only if the track located signal is present on the line 1640, 
as described above. Thus, on an E2 gate when T2=R. 
sector start pulses are taken from the # 10 tap of the unit 
1651 and through a line 1675 to the #6 tap of an ID-l 
unit 1676, the #4 tap of which is high when q¥c, since 
il is connected to the line 342 (FIG. 17). The #3 tap 
of the unit 1676 (FIG. 14e), therefore, drops with the 
sector start pulse as long as qo/'c, which drop triggers an 
SS unit 1677 (FIG. 141), the #7 tap of which is con
nected by a line 1678 to the #3 tap of the unit 1676 
(FIG. 14,,). The unit 1677 (FIG. 14f) provides a 200-
microsecond delay, at the end of which time the #5 tRP 
drops and turns off a TR-l unit 1679 (FIG. 14e), there
by raising the potential of the #8 tap of this unit, The 
#8 tap of the unit 1679 is connected by a line 1680, 
through a CF-1 unit 1681 (FIG. 14f) to the #9 tap of a 
DA unit 1682, the # 10 tap of which is connected by a 
line 1683 to the source of phase A clock pulses asso
ciated with the disc unit, as will be described. Since the 
#9 tap of the unit 1682 goes up 200 microseconds after 
the sector start pulse on an E2 cycle when q¥c and 
T2=R, phase A clock pulses apper on the #5 tap of 
this unit at this time. These pulses are taken via a line 
1684 to the #3 tap of a TR-l unit 1685 and when the 
line 1684 drops, as it does at the beginning of phase B 
time, the unit 1685 is turned off. This unit defines the 
E2 disc gate which is initiated when it is turned off and 
terminates when it is again turned on. When turned 
off, the # 8 tap thereof rises, thereby raising the potential 
of a line 1686 from which E2 disc gate pulses are taken. 
since the #8 t:lp is connected through a Iinc 1687, through 
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the CF--l unit 1672 (FIG. 14e), through a line 1689 and 
thl'Ough a CD-l unit 1690 to the line 1686. 

The ~ disc gate, like the El disc gate, terminates after 
1 GO characters have been read from the core buffer, at 
which time the #7 tap of the unit 1685 (FIG. 14f) is ar- I) 

ranged to drop. The:if7 tap of the unit 1685 is conr<ectcd 
through a line 1691 to the #5 tap of a TR-l unit 1692, the 
;t8 tap of which is connected to the #3 tap of an INV-2 
unit 1693 (FIG. 14e) by a line 1694. bs pulses taken from 
the line 1414 (FIG. 32) connected to the #4 tap of the 10 
unit 1693 (FIG. 14e) pass through this unit where they 
are inverted and maintain the # 5 and # 8 taps of the 
TR-l unit 1692 (FIG. 14f) low since they are connected 
to plate-pull-over it to an "on" condition. The unit 
1692 remains on until the #3 tap thereof drops, which Hi 
hip is connected by a line 1696 to the # 5 tap of an JNV-3 
unit 1697. The #4 tap of the unit 1697 is coml,"Cft'd 
to the line 952 (FIG. 26) which drops, it will be re-
en lIed, after 100 characters have been entered into the 
buffer. Thus, at this time the #5 tap of the unit 1697 20 
(FIG. 1 cit) drop:;, thereby turning of[ the TR-l unit 
1692 and raising the #8 tap thereof. Upon occurrence 
of the next following bs pulse taken from the line 1414, 
therefore, the #8 tap of the unit 1692 drops, thereby 
turning this unit On and causing the #5 tap to drop. 2" 
When the unit 1692 is turned on, the unit 1685 is turned 
on and the E2 disc gate is terminated. TIlL;s, the E2 di~:: 
gate is initiated by the negative-going edge of the first 
phase A clock pulse after the 200-microsecond delay and 
lerminates on the leading edge of bs after 1 00 charact"~rs ~o 
are read from the core buffer. 

The timing of the data pulses taken from or entered 
into the disc unit is under the control of a circuit similar 
to tiwt described in the copcnding application Serial No. 
537,260, filed September 28, 1955, wherein clock pulses 35 
are developed by One of two RO-l units 1700 and 1701 
(FIG. 14f). On an El cycle, clock pulses are !'ener;;kJ 
by alternate units 1700 and 1701 ecah time a data pulse 
appears on the line 1661. The line 1661, it will be re
called, comes from the disc read amplifier and signals 40 
taken therefrom are applied to the #4 tap of the unit 
1662, as described above. Since the data pulses taken 
from the disc read amplifier are positive in form, nega-
tive data pulses are taken from the #3 tap of the unit 
1662 by a line 1702 to the #4 tap of a CF-l unit 1703 45 
(FiG. H·e), the #3 tap of which is coupled by a lin'~ 
1704, through a condenser 1705 (FIG. 141) to the #9 
and # 10 taps of a DD unit 1706. Thus, data pulses 
are differentiated by the condenser 1705 and are taken 
from the #5 and #6 taps of the unit 1706 to the #3 and 50 
#7 taps, respectively, of a TR-3 unit 1707. In this way 
each data pulse reverses the condition of the unit 1707, 
on the leading edge thereof, thereby alternately raising 
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These pulses are taken from the #3 tap of the unit 1682. 
When the opposite condition exists, i.e., when the # 10 
tap of the unit 1708 is high, the unit 1701 is operative 
and the resulting clock pulses are connected to the #7 
tap of the unit 1682 and are similarly taken from the 
#3 tap thereof. 

This circuitry, as explained in the aforementioned co-
pending application Serial No. 537,260, is provided to 
phase the clock pulses according to the data being read, 
and it will be understood, therefore, that phased clock 
pulses arc taken from the #3 tap of the unit 1682. This 
tap is connected via a line 1713 to the #4 tap of an 
INV-3 unit 1714, the # J 0 tap of which is connected via 
a line 1715 to the #4 tap of an INV-l unit 1716. The 
#3 tap of the unit 1716 is connected by a line 1717 to 
th~ #5 tap thereof and the #10 tap of this unit is con-
nected through a line 1718 and through a CF-l unit 
1719 to the line 1683 from which phased, phase A disc 
clock pulses are taken, as mentioned earlier. 

Data pulses entered on the #4 tap of the unit 1662 
via the line 1661 are applied through the line 1663 to 
the #3 tap of a TR-1 unit 1725 as well as to the #7 tap 
of the SS-2 unit 1664 (FIG. 14e). Since the positive 
data pulses are inverted by the unit 1662 (FIG. 14f), 
the unit 1725 is turned off by the leading edge of each 
dEla pulse taken from the line 1661. The #7 tap of 
the unit 1725 is connected to the line 1717 from which 
phase B clock pulses are taken, and it should be clear 
that the unit 1725 is turned on by the negative-going 
edge of each such clock pulse taken from this line. Thus, 
this unit is turned on by the leading edge of each bit 
pulse and is turned off one bit time later. The unit 1725 
is provided to shape the data bits taken from the disc 
rend amplifier. which bits are taken from the #8 tap of 
the unit 1725 through a line 1726 and through the CF-l 
unit 1681 to a line 1728. 

When entering data into the disc unit, the #8 tap of 
the TR-3 unit 1707 is maintained low, thereby preventing 
data pulses taken from the disc unit from affecting the 
condition of the unit 1707 and rendering the RO-l unit 
1701 only operative. Thus, when writing on the discs 
the clock pulses are developed by the unit 1701. It will 
be recalled that {In an E3 gate when T3=R and qo/~c, the 
#3 tap of the ID-I unit 1676 (FIG. 14e) drops with 
the sector start pulse. This tap is connected by the line 
1678 to the #9 tap of a TR-2 unit 1730, and under the 
outlined conditions the sector start pulse wiII plate-pull
over the unit 1730 to an "off" condition, thereby raising 
the potential of the #~ tap thereof. This t~p is con
nected via a line 1731 through the CF-l unit 1763 (FIG. 
14e) to a line 1733, and since the line 1733 is connected 
through the INV-2 unit 1662 (FIG. 14f) to the line 1709 
which is connected to the #8 tap of the unit 1707, it 
should be clear that the sector start pulse lowers the po-the potential of the #8 and #9 taps upon the occurrence 

of successive data pulses. 
The #8 tap of the unit 1707 is connected to the #4 

tap of a CD-l unit 1708 by a line 1709, the #9 tap of 
the unit 1707 being connected to the #5 tap of the unit 
1708 by a line 1710. The #6 and #8 taps of the unit 
1708 are grounded, and the #3 and #10 taps thereof are 60 
high when the corresponding line 1709 or 1710 is high. 
When the #3 tap of the unit 1708 is high, the RO-l unit 
1700 is operative, the unit 1701 being operative when 

55 tential of the #8 tap and maintains it in this condition 
until the TR-2 unit 1730 (FIG. 14e) is turned on. The 
sector end pulse taken from the line 1635 is connected 
through an INV-2 unit 1734 to the #8 tap of the unit 

the #10 tap of the unit 1708 is high. The #4 and #5 
taps of the unit 1700 are connected to the #4 tap of a 65 
CF-2 unit 1711 and to the #8 tap of the DA unit 1682, 
respectively, the #3 tap of the unit 1711 also being con
nected to the #8 tap of the unit 1682. The #4 tap of 
the unit 1701 is connected to the #5 tap of the unit 1711, 
the #10 tap of which is connected to the #7 tap of the 70 
unit 1682 as well as the #5 tap of the unit 1761. Thus, 
for example, when the #3 tap of the CD-l unit 1703 is 
high, the RO-l unit 1700 is operative and clock pulses 
generated thereby are taken from the #4 and #5 taps 
thereof and are applied to the #8 tap of the unit 1682. 75 

1730 and is arranged to plate-pull-over the unit 1730 to 
an "on" condition, thereby lowering the line 1731 and 
raising the #8 tap of the unit 1767 (FIG. 141). Thus, 
when writing on a disc it will be clear that the data is en
tered under the control of the clock pulses generated by 
the RO-l unit 1701. 

As explained above, the data from the disc read ampli
fier is present on the line 1728 whenever the transducers 
associated with the disc unit are adjacent a track thereof. 
Thus, as long as these transducers are in position, data 
is taken from the line 1728 and is connected to the #6 
tap of a CD-l unit 1740 (FIG. 1Ig). bs pulses taken 
from the line 1414 (FIG. 32) of the buffer bit ring are 
connected to the #4 tap of an INV-2 unit 1741 (FIG. 
llg) where they are inverted and fed by a line 1742 to 
the #4 tap of the unit 1740. As explained above, space 
bits are recorded in each of the bit spaces provided there-
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for on the discs. Since this bit is not utilized for the 
parity checks which occur in various places throughout 
the machine, it is desired that data entered into the in
formation transfer circuits, which is taken from the disc 
unit, be corrected to omit the space bit. Since bs is in- 5 
verted by the unit 1741, it will be understood that the 
# 4 tap of the unit 1740 is low only during bs time. In 
this way the data taken from the line 1728 appears on 
the #3 tap of the unit 1740 without a space bit. 

This data is taken from the #3 tap of the unit 1740 10 
by a line 1743 to the #6 tap of a CD-l unit 17·H (FIG. 
llh), the #3 and # 10 taps of which are connected to 
the line 800. The #4 tap of the unit 1744 is up when 
Tl=R, since it is connected to the line 340 (FIG. 17), 
and in this condition it will be clear that the data from 15 
the discs is entered on the line 800 (FIG. 1111) which, 
it will be recalled, is connected to the #9 tap of the 
DA unit 802 (FIG. 11a). This data is mixed with phase 
B clock pulses taken from the line 978 and with the El 
cycle gate, which are applied to the #7 and #8 taps, 20 
respectively, of the unit 802, as described earlier. Thus, 
when T1=R, the disc data passes through the unit 802 
to the core buffer, as described above in connection with 
data flow within the processing unit, for the dunttion of 
the El cycle gate. Since the discs and process drum are not 25 
operated in synchronism, however, the gate necessary to 
gate data from the disc unit into the cores is different from 
the gate formed as described earlier. 

It will be recalled that the E J cycle gate line 861 con
nected to the # 10 tap of the PCF-1 unit 860 (FIG. II k) 30 
is high during an E J cycle gate. The line 1673 (FIG. 
14e) from which the El disc gate pulse is taken is con
nected to the #8 tap of a CD-2 unit 1745 (FIG. 11k), 
the #4 and #5 taps of which are connected to the E] 
gate line 825. Thus, on an E] gate the # 10 tap of the 35 
unit 1745 rises for the duration of the El disc gate which 
occurs, as will be recalled, only when T 1 =R. When 
T]=R, therefore, the El cycle gate described previously 
is replaced by the El disc gate and is taken from the same 
line 861. Referring back to FIG. Ila. the E J disc gate is 40 
applied, therefore, to the #8 tap of the DA unit 802. 
Thus, the data read from the discs passes through the! 
unit 802 to the line 979 from where it is taken and entered 
into the core buffer, and since the E] disc gate is terminat-
ed after 100 characters have been entered into the buffer, ,t5 
only one complete 100-character record passes through 
the unit 802 to the core buffer. 

On the next following E2 cycle, data from the single 

~~~~~c~~ t~:g~t~rt~: ~~ethCeo~~~T:;n:~ :;;~n(~i~~~ n0~ 50 

as described earlier, where it is mixed with an E2 cycle 
gate. As on an E] cycle, the E2 cycle gate is replaced by 
the E2 disc gate when T2=R. (it should be noted that if 
T2 is equal to one of the tracks of the process drum, the 55 
ordinary Ez cycle gate described previously gates this 
data into the information transfer circuits in the manner 
described earlier.) The line 1686 (FIG. 14e) from which 
the E2 disc gate pulse is taken is connected to the #8 
tap of a CD-2 unit 1747 (FIG. Ilk), the #5 and #4 60 
taps of which are connected to the E2 gate line 1410a. 
Thus, on an E2 gate when T 2=R, the E2 disc gate is con
nected to the line 975 (FIG. lIb). This line is connected 
to the #5 tap of the CD-2 unit 1575 (FIG. 1111), and 
data from the single character register is gated by the E2 65 
disc gate to the line 1576. 

It will be recalled that if (j=j~c data taken [rom the lin~ 
1576 (FIG. 1111) passes through the llnit 1577 (FIG. 
llg), through the line 1578, through the INV-3 unit 
1579 and through the line 1581 to the #4 tap of the 70 
PCF-3 unit 1580. The #3 tap of the unit 1580 is con
nected by the line 1582 to the #7 tap of a DA unit 1748 
(FIG. Ill!) where it is mixed with ph,lse B clock pulses 
taken from the line 978 connected to the #8 tap of tllis 
unit. Thus, phase B data pulses taken from the ';:;:3 75 

(0 
tap of the unit 1748 are connected by a line 1749 through 
an INV-3 unit 1750, through a line 1751 and throu~'h the 
PCF-l unit 982 (FIG. llb) to a line 1753 which is con
nected to the #6 tap of a CD-2 unit 1754 (FIG. 14f), 
where it is mixed with the E2 disc gate. Also, since the 
#8 tap of the unit 1754 is connected to the line 1414, bs 
phase B pulses are mixed with the E2 data going to the 
discs, and data together with the inserted space bits is 
taken via a line 1755, through an INV-2 unit 1756, a 
line 1757, a PCF-3 unit 1753 to a line 1759 which is con
nected to the disc write amplifier (not shown). TIlis data 
is gated, by means not shown, by the pulse taken from 
the line 1733 (FIG. 14e) which, it will be recalled, is 
up during the appropriate sector time. Thus, on an £2 
gate when T2=R, data taken from the line 1759 is re
corded in the appropriate sector of the disc and track de
termined by the address in the address buffer. 

It was mentioned earlier that when q=c, the machine is 
controlled to compare the data n:corded on the T2 track 
with the data recorded on the TJ track. When q=c. 
the machine is arranged to take EJ and E2 cycles; and 
during the E J cycle the data is read from the T] address 
and is entered into the cores in the normal fashion. Dur
ing the E2 cycle, however, the data taken from the cores 
is compared with the data being read at this time from 
the T2 track. If there is any difference existing between 
these two data sets, an indication thereof is given, as will 
become clear. 

On an E2 cycle data from the cores is taken from the 
line 1576 (FIG. 1111), as described above, which is con
nected to the #5 tap of an INV-2 unit 1760 (FIG. II i ) 
as well as to the #8 tap of a CD-l unit 1761, the latter 
of which is arranged to make the aforementioned com
parison. The data read from the T2 address during the 
E2 cycle appears on a line 1762 which is connected to 
the #4 tap of the unit 1760 and to the #6 tap of the 
unit 1761. It will be recalled that disc data which has 
had the space bit removed therefrom is taken from the 
#3 tap of the unit 1740 (FIG. llg). This data is entered 
on the #4 tap of a CD-2 unit 1763 since this tap is con
nected to the #3 tap of the unit 1740 by the line 1743. 
The #6 tap of the unit 1763 is high when Tz=R (it being 
connected to the line 336), and under these conditions 
T2 data from the discs passes through the unit 1763 to 
the line 1762. Similarly, data from the P track of the 
input-output drum is entered on the # 5 tap of the unit 
1763 where it is mixed with a T2=P si'gnal, and when 
T 2=P this data appears on the line 1762. 

It should also be noted here that data from the T 2 

reild amplifier is applied to the #5 and #8 taps of a 
CD-2 unit 1764 (FIG. llg) via a line 1765. When "12 

is equal to something other than P, R, L or M, the data 
from the T2 read amplifier passes through the unit 1764 
to the line 1762. Thus, T2 data, positive in form, is con
nected to the #6 tap of the unit 1761 (FIG. 1 J i), ,Iild T2 
data, negative in form, is applied to the #5 tap of this 
unit since this data is inverted by the INV-2 unit l763. 
Similarly, the T! data taken from the cores and conn~cted 
to the #8 tap of the unit 1761 is positive in form, the 
Tl data taken from the # J 0 tap of the unit 1760 and 
applied to the #4 tap of the unit 1761 being negative in 
form. Thus, positive T] data is mixed with negative "12 
data on the #8 and #5 taps, respectively, of the unit 
1761, and negative Tl data is mixed with positive Tz 
data on the #4 and #6 taps, respectively, of this unit, and 
whenever the #5 and #8 taps or the #4 and 76 laps are 
both up, the #3 and # I 0 taps of the unit 1761 rise and 
thereby indicate that the comparison between the T] and 
T 2 data has failed. 

These taps are connected by a line 1766 to the # 1 0 
tap of a DA unit 1767. The #8 tap of the unit 1767 
is connected to the line 978 from which phase B clock 
pulses corresponding to the T z address are t<ik('n, and 
the #7 tap is connected to the Ez cycle gate line 975. 
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The #9 tap of the unit 1767 is connected by a line 1768 
to the #10 tap of a CF-l unit 1769 (FIG. 1111), which 
tap is high whenever the #5 tap thereof is high, i.e., when 
q=c, since it is connected to the line 333 (FIO. 17). 
Thus, on a compare operation, i.e., when q=c, the #9 
tap of the DA unit 1767 (FlO. IIi) is high, and during 

62 
microseconds turns off the TR-l unit 1656. The unit 
1656 is turned on, as described previously, by the trail
ing edge of a pulse taken from the SS-2 unit 1664, which 
pulse is initiated on the leading edge of the first data 

the E:! cycle gate (or the E2 disc gate in the case where 
T 2=R) phase B clock pulses pass through the DA unit 
1767 to a line 1770 only if there is a failure in the com
parison Ibeing made, as explained. The line 1770 is con- 10 
nected to the #8 tap of a THY-l unit 1771 (FIG. 14h), 

5 pulse taken from the disc read amplifier. When the unit 
1656 is turned on, the unit 1659 (FlO. 14f) is turncd 
off, thereby initiating an El disc gate during the second 
E:J cycle, which gate is terminated as before when the 
line 1671) conr;ected to tile :!:i.7 taD cf the lin;! l('S~\ elro"s. 

The #9 tap of the TR-l unit' 1692 is co~nected b; a 
line 1692a to the #5 tap of the ID-l unit 1669 (FIG. 
14e), the #8 tap of the last mentioned unit being con
nected to the E2 gate line 1410a. Since the #9 tap of 
the unit 1692 (FIG. 14f) is normally high, as explained 

the #4 tap of which is grounded. The #6 tap of the unit 
1771 is connected by a line 222'2 through the parallelly 
arranged nlo g contacts (FlO. 3a) of the PI relay 63 
and the nlo j contacts of the II relay 60 to one side of 
the nlc d contacts of the error relay 64. The other side 
of the last mentioned contacts is connected through 
CB-24 to + 70 volts. The #5 tap of the unit 1771 is con
nected through the pick coil of a rclay 1772 to ground and 
it will be clear that this relay is picked during the 11 or 
PI cycle following a comparison when the comparison 
fails. 

When T2=R, means are provided for forcing a com
parison, i.e., for forcing q=c following the entry of data 
into the disc unit. It will be recalled that the disc unit 
is utilized to store semi-permanent records, and it will 
be understood, therefore, that it is desired that any in
formation entered therein be well checked to thereby pre
serve an accurate reference file. It is for this reason 
that the comparison is forced whenever data is recorded 
in the disc unit. When Tz=R, the machine is arranged, 
as before, to take the normal El and E2 cycles to record 
the data on the discs. Thereafter, a second pair of El 
and E2 cycles are forced to permit the comparison. 
Means to be described cause the #5 tap of the CF-l 
unit 1769 (FIG. 11 II) to rise at the beginning of the sec
ond E2 cycle as well as to cause the #8 and #6 taps of 
the units 1653 and 16911 (FIG. 14e), respectively, to rise 
at this time, thereby forcing q=c. 

R:)f,~rring to FlO. 6a, it will be seen that when T 2=R, 
the odd pick pulse during the E2 cycle is taken from 
the line 54 through the n/c b contacts of the error relay 
46, through the nlc d contacts of the error relay 45, 
through (he n/o b contact:, of the E2 relay 66, through 
the line 69, through the nlo e contacts of the relay 715, 
through the nlo d contacts of the relay 718, through 
the Tile e conta;::ts of the relay 719, through the nlo e 
points of the relay 720, through the n/c b points of the 
relay 752 and through the pick coil of a relay 175 (FIG. 
6b) to ground, since when T2=R the x, 1 and 8 relays 
of the T2 portion of the instruction register, i.e., the 
relays 715, 718 and no, arc picked. The relay 175 is 
held during the following odd hold pulse since the odd 
hold line 58 is connected through the n/o a points of 
the relay 175 and through the hold coil of this relay 
to ground. When the relay 175 picks, its b contacts are 
transferred and the even pick pulse taken from the line 55 
is connected therethrough and through the nlo f points of 
the relay 710 to a line 176 which is connected to one side 
of the pick coil of the relay 752 (FIG. 14g). Since the 
relay 720 is energized when T2=R, it will be clear that 
the relay 752 is picked by the even pick pulse when 
T2=R, thereby forcing q='c. 

When the #8 tap of the ID-2 unit 1653 (FIG. I4e) 
goes up, as it does when q=c since it is connected to 
the line 333, the sector start pulse passes therethrough 
to the line 1654 as on an E2 gate, since dUling this 
period the sector start pulse taken from the # 10 tap of 
the unit 164') passes through the unit 1651 to the line 
1675. It should also be noted that the #4 tap of the 
unit 1676 is low when q=c, it being connected to the 
line 342, and therefore that the sector start pulse is not 
passed therethrough to initiate the E2 disc gate as de
scribed previously. The sector start pulse taken from 

15 earlier herein, and since it drops momentarily after the 
100th character has been read from the ('o"c bu!fer l!;.td 

the following bs phase B time, at the end of bs phase B 
time following the record the #5 tap of the unit 1669 
(FlO. 14e) rises, and since the #8 tap of the unit 1669 

20 is high at this time, the #3 and # 1 0 taps of the unit 1669 
drop, thereby turning on the unit 1659 and terminating 
the second El disc gate. 

Data is taken from the input-output drum lOa into 
the machine of the invention When 1'1 =S, and alsO' data 

2" is read onto the output track of the drum 10a from the 
information transfer circuits when To= P. Data flow 
to or from the drum 1 a(/ is llnd"r (i,<.: COli!! 01 of th~ 
clock tract CT1 which is arranged to provide 800 clock 
pulses corresponding to the 800 bit positions arranged 

30 around the various tracks of this drum per revolution, 
in addition to a single puis~ per rc"o:lIticn which it; re
ferred to as the reference mark and which defines the 
beginning of the data recorded on the various tracks. 
When TJ=S, data from the input track S or S' is gakd 

S" by a pulse referred to as the El drum gate which rises 
with the reference mark and which terminates after 100 
characters have been entered into the core buffer. Simi
larly, data is gated onto the output track P when T,=P 
under the control of a pulse referred to as thc E" d"rum 

40 gate which is initiated by the reference mark and" is ter
minated after 100 characters have been read from the core 
buffer. The circuitry for the creation of these gates may 
be of conventional design and is not included in the de
tailed description of the present machine, it being deemed 

4ii sufficient to understand only that these gates are ini
tiated by the reference mark during an El or E2 gate 
when T 1=S or T 2=P, respectively, and that they ter
minate 100 characters later, i.e., when the line 952 taken 
from the tenth stage of the tens portion 1221 of the ad-

50 dress counter of the core buffer drops. 
As was the case when Tl=R or when T2=R, the El 

and E2 cycle gates are replaced by (he E j drum gate 
and the E2 drum gate, respectively, due to the fact that 
the input-output drum is not operated in synchronism 

55 with the other magnetic recording apparatus. Thus, 
when TJ=S, a line 1775 from which the El drum gate 
is taken and which is connected to the #6 tap of the 
CD-2 unit 1745 (FlG. 11k) rises for the duration of 
this gate. Since the #4 tap of the unit 1745 is high on 

60 an E j gate, the #3 tap thereof rises for the duration of 
the El drum gate, thereby controlling the line 861 to 
rise for this period. Similarly, when T2=P, a line 1776 
from which the E2 drum gate is taken rises. This line is 
connected (0 the #6 tap of the CD-2 lInit 1747, the it4 

(Jii tap of which is connected to the E2 gate. Thus, on an 
E2 gate the E2 drum gate is taken from the #3 tap of 
the unit 1747 and thus appears on and is taken from the 
line 975 connected to the #3 tap of the PCF-l unit 
860. [t is in tilis manner, thcrdore, lhat tl~c El alld 

70 E2 cycle gates ~rc replaced by lhe approprble inplit
output drum gates, and data flow to and from the core 
buffer, as well as the flow of CT1 clock pulses to the 
core burr'"r, is under the contmj of these gates \Vll 11 

T 1=SorT2=P. 
the line 1654 fires the SS unit 1655 which after 100 75 It should also be noted at this time that data from 
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either input track of the input-output drum is entered 
into the information transfer circuits by the line 16 con
nected to the #5 tap of the CD-2 unit 1763 (FIG. llg), 
as well as to the #8 tap of the CD-l unit 1744 (FIG. 
Ilh). Thus, when T 1=S, input data is connected to 5 
the line 800 for entry into the core buffer in the manner 
explained earlier. 

As mentioned earlier, when T1=S or R or when T2=P 
or R, the El or B.! cycle, respectively, is extended since 
the various magnetic units utilized herein are not in syn- 10 
chronism. Assuming first that Tl =S or R, the normal 
11 and 12 cycles are taken and on the El cycle, when 
the nlo c contacts of the El relay 65 (FIG. 3b) are trans
ferred, the #3 tap of the KS unit 810 (FIG. IIi) rises, 
thereby raising the potential of the #5 tap of the ID-l 15 
unit 813 (FIG. IIj), and when the process drum even 
horne pulse is applied to the #8 tap of the unit 813, the 
trigger 822 (FIG. lli), which defines the El gate, is 
turned on, thereby initiating the El gate. Since the trig-
ger 822 is not turned oIT until the end of the El disc 20 
gate when T 1 =R or until the end of the El drum gate 
when T 1 =S, it will be clear that the El gate is not ter
minated until data transfer from the drum lOa or from 
the discs R has been completed. The E2 gate is initiated 
in the normal manner, i.e., by the process drum odd 25 
home pulse occurring during the B.! cycle, and at this 
time the trigger 1492 (FIG. IIi) is turned on (this is 
true even though the El gate still exists) and, like the 
E! gate, the E2 gate is not terminated until the end of 
the E2 disc gate when T2=R or until the end of the E2 30 
drum gate when 1'2= P. It should "Iso be clear that 
when T #R or P the E2 gate is terminated at the end 
of the E2 cycle gate in the normal fashion d.::scribcd 
earlier. 

!t will be recalled that the relay 50 (HG. 4b) normally 35 
is picked by an even CB pulse following the energization 
of the relay 38 and that it is held until Tl =R or S. 
When 1'1 =R or S. the relay 50 drops out during the ]2 

cycle Si!lCe the circuit from the line 36 to the pick coil 
thereof is opened as explained hereinbefore. It will also 40 
be recalled that the reby 40 drops out when the relay 38 
picks. The pick coil of the reby 51 is connected between 
ground and through the nlc e coni acts of the relay 40, 
through the nice contacts of the relay 50 to the line 41, 
and when the relays 40 ant! 50 are both deenergized, it 45 
will be clear that the relay 51 is picked by the next odd 
eB pulse following their deenergization. The relay 51 
is then held until either the relay 40 or the relay 50 is 
energized ;:nd when the relay 5l picks, the even hold line 
57 (FIG. 3a) is connected through both CB-3 and CB-4 50 
to +48 volts. thereby putting both odd and even CB 
pulses on the line 57 until the relay 51 drops ont. 

Referring now to FIG. 6b, it will be seen that when 
the E2 relay 66 picks it is held by both odd and even cn 
pulses as long as the relay 51 is picked, since the even 55 
hold line 57 is connected through the nlo a contacts of 
the relay 66 and through the hold coil of this relay to 
ground. Thus, when Tl=R or S, the Ib 12, E! and B.! 
relays arc picked in their normal sequence; however, the 
E2 relay is held until the end of the odd CB pulse after 60 
the relay 51 drops out since after this time only odd CB 
pulses appear on the line 57. As will become clear, this 
occurs at the end oE the E! gate since at this time the 
rclay 50 (FIG. 4h) is picked. 

The El ~,ate line 825 is connected to the #4 tap of a 65 
CF-2 unit 247{} (FIG. IIi), the #3 tap of which is con
nected by a line 2471 to the #4 tap of an INV-2 unit 
2472 (FlG. 14d). The #3 tap of thc unit 2472 is con
nected through a CF-2 unit 2473 and through a line 2474 
to the #8 tap of a THY-l unit 2475. The #4 tap of the 70 
unit 2475 is grounded and the #6 tap thereof is connected 
by a line 2476 to one side of the nlo d contacts of the 
relay 38 (FIG. 4h). Since the line 2471 (FIG. 14d) is 
high throughout the El gate, it will be ciear that the line 
24N is low during this period; however, at the end of the 75 

( 1 
El gate the line 2474 rises, thereby raising the potential 
of the #8 tap of the THY-l unit 2475. Since the #5 tap 
of the unit 2475 is connected by a line 2477 through the 
nlc c contacts of the El relay 65 (FIG. 4b) and through 
the nlc c contacts of the C1 relay 79 to one side of the 
pick coil of the relay 50, it will be seen that the relay 50 
is picked by the even CB pulse occurring after termina
tion of the El gate and, as explained above, the relay 51 
drops out at this time since the e contacts of the relay 50 
are opened. Thus, at the end of the El gate the even hold 
line 57 is no longer connected 10 even CB pulses, thereby 
permitting the E2 relay 66 (FIG. 6b) to drop out. When 
T1=5 or R, therefore, the ~ relay 66 is held by even CB 
pulses until the relay 51 picks, i.e., until the end of the 
E! gate, and the odd CB pulse following the end of the 
E[ gate holds the E2 rclay 66 which defmes the E2 cycle 
at this time. The timing diagram for the above defined 
sequence is shown in FIG. 37. 

When T 2=P, X or R, the relay 43 (FIG. 4b) drops 
out at the end of the evcn CB pulse following the l2 cycle 
since at this time the circuit between the pick coil of the 
relay 43 and the line 41 is opened, as explained earlier. 
When the relay 43 drops, a CB--2 pulse is connected 
through the nice contacts thereof via the line 36 Lo one 
side of the pick coil of the relay 53, thereby picking this 
reiay. The relay 53, therefore, remains energized until 
the relay 43 is again picked, since as long as the relay 43 
is deenergized the relay 53 is held by odd and even CB 
pulses. When and as long as the relay 53 is picked, the 
odd hold line 58 (FIG. 3a) is connected through both 
CB-3 and CB-4 to +48 volts, thereby subjecting the line 
58 to both odd and even CB pulses for this period. 

Referring now to FIG. 6b, when the E2 relay 66 picks, 
its b contacts (FIG. 6a) are transferred and the odd pick 
pulse taken from the line 54 through the b contacts of the 
error rday 46 and through the d contacts of the error 
relay 45 to the line 67 is connected therethrough and 
through the points of the various T2 relays to the line 68 
as long as T2rR. Assuming that the p column of the 
instruction is blank, this pulse is connected through the 
various p relays and through the pick coil of the 11 relay 
60 to ground, thereby energizing the 11 relay. Thus, 
when T2=P or X, the 11 relay 60 is picked and held by 
both odd and even CB pulses taken from the line 58 
until the relay 53 drops out. When T 2=R, however, the 
odd pick pulse is connected, as described above, through 
the nlo b contacts of the E2 relay 66, through the line 69, 
through the nlo e contacts of the relay 715, through the 
nlo d contacts of the relay 718. through the nlc e con
tacts of the relay 719, through the n/o e contacts of 
the relay 720, through the nlc b contacts of the relay 752 
and through the pick coil of the El relay 65 (FIG. 6b) to 
ground, thereby energizing this relay. Since the odd hold 
line 58 is connected through the nlo a contacts of the 
relay 65 and through the hold coil of this relay to ground, 
it will be clear that when T2=R the El relay 65 is again 
picked and it is held until the relay 53 drops out 

Assuming now that T 2=P or X, the 11 relay 60 is picked 
the second time in the normal fashion; however, the 12 
relay 62 is not picked when the contacts of the II relay 
60 transfer since the even pick line 55 connected through 
the nlo 11 contacts of the relay 43 (FIG. 3a) to one side 
of CB-2 is disconnected from the CB-2 pulses until the 
relay 43 (FIG. 4b) is picked again. As will be pointed 
out, ,this occurs at the end of the E2 gate. When T2=R, 
the El relay is picked again after the E2 relay is picked. 
as described above, and the E2 relay 66 is not energized 
again until the relay 43 picks, which occurs, as mentioned 
above, at the end of the B.! gate. Thus, when T2=R, 
the normal sequence of picking the II> 12, El and ~ relays 
is taken and, in addition, the E! relay is picked again 
during E2 and is held until the expiration of the E2 gate, 
at which time the E2 relay is again picked. Since q=c 
is forced when T2=R, a second interlock is necessary, 
and at this time the II relay 60 is p:~kcJ instead of the E[ 
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relay since the b contacts of the relay 752 are now opened 
and since the c contacts of this relay are closed. The II 
relay is held in the same m. nner described above for the 
EI relay, i.e., until the relay 53 drops out, at which time 
the normal sequence is rcsumed. 

It was mentioned above that the relay 43 picks at the 
enll of the E2 gate. The E2 gate line 1410a (FIG. 110 
is connected to the #5 tap of the CF-2 unit 2470, the 
# 10 tap of which is connected by a line 2478 to the #5 
tap of the INV-2 unit 2472 (FIG. 14d). The #10 tap 
of the unit 2472 is connected through the unit 2473 and 
through a line 2479 to the #8 tap of a THY-l unit 2481t, 
the #4 tap of which is connected to ground. The #6 
tap of the unit 2480 is connected via a line 2481, through 
the nlo f contacts of the relay 38 (FIG. 4b) and through 
the armature and #2 contact of the switch 48 (FIG. 4a) 
to the odd CB line 41, and since the #5 tap of the unit 
2480 (FIG. 14d) is connected by a line 2482, through the 
nlc d contacts of the E2 relay 66 (FIG. 4a), through the 
nlc d contacts of the C2 relay 80, through the nlc c con
tacts of the error relay 46, through the nlc c contacts of 
the error relay 45 and through the pick coil of the relay 
43 to ground, it will be clear that the odd CB pulse, which 
occurs after the line 2474 connected to the #8 tap of the 
unit 2475 (FIG. 14d) rises, picks the relay 43 (FIG. 4b). 
Since the line 2478 connected to the #5 tap of the unit 
2472 (FIG. 14d) rises for the duration of the Ea gate, it 
will be clear that the line 2479 rises at the end of the E2 
gate, thereby controlling the relay 43 (FIG. 4b) to be 
picked at this time and controlling the II cycle to termi
nate at the expiration of the even CB pulse following the 
energization of the relay 43 when T2=X or P or con
trolling the El cycle to terminate at the expiration of the 
even CB pulse following the energization of the relay 43 
when T2=R. Thus, the machine is thrown in an inter
locked condition when T 1=S or R or when T 2=P, X or 
R, thereby interrupting the normal sequence until the ex
piration of the E! or E2 gate, whichever is appropriate, at 
which time the normal operating sequence is resumed. 

Arithmetic operations in the present machine are ac
complished under thc controJ of suitable instructions. 
These operations include addition, subtraction and multi
plication. It will be recalled that a track of the process 
drum 25 is utilized to provide 10 ten-digit accumulator~. 
These accumulators arc defined by character positions 00 
through 09, 10 through 19, etc., and are identified as ac
cumulators 0 through 9, respectively. All data trans
ferred under the control of an instruction to a given ac
cumulator is first transferred through an adder together 
with the data presently recorded in that accumulator, and 
the algebraic sum is entered into the accumulator. Thus, 
assuming that accumulator 6 is empty and, further, that it 
is desired to add the number stored in positions C4 through 
Co of F2 on storage track B to the number stored in 
positions Cs through C3 of F7 on storage track C in ac
cumulator 6, the first of the two instructions necessary to 
accomplish this addition would be B24 L69 05. This in
struction causes the augend to be added to the number 
stored in the first five positions of the accumulator (in 
this case it is added to zero since accumulator 6 is empty) 
and enters the sum into accumulator 6. The next in
struction, C78 L69 06, causes the addend to be added to 
the augend taken from the accumulator track and enters 
the sum into accumulator 6 from where it may be taken 
by an instruction such as L69 A49 10. It should be noted 
that when T! =L, the accumulator defined by alb! and 
ml1 is read from and that the data recorded thereon is 
left intact for future me. When it is desired to read 
out ancl reset an accumulator to zero, an instruction where 
Tl =M is utilized. Subtra;;tion is accomplished by letting 
T2 equal M, and since the machine is arranged to per
form algebraic adciition, the instruction T2=M merely 
causes the sign of the add~nd to be changed. 

Multiplication is accomplished by successive addition 

66 
and requires two instructions. The multiplicand is first 
written ten times on a track provided therefor on the 
process drum, which track is referred to as the multi
plicand track. This is accomplished hy an instruction 

5 such as C25 N99 06, which, in this example, enters the 
six-digit number taken from positions C2S through C20 
of track C into the positions Cg through C4 of each of 
the ten fields Fg through Fo of the multiplicand track. 
Another instruction is then arranged to enter the multiplier 

10 into the core buffer from where it is taken one character 
at a time to control the successive addition of the mul
tiplicand in the adder. Such an instruction might be 
A36 X - - 03. The multiplicand is summed in accumu
lators 0 and 1, i.e., Fo and FI of the accumulator track, a 

15 number of times specified by each multiplier digit, the 
slim corresponding to each of the multiplier digits being 
shifted one place to the right to provide for successive 
addition of the higher orders. 

The adder utilized herein is a single position, full binary 
20 adder having three inputs, i.e., A, B and carry, and two 

outputs, i.e., sum and carry. Numbers are cilrricd in 
binary coded decimal form, and for this reason menns 
are provided to insert a carry in the next higher order 
digit whenever the sum is greater than 9. However, since 

25 a carry of this sort has the effect of carry 16 and since 
it is desired to carry only 10, a 6 must be added to the 
sum in the form of a correction. Thus, one rule built 
into the operation of the arithmetic circuitry requires that 
whenever there is a carry during the addition of "8" bits 

30 or whenever the sum contains an "8" bit and a "4" bit 
and lor a "2" bit, a carry is inserted during BI time of the 
next higher order character. Additionally, the sum of 
the present order is corrected by adding 6. 

Subtraction is accomplished by complement addition. 
35 Negative numbers are carried in the accumulator in tens 

complement form and the subtrahend is converted to tens 
complement form, if negative. The conversion to tens 
complement form is accomplished by first converting the 
actual data to fifteens complement form. This is accom-

40 plished merely by inverting the true data signals. The 
data is then converted to its nines complement either by 
subtracting 6 therefrom or, as in the present embodiment, 
by adding 10 thereto. The tens complement of the digit 
is then obtained by adding a "1" bit in the low order posi-

45 tion of the number. 
\Vhen, after summation, there is a carry, it is, as before, 

necessary to add 6 (or subtract 10) to put the number in 
decimal form. Under these circumstances no correction 
other than the + 1 correction is necessary since the 

50 (-+-6 )-f-{ - 6) or (-10) + ( + 10) equals no correction. 
It may now be said that on a complement add, i.e., where 
the subtrahend is negative as is the case where a positive 
subtrahend is to be subtracted or a negative subtrahend 

55 is to be added, a + 1 correction is always inserted in one 
input of the adder at Bl time of the low order digit of 
the subtrahend and a + 10 correction is necessary only 
if the sum does not exceed 9. 

As will become clear, means are provided for indi-
60 cating the conditions of the various accumulators, i.e., 

whether they are empty or whether the number stored 
therein is positive or negative, and the condition of an 
accumulator after an operation wherein it is involved is 
determined by the following rules. If the operation 

65 perform.~d is true add and the prior accumulator sign is 
"+," the new accumulntor sign is "+." If the prior ac
cumulator sign had been "-," however, and there was no 
decimal carry from the high order addition, the new ac
cumulator sign is H_." If there is a decimal carry out 

70 of the high order position, the new accumulator sign is 
"+." If on true add and the prior accumulator sign is 
H+," a decimal carry out of the high order position indi
cates an overflow of that accumulator (it should be noted 
that where the prior accumulator sign is "-," it is im-

75 possible to overflow). On complement add where the 
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prior accumulator sign is "+," no decimal carry out of 
the high order position indicates that the new accumula
tor sign is "-." Additionally, a decimal carry out of 
the high order position indicates that the new accumulator 
sign is "+." (It should be noted that where the prior 5 
accumulator sign is "+," it is impossible to overflow on a 
complement add operation.) Also on a complement add 
operation, where the prior accumulator sign is "-," the 
new accumulator sign is "-." 

The arithmetic circuitry utilized herein is disclosed in 10 
block form in FIG. 29, and it will be noted that the ac
cumulator track 1788 of the process drum 25 is arranged 
with its read and write heads 1789 and 1790 located one 
character early and one character late, respectively. The 
reason for this arrangement will become apparent as the 15 
description proceeds. When T2=L or M, E2 data from 
the core buffer, taken from the line 1582 (FIG. llg), is 
entered on a line 1791 (FIG. 29) through a gating means 
1792, the line 1791 being connected through the com
plementer 2005 to the A input of the adder 1794. The 20 
data on the accumulator track 1788 is read therefrom one 
character early and is fed by a line 1795 to a one-character 
delay 1796 from where it is taken by a line 1797 through 
a gating means 1798 t6 the B input of the adder. Thus, 
the addend and augend are entered in timed relation 25 
into the adder and the sum is taken therefrom by a line 
1799 through a gating means 1800 to the accumulator 
write head 1790. 

There is a one-character delay in the adder and it is 
therefore necessary to locate the write head of the ac- 30 
cumulator one character late to permit recordation of the 
sum taken from the adder at the proper time. On read-
out from the accumulator the data taken from the line 
1795 is connected through a gating means 1801 to the A 
input of the adder and the data from the accumulator is 35 
thus entered on the line 1802, which line, like the line 
1799, is connected to the output of the adder. Thus, also 
due to the delay within the adder, the read head 1789 
of the accumulator is located one character early to per
mit the data taken from the adder on read-out to be on 40 
time. (It should be noted that the data from the ac
cumulator does not pass through the accumulator delay 
unit 1796 on accumulator read-out.) 

When T :r-X, the multiplicand is taken from the multi
plicand track 1803 by a transducer 1804 through a line 45 
1805 and a gating means 1806 to the line 1791 where 
it is entered into the A input of the adder. The gating 
means 1806 is successively under the control of successive 
multiplier digits each revolution of the process drum 
and permits the multiplicand to pass therethrough a 50 
number of times equal to each multiplier digit each 
drum revolution. Each field of the multiplicand track 
to pass through the adder 1794 is taken by the line 1799 
to the write head 1807 of a partial product track 1808 
provided on the drum 25. Due to the one-character delay 55 
in the adder, the read head 1809 associated with the 
partial product track is located nine characters beyond 
the write head so that data read therefrom is one field 
late. (It should be noted that a permanent magnet erase 
head 1810 is provided to erase all data from the partial 60 
product track after it has passed the read head 1809.) 
Thus, data taken from the multiplicand track through the 
adder and onto the partial product track is read there
from by the transducer 1809 and through a line 1811 and 
a gating means 1812 to the B input of the adder one field 65 
time later. In this way, successive fields of the multipli
cand track are added together a number of times equal 
to the multiplier digit. 

During Fs time only, a gating means 1813 is operative 
to gate partial products corresponding to prior multiplier 70 
digits previously recorded in accumulators·Q and 1 onto 
the accumulator track for re-recordation. Since this data 
is read one character time early, the data recorded in FICa 
through FoCg is entered into the delay unit 1796 during 
PI time. Further, due to the one-character delay pro- 75 

63 
vided by the unit 1796 and due also to the fact that the 
head 1790 is displaced one character late, the data taken 
therefrom through the line 1797 and through the gating 
means 1813 to the write head 1790 of the accumulator 
is on time and is therefore written wholly within accumu
lator 8. In this way, the partial product corresponding to 
each multiplier digit is shifted one place prior to the addi
tion thereto of the partial product corresponding to the 
next successive multiplier digit, thereby accomplishing 
column shift. 

During Fo time the partial product relating to a given 
multiplier digit is taken from the partial product read 
head 1809 and is entered into the B input of the adder. 
Also at this time the final partial product associated with 
prior multiplier digits is taken from the accumulator track 
through tlte line 1795 and the gating means 1801 to the 
A input of the adder. The two final partial products are 
thus added, the column shift having been accomplished as 
above described, and the sum thereof is entered into ac
cumulators Q and I. Read-out of the product from ac
cumulators 0 and 1 is accomplished in the same manner 
as in the case of addition. 

Before proceeding with the detailed description of the 
arithmetic circuits, the circuitry which is utilized to de
rive certain of the gates necessary for the operation of 
the arithmetic circuits will be described. Referring now 
to FIG. 20i, the line 429 from which Bl pulses are taken 
is connected to the #4 tap of an INV-2 unit 1820, the 
#5 tap of which is connected to the Br line 433. The 
#3 and #10 taps of the INV-2 unit 1820 are connected 
to the #9 and #8 taps, respectively, of a TR-2 unit 1821 
by lines 1822 and 1823, respectively, as well as to the 
#4 and #5 taps, respectively, of a CF-1 unit 1824 (FIG. 
20e) by these same lines. The TR-2 unit 1821 (FIG. 
20i) defines two cycles known as the add cycle and the 
correction cycle. At Bl time the #3 tap of the unit 1820 
drops, thereby turning the unit 1821 on by pulling the 
#9 tap thereof down. Similarly, the unit 1821 is turned 
off at Br time since at this time the #8 tap thereof is 
pulled down. The add cycle exists from B! time through 
Bs time, the correction cycle being defined by the period 
Br through Bx time. Thus, the unit 1821 is on from 
the end of Bx time, i.e., the beginning of HI time, through 
Bs time, thereby rendering the line 1823 high for this 
period, and is off from the beginning of Br time, i.e., the 
end of Bs time, through Bx time, thereby rendering the 
line 1822 high during this period. It should now be clear 
that the add cycle is taken from the # 10 tap of the 
CF-1 unit 1824 (FIG. 20c) by a line 1825 and that the 
correction cycle is taken from a line 1826 connected to 
the #3 tap of the unit 1824. 

It was mentioned earlier that the condition of the vari
ous accumulators 0 through 9 is indicated by means to 
be described and, further, the rtlles for changing accumu
lator signs were set forth. Referring to FIG. 20e, the 
line 1582 from which E2 data from the core buffer is 
taken, as described earlier, is connected to the #4 tap 
of an ID-2 unit 1827, the #6 tap of which is connected 
to the Bx line 428. Thus, the E2 data going to the 
arithmetic circuits is mixed with Bx pulses. This is done 
to determine whether or not there is an "x" bit present 
in this data to thereby determine whether or not the data 
is positive, since negative numbers are identified by the 
presence of an "x" bit in the low order thereof. Thus, 
the #3 tap of the unit 1827 is normally high and drops 
only if the E2 data contains an "x" bit. This tap is con
nected by a line 1828 to the #9 tap of a TR-2 unit 1829 
(FIG. 20d) as well as to the #4 triP of a CF-l unit 
1830. 

The Bs line 426 is connected to the # 5 tap of an INV-
2 unit 1331 (FIG. 20c), the # 10 tap of which is connected 
by a line 1832 to the #8 tap of the unit 1829 (FIG. 20d) 
as well as to the #5 tap of the unit 1830. Each B. 
pulse, therefore, causes the TR-2 unit 1829 to be turned 
on since the #~ tap thereof is pulled down thereby. Upon 
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Occurrence of an "x" bit in the E2 data, however, the 
unit 1829 is turned off, thereby indic<lting that the E2 
data is negative. Since th, unit 1829 is turned on by 
each Bs pulse, it will be clear that the normal condition 
of the unit 1829 indisatcs that the E2 data is positive, and 
under these conditions the iF 10 tap of the CF-l unit 1830 
is low, it being high when the E2 data is negative. When 
the E2 data is negative, us indicated by the presence of an 
"x" bit, the #3 tap of the unit 1830 is low, it being high 
when the E:J data is positive. 

The # 10 tap of the unit 1830 (FJG. 20d) is connected 
by a line 1833 to the #8 tap of a CD-l unit 1834 as well 
as to the #8 tap of a CD-l unit 1835, the #3 tap of the 
unit 1330 being connected to the #6 taps of the units 
1834 and 1835 by a line 1836. The line 348 which, it 
will be recalled, is high when l' z--L (see FIG. 17) is 
connected to the #5 and #4 taps of the units 1834 and 
1835 (FIG. 20d), respectively. the line 349 (FIG. 17) 
which is high when l' z-M being connected to the #4 
and #5 taps of the units 1834 and 1835, respectively 
(FIG. 20d). Thus, when 1'2 L, for example, and the 
E2 data is negative, the #5 and #8 taps of the unit 1834 
are high, thereby raising the potential of a line 1837 con
nected to the #3 and #10 taps of this unit and indicating 
that the next operation is complement addition. The 
line 1837 also rises when the #4 and #6 taps of the unit 
1834 are both high. This occurs when the E2 data is 
positive and when 1'2-M, which is also complement addi
tion. On true add a line 1838 connected to the #3 and 
# 1 0 taps of the unit 1 S35 are arranged to rise and this 
condition exists whenever the E2 data is positive and 
1'2 L or whenever the E2 data is negative and T2-1I1. 
Thus, the line 1837 is up on complement add, the line 
1838 being up on true add. 

The C g line 49il is connected through a DO unit 1839 
(FiG. 20d) and through a line 184!) to the #4 tap of a 
CD-2 unit 1841, the #6 tap of which is connected to the 
BI line 429. Thus, each CvBj time the #3 tap of the 
unit 1841 rises, thereby raising the #5 tap of this unit 
since it is connected by a line 1842 thereto. The #8 tap 
of the unit 1841 is connected to the E2 gate line 141()a, 
and it will be understood that on an E2 gate CoB! pulses 
are taken from the # 1 0 tap thereof by a line 1843 which 
is connected to the #4 and #5 taps of a CD-2 unit 1844. 
The true add line 1338 is connecled to the #8 tal) of the 
unit Hl44, and when this line is high, CgB! plil~es pass 
through the unit ] 114'1 to a line U145. Similarly, if the 
COmlJiement add line IB37 is high, CgBj pulses pass 
through the unit 1:144 to a line 1846 since the comple
ment add line 1837 is connected to the #6 tap of the 
unit 1844. 

The line 1846 is conn<!cted through un INV-2 unit 
1847 to a line 1848 which is connecl.~d to the #9 tap of 
a TR-2 unit 1849 ali, well as to the #4 tap of a PCF-l 
unit 1850 (FIG. 20e), and it will be understood th'lt on 
complement add the CgB! pulse taken from the lin~ 1846 
causes the unit 1849 (FIG. 20d) to be turned off since the 
#9 tap thereof is pulled down at this time. The line 1345 
is connected through the DO unit 1839 to a line 1851 
which is connected to the #4 tap of the INV-2 unit 1847. 
The #3 tap of the unit 1847 is connected by a line 1852 
to the #8 tap of the unit 1849 as well as to the #5 tap 
of the unit 1850 (FIG. 20e). On a true add operation, 
therefore, the C9Bl pulse taken from the line 1845 passes 
through the unit 1839 (FIG. 20£1) and the unit 1847 to 
the #8 tap of the TR-2 unit 1849, thereby turning it on 
and raising the potential of the #9 tap. Thus, on com
plement add a line 1853 connected to the # 10 tap of the 
unit I8S!) (FIG. 20e) is high, a line 1854 being high on 
true add as defined by the TR-2 unit 1849 (FIG. 20d). 

The condition of each accumulator is examined prior 
to the field time in which it lies. As will be more fully 
explained later herein, ten lines 1855 through 1864 (FIGS. 
20e and 20d) are high if the accumulators 9 through 0, 
respectively, corresponding thereto are positive, these 

70 
lines being low if the corresponding accumulators are 
ne!!ative. The lines 1855 and 1856 are connected to the 
#5 and #4 taps, respectivelv, of a CD-l unit 1865, the 
lines 1857 through J 864 being similarly connected (0 the 

5 #5 and #4 taps of four CD-l units 1866 through 1869. 
The #6 tap of the unit 1365 is connected to the F9 line 
540, the #8 tap of this unit being connected to the CE 
line 568. Similarly, the lines 550 through 557 from 
which the pulses Fa through Fj, respectively, are taken 

10 are connected to the corresponding #6 cr #8 tap of the 
units 1866 through 1869 as indicated in the drawing. 
Since the operation of each of the CD-l units 1865 
through 1869 is identical, only the operation of the unit 
1865 (FIG. 20e) will be described. Assuming accnmu-

15 lator 1 is positive, the #4 tap of the unit 1865 is high and 
the Fg pulses connected to the #6 tap thereof p~ss there
through to a line 1870 connected to the #3 and # 10 
taps thereof. (Similarly, pulses occurring during the field 
preceding each accumulator pass through the correspond-

20 ing unit 1866 through 1869 (FIG. 20d) to the line 1870 
when that accumulator is positive.) 

The line 1870 is connected to the #6 tap of an ID-2 
unit 1871 (FIG. 20e) as well as to the #9 tap of a DA 
unit 1872. The CE line 568 is connected to the #4 tap 

25 of a CD-2 unit 1873 (FIG. 20e), the #6 tap of which 
is connected to the Bjline 429. Additionally, the #5 and 
#8 taps of this unit are connected to the C0 and HI lines 
518 and 429, respectively. Thus, a line 1874 connected 
between the #3 and #10 taps of the unit 1873 (FIG. 

30 20e) and the #4 tap of the unit 1871 (FIG. 20e) rises 
during CEB j as well as during CoB I. Since the #6 tap of 
the unit 1871 is high during C E or during Fg through Fl 
when the next accumulator is positive, the CEB j pulse or 
the COBl pulse passes through the unit 1871 to a line 1881 

35 connected to the #3 tap of this unit. Since the line 1881 
drops at CEBI when accumulator 0 is positive or at CaBl 
of the field preceding a given accumulator when that 
accumulator is positive, a TR-2 unit 1876 (FIG. 20d) is 
turned off at this time since the #9 tap thereof is con-

40 nected to the line 1881, thereby raising the potential of 
the #8 tup which indicates that the next accumulator is 
positive. This signal is taken from the #8 tap by a line 
1877 connected thereto. 

When the next accllmulator is negative, the line 1870 
45 is low. This line is connected to the #4 tap of the INV-2 

unit 1831 (FIG. 20e), thereby raising the potential of a 
line 1878 when the next accumulator is negative. This 
line is connected through a CF-l unit 1879 (FIG. 20h) 
to a line 188() whid1 is connected to the #8 tap of the 

50 unit 1871 (FIG. 20e). The line 1874 is connected to 
the #5 tap of the unit 1871 <IS well as to the #4 tap 
thereof, and it will be clear that \\ hen the nexl accumu
lator is negative, tither a CBB j or a C"B I pulse causes the 
# 10 tap of the unit 1871 to drop. Since this tap is eon-

55 nected to the #8 tap of the TR-2 unit 1876 (FlO. 20d), 
such a pulse turns this unit on and caus;:s the line 1881 
connected to the #9 t~p thereof to rise. \Vhen the line 
1881 is up, therefore, the next accumulator is negative. 

It was mentioned above that the line 1870 is connected 
60 to the #9 tap of the DA unit 1872 (FIG. 20e), the line 

1880 being connected to the #8 tap of this unit. Addi
tionally, the line 1874 is connected to the #7 and #10 
taps of the unit 1872. Thus, when the next accumulator 
sign is "+," i.e., when the #9 tap of the DA unit 1872 is 

65 up, the CEB j or CoBI pulse applied to the # 10 tap of 
this unit passes therethrough and through a line 1882 
connected between the #5 tap thereof and the #5 tnp 
of a CD-2 unit 1883 (FIG. 20d). Similarly, when the 

70 #8 tap of the unit 1872 (FIG. 20e) is up, i.e., when the 
next accumulator is negative, the CEBl or COBl pulse 
passes through the unit 1872 to a line 1884 which is con
nected between the #3 tap of the unit 1372 and the #4 
tap of the unit 1883 (FIG. 20d). TIle #6 and #8 taps 

75 of the unit 1883 are connected to the El gate line 825, 
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and when on an E1 gate, therefore, CE B1 or CoBl pulses 
are taken from the # 10 or #3 tap of the unit 1883 when 
the next accumulator is positive or negntive, respectively. 
If the next accumulator is positive, the line 1845 rises 
just prior to the corresponding accumulator field and turns 
on the trigger 1849 as described above. If the #3 tap 
of the unit 1883 goes up during CEBl or CoBb as it does 
when the next accumulator sign is "-" on an E1 gate, the 
trigger 1849 is turned off just prior to the next accumu
lator time. Thus, on an E1 gate the line 1853 (FIG. 20e) 
is high when the next accumulator is negative, the line 
1854 being high when the next accumulator is positive. 
(It should be remembered that on an E2 gate the line 
1853 is high on complement add, the line 1854 being high 
on true add.) 

The gating means 1792 and 1798 (FIG. 29) are con
trolled by a pulse referred to herein as the add-subtract 
gate taken from a line 1885 (FIG. 20-1), as will be de
scribed. This gate is defined by the condition of a TR-2 
unit 1886. The line 1531 (FIG. 11-1) which, it will be 
recalled, goes up on an a2 comparison is connected to the 
#8 tap of a DA unit 1887 (FIG. 20-1), the #7 tap of 
this unit being connected to the E2 gate line 14100. Thus. 
the #3 tap of the unit 1887 rises with the 02 comparison 
when on an Ez gate, thereby raising the potential of a 
line 1888 connected between this tap and the #6 tap of 
an ID-l unit 1889. The #4 tap of the unit 1889 is 
connected to the line 347 (FIG. 17), which line is high 
when T2=L or l\f, and under this condition, therefore, 
it will be clear that the #3 tap of the unit 1889 (FIG. 
20-1) drops with the a2 comparison on an Ez gate when 
Tz=L. This tap is connected to the #9 tnp of the 
unit 1886 by a line 1890. and when it drops the unit 1886 
is turned off, thereby raising the potential of the #8 tap 
thereof. The #8 tap is connected by a line 1891 through 
a CF-l unit 1892 to the line 1885. and it will be cleaT 
that the add-subtract gate pulse is initiated by an G2 com
parison on an E3 gate when Tz=L or M. 

The Cg and CL lines 490 and 564, respectively. nre 
connected to the #5 and #4 taps, resp~ctively, of a CF-2 
unit 1893 (FIG. 200). the #3 and # 1 0 taps of which are 
connected to a line 1894. Thus, the CG and CL pulses are 
both present on the line 1894. This line is connected to 
the #8 tap of the unit 1889 (FIG. 20-1). The Ez gate 
line 1410a, in addition to being connected to the #7 tap 
of the unit 1887, is connected to the #5 tap of an INV-2 
unit 1895, the #10 tap of which is connected to the #5 
tap of the unit 1889 by a line 1896. The line 1410a is 
high during an E2 gate, and it will be understood. there
fore, tbat the line 1896 is high when not on an E3 gate. 
Thus, if not on an E2 gate, Cg and CL pulses are taken from 
the # 10 tap of the unit 1889. and since these p'lls~s are in
verted by this nnit, the trigger 1886 is tllrned on by the 
leading edges thereof, the # 10 tap of the unit] 8!l9 being 
connected to the t-:8 tap of the unit 1386 by the line 1891. 
When the #8 tap of the unit 1886 drops, the #3 t:1P of the 
unit 1892 also drops, thereby defining the end of the add
subtract IICltC. Thus, on an E2 gate the line 1885 is high on 
the a2 compc:rison if T2=L or "'1 and drops at the first Cg 

or CL pulse after the E2 gate has expired. It wiil now be 
clear thut when Tz=L or M, the line 1885 is up during the 
full field or fields defined by the a2 and mn portions of 
the address. 

The gating means 1800 (FIG. 29) is under the control 
of a pulse referred to herein as the add-subtract write 
gate. This pulse is controlled by the condition of a 
TR-2 unit 1897 (FIG. 20-1) and exists for a full field or 
fields, as will become clear. Additionally, due to the 
one-character delay present in the adder, this pulse is 
initiated at Cs time and terminates at Cs time. The line 
1885 from which the add-subtract gate is taken is con
nected to the #6 tap of an 1D-2 unit 1898, the #4 tap 
of which is connected to the Cs line 510. Thus, when 
the line 1885 is up, Le., during the add-subtract gate, Cs 
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pulses pass through the unit 1898 to a line 1899 con
nected between the #3 tap thereof and the #9 tap of the 
trigger 1897. Since these pulses are inverted by the unit 
1898, the unit IS97 is turned off by the leading edge of 

5 each Ca pulse. When this occurs, the #8 tap of the unit 
1897 goes up. This tap is conneeted by a line 1900 to 
the #3 tap of an ID-l unit 1901 as well as to the #5 tap 
of the CF-l unit 1892, and when the unit 1897 is turned 
off, a line 1902 connected to the # 10 tap of the unit 1892 

10 rises. It is from this line that the add-subtract write 
gate is taken. The Co line 510 is also connected to the 
#6 tap of the unit 19(H and the #4 tap of this unit is 
connected by the line 1890 to the #9 tap of the TR-2 
unit 1886. Thus, when the unit 1886 is on, the #4 tap 

J 5 of the unit 1901 rises and the first Co pulse thereafter 
causes the #3 tap thereof to drop, and since this tap is 
connected by the line 1900 to the #8 tap of the trigger 
1897, this trigger is turned on at this time, thereby lower
ing the potential of the line 1902 and terminating the 

:W add-subtract write gate. Thus, the add-subtract write 
gate is initiated at Co time following an a2 comparison 
on an E2 gate when T2=L or M and it terminates at Co 
time after the Ez gate terminates. 

The gating means 1801 (FIG. 29) which controls 
25 read-out from the accumulators is controlled by a pulse 

referred to herein as the read-<Jut gate. This pulse is de
fined by the condition of a TR-2 unit 1905 (FIG. 20-/). 
It will be recalled that when it is desired to read out from 
the accumulators, Tl=L or M, and under these condi-

30 tions the line 345 (FIG, 17) is high. This line is con
nected to the #4 tap of an ID-l unit 1906 (FIG. 20-1). 
The a1 comparison line 846 is connected to the #8 tap of 
a DA unit 1907, the #7 tap of which is connected to the 
E1 gate line 825. On an E1 gate, therefore, a line 1908 

il5 connected to the #3 tap of the unit 1907 rises with the 
a1 comparison, and if Tl=L or M the #3 tap of the unit 
1906 drops at this time, since the #6 tap thereof is con
nected to the line 1908. The #3 tap of the unit 1906 is 
connected via a line 1909 to the #9 tap of the trigger 

40 1905, and this unit, therefore, is turned off by the a1 com
parison signal when on an E1 gate if Tl=L or M, since 
the #9 tap thereof is pulled down at this time. When 
this occurs, the #8 tap of the unit 1905 rises. thereby 
raising the potenti81 of a line 1910 from which the read-

4(; out gate pulse it taken since the #8 tap of the unit 1905 
is connected by a line 1911 through a CF-l unit 1912 to 
the line 1910. 

The Cg or CL line 1894 is connected to the #8 tap of 
the unit 1906, the El gate line 825 being connected 

uU through the 1NV-2 unit 1895 to a line 1913 connected 
between the #3 tap of the unit 1895 and the #5 tap of 
the unit 1906. Thus, the first Co or CL pulse to occur 
upon termination of the E1 gate causes the # 1 0 tap of 
the unit 1906 to drop, and since thi,. tap is connected by 

5,) the line 1911 to the #8 tap of the TR-2 unit 1905, this 
unit is turned on at this time, thereby lowering the po
tential of the line 1910 and terminating the read-out gate. 
Thus, the read-out gate is initiated on an a1 comparison 
on an E1 gate when T1=L or M and is terminated by the 

Gil first Cg or CL pulse to occur after the expiration of the 
E1 gate. Thus, this pulse defines the full field or fields 
set out by the a1 and mn portions of the instruction. and 
in this way the whole of each accumulator is read out. 

E2 data taken from the cores is applied via the line 
6,'} 1582 to the #5 tap of the gating means 171)2 (FIG. 20k), 

a CD-2 unit, as well as to the #4 tap of the ID-2 unit 
1827 (FIG. 20e). The add-subtract gate is connected 
via the line 1885 (FIG. 20-1) to the #8 tap of the unit 
1792 (FIG. 20k), and when this line is high, it will be 

70 clear that the E2 data pas,es through the unit 1792 to 
the line 1791 connected to the # 10 tap thereof. The Iinc 
1791 is connected to the #4 tap of a CD-2 unit 1917 as 
well as to the #4 tap of the complementer 2005, an 
INV -2 unit, which is provided to complement the data 

75 when on a complement operation. The add cycle pulse 
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is applied through the line 1825 (FIG. 20c) to the # 10 
tap of a DA unit 1919 (FIG. 2 OJ) , the #9 tap of this unit 
being connected to the true add line 1854 (FIG. 20e), 
and it will be understood, tflerefore, that the #5 tap of 
the unit 1919 (FIG. 20j) is high for the duration of the 5 
add cycle, i.e., from Bl through Bs time, on true add. 
The #5 tap of this unit is connected by a line 1920 to the 
#6 tap of the unit 1917 (FIG. 20k), thereby permitting 
data present on the line 1791 to pass through the unit 
1917 to a line 1921 for the duration of each add cycle 10 
on true add. 

The #3 tap of the complementer 2005 (FIG. 20j) is 
connected to the #4 tap of a CD-l unit 1922, the #6 
tap of which is connected to the complement add line 
1853 (FIG.20e). Thus, on a complement add operation 15 
data taken from the line 1791 (FIG. 20j) is inverted by 
the unit 2005 and is taken through the CD....;1 unit 1922 
and through a line 1923a to the #8 tap of the unit 1917 
(FIG.20k). The add cycle line 1825 is connected to the 
#5 tap of the unit 1917, and on a complement add opera- 20 
tion the Bl through Bs portions of the data entered on the 
#8 tap of the unit 1917 pass therethrough to the line 
1921. Since on a complement add operation the line 
1854 is low, it will be clear that the data connected to 
the #4 tap of the unit 1917 will not pass therethrough 011 25 
a complement add operation. Thus, whether on comple
ment add or true add, that portion of the data defined by 
BI through Ba is applied to the line 1921 which is con
nected between the #3 and #10 taps of the unit 1917 
and the #4 tap of an INV-3 unit 1923. The #10 tap of 30 
the unit 1923 is connected by a line 1924 through a CF-l 
unit 1925 to a line 1926 which comprises the A input to 
the adder 1794. 

Referring now to FIG. 10, the output of the accumu
lator read head is connected via a line 1927 to the #4 :J;i 
tap of an RA-l unit 1928, the #10 tap of which is con
nected through a line 1929 to the #4 tap of an ID-2 unit 
1930 (FIG. 20e). The #6 tap of the unit 1930 is con
nected to the phase A clock pulse line 400, and it will 
be understood that when a bit is present on the line 1929, ,10 
the #3 tap of the unit 1930 drops at the beginning of 
phase A. This #3 tap is connected to the #9 tap of a 
TR-2 unit 1932 by a line 1933, and each bit read from 
the accumulator track, therefore, causes the trigger 1932 
to be turned off at the beginning of phase A time, thereby .JoJ 
raising the #8 tap of the unit 1932. The #8 tap is con
nected by a line 1934 to the #4 tap of a CF-l unit 1935 
as well as to the #3 tap of an INV-2 unit 1936 (FIG. 
20t). The phase B clock pulse line 402 is connected to 
the #5 tap of an JNV-2 unit 1937, the #10 tap of which 50 
is coupled through a condenser 1938 to the #4 and #5 
taps of the INV-2 unit 1936. The trailing edge of each 
phase B pulse, therefore, causes the #10 tap of the unit 
1937 to rise, and it will be understood, therefore, that 
the #4 and #5 taps of the INV-2 unit 1936 rise at this 55 
time. Thus, at the end of each phase B time the TR-2 
unit 1932 is turned on, if not already on, since the #3 tap 
of the unit 1936 is connected to the #8 tap of the unit 
1932 (FIG. 20e). It should now be clear that data from 
the accumulator track will appear on a line 1939 con- 60 
nected to the #3 tap of the unit 1935 in the form of posi
tive-going, full bit pulses. 

The line 1939 (FIG. 20e) on which accumulator data 
is always present is connected to the #4 tap of an INV-2 
unit 1940 (FIG. 20g) as well as to the #6 tap of a CD-2 65 
unit 1941 (FIG. 20h), which taps form the input to the 
accumulator delay unit. The #4 tap of the unit 1941 is 
connected to the phase B clock pulse line 402, and ac
cumulator data is therefore mixed with phase B clock 
pulses in this unit. Thus, phase B accumulator data is 70 
taken from the #3 tap of the unit 1941 via a line 1942 to 
the # 6 tap of each of five ID-2 units 1943 through 1947 
(FIGS. 20g and 20h), the #4 and #8 taps of each of 
which are connected to the B\ through Br lines 429 
through 433, respectively. The #5 taps of the units 1943 75 
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through 1947 are connected in common via a line 1948 to 
the #3 tap of a CD-l unit 1949. The #3 tap of the unit 
1940 (FIG. 20g) is connected via a line 1950 to the #4 
tap of the CD-l unit 1949 and the #6 tap of the unit 
1949 is connected to the phase B clock pulse line 402. 
When a bit is present on the line 1939, the #3 tap of the 
unit 1940 is low, it being high in the absence of a bit. In 
the last mentioned case, therefore, i.e., when the line 
1939 is low, phase B clock pulses pass through the unit 
1949 to the line 1948. Thus, the line 1948 is high during 
phase B if there is no bit, just as the line 1942 is high on 
phase B if there is a bit. 

The ID-2 units 1943 through 1947 are provided to 
determine the identity of the bits read from the accumu
lator track. This is accomplished by mixing the data 
present on the line 1942 with each of the bits B1> B2, B4, 

B8 and Br in the corresponding units 1943 through 1947. 
Each of the units 1943 through 1947 is associated with 
a corresponding TR-2 unit 1960, 1951, and 1961 through 
1963, respectively, the #3 and #10 taps thereof being 
connected to the #9 and #8 taps, respectively, of the 
corresponding triggers. The #8 tap of the unit 1960 
is connected to the #5 tap of the CD-l unit 1949, the 
#8 taps of the triggers 1951 and 1%1 being connected 
to the #4 and #5 taps, respectively, of a CD-l unit 
1953. Similarly, the #8 taps of the triggers 1962 and 
1963 are connected to the #4 and #5 taps, respectively, 
of a CD-l unit 1956. The BI line 429 is connected to 
the #8 tap of the unit 1949 and the B2 through Br lines 
43(} through 433 are connected to the #6 or #8 taps 
of the units 1953 and 1956, as indicated in the drawing. 
The #3 and # 10 taps of the units 1953 and 1956 are 
connected to the # 1 0 tap of the unit 1949 as well as 
to the #5 tap of the unit 1940 and the #4 tap of an 
ID-2 1955 (FIG. 201l) by a line 1954. Thus, when a 
bit is present on the line 1939, the corresponding trigger 
1960, 1951 or 1961 through 1963 is turned off at phase 
B time thereof, it being turned on at this time if no bit 
corresponding thereto is present on the line 1939. If 
turned off, the #8 tap goes up, thereby raising the #5 
tap of the unit 1949 or the #4 or #5 tap of the units 
1953 and 1956 corresponding thereto and permitting the 
passage therethrough of the phase B portion of the bit 
pulse corresponding thereto. 

The line 1954 is connected to the #4 tap of the ID-2 
unit 1955 where the signal taken therefrom is mixed with 
phase A clock pulses connected by the line 400 to the 
#6 and #8 taps thereof. Since the line 1954 does not 
rise until phase B time when a bit is entered into one 
of the triggers 1960, 1951, or 1961 through 1963, there 
can be no coincidence of pulses on the #4 and #6 taps 
of the unit 1955 until one character time later, at which 
time a line 1964 connected between the #3 tap of the 
unit 1955 and the #9 tap of a TR-2 unit 1965 drops, 
thereby turning off the trigger 1965 and raising the po
tential of a line 1966 connected to the #8 tap of this 
trigger. The line 1966 is additionally connected through 
a CF-l unit 1958 to a line 1967, which line therefore 
rises one character time after a bit is entered on the line 
1939. 

If there is no bit present on the line 1939, the #3 tap 
of the unit 1940 (FIG. 20g) is high. This tap is con
nected by a line 1950 to the #4 tap of the unit 1949, 
and when there is no bit, a line 1948 connected to the 
#3 tap of this unit goes up during phase B time and 
turns on the corresponding trigger 1960, 1951, or 1961 
through 1963. When one of these triggers is on, the 
corresponding bit pulse cannot pass through the associ
ated CD-1 unit to the line 1954. The line 1954 is 
connected through the INV-l unit 1940, through a line 
1957 and through the CF-1 unit 1958 (FIG. 20h) to a 
line 1959 which is connected to the #5 tap of the ID-2 
unit 1955, and as long as the line 1954 is low, phase A 
clock pulses pass through the unit 1955 to the line 1966 
and thereby turn the trigger 1965 on. Thus, the trigger 
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1965 is turned on at the beginning of a bit time when 
no bit was present on the line 1939 one character time 
earlier and is turned off at the beginning of a bit time 
when a bit was present on the line 1939 one character 
time earli6r. It should now be clear that the accumu- 5 
lator data is read into the triggers 1951 and 1960 through 
1963 of the accumulator delay unit during the phase B 
portion of the corresponding bit time and is read there
from and onto the line 1967 one character time later 

76 
by causing the line 1981 to rise under these circum
stances. Since the line 1981 is connected to the #8 tap 
of the CD-2 unit 1979 (FIG. 20k) and since the #5 
tap of the unit 1979 is connected to the line 1982, it 
should be clear that the #10 tap of the unit 1979 rises 
if there is a bit present on anyone of the three inputs 
to the adder and either there is no carry or there is a 
bit present on each of the three inputs to the adder. 
A line 1988 is connected to the #10 tap of the unit 1979 

at phase A of the corresponding bit time. 
The data read from the accumulator and through the 

accumulator delay to the line 1967 is on time with the 
E2 data coming from the core buffer since the accumu
lator data is read one character early. The line 1967 

10 and when it goes up, there is a sum. This line is con
nected through the INV-2 unit 1983, through a line 1989 
and through the CF-l unit 1985 (FIG. 20e) to a line 
1990, and the line 1990 is therefore high if there is no 

is connected to the #7 tap of a DA unit 1970 (FIG. 15 
20d), the #8 tap of which is connected to the add-sub
tract gate line 1885. Thus, the accumulator data is mixed 
with the add-subtract gate, and during this gate accumula-
tor data is taken from the #3 tap of the unit 1970 (FIG. 
20d) through a line 1971 to the #5 tap of a CD-2 unit 20 
1972. The #8 tap of the unit 1972 is connected to the add 
cycle line 1825, and it will be understood, therefore, that 
the "1," "2," "4" and "8" bits of each character taken 
from the accumulator during the add-subtract gate are 
taken from the # 10 tap of the unit 1972 and are connected 25 
by a line 1973 to the B input to the adder. Thus, the E2 
data is entered into the A input of the adder in timed 
relation with the accumulator data which is entered into 
the B input of the adder. The C or carry input to the 
adder is made through a line 1974, as will become clear 30 
later. 

As mentioned earlier herein, the adder utilized is a 
full binary adder of a conventional variety having three 
inputs A, B and carry. Each of the input lines to the 
adder, 1926, 1973 and 1974, is connected to the #8, 35 
#7 and #10 taps, respectively, of a DD unit 1975, the 
#3, #4 and #6 taps of which are connected via a line 
1976 to the #5 tap of a DO unit 1977 (FIG. 20j). The 
lines U26 and 1973 are additionally connected to the 
#4 and #3 taps of the unit 1977, the lines 1926 and 40 
1974 are connected to the #6 and #4 taps of a CD-2 
unit 1978; the lines 1973 and 1974 are connected to the 
#5 and #8 taps of the unit 1978; and the lines 1926 
and 1973 are connected to the #4 and #6 taps of a 
CD-2 unit 1979 (FIG. 20k). The #3 and #10 taps 45 
of the unit 1978 (FIG. 20n are connected by a line 1980 
to the #3 tap of the unit 1979 (FIG. 20k), and it will 
he understood that the line 1980 is up whenever there 
is a coincidence between pulses entered on the A and 
C, Band C, or A and B inputs to the adder. Since such 50 
a coincidence indicates that a carry is forthcoming, it 
will be clear that the line 1980 is up if there is a carry. 

The line 1974 is connected to the #5 tap of the unit 
1975 (FIG. 20d) as well as to the # 10 tap of this unit, 
and the #9 tap thereof is connected to a line 1981 which 5i) 
is connected between the #7 tap of the unit 1977 (FIG. 
20j) and the #8 tap of the unit 1979 (FIG. 20k). Thus, 
the line 1981 goes up if there is a bit on the A, B or C 
input to the adder. If bits are present on all three in
puts to the adder simultaneously, in which case there 60 
is a carry, the line 1976 connected to the #4, #3 and 
#6 taps of the DD unit 1975 (FIG. 20d) is high, thereby 
raising the #5 tap of the unit 1977 (FIG. 20;). When 
this occurs, a line 1982 connected to the #9 tap of the 
unit 1977 goes up. The line 1982 additionally rises if 65 
the #6 tap of the unit 1977 goes up. TIlis occurs when 
there is no carry since the carry line 1980 is connected 
through an INV-2 unit 1983 (FIG. 20k), through a line 
1984, through a CF-l unit 1985 (FIG. 20e) and through 
a line 1986 to the #6 tap of the unit 1977 (FIG. 20j). 10 
Thus, the line 1982 is high when there is no carry or 
when there are bits on the A, Band C inputs to the 
adder simultaneously. 

The #7 tap of the unit 1977 rises if there is a bit 
present on either the A, B or C input to the adder, there- 15 

sum. Thus, the line 1988 is high when there is a sum, 
the line 1990 being high when there is no sum, and the 
line 1980 is high if there is a carry, the line 1986 being 
high if there is no carry. 

The line 1988 is connected to the #5 tap of an ID-2 
unit 1991 (FIG. 20j), the #4 and #8 taps of which are 
connected to the phase B clock pulse line 402. The line 
1990 is connected to the #6 tap of the unit 1991, and if 
there is a sum, a line 1992 connected to the # 10 tap of 
the unit 1991 drops at the beginning of phase B time. It 
should be noted also that if there is no sum, a line 1993 
connected to the #3 tap of the unit 1991 drops at the 
beginning of phase B time. The lines 1992 and 1993 are 
connected to the #9 and #8 taps, respectively, of a TR-2 
unit 1994 as well as to the #5 and #4 taps, respectively, 
of a CD-I unit 1995. If there is a sum, the unit 1994 is 
turned off, it being turned on if there is no sum. The #6 
and #8 taps of the unit 1995 are connected to the phase 
A clock pulse line 400, and in the case where the trigger 
1994 is off, i.e., where there is a sum, the #4 tap of the 
unit 1995 is high at the beginning of phase B time of the 
corresponding bit. The #6 tap of the unit 1995 goes up 
with the following phase A clock pulse, thereby raising 
a line 1996 connected to the #3 tap of this unit at this 
time. When the line 1996 goes up, therefore, it is an 
indication that there is a sum from the addition of the 
bits occurring during the preceding bit time. Similarly, 
a line 1997 connected to the #10 tap of the unit 1995 
rises at the beginning of the following phase A time and 
indicates no sum, if such is the case. 

The carry line 1980 is connected to the #5 tap of an 
ID-2 unit 1998 (FIG. 20j), the no-carry line 1986 being 
connected to the #6 tap of this unit. The #4 and #8 
taps of the unit 1998 are connected to the phase B clock 
pulse line 402. The #3 and # 10 taps of the unit 1998 
<lre connected via lines 1999 and 2000, respectively, to 
the #8 and #9 taps of a TR-2 unit 2001 as well as to the 
#5 and #4 taps, respectively, of a CD-1 unit 1922 and a 
CF-l unit 2003, respectively. Thus, if there is a carry, 
the unit 2001 is turned off at phase B time, it being turned 
on at phase A time if there is no carry, and in the case 
where it is turned off, the line 1999 'goes up, thereby rais
ing the #5 tap of the unit 1922. The #8 tap of this unit 
is connected to the phase A clock pulse line 400, and if 
there is a carry, it will be clear that a line 2004 rises at 
the beginning of the following phase A time, thereby in
dicating a bit carry. This line is connected through an 
INV-2 unit 2005 and through a line 2006 to the #9 tap 
of a TR-2 unit 2007, the #8 tap of which is {;onnected by 
a line 2008 to the #3 tap of an ID-2 unit 2009 (FTG. 
20k) and to the #5 tap of the CF-1 unit 2003 (FIG. 
20j). Since the line 2004 rises at phase A time if there 
is a carry, the trigger 2007 is turned off at this time if 
there is a carry, since the line 2006 connected to the #9 
tap thereof drops. This condition causes the line 2008 to 
rise, thereby raising a line 2010 connected to the # 10 tap 
of the CF-l unit 2003. In the case where there is no 
carry, the trigger 2001 is on and the line 2000 as well as 
the #4 tap of the CF-l unit 2003 is high. This results in 
raising a line 2011 connected between the #3 tap of the 
unit 2003 and the #6 tap of the unit 2009 (FIG. 20k). 
Since phase A clock pulses are connected to the #4 tap 
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of the unit 2009 by the line 409, the #3 triP of the unit 
2009 drops at the begInnIng of the following phase A 
time, thereby turning the trigger 2007 on and lowering 
the potential of the #5 tap of the unit 2003. It should 
also be noted that when there is no carry the line 2004 is 
down. 

The initial addition of bits is made during an add cycle, 
all corrections being entered in the adder together with 
the result of the previous add cycle during the correction 
cycle. The sum taken from the adder during the add 
cycle is delayed one bit, as explained above, and this sum 
is entered into four TR-2 units 2012 through 2015 (FIGS. 
20h and 20i) which comprise the adder register. The 
sum line 1996 is connected to the #4 tap of each of four 
ID-2 units 2016 through 2019, the no-sum line 1997 being 
connected to the #8 tap of each of these units. It should 
also be noted that the #3 and #10 taps of each of the 
units 2016 through 2019 are connected to the #9 and #8 
taps, respectively, of the corresponding adder register trig
ger 2012 through 2015 as well as to the #4 and #5 taps, 
respectively, of a corresponding CF-1 unit 2020 through 
2023. The #6 and #5 taps of each of the units 2016 
through 2019 are connected through lines 2024 through 
2027 to the #3 and #10 taps of a corresponding CF-2 
unit 2028 through 2031 as well as to the #5 tap of a 
CD-2 unit 2032, to the #4 tap of a CD-2 unit 2033, to 
the #5 tap of the CD-2 unit 2033 and to the #4 tap of 
the CD-2 unit 2032, respectively. The #4 tap of each 
of the CF-2 units 2028 through 2031 is connected to the 
B2 line 430, B4 line 431, Bs line 432 and Br line 433, re
spectively, the #5 taps of these units being connected to 
the Bs line 426, Bo line 427, Bx line 428 and BJ line 429, 
respectively. Thus, for example, if there is a sum during 
the addition of "I" bits, the line 1996 goes up at the be
ginning of the following bit time, i.e., B2 time. Since the 
B2 line 430 is connected through the CF-2 unit 2028 and 
through the line 2024 to the #6 tap of the unit 2016, it 
will be clear that a line 2034 connected to the #3 tap of 
the unit 2016 drops at this time, thereby turning the trig
ger 2012 off and raising the potential of the #8 tap there
of. Similarly, a sum during B2, B4 and Bg times is indi
cated by turning the corresponding trigger 2013, 2014 or 
2015 off at the beginning of B4, Ba or Br time, respec
tively. In like manner the triggers 2012 through 2015 
are turned on by Bs, Bo, Bx and BJ pulses, respectively, if 
there is no sum. 

The #9 taps of the trigger 2012 through 2015 are con
nected to the #3 taps of the units 2016 through 2019 as 
well as to the #4 taps of the units 2020 through 2023 by 
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Br time. Thus, the sum is stored in the adder register for 
three bits and, if in the above example the sum entered in 
the trigger 2012 was determined during the add cycle, it 
should be clear that the line 2046 rises during the next Br 

5 time, i.e., at the beginning of the correction cycle. 
The line 2046 is connected through an INV-3 unit 

2047 (FIG. 20i), through a line 2048 and through a CF-1 
unit 2049 (FIG. 20b) to a line 2050 which is connected 
to the #7 and #10 taps of a DA unit 2051 (FIG. 20i). 

ID The #8 tap of the unit 2051 is connected to the correc
tion cycle line 1826 and the #9 tap of the unit 2051 is 
connected to the add cycle line 1825. Thus, assuming 
that the result of an add cycle is stored in the adder reg
ister triggers 2012 through 2015 (FIGS. 20h and 20i), the 

15 result is read therefrom onto a line 2052 connected to the 
#3 tap of the unit 2051 during the next following correc
lion cycle. The line 2052 is connected through a CF-2 
unit 2053 (FIG. 20c) to the line 1973 which is the B input 
to the adder. The corrections are entered into the A input 

20 to the adder during the correction cycle in a manner to 
be described shortly; however, before proceeding with the 
description of correction entry, a brief discussion of the 
bit carry operation is deemed appropriate. 

It will be recalled thut when there is a carry the line 
25 2010 connected to the # 10 tap of the CF-1 unit 2003 

(FIG. 20j) rises. This occurs at the beginning of phase 
A time during the next following bit time. The line 
2010 is connected to the #6 tap of a CD-l unit 2055, 
the #4 tap of which is connected bv a line 2056 to the 

30 #10 tap of an INV-2 unit 2057. 'The #5 tap of the 
unit 2057 is conneckd to the line 2027 upon which BJ 
and Br pulses appear, as described earlier. Thus, the 
#4 tap of the unit 20S5 is low during both Br and BJ 
time, thereby preventing any bit carry signal taken from 

35 the line 2010 from passing through the unit 2055 dur
ing BJ or Br time. Since the carry signal is one bit 
delayed, it will be clear that no carry from the addition 
of "8" bits can pass through the unit 2055 to a line 2058 
connected to the #3 tap of the unit 2055. The line 

40 20S8 is connected between the #4 tap of a DO unit 2659 
(FIG. 20k) and the #3 and #10 taps of the unit 2055 
(FIG. 20j), and carry signals taken therefrom pass 
through the unit 2059 (FIG. 20k), through a line 2060, 
through an INV-3 unit 2061 (FIG. 20j), through a line 

45 2062, and through the CF-l unit 1925 to the line 1974 
which, it will be recalled, is the C input to the adder. 
In this way, therefore, carry pulses are entered into the 
C input to the adder during the next following bit time 
where appropriate. ' 

It will be recalled that when there is a decimal carry, 
a "1" is inserted in the "1" position of the next character 
and a +6 correction is added to the sum. These are 
indicated by a carry during Bs time or by a ch3racter 
the sum of the bits of which is greater than 9, the char-

the line 2034 and lines 2035 through 2037, respectively, 50 
the #8 taps of the units 2012 through 2015 being con
nected by lines 2038 through 2041 to the # 10 taps of the 
units 2016 through 2019 and to the #5 taps of the units 
2020 through 2023. Thus, when one of the triggers 2012 
through 2015 is turned off, as it is at the beginning of the 55 acter having an "8" bit and a "4" bit and/or a "2" bit. 
bit time following a sum, the #8 tap thereof goes up, 
thereby raising the potentiGI of the #5 tap of the corre
sponding CF-l unit 2020 through 2023. The #10 taps 
of the units 2020 through 2023 arc connected via lines 
2042 through 2045 to the #6 or #8 taps of the units 2032 
and 2033, the #3 and #10 taps of each of which are con
nected to a line 2046. Since the input to the #4 and #5 
taps of the units 2032 and 2033 occurs one bit time prior; 
to the signal on the #6 and #8 taps thereof, it will be 
understood 1 hat the result stored in the "adder register 
triggers 2012 through 2015 is not taken therefrom until 
three bits later. For example, if a sum is indicated dur
ing the addition of "I" bits, the trigger 2012 is turned 
off at the beginning of B2 time. This causes the # 1 0 tap 
of the unit 2020 to go up, thereby raising the #6 tap of 
the unit 2032. Since the #4 tap of the unit 2032, how
ever is connected to the line 2027, which line rises during 
either Bl' or BJ time, it wiil be clear that the signal ap
plied to the #6 tap of the unit 2032 does not pass there
through to the line 2046 until the next following BJ or 

Referring now to FIG. 20i, the sum line 1996 is con
nected to the #8 tap of a DA unit 2063, the # I 0 tap of 
which is connected to the true add line 1854 and the 
#9 tap of which is connected to the Br line 433. The 

60 #7 tap of the unit 2063 is connected by a line 2064 to 
the #3 and #10 taps of a CF-2 unit 2065, the #4 tap 
of which is connected to the line 2044 and the #5 tap 
of which is connected to tbe line 2043. It will be re
called that the lines 2043 and 2044 are high when a "2" 

65 or a "4," respectively, is stored in the adder register, 
and whenever a "2" or a "4" is present in the adder reg
ister, the line 2064 connected to the #3 and # 10 taps 
of the unit 2065 is up. Since the sum line 1996 is high 
during Br only if the sum includes an "8" bit (Ba time 

70 of the add cycle corresponds to Br time of the correc
tion cycle), it will be clear that a line 2066 connectd! 
to the #3 and #5 taps of the unit 2063 goes up during 
Br time if on true add when a sum is indicated and a 
"4" or a "2" bit is present in the adder register. Thus, 

75 when there is an "8" and a "4" or a "2" bit present in 
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the sum of two binary coded numbers on true add, the 
line 2066 rises during Br time. 

The line 2066 is connected through an INV-2 unit 
2067 (FIG. 20n and a line 2068 to the #9 tap of a TR-
2 unit 2069 and to the #4 tap of a CF-1 unit 2070. 5 
When the line 2066 rises, there is a decimal carry, and 
at this time the trigger 2069 is turned off, thereby rais-
ing the potential of the #8 tap thereof. Since the #8 
tap of the unit 2069 is connected to the #5 tap of the 
unit 2070, a line 2071 connected to the # 10 tap of the 10 
unit 2070 rises at Br time if there is a decimal carry. 
The B4 line 431 is connected to the #5 tap of the INV-
2 unit 2067, the # 10 tap of w hic h is connected by a line 
2072 to the #8 tap of the unit 2069. Thus, the trigger 
2069 is reset at the beginning of each B4 time, thereby 15 
raising the potential of the #9 tap thereof and of a line 
2073 connected to the #3 tap of the unit 2070. Addi
tionaHy, if there is a bit carry during Br time, Le., a carry 
during the addition of "8" bits, the line 2068 drops 
and turns the trigger 2069 off at this time, since the bit 20 
carry line 2004 is connected to the #8 tap of an ID-2 
unit 2074 (FIG. 2Ui). The Br line 433 is connected to 
the #5 tap of the unit 2074 and the # 10 tap of this unit 
is connected to the line 2068. Thus, the occurrence of 
a carry during Br time or the presence of an "8" bit and 25 
a "4" or a "2" bit in the adder register causes the trig-
ger 2069 to be turned off and thereby indicates a decimal 
carry by raising the potential of the line 2071. 

The Bs line 426 and the B" line 428 are connected to 
the #4 and #3 taps, respectively, of a DO unit 2075 30 
(FIG. 20j), the #7 tap of which is connected via line 
2076 to the #8 tap of a DA unit 2077, and when either 
of the lines 426 or 428 rises, the line 1016 goes up. The 
B. line 426 is additionally connected to the #6 tap of 
the unit 2075, the Bo line 427 being connected to the 35 
#5 tap of this unit. Thus, a line 2078 connected be
tween the #9 tap of the unit 2075 and the #8 tap of 
a DA unit 2079 rises during both Bs and Bo. During a 
correction cycle, it will be recalled that Bs time corre
sponds to B2 time, Bo time corresponds to B4 time and 40 
Bx time corresponds to Bs time. Thus, during the cor
rection cycle the line 2076 rises at the time that correc
tions are being added to the "2" bits as well as at the 
time that corrections are being added to the "8" bits. 
Similarly, the line 2078 rises both when corrections are 4" 
being made to the "2" bits and to the "4" bits. The 
#7 taps of the units 2077 and 2079 are connected to 
the correction cycle line 1826, the # 10 tap of the unit 
2079 being connected to the decimal carry line 2071, 
which line is additionally connected to the #8 tap of the 50 
DA unit 1919. The #9 tap of the unit 2079 is connected 
to the true add line 1854, the # I 0 tap of the unit 2077 
being connected to the no-decimal-carry line 2073 and 
the #9 tap of this unit being connected to the comple-
ment add line 1853. 55 

On true add it is necessary to insert a +6 correction 
when there is a decimal carry, and Bo and Bs pulses ap
plied to the #8 tap of the unit 2079 pass therethrough 
to a line 2080 connected to the #3 and #5 taps of the 
unit 2079 when 011 true add if the decimal carry line 60 
2071 is up. The line 2080 is connected through a CF-
2 unit 2081 (FIG. 20k) to the line 1921 which is con
nected eventually to the A input to the adder, as de
scribed earlier. Thus, a "4" and a "2" are entered into 
the A input to the adder during the correction cycle un- 65 
der these conditions. Additionally, a + 10 correction 
is necessary during the correction cycle when on com
plement add if there is no decimal carry. These con
ditions are mixed in the DA unit 2077 (FIG. 20j) and, 
i! met, a Bs and a Bx pulse pass therethrough, during 70 
the correction, through a line 2082 and through the CF-
2 unit 2081 (FIG. 20k) to the line 1921 from where it 
is entered into the A input to the adder. 

When on complement add it is necessary to add a 
"1" bit in the low order Dumber to thereby convert the 75 
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number from the nines complement to the tens comple
ment, as discussed earlier. It will also be recalled that 
the line 1846 connected to the #3 taps on the CD-2 
units 1883 and 1844 (FIG. 20d) rises at C9Bl time dur
ing an E2 gate if on a complement add operation. This 
line is connected to the #3 tap of the DO unit 2059 
(FIG. 20k), the #7 tap of which is connected through 
the INV-3 unit 2061 (FIG. 20j) and through the CF-l 
unit 1925 to the carry input 1974 to the adder, and on 
a compl~ment add operation, therefore, a carry is always 
entered mto the low order number. 

The sum arrived at during the add cycle is added to the 
corrections in the adder in the same manner initially de
scribed in connection with the initial entry of two char
acters into the adder. This is accomplished during the 
correction cycle, at the end of which time the final sum 
of the two characters is entered into the adder register 
triggers 2012 through 2015 (FIGS. 20h and 20i). Dur
ing the next following add cycle the final sum is scanned 
from these triggers onto the line 2050 as described 
earlier, and this data is exactly one character late. This 
data is mixed with an add cycle pulse in the DA unit 
2051 (FIG. 20i), the #5 tap of which is connected 
through a line 2085 and through the CF-2 unit 2053 
(FIG. 20c) to a line 2086 which is connected through 
an INV -3 unit 2087 (FIG. 20i), through a line 2088 
and through a CF-1 unit 2049 (FIG. 20b) to a line 
2090. It will be understood, therefore, that the data 
taken from the line 2090 is the corrected sum of the addi
tion which took place during the preceding character 
time. Thus, there is a one character delay in the adder 
circuitry. 

The line 2090 is connected to the #5 tap of the gating 
means 1800 (FIG. 20..,[) , a CD-2 unit, the #8 tap of 
Which is connected to the add-subtract gate line 1902. 
Thus, during the add-subtract gate the data from the 
adder is taken from the #3 and #10 taps of the unit 
llWO through a line 2092 to the #9 tap of a DA unit 
2093 (FIG. 20f) as well as to the #5 tap of the INV-2 
unit 1583. (This data is to be written on the accumulator 
track, and due to the delay within the adder it is one 
character late.) The #10 tap of the DA unit 2093 is 
connected to a line 2094 from which a pulse referred to 
as the accumulator write gate is taken and which is high 
when it is desired to write on the accumulator track, as 
will be described. When this line is up, the data taken 
from the line 2092 passes through the unit 2093 to a line 
2095 connected to the #5 tap of the unit 2093. The line 
2095 is connected through a CF-2 unit 2096 and through 
a line 2097 to the #4 tap of a WA-l unit 2098 (FIG. 
10), the #10 tap of which is connected by a line 2099 
through a WA-2 unit 2100 to a line 2101 which is con
nected to the write winding of the transducer associated 
with the accumulator track. 

It was mentioned earlier that the line 2092 was also 
connected to the #5 tap of the unit 1583 (FIG. 20n. 
The data taken from the line 2092 is, therefore, inverted 
by the unit 1583 llnd taken by a line 2102 through the 
CF-l unit 1586 to a line 2104 which is connected be
tween the # 10 tap of the unit 1586 and the #7 tap of 
the DA unit 1588. The #8 tap of the unit 1588 is con
nected to the line 2094 which, as will be described, is 
high when it is desired to write on the accumulator track. 
The #3 tap of the unit 1588 is connected through the 
CF-2 unit 2096, through a line 2106, through an EA-1 
unit 2107 (FIG. 10), through a line 2108 and through 
an EA-2 unit 2109 to a line 2110 which is connected to 
the erase winding of the transducer associated with the 
accumulator track. It will be recalled that the accumu
lator transducer is disposed one character late, and it will 
be understood, therefore, that the data taken from the 
adder is recorded on the accumulator track on time since 
this data is also one character late. 

The line 2094 (FIG. 20f) from which the write ac
cumulator control pulse is taken is controlled to go up 
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at various times, one of which is during tbe add-subtract 
write gate taken frem the line 1902 (FIG. 20-E) which, 
it will be recalled, is up during the a2 field or fields when 
T2=L or M during an E2 gate. Since the line 1902 is 
connected through a DO unit 2111, through a line 2112 
and through a CF-2 unit 2113 to the line 2094. the line 
2094 goes up for the duration of the add-subtract write 
gate. Thus, when Tz=L or M, data taken from the core 
buffer, together with data from the accumulator, is en
tered into the adder and the sum thereof is recorded upon 
the accumulator tr~ck for future reference. Additional 
data may be added to the sum by one or more similar 
instructions where Tz=L or M and the sum may be 
read from the accumulator by making T[=L or M. 

When T1=L or M, the data taken from the transducer 
associated with the accumulator track is read one chnrac
ter early. This data, it will be recalled, is trken from 
the line 1939 (FIG. 20e) connected to the #3 tap of the 
CF-l unit 1935. In addition to being connected to the 
input of the l1ccumulator delav unit, the line 19~9 is cnn
nected to the #6 tap of the CD-2unit 1792 (FIG. 20k). 
The EI gate line 825 is connected through the CF-2 unit 
2113 (FIG. 20-1) to a line 2114 which is connecter! to 
the #4 tap of the unit 1792 (FIG. 201,), and if on an 
E1 gate, therefore, it will be clear th8t all data from 
the accumulator track passes through the unit 1792 to 
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register triggers 2012 through 2015, a line 2123 con
nected to the #3 and #5 taps of the unit 2117 is high. 
This line is connected to the #4 tap of the ID-2 unit 
2074 where it is mixed with a Br phase B pulse taken 
from the #10 tap of a CD-2 unit 2124 (FIG. 20c) by a 

5 line 2125 to the #6 tap of the unit 2074 (FIG. 20i). 
This is true since the Br line 433 and phase B clock 
pulse line 402 are connected to the #8 and #5 taps, re
spectively, of the unit 2124 (FIG. 20). Thus, if no 

10 numerical bits are present in the adder register triggers 
during an E1 gate at Br phase B time, the #3 tap of the 
unit 2074 (FIG. 20i) drops at Br phase B. This tap is 
connected to the #9 tap of a TR-2 unit 2126 (FIG. 2011) 
by a line 2127, and under the conditions outlined this 

15 trigger is turned off at B,. phase B, thereby raising the 
potenti8! of the # 8 tap thereof which is connected via 
a line 2128 to the #5 tap of a CD-l unit 2129 (FIG. 
20b) and to the #3 tap of an INV-2 unit 2130 (FIG. 
2011). The Bo line 427 is connected to the #8 tap of the 

20 unit 2129 (FIG. 20b), and it will be clear, therefore, 
that when the trigger 2126 (FIG. 201l) is off, Bo pulses 
pass through the unit 2129 (FIG. 20b) to the line 2086 
which is connected to the # 10 tap thereof, thereby in
serting "0" bits in the data entered through the INV-3 

25 unit 2087 (FIG. 20i) and CF-l unit 2049 to the line 
2090. 

the line 1791 from where it is entered into the adi1er The line 2026 (FIG. 2011) from which Ba and Bx 
either directly or throu):!h the comnlementer depending pulses are taken is connected to the #4 tap of the INV-2 
upon the sign of the accumulator data. The pulse taken unit 2130, and it will be clear, therefore, that the line 
from the line 2114 is referred to as the 8ccumulator-to- 30 2128 connected to the #3 tap of this unit drops during 
adder gate and when T1 =L or M it exists for the dura- Ba and Bx, thereby turning on the trigger 2126 at these 
tion of the El gate. times to reset it. It should further be noted that if a 

While in the the adder the data from the accumu!8tor "6" is present in the adder register triggers 2013 and 2014 
is provided with suitable corrections, as described earlier (FIGS. 20i and 2011) at Br phase B time when on com-
in the case where the dRta is nC2ative. and the corrected 35 plement add, it is desired to insert a "0" on the line 2090 
data is taken from the line 2~90 (FIG. 20/') to the #8 since after the necessary correction is made, i.e., a -6 
tap of a CD-l unit 2115 (FIG. II,!?). Since the # 1 0 or + 10 as described earlier, the result is zero. For this 
tap of this unit is connected to the line 800 from which reason, the lines 2043 and 2044 are connected to the #8 
data is taken and entered into the core buffer during the and #5 taps, respectively, of the CD-2 unit 2121 (FIG. 
E1 cycle, as described earlier, and since the #R tap is 4U 20i), the #10 tap of which is connected by a line 2131 
connected to the T1=L or M line 345, it will be clem' that to the #4 tap of the unit 2124 (FIG. 20c). The #6 tap 
data from the accumulRtor is entered on time into the of this last mentioned unit is connected to the comple-
core buffer during the E1 cycle gate, as described enrlier, ment add line 1853. Thus, when on complement add and 
for transfer therefrom to a location determined bv the a "4" and a "2" bit are present in the adder register the 
T z portion of the address. . 45 line 2122 which is connected to the #3 tap of the' unit 

The data taken from the accumulator via the line 2090 2124 is up, thereby causing the zero insertion as described 
connected to the #10 ti1P of the CF-1 unit 2049 (FIG. previously. 
20b) is provided, where necessary, with an "x" bit in the The sign of the data read from the accumulator is 
lower order digit thereof when the sign of the aCCllmu- indicated, as mentioned above, by placing an "x" bit in 
btor data is negative. Additionally, redundancv bits are 50 the digit defined either by the a1b1 comparison or Ca 
inserted where necessary to provide an odd bit call nt, of that field or both, if negative. The C9 line 490 is con-
and zeros are inserted where no "I," "2," "4" or "8" bits nected to the #5 tap of a CF-2 unit 2132 (FIG. 20a), 
are present in a given character. The zero insert struc- the #4 tap of which is connected to the a1b1 comparison 
ture is disclosed in FTGS. 20b, 20c, 20h l1nd 201. As line 833, and upon either an a1b1 comparison or a Cg 
mentioned above, it is desired to insert a "0" bit in each 55 pulse, a line 2133 connected to the #3 and # 10 taps of 
character havin):! no numericRJ bits. For this reason, the the unit 2132 goes up. This line is connected to the #8 
#3 tap of the CF-1 unit 2020 (FIG. 2011) is connected tap of a DA unit 2134 (FIG. 2011), the #7 tap of which 
via a line 2116 to the #8 tap of a DA unit 2117 (FIG. is connected to the Bx line 428, the #10 tap of which is 
20i). which line is high when the adder register contains connected to the E1 gate line 825 and the #9 tap of which 
no "I" bit, i.e., when the TR-2 unit 2012 (FIG. 201l) is 60 is connected to the complement add line 1853. Thus, 
on. Similarly, the #3 tap of the CF-l unit 2023 (FTG. on complement add, i.e., when the accumulator data is 
20i) is connected to the #7 tap of the unit 2117 by a line negative, and on an E1 gate, a line 2135 connected to 
2118, which line is high when no "8" bit is present in the #3 and #5 taps of the unit 2134 goes up during B" 
the adder register. Two lines 2119 and 2120 connected of the character time initiated by the a l b1 comparison 
between the #3 taps of the CF-l units 2021 and 2022 65 as weI! as during Bx of Cg time. The line 2135 is con-
(FIG. 201), respectively, and the #6 and #4 taps, re- nected through a CF-2 unit 2136 to the line 2086, there-
spectively, of a CD-2 unit 2121 are up when no "2" or by inserting an "x" bit in the first digit to be read from 
"4" bit, respectively, is present in the adder register. the accumulator track into the core buffer as well as in 

The #3 tap of the unit 2121, therefore, is high when each C9 character during the E1 gate when the cor-
there is neither a "2" nor a "4" bit in the adder register 70 responding accumulators are negative. 
and a line 2122 connected between this tap and the #9 All data going to the core buffer on an EI cycle, includ-
tap of the DA unit 2117 is therefore high at this time. ing "x" and "0" bits where necessary, is therefore present 
The #10 tap of the DA unit 2117 is connected to the on the line 2086. Each character of data appearing on 
E1 gate line 825, and it should now be clear that on an this line is checked by means to be described to determine 
EI gate if there are no numerical bits stored in the adder 75 the bit count, i.e., whether the bit count is odd or even, 
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to thereby detect whether or not a parity bit should be 
inserted. The line 2086 is connected to the # 6 tap of a 
CD-1 unit 2137 (FIG. 20g), and all data taken from the 
line 2086 is thereby present on this tap. The Br line 
433 is connected to the #4 tap of an INV-2 unit 2138 5 
as well as to the #8 tap of the CD-1 unit 2.137, and since 
the #3 tap of the unit 2138 is connected to the #4 tap of 
the unit 2137 by a line 2139, the #4 tap of the unit 
2137 is high except during Br time, thereby permitting 
the data taken from the line 2086 to be taken from the 10 
#3 tap of the unit 2137 to the #6 tap of an ID-2 unit 
2140 (FIG. 2011) by a line 2141 except during Br time. 
The #4 tap of the unit 2140 is connected to the phase B 
clock pulse line 402 and phase B data pulses, therefore, 
appear on a line 2142 connected between the #3 tap of 15 
the unit 2140 and the #7 and #3 taps of a TR-l unit 
2143 (FIG. 20g). This trigger determines the necessity 
of a parity insertion. 

The trigger 2143 is reset in an "on" condition at the 
beginning of each B. time since the B. line 426 is can- 20 
nected through the INV-2 unit 2138 and a line 2144 to 
the #8 tap thereof. Thus, on reset of the #9 tap of the 
unit 2143 is high, thereby raising the potential of a line 
2145 connected between this tap and the #5 tap of the 
CD-l unit 2137. When this line is high, it will be clear 25 
that Br pulses applied to the #8 tap of the unit 2137 pass 
therethrough to the line 2086 connected to the # 10 tap 
of this unit. thereby inserting parity bits. Each bit taken 
from the line 2086 through the unit 2137 and through 
the unit 2140 to the #7 and #3 taps of the parity trigger 30 
2143 causes the condition of this trigger to be reversed, 
and it should be clear, therefore, that if an odd number 
of bits are applied to the #7 and #3 taps of the unit 
2143, the #9 tap thereof will be low thereafter, thereby 
preventing the insertion of a parity bit. Conversely, if 35 
an even number of bits are present, the line 2145 will be 
high and a parity bit is inserted. 

After each operation involving an accumulator, it is 
necessary to determine the new accumulator sign and 
to enter the sign into the various relays to be described. 40 
It is also necessary to determine whether or not the ac
cumulator is empty and whether or not it has overflowed. 
The rules utilized to determine these conditions were set 
forth earlier. Referring now to FIGS. 20a, 20b, 20g and 
20h, the structure which operates under these rules is 45 
shown. It will be recalled that when on true add and 
the next accumulator sign is "-," that accumulator is 
positive if there is a decimal carry. The presence of these 
conditions is examined during Bo of each C9 or CL time 
during the add-subtract gate. The line 1894 upon which 50 
Cg and CL pulses appear is connected to the #9 and # 10 
taps of a DA unit 2146 (FIG. 20g), the #7 tap of which 
is connected to the add-subtract gate line 1902 and the 
#8 tap of which is connected to the Bo line 427. Thus, 
during the add-subtract gate C9BO and CLBo pulses are 55 
taken from the #3 and #5 taps thereof by a line 2147 
through a INV-3 unit 2148 (FIG. 20h), through a line 
2149, through a CF-lunit 1879 (FIG. 2011) and through 
a line 2151 to the #9 tap of a DA unit 2152 (FIG. 20g) 
as well as to the #9 taps of three more DA units 2153 60 
through 2155. The true add line 1854 is connected to 
the #7 tap of the DA unit 2152, and the decimal carry 
line 2071, which, it will be recalled, is high from Br 
through Bx when there is a decimal carry, is connected 
to the #8 tap of the unit 2152. The #10 tap of the unit 65 
2152 is high, as will be described, when the accumulator 
is negative. Thus, when the accumulator is negative 
on true add and when there is a decimal carry, a CgBo 
pulse and a CLBo pulse are taken from the #3 and #5 
taps of the unit 2152 by a line 2156 and through a CF-2 70 
unit 2157 (FIG. 20a) to a line 2158 which controls the 
accumulator sign relays to be set to indicate that the ac
cumulator is positive. 

The #10 tap of the unit 2152 (FIG. 20g) is high when 
the accumulator concerned is negative and is connected 75 
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through a line 2159 to the # 10 tap of a CF-l unit 2160. 
It will be recalled that the line 1877 rises during the field 
preceding a given accumulator if that accumulator is 
positive. This line is connected to the #5 tap of an ID-1 
unit 2161, the #8 tap of which is connected to the Bx 
line 428, as is the #6 tap thereof. The #4 tap of the 
unit 2161 is high during the field preceding a given ac
cumulator when that accumulator is negative, since this 
tap is connected to the line 1881. Thus, when the next 
accumulator is positive, the #10 tap of the unit 2161 
drops during Bx time, the #3 tap of this unit being ar
ranged to drop at this time when the next accumulator is 
negative. The #3 and #10 taps are connected by lines 
2162 and 2163 to the #9 and #8 taps, respectively, of a 
TR-2 unit 2164, the condition of which indicates the 
accumulator sign. Thus, when the next accumulator is 
positive, the trigger 2164 is turned on, it being turned 
off when the next accumulator sign is "-." When on, 
the #9 tap thereof is high, which tap is connected by the 
line 2162 to the #4 tap of the unit 2160, thereby raising 
a line 2165 connected to the #3 tap of the unit 2160 and 
lowering the potential of the line 2159 connected to the 
#10 tap of the unit 2160.. Conversely, when off, the 
accumulator sign is "-" and the line 2159 is high, the 
line 2165 being low at this time. 

If on true add and there is a decimal carry during the 
high order of an accumulator, i.e., into Cg of the next 
following accumulator or into CL, and the accumulator 
concerned is positive, it will be recalled that the accumula
tor has overflowed. This condition is determined by 
the DA unit 2154 (FIG. 20g), the #8 tap of which is 
connected to the decimal carry line 2071, the #7 tap 
of which is connected to the true add line 1854, the # 1 0 
tap of which is connected to the accumulator + line 
2165, and the #9 tap of which is connected to the line 
2151 which is high during Bo of Cg and CL on an add
subtract gate. Thus, if there is a decimal carry from 
the high order digit on true add when the accumulator 
is positive, a line 2166 connected between the #3 and 
#5 taps of the unit 2165 and the #4 tap of a CF-2 unit 
2167 (FIG. 20a) goes up, thereby raising the potential 
of a line 2168 connected to the #3 and #10 taps of the 
unit 2167. Thus, when the line 2168 rises, it is an in
dication that there has been an overflow in the accumula
tor concerned and it controls the entry of an indication 
thereof in the accumulator relays, as will be described. 

When on complement add and there is no decimal 
carry out of the high order of the accumulator when the 
accumulator is positive, the new accumulator sign is 
"-," as described earlier. The no-decimal carry line 
2073 is connected to the #8 tap of the DA unit 2153 
(FIG. 20g), the #7 tap of which is connected to the 
complement add line 1853. Additionally, the #10 tap 
of the unit 2153 is connected to the accumulator + line 
2165, the #9 tap being connected to the line 2151 which 
is high during Bo of Cg or CL. Thus, if the conditions out
lined above are met, a line 2169 connected between the 
#3 and #5 taps of the DA unit 2153 and the #5 tap of 
the CF-2 unit 2157 (FIG. 20a) goes up, thereby con
trolling a line 2170 connected to the #10 tap of the unit 
2157 to rise at this time. When the line 2170 goes up, 
therefore, the new accumulator sign is "-" and this sig
nal controls the entry of this condition into the accumula
tor relays. 

When the accumulator is positive, it will be clear that 
on true add this condition is unchanged. Similarly, when 
an accumulator is negative, the condition is unchanged if 
a complement addition operation is taken, and under 
these conditions the accumulator relays are maintained 
in their status guo. 

It will be recalled that an overflow is additionally indi
cated if there is no decimal carry from the high order 
digit on complement add if the accumulator is negative. 
This condition is determined by the DA unit 2155 (FIG. 
20g) , the #8 tap of which is connected to the no-demical-
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carry line 2073, the #7 tap of which is connected to the 
complement add line 1853, the # 10 tap of which is con
nected to the accumulator - line 2159, and the #9 tap 
of which is connected to the line 2151. Thus, when these 
conditions are met, a line 2171 connected between the #3 5 
and #5 taps of the unit 2155 and the # 5 tap of the unit 
2167 (FIG. 20a) rises either at C9BO or CLBo, whichever 
is appropriate, thereby controlling the overflow line 2168 
to rise at this time. 

Whether or not an accumulator field is blank is deter- 10 
mined by the condition of a TR-2 unit 2172 (FJG. 201l) 
which, when off, indicates that the accumulator con
cerned is empty. This trigger is reset at CaBo time in an 
"off" condition. The Bo line 427 is connected to the #6 
tap of an ID-2 unit 2173, the Ca line 510 being connected 15 
to the #4 tap of this unit and the #3 tap thereof being 
connected by a line 2174 to the #9 tap of the trigger 
2172. Thus, at CaBo the #9 tap of the trigger 2172 is 
pulled down, thereby resetting this trigger in an "off" con
dition. This trigger is turned on whenever a line 2175 20 
connected between the #8 tap thereof and the # 10 tap 
of the ID-2 unit 2173 drops, which occurs when the #5 
and #8 taps of the unit 2173 are high simultaneously. 
The #5 tap is connected to the add-subtract gate line 
1902, the #8 tap being connected to the line 20'85 from 25 
which data from the adder register is taken. It will be 
recalled that since the data taken from the adder register 
is gated by an add cycle pulse, only "1," "2," "4" and "8" 
bits of each character appear on the line 20'85, and if a 
numerical bit does appear on the line 2085 during an add- 30 
subtract gate, it will be clear that the line 2175 drops, 
thereby turning on the trigger 2172 and indicating that 
the accumulator is not empty. Unless this occurs, there
fore, the trigger 2172 remains off and indicates that the 
accumulator is empty. 35 

The lines 2174 and 2175 are connected to the #4 and 
#5 taps, respectively, of a CD-l unit 2176, the #6 and 
#8 taps of which are connected by a line 2177 to the #3 
and #5 taps of a DA unit 2178. The write accumulator 
control pulse taken from the line 2094, which pulse is the 40 
add-subtract gate when T2=L or M, is connected to the 
# 10 tap of the unit 2178. The #9 tap of this unit is 
connected to the Br line 433 and the #7 and #8 taps arc 
connected to the C9 or CL line 1894. Thus, when T2=L 
or M, the line 2177 rises during each C9Br and CLBf time 45 
for the duration of the add-subtract gate, thereby con
trolling one or the other of two lines 2179 and 2180 to 
rise, depending upon the condition of the trigger 2172. 
Thus, if the trigger 2172 is off, the line 2180 goes up at 
this time and indicates that the accumulator is empty, 50 
Similarly, if the trigger 2172 is on, the line 2179 rises 
and indicates that the accumulator is not empty. The 
lines 2179 and 2180 control the entry of these conditions 
into the accumulator relays, as will be described shortly. 

The relays for indicating the condition of the various 55 
accumulators are operated by the corresponding one of 41 
THY -5 units 2181 through 2221 (FIGS. 20a, 20b and 
20c), the #5 taps of which are connected through the 
pick or hold coil of an associated relay 2230 through 2250 
(FIG. 23) by lines 2181a through 2221a, as indicated in 60 
the drawing. The #3 taps of the units 2181 through 2184 
are connected to the Fa line 550, the #3 taps of the units 
2185 through 2188 being connected to the F7 line 551. 
Similarly, the #3 taps of the units 2189 through 2220 are 
connected to the corresponding one of the several lines 65 
Fa through Fo and CL, 552 through 558 and 564, respec
tively. The #7 tap of each of the units 2181 through 
2221 is connected to a line 2222 which in turn is con
nected through the contacts (F£G. 3a) of the E2 relay 66 
and through CB-23 to +-70 volts as well as through the 70 
contacts of either the 11 or PI relays 60 or 63 and through 
the points of C8-24 to -+ 70 volts, Thus, the line 2222 
is connected to -+70 volts during 110 PI and E2 cycles, as 
long as there is no error, thereby supplying voltage to 
these thyratrons (FIGS. 20a, 20b and 20c) at these times. 75 
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The #6 tap of each of these units is connected by a line 
2223 to -60 volts which supplies bias thereto. 

The units 2181, 2185, 2189, etc., through 2217 are 
utilized to energize the latch winding of the correspond
ing one of the ten relays 2230 through 2239, one side of 
the latch winding of each of which is connected to the # 5 
tap of the corresponding unit 2181, etc. The #8 tap of 
each of these last mentioned units 2181 through 2217 is 
connected to the line 2158 which, it will be recalled, rises, 
when the new sign of the accumulator under considera
tion is "+-" at CgBo or CLBo. Thus, when an accumula
tor is positive, the # 3 and # 8 taps of the THY -S unit 
Zl81 through 2217 corresponding thereto are both up 
during the following field time and cause that unit to fire, 
thereby energizing the latch coil of the associated relay 
and releasing its contacts to their normal condition, 
Thus, for example, assuming accumulator 7 to be positive, 
the line 2158 connected to the #8 tap of the limit 2189 
rises during CgBo time and when the F6 line 552 goes up, 
as it does immediately following accumulator 7, the latch 
coil of the relay 2132 is energized and its contacts are 
released. thereby indicating that accumulator 7 is positive. 

The THY-5 units 2182, 2186, 2190, etc., through 2218 
are utilized to energize the pick winding of the corre
sponding one of the ten relays 2230 through 2239, one 
side of each of which is connected to the #5 tap of the 
corresponding unit 2182 through 2218. The #8 tap of 
each of these units is connected to the line 2170 which 
rises during CgBo and CLBo during the add-subtract gate 
when the next accumulator is negative. Thus, as de
scribed above in connection with the latch coil of the 
relays 2230 through 2239, the pick coils of these relays 
are energized immediately following the field time cor
responding to each accumulator if that accumulator is 
negative. 

When the accumulator condition is indicated as zero, 
it will be recalled that the line 2180 rises, This line is 
connected to the #8 tap of each of the units 2183, 2187 
throuf'h 2219 and the pick winding of each of the ten re
lays 2240 throuqh 2249 is connected to the #5 tap of the 
corresponding THY-5 unit and is ener,,,ized. therefore, im
mediately following each accumulator field if that ac
cumulator is empty. Similarly, the latch winding of the 
corresponding one of the ten relays 2240 throuch 2249 
is energized under the control of the THY-5 units 21!U. 
2188, etc. through 2220 when there is a coincidence of 
pulses from the no-zero line 2179 and the corresponding 
field line connected to the #8 and #3 tflPS. resoectivelv, 
thereof. Thus, for example, if accumulator 7 is empty, 
the contacts of the relay 2242 are btched in their trans
ferred condition, these contacts being in their norm81 
condition when [lccnmulatOl· 7 is not emptv. 

Overflow is indicated by the condition of the relay 2250, 
the pick winding of which is connected between the #5 
tap of the unit 2221 (FIG, 20c) and ground. The over
flow line 2168 is connected to the #3 -~mrl #8 taos of the 
unit 2221, and it will be unrlerstood that when ihe over
flow line goes up, the rel:-ty 2250 is picked, This rehv 
is reset manually, as will be described, and when its 
contacts are in their transferred condition, it will he clear 
that this indicates that an overflow in one of the ten 
accllmulators has taken place. 

The points of the variolls relays 2230 through 2250 
are arranged as shown in FIG. 35 to provide an indica
tion on the control panel of the condition of the variol1s 
relays. For example. nssllming that accumulator 7 is 
positive and not emptv. the contacts of the rebvs 2232 
and 2242 will be in th-eir normal condition. ther;bv con
necting a hub 2251, designated as the accumulator 7 
hub, through the nlc a contacts of the relay 2242 and 
through the nlc b cont3cts of the relw 2232 to a termin81 
2252 marked positive, thereby indicating that this ve
cumulator is positive. If the [lccnmuJator were emptv, 
the hub 21.53 would be connected to the llccnmuJator 7 
hub 2251. The condition of the other accumulators 0 
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through 9 is similarly indicated by the corresponding 0, 
+ and - hubs. Also, if there is an overflow in anyone 
of the accumulators, the relay 2250 is energized and its 
contacts are latched in their transferred condition. Re
ferring to FIG. 35, it will be seen that when there is an 5 
overflow, an "in" hub 2254 is connected through the nlo 
a points of the relay 2250 to a "yes" hub 2255, it being 
connected through the nlc a points of this relay to the 
"no" hub 2256 when there has been no overflow. Thus, 
when it is desired to determine whether a particular ac- 10 
cumulator has overflowed, the condition of the contacts 
of the relay 2250 is determined by sending an appropriate 
pulse to the "in" hub, it being arranged to exit from the 
"yes" or "no" hubs 2255 or 2256 depending upon whether 
or not there was an overflow. One further note of inter- 15 
est is that + 140 volts is connected through the nlc a 
contacts (FIG. 23) of each of the relays 2230 through 
2239 to the corresponding line 1855 through 1864 which 
are connected to the CD-l units 1865 through 1869 
(FIGS. 20c and 20d), and when an accumulator is posi- 20 
tive, the corresponding line 1855 through 1864 is high, 
as described earlier. 

It should be noted, before proceeding with the descrip
tion of the arithmetic circuitry, that when T 2=X, i.e., 
when a multiplication is to be performed, accumulators 0 25 
and 1, into which the product is entered, are set positive. 
This is accomplished in the following manner. The CL 
line 564 is connected to the #6 tap of a CD-2 unit 2260 
FIG. 20b), the #4 and #8 taps of which are connected 
to the E2 gate line 1410a. The #5 tap of the unit 2260 is 30 
connected to the Fo line 558. Thus, on an ~ gate during 
Fo as well as during CL , a line 2261 connected to the #3 
and #10 taps of the unit 2260 rises, this line being also 
connected to the #6 tap of the CD-l unit 2129. Since 
the T 2=X line 346 is connected to the #4 tap of the unit 35 
2129, the line 2158 connected to the #3 tap of the unit 
2129 rises at this time, thereby causing the relays 2238 
and 2239 to be tripped. Thus, when T2=X, the accumu
lators 0 and 1 are set positive during an E2 gate. 

To perform multiplication, two instructions are neces- 40 
sary. First, the multiplicand is taken from its Tl address 
through the core buffer and is written on the multiplicand 
track 1803 ten times, once in each of the ten fields thereof. 
This is accomplished by an instruction such as C23 N99 
06 wherein a six-digit multiplicand is taken from char- 45 
acter positions 18 through 23 of track C and is written into 
the first six positions of each field of the multiplicand 
track. 

The E1 cycle of this operation is completely normal and 
is accomplished in the manner described earlier herein. 50 
The ~ cycle, however, is altered when T2=N. The E2 
gate is initiated by the odd home pulse, as described above; 
however, it does not terminate with the E2 cycle gate 
since when T2=N the #4 tap of the CD-l unit 1565 
(FIG. 11k) is low, it being connected to the line 344 which 55 
is high only when T2=/=X or N. The ~ gate is terminated 
by the even home pulse connected through the unit 1494 
(FIG. Un when T2=N, to the line 1566 as described 
earlier. The E2 cycle is further distinguished in that the 
E2 cycle gate occurs ten times during the E2 gate, it being 60 
initiated each C9 time and closed at every mn comparison 
thereafter. The line 343 which is high when T2=N is 
connected to the #5 tap of the CD-l unit 1496 (FIG. 
llj), the #8 tap of which is connected to the Cg line 
490. Thus, when T2=N, the line 1497 rises each C9 time, 65 
thereby raising the potential of the # 8 tap of the ID-2 
unit 1495 at these times. Since the E2 gate line 1410a 
is connected to the #5 tap of this unit, the line 1498 
drops each C9 time when T2=N on an E2 gate, thereby 
turning on the E2 cycle gate trigger 1499 which, as de- 70 
scribed earlier, initiates the E2 cycle gate. The trigger 
1499 is turned off by the mn comparison signal as de
scribed previously, thereby terminating each E2 cycle gate. 

In order to obtain an mn comparison during each field 
of the multiplicand track, it is necessary to reset the buffer 75 
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address ring. This is accomplished by resetting the buffer 
address circuits each COB4 time when T2=N. The B4 
line 431 is connected to the #8 tap of the CD-2 unit 1560 
(FIG. 11k), the Co line 518 being connected to the #5 
tap of this unit. Thus, the line 1561 goes up each COB4 
time. Since the #4 tap of the unit 1551 is connected to 
the T2=N line 343, this pulse passes through the unit 
1551, through the INV-3 unit 1553, through the CF-l 
unit 1555 to the #6 tap of the CD-l unit 1540. Further, 
since the line 1559 connected to the #4 tap of the unit 
1540 is high unless T2=X, it will be seen that the COB4 
pulse will appear on the line 1443, which causes the 
buffer address rings to be reset as described earlier and 
thereby permits an mn comparison to be made during 
each field of the multiplicand track. Thus, when T2=N, 
the E2 cycle gate is initiated at Co of each field of the 
multiplicand track and each is terminated at the mn com
parison. It will be recalled that 1he data entered into the 
core buffer is regenerated on read-out and it should be 
clear, therefore, that during each Ez cycle gate the multipli
cand is read from the core buffer into the appropriate 
field of the mUltiplicand track. 

Means are provided to insert zeros in those character 
positions of the multiplicand track not occupied by the 
multiplicand. For example, if a six-digit multiplicand is 
utilized, zeros are inserted in character positions Cs, C2• 
C 1 and Co. This is accomplished by inserting "0" bits 
onto the multiplicand track on an E2 gate when T2=N 
as long as the E2 cycle gate does not exist (it will be re
called that the E2 cycle gate terminates at each mn com
parison and is not initiated until the following Cg time). 
The Bo line 427 is connected to the #7 tap of a DA unit 
2265 (FIG. llg), the #8 tap of which is connected to 
the E2 gate line 1410a and the #9 tap of which is con
nected to the #3 tap of a CF-l unit 2266 (FIG. llh). 
Since the #4 tap of the unit 2266 is connected to the 
T2=N line 343, the #9 tap of the unit 2265 (FIG. 11g) 
is high when T2=N, and if on an ~ gate, therefore, Bo 
pulses pass through the unit 2265, through a line 2267 
to the #6 tap of the CD-l unit 1577. The E2 cycle gate 
line 975 is connected through an INV-2 unit 964 (FIG. 
l1a) where it is inverted and fed through a line 2269 to 
the #4 tap of the unit 1577 (FIG. llg), and it will be 
clear, therefore, that in the absence of an E2 cycle gate 
the aforementioned Bo pulses occurring during the E2 gate 
pass through the CD-l unit 1577 to the line 1576 con
nected to the #3 tap thereof. These pulses are mixed 
in the unit 1577 with a q#c signal applied through the 
line 342 to the #5 tap thereof, and if q=/=c the #5 tap is 
high and the aforementioned Bo pulses pass through the 
unit 1577 to the line 1578 from where they are taken, as 
described previously, to the write relay matrix (FlG. 15) 
which is controlled by the condition of the instruction 
register relays to connect this signal together with the 
signals taken from the core buffer to the transducer as
sociated with the multiplicand track for recordation 
thereon. Thus far, it has been shown how the multiplicand 
is loaded onto the multiplicand track and how "0" bits 
are recorded in empty character positions left on the 
multiplicand track. 

The second instruction necessary to accomplish a multi
plication operation is to send the multiplier into the core 
buffer from where it is taken one character at a time to 
control the successive addition of the multiplicand. To 
accomplish this, the T2 address is made equal to X. For 
example, an instruction such as B25 X99 03 might be 
used, which would accomplish removing a three-digit 
multiplier from character positions 25, 24 and 23 of track 
B into the core buffer from where it is taken one character 
at a time in a manner to be described. Thus, the normal 
El cycle is taken, there by entering the multiplier into the 
core buffer. 

When T 2=X, the E2 gate is initiated as disclosed previ
ously; however, it is not terminated until the reference 
mark following the number of drum revolutions corre-
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sponding to mn since it is desired to enter one multiplier 
digit at a time into the character register of the core 
buffer during each drum rev.;lution. Each multiplier digit 
remains in the single character register for one full drum 
revolution, and, therefore, after a number of drum revo
lutions corresponding to mil, the high order multiplier 
digit has been in the single character register for a full 
revolution. At the end of the E2 gate multiplication has 
been completed, as will become clear later. Referring 
now to FIG. 11k, the T 2=X line 346 is connected to the 
#5 tap of the CD-l unit 1565, the #8 tap oE which is 
connected by the line 1570 to the #3 tap of the CD-2 unit 
1560, which tap, it will be recalled, rises when the mn 
comparison line 862 and the process drum home line 359 
are both up. Since the E2 gate terminates when the line 
1566 connected to the #10 tap of the unit 1565 drops, it 
will be clear that when T 2=X the process drum home 
pulse next following the mn comparison signal terminates 
the E2 gate. 

The E2 cycle gate, when T z=X, is initiated by the proc
ess drum home pulse and is termin3ted at Cg time, i.e., 
at the beginning of each field. The Ez cycle gate occurs 
once for each multiplier digit and each such gate lasts 
from the process drum home pulse until the beginning of 
Fg. The Tz==X line 346 is connected to the #5 tap of 
the CD-l unit 814 (FIG. lIn, the #8 tap of which is 
connected to the process drum home pulse line 359. 
Since the E2 cycle gate pulse is initiated when the line 
1497 goes up, as described earlier, it will be clear that 
when Tz=X the process drum home pulse causes the Ez 
cycle gate to be initiated. The E2 cyck gate is terminated, 
as explained earlier, when the line 1538 connected to th~ 
#9 tap of the trigger 1499 drops. The T 2=X line 346 
is additionally connected to the #5 tHP of the ID-l unit 
1547 (FIG. 11k), the Cg line 490 being connected to the 
#8 tap of the unit 1547, and when T2=X, therefore, the 
Ez cycle gate is terminated at the beginning of the first Cg 

pulse, i.e., at F gCg • Successive Ez cycle gates are created 
in a similar manner for the duration of the E2 gate. 

The buffer counters are not reset until the occurrence 
of the reference mark following mn drum revolutions 
when Tz=X. This is true since the reset line 1443 (FIG. 
11k) is low as long as the line 1559 connected to the #4 
tap of the CD-l unit 1540 is low. The line 1559 is high 
unless the #4 and #6 taps of the unit 1558 are both high. 
The #4 tap of the unit 1558 is connected to the T2=X 
line 346, the #6 tap of this unit being connected to the E2 
gate line 1410(/, and during the Ez gate, therefore, when 
T2=X the line 1559 is low. At the expiration of the Ez 
gate, however, the line 1410a drops, at which time the line 
1559 rises and permits the process drum home pulse to 
pass through the unit 1540 to reset the buffer counters, as 
described earlier. Thus, the buffer counters are not reset 
until the last multiplier digit has been read from the single 
character register. 

Each E2 cycle gate is utilized to control the entry of 
successive characters of the multiplier into the single char
acter register. The clock pulses gated to the core buffer 
dming the E2 cycle gate initiate the operation of the buffer 
clock which controls the read-out of the low order digit of 
the multiplier into the single character register in a n~rmal 
fashion. This digit, however, is maintained in the single 
character register for a full drum revolution until the next 
E2 cycle gate. Referring now to FIG. 31, the #5 taps of 
the various T units 1067 of the core buffer corresponding 
to the "1," "2," "4" and "8" bits are connected by a cor
responding line 2276 to the #2 tap of a corresponding K 
unit 2277. The #6 tap of each of the last mentioned K 
units is connected by corresponding lines 2278 to the 
multiplier comp8.rator (FIG. 11-1). Thus, each E2 cycle 
gate enters a multiplier digit into the T units 1067 of tbe 
character register from where it is taken bv the lines 
2278 pmalIeIly by bit to tbe multiplier comparator. 

The function of the multiplier comparator (FIG. 11-1) 
is to raise the potential of a line 2279 at the beginning of 
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the field time corresponding to the particular multiplier 
digit then present in the single character register. The 
"1" bit line 2278a is connec:cd to the #8 tap of a CD-l 
l1nit 1:230 2S well as to the #4 tap of an TNV-2 unit 22tH, 

5 the lines 2278b through 2278d being similarly connected 
to the #8 and #4 taps of a corresponding set of CD-l 
units and INV-2 units 2282-2283, 2284-22115, 2286-
2287. The #3 and #10 taps of each of the INV-2 units 
2281, 2283, 2285 and 2287 are connected to the #4 and 

10 #5 taps, resnectively, of the corresponding CD-1 unit 
2280. 2232, 2284 and 2286. The #6 tap of each of these 
CD-1 units is connected by a corresponding line 2288 
through 2291 to the #5 tap of the corresponding INV-2 
units. The line 2288 is additionally connected to the 

Ii} #7, #R, #9 and #10 taps of a DD unit 2292 8S well as 
to the #9 tap of :l DD nnit 2293. The line 2289 is con
nected to thc #7, #8 and #10 taps of the unit 2293 as 
well ~s to the #9 tap of a DD unit 2294. The line 2290 
is connected to the #7, #8 and #10 taps of th~ DD unit 

20 2294 as well as to the #9 tap of a DD unit 2295, the #7 
and # 1 0 ta")s of this last mentioned unit being connected 
to the line 2291. The #5, #6, #3 and #4 taps of the nnit 
2292 8re connected to the F

" 
F~, Fs <1nd F7 lines. 557, 

555. 553 and 551, respectively, the #5 tap of the unit 
25 2293 heing connected to the Fg line 540. Thus, the line 

2288 rises during Fh F 3, Fo, F7 and Fg. In a similar man
ner the line 2289 rises during F" F" Fe and F7 since the 
#4, #3 and #6 taps of the unit 2293 are connected to the 
F?, F, and Fe lines 556, 555 and 552, the #5 t8P of the 

30 unit 2.294 being connected to the F7 line 551. Similarly, 
the line 2290 is controlled to rise during F 4, F 5 , Fe and 
F7, the line 2291 being alT8nged to rise during Fa and Fg. 

When the multiplier dil!it in the single character regis
ter corresponds to the field time, a line 2296 conn'r("'d 

35 hetween the #3 and # 10 taps of each of the units 2280, 
2.282, 2284 and 2286 and the #5 tap of an TNV-2 unit 
2297 is low. For example, assuming that a "4" is pres~nt 
in the single char8cter register. the line 2278c is high, 
the lines 2278a, 2278b and 2278d being low. Und'~r 

40 thesiO conditions the #4 and #8 taps of the units 2280, 
2282 and 2286 are hif.!h and low, respectively, the #4 and 
#8 taps of the unit 2284 heing low and high, respectively. 
During Fl time the line 2288 is high, thereby rendering the 
#6 and #5 taps of the CD-1 unit 2280 hi"h and low, 

45 respectively. Under these conditions, the line 2296 is 
high since both the #4 and #6 tans of the unit 2280 are 
high. Similarly. during F2 and F~ the line 2296 is high 
since during F2 the #6 and #4 taps of the unit 2282 are 
high and during F, these taps as well as the #6 and #4 

50 taps of the unit 2280 are high. During F 4, however, the 
line 2290 is high, the lines 2291, 2289 and 2288 being 
low, thereby rendering the #5 ~.nd #6 taps of the unit 
2284 low and high, respectively. It will also be noted 
that at this time the #5 and #6 taps of the units 2280, 

55 2282 and 2286 are high and low, respectively. Also, 
since the #6 and #4 taps or the #8 and #5 taos of the 
variolls CD-l units 2280, 2282, 2284 and 2286 are not 
high together, the line 2296 is low for the duralion of F 4 • 

The #10 tap of the INV-2 unit 2297 is connected to 
60 the #5 tap of a CF-l unit 2298. the #4 tap of which is 

connected to the To=X line 346. Thus, the #5 and #10 
taps of the unit 2298 are high during the field defined by 
the multiplier digit then present in the single character reg
ister. The #3 tap of the unit 2298 is connected to the #7 

65 tap of a DA unit 2299, the # 10 tap of the unit 2298 heing 
connected to the #8 tap of the unit 2299. The #9 tap 
of the unit 2299 is connected to the F~ gate line 1410n, 
the # 10 tap thereof being connected to the line 451 which, 
it will be recalled, is high from the beginning of Fa to 

10 the end of Fo time. Thus, when T~=X on an E~ gat,~. a 
line 2300 connected to the #3 and #5 taps of th0 unit 
2299 rises for the duration of the field defined by th,~ mul
tiplier digit. The line 2300 is connected through a CF-l 
unit 2301 to the line 2279 and the pulse taken from the 

75 line 2279 is utilized to control the creation of the neces-
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sary gates for gating the multiplicand from the multipli
cand from the multiplicand track through the adder, etc., 
as will be described next. 

The magnetic transducer associated with the multi
plicand track is connected through a suitable preamplifier 5 
such as is shown in FIG. 12, the output of which is taken 
by a line 2302 (FIG. 10) through an RA-l unit 2303 
and through a line 2304 to the #8 tap of the ID-2 unit 
1827 (FIG. 20e), the #5 tap of which is connected to 
the phase A clock pulse line 400. Thus, inverted phase 10 
A data from the multiplicand track is taken from the # 10 
tap of the unit 1827 by a line 2306. The line 2306 is 
connected to the #9 tap of a TR-2 unit 2307, and at the 
beginning of each data pulse the trigger 2307 is turned 
off, thereby raising the potential of a ijne 2308 connected 15 
to the #8 tap then:of. The trigger 2307 is turned on 
when the #3 tap of the INV-2 unit 1937 (FIG. 20t) 
drops. It will be recalled that phase B clock pulses are 
applied through the line 402 to the #5 tap of the unit 
1937 and that these pulses, inverted in form, are differen- 20 
tiated by the condenser 1938. Since these differentiated 
pulses are applied to the #4 tap of the unit 1937, the #3 
tap thereof drops at the end of phase B, thereby turning 
on the trigger 2307 (FIG. 20e) at this time. Thus, the 
#8 tap of the trigger 2307 is high for full bits correspond- 25 
jng to the data taken from the multiplicand track. The 
line 2308 is additionally connected to the #5 tap of a 
CF-l unit 2309, the #10 tap of which is connected by a 
line 2310 to the #6 tap of a CD-2 unit 2311 (FIG. 201.). 
The data from the multiplicand track is mixed here with 30 
a pulse referred to as the multiplicand-to-added gate 
which is applkd to the #4 tap of the unit 2311 by a line 
2312, and this data passes through the unit 2311 into the 
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unit 1930 (FIG. 20e). As mentioned above, the #8 tap 
of the unit 1930 is connected to the phase A clock pulse 
line 400, and inverted phase A partial product data pulses 
are taken from a line 2323 connected to the # 10 tap of 
the unit 1930. Since this line is also connected to the #9 
tap of a TR-2 unit 2324, it will be clear that each data 
pulse taken from the partial product track causes the trig
ger 2324 to be turned off. This trigger, like the trigger 
2307, is turned on at the end of the following phase B 
time since the #8 tap thereof is connected by a line 2325 
to the # 10 tap of the INV-2 unit 1936 (FIG. 20n, which 
tap drops at the end of phase B time as described earlier. 
Thus, the partial product data is taken from the line 2325 
as positive, fllll bit pulses, and since this line is connected 
through the CF--l unit 1935 (FIG. 20e) to a line 2326, 
rO'iitive-going, full bit data pulses from the partial prod-
uct track appear on the line 2326. This line is connected 
to the #1() tap of the DA unit 1970 (FIG. 20d), the #9 
tap of which is connected to a line 2327 upon which a 
pulse referred to as the partial-product-to-addcr gate is 
entered. 

The partial-product-to-adder gate is defined by the con-
dition of a TR-2 unit 2328 (FIG. 201.), this trigger be
ing off for the duration of this gate. The multiplicand
to-adder gate is connected by the line 2312 to the #8 tap 
of the ID-2 unit 1898 (FIG. 20-/), the #5 tap of which 
is connected by a line 2329 to the #5 tap of the DA unit 
2314. The #9 tap of the unit 2314 is connected to the 
Bo line 427 and the #10 tap of the unit 2314 is connected 
to the Cg line 490. Thus, the line 232' goes up during 
CgBo, and if the multiplicand-to-adder gate is present on 
the #8 tap of the ID-2 unit 1898, CgBo pulses will pass 
therethrough to a line 2330 connected between the # 1 (I 
tap of the unit 1898 and the #9 tap of the trigger 2328 A input to the adder in the manner discussed previoLlsly 

for the duration of the multiplicand-to-adder gate. 35 WIG.20k). Thus, during the multiplicand-to-adder gale 
the trigger 2328 is turned off at CgBo, thereby raising the 
potential of a line 2331 connected to the #8 tap of this 
trigger. The line 2331 is connected through the CF-l 

Referring now to FIG. 201., the Bx line 428 is con
nected to the #6 tap of an ID-2 unit 2313. The line 
2279 which, it will be recalled, is high during the field 
corresponding to the multiplier digit when T 2=X is con
ne;:ted to the #8 tap of a DA unit 2314 (FIG. 20-1), the 40 
#7 and # I 0 taps of which are connected to the C9 line 
490. Thus, a line 2315 connected to the #3 tap of the 
unit 2314 rises at C9 during the multiplier comparison 
signal, i.e., at the beginning of the field corresponding to 
the multiplier digit then in the character register. The 45 
line 2315 is connected to the #4 tap of the ID-2 unit 
2313 (FIG. 201.), and a line 2316 connected between the 
#3 tap of the unit 2313 and the #9 tap of a TR-2 unit 
2317 drops at C9Bx during the multiplier comparison 
signal, i.e., at Bx time of the first character occurring 50 
during the field defined by the multiplier digit. This 
causes the unit 2317 to be turned off, thereby raising the 
potential of the #8 tap thereof which is connected to the 
#4 tap of a CF-l unit 2318 by a line 2319. This ini
tiates the multiplicand-to-adder gate which is taken from 55 
the #3 tap of the unit 2318 by the line 2312. The multi
plicand-to-adder gate is terminated when the #10 tap of 
the unit 2313 drops since this tap is connected to the #8 
tap of the trigger 2317 by the line 2319. The #8 tap of 
the unit 2313 is connected to the Bl line 429, the # 5 tap 60 
being connected to the Fo line 558. Thus, at FoBl time 

unit 2318 to the line 2327 and when the unit 2328 is 
turned off, therefore, the partial-product-to-adder gate is 
initiated since at this time the line 2327 rises. This gate 
is terminated when the #3 tap of an INV-2 unit 2332 
(FIG. 20-1) drops since this tap is connected to the line 
2331. This occurs when the CL line 564 goes up. Thus, 
the partial-product-to-adder gate is initiated at CgBo dur
ing the second field after the initiation of the multiplicand-
to-adder gate and lasts through Fo, the multiplicand-to
adder gate terminating at FoBl time. This is true since 
the multiplicand-to-adder gate is not initiated until Bx 
time. Each of these gates, therefore, exists for the num
ber of fields corresponding to the multiplier digit; how-
ever, the partial-product-to-adder gate is delayed one field. 

The permanent magnet erase head, disposed adjacent 
the partial product track, is arranged to erase all data re
corded thereon by the write head after it has passed the 
read head. Assuming, therefore, that the multiplication 
operation is just being initiated, it will be clear that the 
partial product track contains no data, it all having been 
erased by the head. It should also be noted that prior 
to a multiplication operation it may be desirable to erase 
data previollsly entered into accumulators 0 and 1 by an 
instruction wherein Tl=M which causes erasure as will 
be described later. 

The partial product data taken from the line 2326 
(FIG. 20d) is gated onto a line 2333 connected to the #5 
tap of the DA unit 1970 by the partial-product-to-adder 
gate. The line 2333 is connected to the #4 tap of the 
CD-2 unit 1972 where it is mixed with an add cycle pulse 
taken from the line 1825 connected to the #6 tap of the 

the trigger 2317 is turned on, thereby terminating the 
multiplicand-lo-adder gate. It has been shown, there
fore, that the multiplicand-to-adder gate is initiated at 
C9Bx time during the field corresponding to the multiplier 65 
digit and terminates at FoBl time. The multiplicand-to
adder gate, therefore, permits the data from the multi
plicand track to pass through the unit 2311 to the line 
1791 from where it is entered into the A input to the 
add~r. 

The signal taken from the read transducer associated 
with the partial product track is taken through a suitable 
prca'l1plificr such as is shown in FIG. 12, through a line 
2320 (FIG. 10) and through an RA-l unit 2321 to a 
line 2322 which is connected to the #5 tap of the ID-2 75 

70 unit 1972 Thus, the numerical portion from the partial 
product track is taken from the #3 tap of the unit 1972 
via the line 1973 to the B input to the adder for the dura
tion of the partial-product-to-adder gate, I.e., from the 
multiplier comparison signal plus one field through Fo. 

During the first drum revolution the multiplicand is 
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entered into the adder a number of times corresponding 2349 drops, thereby turning the unit 2341 on at this time 

and lowering the potential of the line 2348. The pulse 
taken from the line 2348 is referred to as the check ac-
cumulator E2 gate and exists from FICs to FoCo· 

The line 2348 is connected to the #8 tap of a CD-2 
unit 2350, the #5 and #6 taps of which are connected 
to the Fo line 558. Additionally, the #4 tap of the unit 
2350 is connccted to the Ca line 510. Since the #5 tap 
of the unit 2350 is up for the duration of Fo, it will be 

to the low order digit of the multiplier. The first time 
the multiplicand is read from the track during this drum 
revolution, it is added to nothing since the partial-prod
uet-to-adder gate is closed at this time. The multiplicand, 5 
therefore, passes through the adder, etc., to the line 2090 
which is connected to the # 10 tap of the CF-l unit 2049 
(FIG. 20b). This data is one character late due to tne 
onc-character delay present in the adder. The line 2090 

10 clear that the line 2114 connected to the #8 tap of this 
unit is up until FoCo since the signal applied to the #8 
tap thereof by the line 2348 is high from FICS to FoCo, 
as described above. Thus, on an E2 gate when T2=X, 
the accumulator-to-adder gate lasts from FoC9 to FoCo, 

is connected to the #7 tap of the DA unit 2093 (FIG. 
20f) where it is mixed with phase B clock pulses taken 
from the line 402 connected to the #8 tap of the unit 
209J. Thus, phase B data pulses are taken from the #3 
L,p of the unit 2093, through a line 2334 and through a 
CF-2 unit 2335 to a line 2336 which is connected to the 
#4 tap of a WA-l unit 2337 (FIG. 10). The #10 tap 
of the unit 2337 is connected through a line 2338, a WA-
2 unit 2339 and a line 2340 to the winding of the write 
transducer a%ociated with the partial product track. 
Thus, the data taken from the adder is recorded on the 
partbl product track one character late. 

15 i.e., FoC9 through FoCr, and data taken from accumulator 
o passes throu[]h the CD-2 unit 1792 and through the line 
1791 to the A input to the adder during this time. It 
should be noted, however, that since data taken from the 
accumulator track is read one character early, the data 

20 entered into the A input to the adder from the accumu
lator track is that data located in character positions Cs 
through Co of accumulator 0 since it is this data that is 
defined by the pulse applied to the #4 tap of the unit 
1792. It is in this way that column shift is accomplished. 

To permit this data to be read therefrom exactly one 
field time later, the read head associated with the partial 
product track is displaced only nine characters beyond 
the write head. Thus, data is read from the partial prod- 25 
ucl track exactly one field after it is entered from the 
multiplicand track into the adder. This data, as de
scribed above, is connected to the B input of the adder 
through the DA unit 1970 (FrG. 20d) where it is added 

The result taken from the adder, which result is one 
character late due to the delay in the adder, is then re
written on the accumulator track, and since the write 
transducer associated with the accumulator track is dis
posed one character late, it will be clear that this data is 

to the multiplicand taken from the second field of the 
multiplicand track. This action continues, with the suc
cessive partial products being taken from the adder onto 
the partial product track and back into the adder, through 
Fo time. After FI time, however, data from the multi
plicand track is no longer entered into the A input to 
the adder due to the termination of the multiplicand-to
adder gate, and data taken from the accumulator which 
corresponds to prior partial products, as will be explained, 
is entered into the A input to the adder at this time. 
Assuming that accumulator 0 has been reset to an empty 
condition, the final partial pproduct corresponding to the 
low order digit of the multiplier is added to zero during 
Fo time and the sum thereof taken from the adder one 
character time late is recorded on the accumulator track, 
as will now be described. 

As mentioned above, the final partial product of each 
multiplier digit is entered, on time, into the B input of 
the adder during Fo time. It will also be recalled that 
data from the accumulator direct is connected via the 
line 1939 to the #6 tap of the CD-2 unit 1792 (FIG. 
20k) where it is mixed with a signal taken from the line 
2114 connected to the #4 tap of the unit 1915. When 
TI=L or M, the line 2114 is up for the duration of the 
El gate, as explained earlier; however, as will be shown, 
when T 2=X the line 2114 is up from FoCg to FoCo dur
ing the E2 gate. A TR-2 unit 2341 is turned off when 
the #9 tap thereof drops, which tap is connected to the 
-#3 tJp of an INV-2 unit 2342 by a line 2343. This 
occurs at FICS on an E2 gate when T2=X since the T2=X 
line 346 is connected to the #7 tap of a DA unit 2344, 
the FI line 557 is connected to the #10 tap of this unit. 
the Ca line 510 is connected to the #9 tap of this unit, 
and the Ez gate line 1410a is connected to the #8 tap of 
this unit, the #3 and #5 taps of the unit 2344 being con
nected to the #4 tap of the INV-2 unit 2342 by a line 
2345. Thus, when T2=X on an E2 gate, the trigger 2341 
is turned off at F1Ca time, thereby raising the potential 
of the #8 tap thereof. Since this tap is connected to the 
#4 tap of a CF-l unit 2346 by a line 2347, it will be 
clear that a line 2348 connected to the #3 tap of the unit 
2346 goes up at this time. The #8 tap of the unit 2341 
is additionally connected by the line 2347 to the #3 tap 
of an ID-2 unit 231l9, the #6 tap of which is connected 
to the Fo line 558 and the #4 tap of which is connected 
to the Co line 518. Thus, at FoCo the #3 tap of the unit 

30 written on time within accumulator 0, i.e., in character 
positions Cg through CI of Fo. As described earlier, data 
from the adder is taken from the line 2090 connected to 
the #10 tap of the CF-l unit 2049 (FIG. 20b) and this 
line is connected to the #8 tap of a CD-2 unit 2311 

35 (F1G. 20k), the #5 t"p of which is connected to a line 
2352 which is high from FoCs until CE on an E2 gate 
when T2=X, This condition is determined by the con
dition of a TR-2 unit 2353, which unit is turned off 
when the #9 tap thereof drops. This occurs when the 

40 #5 and #8 taps of an 1D--2 unit 2009 go up since the 
# 10 tap of the unit 2009 is connected by a line 2355 to 
the #9 tap of the unit 2353. 

It was mentioned earlier that the #4 and #6 taps of 
the CD-2 unit 2350 are connected to the Co and Fo lines, 

45 respectively, and it will be clear, therefore, that the # 5 
tap of the unit 2009 rises at FoCs since the #3 tap of 
the unit 2350 is connected to the # 5 tap of the unit 2009 
by a line 2356. The #8 tap of the unit 2009 is con
nected to the line 2348, and since this line is high from 

50 F1Ca until FoCo, it will be understood that the trigger 
2353 is turned off at FoCs. The CE line 568 is connected 
through the INV-2 unit 2342 and through a line 2357 
to the #8 tap of the unit 2353 as well as to the #5 tap 
of the unit 2346. Thus, the trigger 2353 is turned on by 

55 the CE pulse. The #5 tap of the unit 2346, therefore, 
rises at FoCs time during the check accumulator E2 gate 
and drops at CE time, therehy permitting data from the 
adder to pa~s through the unit 2311 to the line 2092 con
nected to the # 10 tap thereof. It will be recalled that 

60 the data to be written on the accumulator track is taken 
from the line 2092 through the DA unit 2093 (FIG. 20f), 
etc., to the accnmulator write transducer, this data being 
gated at the #10 tap of the unit 2093 by the accumulator 
write gate. When T2=X, the accumulator write gate 

65 l"st5 for the duration of the pulse taken from the line 
2352, i.e .. from FoCg to CE , since the line 2352 is con
nected through the DO unit 2111 (FIG. 20-1), through 
the line 2112 and through the CF-2 unit 2113 to the line 
2094 which is connected to the #10 tap of the unit 2093 

70 (FIG. 20f). Thus, data taken from the adder during Fo 
is recorded in accumulator 0 on time. 

During the next following drum revolution the multi
plicand is entered onto the partial prodl~ct track via the 
adder a number of times corresponding to the new mul-

75 tiplier digit, as described earlier, and assuming this to be 
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the operation associated with the second multiplier digit, 
it will be understood that the partial product associated 
with the first multiplier digit is now stored in accumulator 
0, the low order thereof being present in Cg of accumu
lator O. During Fl time the data stored in the positions 5 
Cs through Co of accumulator 1, as well as the data stored 
in position C9 of accumulator 0, is taken from the' ac
cumulator delay output and is rewritten 0:1 the accumu
lator track. Since the data from the accumulator delay 
is on time, and, further, since the accumulator write head 10 
is one character late, it wil! be understood that this data 
is re-recorded wholly within accumulator 1. This, to
gether with the operation previously described wherein 
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instruction are reset to zero. This is accomplished by 
writing redundancy bits on the defined accumulator track 
and erasing the remainder of the track. Since the trans-
ducers utilized herein are arranged to erase when they 
are not writing, it will be seen that merely by inserting 
redundancy bits only is this action accomplished. When 
TI=M, the line 341 connected to the #4 tap of an lD-1 
2365 (FIG. 20-1) is high. The #6 tap of this unit goes 
up during CB during the read-out gate since the read-out 
gate line 1910 is connected to the #9 tap of the DA unit 
1907, since the Cs line 510 is connected to the # 10 tap of 
this unit, and since the # 5 tap of the unit 1907 is con
nected by a line 2366 to the #6 tap of the unit 2365. 
Thus, at Ca during the read-out gate the #3 tap of the 
unit 2365 drops, and since this tap is connected by a line 
2367 to the #9 tap of a TR-2 unit 2368, this trigger 
is turned off at the beginning of Cs time. The trigger 
2368 is turned on when the #8 tap thereof drop" which 
occurs when the #10 tap of the TD-l unit 2365 drops 

the data read from the accumulator track one character 
early was added to the final partial product taken from 15 
the partial product track, accomplishes the column shift 
operation, and during Fo, therefore, the new final partial 
product corresponding to the second multiplier digit is 
udded to the previous final partial product taken from 

20 since these taps are connected by a line 2369. The #8 
tap of the unit 2365 is connected to the Cs line 510, the 
# 5 tap of this unit being connected to the line 1909 
which is low during the read-out gate. Thus, the first 

the accumulator track. 
During Fl time, therefore, it is desired to read the 

data from the output of the accumulator delay unit, i.e., 
data recorded in positions FICa through FoCg, and to 
fe-record it wholly within accumulator I, thereby ac
complishing the shift mentioned above. The output of 25 
the accumulator delay unit is taken via the line 1967 to 
the #8 tap of the CD-1 unit 1589 (FIG. 20/), the #5 
tap of which is connected via a line 2361 to the #8 
tap of a TR-2 unit 2362 (FIG. 20k). As long as the 
#8 tap of the unit 1589 (FIG. 20f) is high, data from 30 
the accumulator delay will pass therethrough to the 
line 2092 from where it is taken to the #9 tap of the 
unit 2093 and mixed with the accumulator write gate. 
The #8 tap of the trigger 2362 (FIG. 20k) goes up when 
the #5 and #8 taps of the ID-2 unit 2349 rise. The 35 
#8 tap of the unit 2349 is connected to the line 2348 
which is high, it will be recalled, from FICa to FoCo. 
J?e ~5. tap of this unit is high for the duration of Fl 
since ~t IS connected to the FI line 557. Thus, the trigger 
2362 IS turned off at FICa and is turned on when the # I 0 40 
tap of the INV-2 unit 2332 (FIG. 20-1) drops. This 
?ccurs when the #5 tap of this unit goes up, which tap 
IS connected to the line 2356. The line 2356, it will be 
recalled, rises at FoCs time, thereby turning the trigger 
2362 (FIG. 20k) on at this time and prOhibiting the pas- 45 
sage of further data taken from the line 1967 through the 
unit 1589 (FIG. 20f). Thus, data recorded in positions 
Cs through Co of accumulator I, as well as the data 
recorded in character position C9 of accumulator 0, p3s<es 
through the line 2()92 at this time. The check accumu- 50 
lator J?2 gate is connected from the line 2348 through 
the UTIlt 2111 (FIG. 20-1), etc., to the accumulator write 
gate line 2094, and it will be clear, therefore, that from 
FICa through FoC8 accumulator data passes through the 
unit 2693. (FIG. 20f) to the accumulator write head. 55 
Further, since the accumulator write head is disposed one 
character late, this data is recorded wholly within ac
cumulator 1. 

During Fa the final partial product corresponding to 
the multiplier digit now present in the single character 60 
~egister is added to the prior final partial product stored 
m accumulator 0, the low order digit of the new final 
partial product being added to the second order di"it 
of the prior final partial product taken from accumula-
tor O. This result is taken from the adder and is re- G5 
corded in accumulator 0 as described earlier. The above 
d~s~ribed operations are repeated for each multiplier 
digit and at the end of a number of drum revolutions cor
responding to the number of multiplier digits, it will be 70 
clear that the product is stored in accumulators 1 and 0 
from where it may be taken in the same manner as 
data is taken from any accumulator. 

It will be recalled that when Tl=M the accumulator 
.or accumulators defined by the al and mn portions of the 75 

Ca pulse after the expiration of the read-out gate causes 
the #10 tap of the unit 2365 to drop, thereby turning the 
trigger 2368 on. The line 2369 is additionally connected 
through the CF-1 unit 1912 to a line 2370 which is con
nected to the #6 tap of the CD-2 unit 1800 as well as 
to the #3 tap of the DO unit 2111. 

The line 2370 is high, therefore, at the first CB pulse 
following the initiation of the read-out gate and drops 
with the first CB pulse after the expiration of the read-out 
gate and thereby raises the #6 tap of the unit 1800 
during this period. The Br line 433 is connected to the 
#4 tap of the unit 1800 and while the #6 tap is high, 
therefore, Br pulses pass therethrough to the line 2092 
from where they are taken to the #9 tap of the DA unit 
2093. Here they are gated by the accumulator write gate 
and are entered into the accumulator write and erase 
amplifiers. It should be noted that the accumulator write 
gate in this instance is the same pulse that is applied to 
the #6 tap of the unit 1800 since this pulse is connected 
by the line 2320 through the unit 2111, etc., to the ac
cumulator write gate line 2094. Thus, when T 1 =111 
redundancy bits are recorded on the full field or fields 
defined by the al and mn portions of the instruction of 
the accnmulator track. 

One further note of interest is that a true add opera
tion is forced when T2=X, This is true since the multi
plier comparison signal taken from the line 2279 is con
nected through the DO unit 1839 (FIG. 20d)" throllgh 
the line 1851 and through the INV-2 unit 1847 to the 
#8 tap of the TR-2 unit 1849, thereby turning this 
trigger on and raising the potential of the true add line 
1854, thereby forcing a true add operation when T2=X. 

As will become clear shortly, means are provided 
throughout the machine of the invention to check both 
El and E2 data for parity errors whereby the operation 
of the machine is halted if an odd bit parity count is 
not present for each character checked. The arithmeti::: 
circuits, as well as the information transfer circuits, are 
provided with parity checkers, and referring to FIGS" 
20e and 20/, the circuits for checking the output of the 
accumulator delay unit (Le., all data taken from anyone 
of the accumulators provided on the ,accumulator track), 
data from the multiplicand track and data from the par-
tial product track are shown. The pha~e B clock pulse 
line 402 is connected to the #8 tap of a CD-l unit 2381) 
(FIG. 20e), the #5 tap of which is high if there was no 
parity error during the El cycle, as will become clear. 
The #4 tap of the unit 2380 is high, as will be explained, 
if there is no parity error during the E2 cycle. Thus, 
if there is no El nor E2 parity error, phase B clock pulses 
are taken from the #3 tap of the unit 2380 via a line 
2381 to the #6 and #5 taps of an ID-2 unit 2382 as 
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well as to the #4 and #8 taps of two 10-2 units 2383 
and 2384. 

The output of the accum:llator delay unit taken from 
the line 1967 is connected to the #8 tap of the unit 
2382, and it will be clear, therefore, that when there 5 
has been no El nor E2 parity error, inverted phase B 
data from the accumulator delay, taken from the # 10 
tap of the unit 2382, is applied lothe #3 and #7 taps 
of a TR-l unit 2385 since these taps are connected to 
the #10 tap of the unit 2382 by a line 2386. The unit 10 
2385 is provided to determine whether the number of 
bits in a given character is odd or even, and is reset each 
character time when a line 2387 connected to the #9 
tap thereof drops. The line 2387 additionally is con
nected to the #3 tap of the ID-2 unit 2382, and since the 15 
#4 tap of this unit is connected to the Bs line 426, it 
will be clear that the line 2387 drops each Bs phase B 
time, thereby turning the trigger 2385 off. Thus, each 
bit taken from the accumulator delay unit is arranged to 
reverse the condition of stability of the trigger 2385, 20 
and if there is an odd number of bits in a given character 
the #8 tap thereof will be low at the end of that char
acter time, thereby indicating no parity error. However, 

98 
and this causes the #3 tap of the unit 2383, and thus a 
line 2402 connected thereto, to drop. Since the line 2402 
is connected to the #9 tap of a TR-2 unit 2403, this 
trigger is turned off if there is an error at this time, thereby 
raising the potential of a line 2404 connected to the #8 
tap thereof and indicating an E2 accumulator error. The 
line 2404 is connected through the CF-l unit 2398 to a 
line 2405, the potential of which, as will be explained 
later, controls the operMion of the machine under the con
dition where there has been an E2 error. 

The line 2402 is connected also to the #4 tap of the 
CD-l unit 2380 (FIG. 20e) and if low, i.e., if there has 
been an E2 error, phase B clock pulses are prevented 
from passing through the unit 2380 to the line 2381, it 
being clear that such pulses will pass from the line 40'2 to 
the line 2381 when there is no EJ nor E2 parity error. 

The line 2312 from which the multiplicand-to-adder 
gate is taken is connected to the #6 tap of a CD-l unit 
2406 (FIG. 20e), the #8 tap of which is connected to 
the line 2327 from which the partial-product-to-adder gate 
is taken. Data taken from the multiplicand track is pres-
ent on the line 2310, which line is connected between the 
# IOtaI' of the CF-1 unit 2309 and the #5 tap of the 
ID--2 unit 2384. Similarly, data taken from the partial if there is an even number of bits, the #8 tap, and thus 

a line 2388 connected thereto, is high. 25 product track is present on the line 2326 which is con
nected between the # 10 tap of the OF-l uIlit 1935 and 
the # 5 tap of the 10-2 unit 2383. The # 10 taps of the 
units 2383 and 2384 are connected via lines 2407 and 

The line 2388 is connected to the #4 tap of a CF-l 
unit 2389, the #3 tap of which is connected to the #6 
and #8 taps of a CD-2 unit 2390 (FIG. 20n by a line 
2391. The #4 tap of the unit 2390 is connected to the 
read-out gate line 1910. Thus, when Tl=L or M, the 30 
condition of the parity trigger 2385 (FIG. 20e) is indi
cated on a line 2392 (FIG. 20t) connected to the #3 
tap of the unit 2390, for the duration of the read-out 
gate. This line is connected to the #8 tap of an ID-2 
unit 2393 where it is mixed with a Bs phase A pulse 35 
taken from the line 441 connected to the #5 and #6 
taps of the unit 2393. Thus, if the trigger 2385 (FIG. 
20e) is off at Bs phase A time, thereby indicating an 
error, the # 1 0 tap of the unit 2393 (FIG. 20t) drops 
at the end of the character concerned. Aline 2394 con- 40 
nected to the # I 0 tap of the unit 2393 is also connected 
to the #9 tap of a TR-2 unit 2395, and this trigger is 
therefore turned off at Bs phase A when there is an error 
during the preceding character on accumulator read-out. 
This causes the #8 tap of the trigger 2395 to rise, thereby 45 
raising the potential of a line 2396 since the #8 tap of 
the unit 2395 is connected through a line 2397 and 
through a CF-l unit 2398 to the line 2396. Thus, the 
line 2396 goes up if there is a parity error during ac
cumulator read-out, it being low at all other times, and in 50 
this way signifies an E J error. 

It was mentioned earlier that the #5 tap of the CD-l 
unit 2380 (FIG. 20e) is low if there was an El error. It 
will be seen that this is true since this tap is connected to 
the line 2394 which is low under these conditions. Thus, 55 
if there is an El error, phase B clock pulses cannot pass 
through the CO-l unit 2380 to the line 2381 thereafter. 

When T2=L or M or when T 2=X, the data ta'ken 
from the accumulator delay controls the condition of the 
parity trigger 2385 (FIG. 20e) in the manner described 60 
above, and the condition of this trigger, as mentioned 
earlier, is indicated on the #8 tap of the CD-2 unit 
2390 (FrG. 20f) where it is mixed with either the add
subtract gate or the check accumulator E2 gate. The 
add-subtract gate taken from the line 1885 and the 65 
check accumulator E2 gate taken from the line 2348 are 
connected through a DO unit 2059 (FIG. 20k) and 
through a line 2400 to the #5 tap of the unit 2390 
(FIG. 2(1). Thus, when T2=L or M or when T2=X, 
the condition of the parity trigger 2385 is indicated by the 70 
potential of a line 2401 connected to the #10 tap of the 
unit 2390. This line is connected to the #4 tap of the 
10-2 unit 2393, the #6 tap of which, as mentioned above, 
is connected to the Bs phase A line 441, and if the parity 
trigger 2385 is off at Bs phase A, an error has been made 75 

2408, respectively, to the #7 and #3 taps of each of two 
TR-l units 2409 and 2410, respectively, the #9 taps of 
which are connected via lines 2411 and 2412, respectively, 
to the #3 taps of the units 2383 and 2384, respectively. 
Since Bo pulses are applied to the #0 taps of the units 
2383 and 2384 and since phase B clock pulses are applied 
to the #4 taps of these units when there is no error, the 
triggers 2409 and 2410 are turned off at each Bs phase B 
time, thereby resetting them immediately prior to each 
character. Further, since inverted phase B data pulses 
from the pm·ti;)1 product track and multiplicand track, 
respectively, are applied to the #7 and #3 taps of each 
of the triggers 2409 and 2410, it will be clear that when 
there is an even number of bits in any character, thereby 
indicating an error, the #8 taps of these triggers are high 
during the following Bs time, they being low when there 
is an odd bit count. 

The #8 taps of the triggers 2409 and 2410 are con
nected to the #5 and #4 taps of the CD-l unit 2406, 
and when checking data from the partial product track. 
therefore, the condition of the trigger 2409 will be indi
cated by the potential of the line 2401 connected between 
the #3 and # 10 taps of the unit 2406 and the #4 tap 
of the unit 2393 (FIG. 20j). Similarly, the condition of 
the trigger 2410 (FIG. 20e) is indicated by the potential 
of the line 2401 when the data from the multiplicand 
track is being checked. Thus, when there is a parity error 
in a character when checking either the partial product or 
multiplicand track, the line 2401 rises at Bs phase A 
following that character, thereby causing the trigger 2403 
(FIG. 20f) to be turned off and indicating an E2 accumu
lator error. Each of the triggers 2385, 2409, 2410, 2395 
and 2403 is reset in an "off" condition manually by open-
ing the bias line supplied to the #6 taps thereof, as will 
be explained. 

During an El or a C1 cycle all data going to the core 
buffer is checked for parity errors. It will be recalled 
that data to be entered into the core buffer passes through 
the INV-3 unit 980 (FIG. lIb). This data is taken from 
the tapped output thereof, i.e., the #5 tap, via a line 2413 
to the #3 and #7 taps of a TR-lunit 2414 (FIG. 11h). 
This trigger is reset in an "off" condition when a line 
2415 connected between the #9 tap thereof and the #10 
tap of an INV-2 unit 2416 drops. The bs pulses taken 
from the line 1-114 (FIG. 32) are applied to the #8 and 
#9 taps of a DA unit 2417 (FIG. llh). The line 963 
from which the clock pulses entered into the core buffer 
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are taken is connected to the #7 tap of the unit 2417 
and inverted clock pulses are taken from the line 978 and 
are applied to the #10 tap of the unit 2417. Thus, the 
pulses developed by the buffer clock are mixed in one half 

100 
C2. When this relay is picked, the machine is put in 
an interlocked condition to be described shortly. It 
should also be noted that the El arithmetic error trigger 

of the DA unit 2417 with the clock pulses utilized to 5 
control the operation of the buffer clock and are mixed 

2395 (FIG. 20f) controls the firing of the thyratron 2439 
(FIG. 14b) since the line 2436 (FIG. 20f) is also con
nected to the #3 tap of this thyratron (FIG. 14b). Thus, 

in the other half of this DA unit with the inverted form 
of these same clock pulses. The #3 tap of the unit 2417 
is connected to the #5 tap of a CF-2 unit 2418 (FIG. 
Iii) by a line 2419, the #5 tap of the unit 2417 (FIG. 
llh) being connected by a line 2420 to the #4 tap of the 
unit 2418 (FIG. Iii). Thus, it should now be clear that 
bs phase A pulses are taken from the #10 tap of the unit 
2418 by a line 2421 and that b, phase B pulses are taken 
from the #3 tap of the unit 2418 by a line 2422. 

bs phase B pulses are connected to the #5 tap of the 
INV-2 unit 2416 (FIG. 11 h) by the line 2422, and it will 
be clear, therefore, that the trigger 2414 is reset in an 
"off" condition by each bs phase B pulse, thereby raising 
the potential of the #8 tap thereof. The #8 tap is con
nected via a line 2423 to the #5 tap of the CF-l unit 
977 (FIG. Jla), the #10 tap of which is connected via a 
line 2424 to the #7 tap of a DA unit 2425 (FIG. Ilh). 
The bs pbase A line 2421 is connected to the # 10 tap of 
the unit 2425 and the El cycle gate line 861 is connected 
to the #8 tap of this unit. The #9 tap of the unit 2425 
is connected to the line 451 which is high, it will be re
called, from Fo through Fo. Thus, if the trigger 2414 h 
off at b. phase A time during an El cycle, a line 2426 
connected to the #3 and #5 taps of the unit 2425 rbes at 
b. phase A. 

The line 2426 is connected through the INV-2 unit 
2416 and through a line 2427 to the #8 tap of a TR-2 
unit 2428, thereby turning ,this trigger on under the above 
conditions and causing a line 2429 connected to the #9 
tap thereof to rise. Since data entered into the core 
buffer is applied to the #3 and #7 taps of the trigger 
2414 and since this trigger is reset in an "off" condition 
each b. phase B time, it will be clear that ii a given char
acter contains an even number of bits, the #8 tap thereof 
is high at bs phase A time following, it being low at 
this time when an odd number of bits are present in 
each character. Thus, when there has been a parity error 
during an El cycle (or C1 cycle), the trigger 2428 is 
turned on and since the line 2429 is connected to the #5 
tap of a CF-l unit 2430, a line 2431 connected to the 
# 10 tap of the unit 2430 rises at this time. (It should 
be noted that the #6 tap of the trigger 2428 is connected 
to the manual reset line 380 which is opened by the 
manual reset control. In this way, therefore, the trigger 
2428 is reset in an "off" condition. ) 

The line 2431 is connected from the # 10 tap of the 
unit 2430 (FIG. I1h) to the #5 tap of an INV-2 unit 
2433, to the #5 tap of a CF-2 unit 2434, and to the #4 
tap of an INV-2 unit 2435 (FIG. llh). The line 2431 
is high when there has been an El or C1 parity error and 
it will be clear, therefore, that when there has been no 
El error, a line 2436 connected to the #3 tap of the unit 
2435 is high. Additionally, when the line 2431 (FIG. 
Ilh) is high, a line 2437 connected to the #3 and #10 
taps of the unit 2433 is low, and since a neon bulb 2438 
is connected between the line 2437 and ground, it will 
be clear that this bulb is ignited when there is an El or 
C1 parity error. 

It was mentioned above that the line 2431 is also con
nected to the #5 tap of the CF-2 unit 2434. The #10 
tap of this unit is connected to the #3 tap of a THY-1 
unit 2439 (FIG. 14b) by a line 2440. The #6 tap of 
the unit 2439 is connected by a line 2441 to an odd CB 
pulse, the #8 tap thereof being connected to the odd 
home pulse line 592. Since the #5 tap of the unit 2439 
is connected through the pick winding of the error relay 
64 (FIG. 4d), it will be clear that when there is an El 
or C 1 parity error, this relay is picked by the odd home 
pulse during the following odd cycle, Le., during B.J or 

on an El or C1 parity error the line 2436 (FIG. 11b) is 
low, the neon 2438 is ignited and the El or C1 error relay 
64 is picked. (It should also be noted that this relay 

10 is picked on an II error since the line 625 (FIG. 14c) is 
connected to the #4 tap of the unit 2434 (FIG. 1111.) 

Data taken from the core buffer during an E2 cycle or 
a C2 cycle is present, it will be recalled, on the line 1751 
connected to the #10 tap of the INV-3 unit 1750 (FIG. 

15 llh). This data is also present on the #5 tap of the 
unit 1750 which is connected via a line 2443 to the 
#3 and #7 taps of an E2 or C2 parity check trigger 2444, 
which trigger is a TR-l unit. Since the bs phase B 
line 2422 is connected through an INV-2 unit 2445 and 

20 through a line 2446 to the #9 tap of the trigger 2444, 
it will be clear that this trigger is reset in an "off" con
dition each bs phase B time. Like the El or C1 parity 
check trigger 2414, the trigger 2444 is left in an "on" 
condition if a given character contains an odd number 

25 of bits. Thus, when there is an even number of bits, 
the #8 tap of the unit 2444 is high and indicates a parity 
error. This tap is connected through a line 2447, through 
the CF-l unit 2266 and through a line 2448 to the #8 
tap of a DA unit 2449, the #7 tap of which is connected 

30 to the E2 cycle gate line 975. The #9 tap of the unit 
2449 is connected to the b. phase A line 2421 and the 
# 10 tap of this unit is connected to the line 451. Thus, 
if there has been a parity error during an E2 cycle, a line 
2450 connected to the #3 and #5 taps of the unit 2449 

35 rises at bs phase A, and since this line is connected through 
the INV-2 unit 2445 and through a line 2451 to the #8 
tap of a TR-2 unit 2452, it will be clear that this last 
mentioned trigger is turned on at b. phase A when there 
has been an B.J or C2 parity error. 

40 Since the #9 tap of the unit 2452 rises under these 
conditions and since the #9 tap is connected to the #4 
tap of the unit 2430 by a line 2453, it will be clear that 
a line 2454 connected to the #3 tap of the unit 2430 also 
rises under these conditions. The line 2454 is also con-

45 neeted to the #4 tap of the INV-2 unit 2433, thereby 
causing the neon 2438 to ignite if there has been an E2 
parity error. The line 2454 is additionally connected 
to the #3 tap of a THY-l unit 2455 (FIG. 1411), the #8 
tap of which is connected to the even home pulse line 591 

60 and the #7 tap of which is connected by a line 2456 to 
an even CB pulse. Additionally, the line 2405 (FIG. 
20f) which is high on an E2 arithmetic error, is connected 
to the #3 tap of the unit 2455 (FIG. 1411). Since the 
#5 tap of the unit 2455 is connected to the pick winding 

66 of the error relay 45 (FIG. 4d), it will be clear that this 
relay is picked on an E2 or a C2 parity error by the even 
home pulse occurring during an even cyc.le. The line 
2454 is also connected through the INV -2 unit 2435 
(FIG. llb) to a line 2458, and on an E2 or C 2 parity 

60 error, therefore, the line 2458 is low, it being high when 
there has been no B.J or C2 parity error. Thus, on an 
E2 or C2 parity error, the error relay 45 is picked, the 
neon 2438 is ignited, and the line 2458 is low. 

It was mentioned above that on the odd cycle follow-
ti5 ing either an Ito El or C1 error the relay 64 (FIG. 4h) 

is picked. Since the hold coil of the relay 64 is con
nected between ground and through its nlo a contacts 
to the line 36, this relay remains energized until the parity 
trigger (the trigger 623 (FIG. 14c), the trigger 2428 

70 (FIG. I1h) or the trigger 2395 (FlG. 20f) which caused 
it to be picked is reset. On an 11 error (refer to the 
timing diagram in FIG. 38 wherein tbe II and E] error 
timing is set forth) the normal 11 cycle is completed and 
the 12 and El cycles are initiated in the normal manner. 

15 However, since the c points of the relay 64 (FIG. 6b) 
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are transferred during the 12 cycle, i.e., the odd cycle 
following the 11 error, the even pick pulse taken from 
the line 55 is connected therethrough, through the nlc a' 
points of the C2 relay 80, through the nlc b points of 
the 11 relay 60 and through the nlc h points of the PI 
relay 63 to the pick coil of the 12 relay 62, thereby en
ergizing this winding at this time and maintaining the 12 
relay in an energized condition. The ~ relay 66 is not 
picked at this time since the b points of the E] relay 65 
are transferred. The 12 relay 62 drops out when the II 
relay 60 picks. 

It will be noted that the line 143 (FIG. 6a) is con
nected through the nlo b points of the 12 relay 62 and 
through the nlo b points of the error relay 46 to the 
odd pick line 54. The error relay 46 (FIG. 4b) is con
nected between ground and through the nlo b points 
of the error relay 64 to the line 36, and on the even cycle 
following the energization of the relay 64 the relay 46 
is energized. Thus, the pulse taken from the odd pick 
line 54 is transferred through the b points (FIG. 6a) of 
the relay 46, through the b points of the relay 62 and 
through the pick winding of the 11 relay 60 (FIG. 6b) to 
ground, thereby picking this relay. When the relay 46 
picks, its c points (FIG. 4a) are opened and the relay 
43 (FIG. 4b) drops out. As explained previously, this 
causes the relay 53 to be energized and places the ma
chine in an interlocked condition until the relay 43 is 
again picked, since, when the relay 43 drops and the relay 
53 picks, the odd hold line 58 (FIG. 3a) is connected 
through the points thereof to both CB-3 and CB-4 pulses. 
thereby maintaining the II relay 60 (FIG. 6b) energized 
until the relay 43 (FIG. 4b) picks. It will be noted that 

102 
is picked normally. If P is blunk, the 11 relay 60 is picked 
normally, the PI relay 63 being picked in the normal 
fashion if p is not blank. Since the relay 64 picks near 
the end of the E2 cycle, its c contacts are transferred, 

5 thereby again energizing the pick coil of the E2 relay 66, 
the even pick line S5 being connected through the nlo 
c contacts of the relay 64, through the nlc a' contacts of 
the C2 relay 80, through the nlc h contacts of the El 
relay 65 and through the pick coil of the E2 relay 66 

10 to ground. (This is true whether or not p is blank.) The 
E2 relay 66 is held in the normal fashion through the fol
lowing odd cycle, and during the latter part of this cycle 
the El relay 6S is repicked, since the c points (FIG. 6a) 
of the E2 relay 66 are transferred, thereby connecting the 

15 odd pick line 54 through the now transferred b contacts 
of the error relay 46, through the transferred c contacts 
of the relay 66, through the line 66a and through the 
pick coil of the EI relay 65 (FIG. 6b) to ground. It will 
be recalled that when the relay 43 (FIG. 4b) drops out. 

20 as it does on an El error, the relay 53 picks 8nd throws 
the machine into an interlocked condition which places 
both odd and even CB pulses on the odd hold line S8 
(FIG. 6h). thereby maintaining the PI relay 65 energized 
until the relay 43 is again picked. As in the C:lse of an 

25 Tl error, the error interlock is terminated by first resetting 
the error indicating triggers and then actuating the pro
gram advance switch 2701, at which time the EI and E2 
cycles are repeated. 

On a CI error (see FIG. 43), the machine is similarly 
30 thrown into an interlocked condition wherein the CI relay 

79 is picked and held until the error reset is energized 
and the key 2701 is actuated, thereby terminating the in
terlock and permitting the machine to repeat CI, C2, the pick coil of a latch type relay 2700 is connected be

tween ground and through the nlo b' contacts of the 
relay 64 to the line 41, and when the relay 64 is ener- 35 
gized, therefore, the contacts of the relay 2700 are latched 

C 3 and C4 cycles at this time. 
On an E2 or a C2 error (see FIGS. 42 and 43). the 

relay 45 (FIG. 4b) is picked. This relay is also picked 
if a comparison fails when T~=R. since the #5 tap of 
the THY-l unit 1771 (FrG. 14b) is connected by a line 
2456(/ through a series of relay points (FIG. 4b)' which 

in their transferred condition, thereby opening the a con
tacts (FIG. 4a) thereof and preventing the interlock 
resulting from an error from being terminated in the 
manner described previously in connection with the termi
nation of an interlock wherein T2=P, Q or R. 

An error interlock is terminated by actuating a switch 
271H, referred to as the program advance switch, after 
an error reset button 2702 ,has been actuated to reset the 
error indicating triggers 623, 2428 and 2395 by opening 
the bias line to the appropriate side thereof. Thus, when 
the error indicating triggers have been reset, a circuit from 
the line 41 to the pick coil of the relay 43 (FIG. 4h) 
is completed through one side of the nlo c contacts (FIG. 
4a) of a relay 2703. The relay 2703 (FIG. 4b) is con
nectedbetween ground and through the armature and #2 
contact of a switch 2704, through the nice contacts of a 
relay 2705 and through the nlo program advance switch 
2701 to the line 36, and when the switch 2701 is closed, 
the relay 2703 picks, thereby connecting the relay 43 
through the nlo c points of the relay 2703 and through 
the armature and #2 contact of the switch 48 to the 
line 41, thereby picking f.he relay 43 and terminating the 
interlock. It should also be noted that a line 2706 con
nected to the armature of the switch 2704 is connected 
through the nlc c' points of the relay 64, through the 
nle I points of the relay 45 and through the trip wind
ing of the reby 2700 to ground, and when the switch 
2701 is actuated, therefore, the relay 2700 is unlatched, 
thereby releasing its contacts to assume their normal con
dition. Thus, on an 11 error the machine stops opera
tion, maintaining the II relay 60 energized until the error 
triggers are reset and the program advance switch 2701 is 
actuated. At this time the previous operation is repeatcd. 

On an El error the relays 64, 46 and 53 (FIG. 4b) are 
picked in a similar manner, the relay 43 being arranged 
to drop out as described above. Since the relay 64 is not 
picked until the odd cycle following the El cycle, i.e., the 
E2 cycle, on an EI error, the E2 relay 66 (FIG. 6b) 

40 provide a closed circllit when T2=R, and through the 
pick coil of the error relay 45 to ground. Thus, the 
relay 4S is picked on an F2 error, a C2 error, or on an 
error occLIrring during the forced comparison when 
T2=R. The relay 45, it will be recalled, is energized 

45 on the even cycle following the cycle in which the error 
occurs, ,md on an E2 error, therefore, the relay 45 is 
energized during the even cycle immediately following the 
E2 cycle. When the points of the relay 4S are trans-

50 ferred, the relay 43 is controlled to drop out since the c 
contacts of the relay 45 disposed between the relay 43 and 
the line 41 are opened. and upon the expiration of the 
even CB pulse then present on the line 36 the points of 
the relay 43 are transferred to their normal condition. 

55 As explained above, this causes the relay S3 to be en
ergized. 

It should be additionally noted that when the relay 
45 picks, the pick coil of the rel[IY 2700 is energized, 
thereby opening the a contacts thereof and preventing 

60 termination of the interlock via a pulse taken from the line 
2482. On an E2 error where p is blank, the II relay 60 
(FIG. 6b) is energized in the normal fashion, as is the 
12 relay 62, since the points of the error relay 45 (FIG. 
4b) are not transferred until the end of the even cycle 

65 following the E2 error. The points of the II relay 60 are 
dropped in the normal manner; however, since the error 
relay picks near the end of this II cycle, the II relay 60 
(FIG. 6b) is repicked near the end of this 12 cycle since 

70 the pick eoil thereof is connected through the line 61, 
the diode 145, through the nlo c contacts of the 12 relay 
62 and through the now transferred d contacts of the 
error relay 45 to the odd pick line 54. Due to the inter
lock condition determined by the relays 43 and 53 (FIG. 

75 4b) which places both odd and even CB pulses on the 
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odd hold line 58 (FIG. 6b), the II relay 60 is held until 
the interlock is terminated as described above. 

On a C2 error the result is substantially as described 
above in connection with the description of a C 1 error 
interlock with the exception that the C2, C3 and C4 cycles 5 
are taken in the normal manner, the machine being inter
locked in a C1 cycle at the end of the C4 cycle, which 
interlock extends until reset. Thus, it should be clear 
that upon the occurrence of a parity error the machine 
of the invention is arranged to enter an interlocked con- 10 
dition wherein the transfer during which the error oc
curred may be repeated to thereby permit the machine a 
second opportunity to transfer the data involved cor
rectly. 

!'.Ieans, referred to herein as a character selector, are 15 
provided for analyzing selected characters recorded in 
the various portions of the machine. This permits a 
single character of data to bring about multiple decisions 
according to the identity of the character. The char
acter to be analyzed is entered into the character selec- 20 
tor by an instruction wherein T2=Z, and any character 
thus entered causes a closed path to be set up between 
one of several "in" hubs 2710 (FIG. 37) and an exit hub 
2711 corresponding to the character thus entered. The 
paths between the in hubs and exit hubs are under the 25 
control of seven relays 2713 through 2719 (FIGS. 14a and 
14b), the pick coil of each of which is connected be
ground and the #5 tap of a corresponding THY-2 unit 
2720 through 2726. The #8 taps of the units 2720 
through 2724 are connected to the Bo, Bx, BI and B4 30 
lines 427 through 431, respectively, the #8 tap of the 
unit 2725 being also connected to the B4 line 431 and the 
#8 tap of the unit 2726 being connected to the Bo line 
432. The #6 tap of each of the units 2720 through 2726 
is connected by a line 2727 through the nlo i contacts 35 
(FIG. 3b) of the relay 718, through the nlo h contacts 
of the relay 715, through the nle k contacts of the relay 
720, through the nlo j contacts of the relay 719, through 
the nlo a' contacts of the Ea relay 66, thfOiugh a line 
2728, through the nlc d contacts (FIG. 3a) of the error ,10 
relay 46, through the nlc e contacts of the error relay 45, 
and through the points of CB-17 to +70 volts. The 
relays 715, 718, 719 and 720 are associated with the T2 
portion of the instruction register of the aforementioned 
points thereof and provide a closed circuit from the line 45 
2727 (FIG. 3b) therethrough to the a' contacts of the 
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719 and 720 providing a closed circuit between the line 
2731 and the line 2732 except when T2=Z, and the 
points of the El relay 65 being arranged to provide a 
closed circuit between these lines except during an El 
cycle. Thus, when one of the relays 2713 through 2719 
is picked, it is held by both odd and even CB pulses until 
T2 is again equal to Z, at which time this relay drops 
out to permit selective reenergization thereof. It should 
now be clear that when it is desired to enter the char
<I cter located at a particular address into the character 
selector rel'IYs. it is necessary only to address the char-
acter position and to transfer it by an instruction wherein 
T2=Z, whkh causes this character to be entered into the 
relays 2713 through 2719 where it is held until T2 is 
agClin made equal to Z. The points of these relays are 
~llTang(;d in several matrices, as described above (see 
FIG. 37), and when a control panel pulse is entered into 
the "in" hub 2710 of one or more of these matrices, 
such a pulse is taken from the exit hub 2711 correspond
ing to the particular character entered into the character 
selector for use as may be desired. 

A typical application of the machine of the invention 
is given in the text to follow to demonstrate its utility. 
Only one such application is illustrated; however, it re
veals the potential of this machine for related applica-
tions. 

Assume that a wholesome firm distributes 25,000 items 
to 10,OGO customers. As orders arrive, they are punched 
and verified in cards and the data from the cards is en
tered into the machine. For each such order the ma
chine is to determine the availability of each item, price 
each item, adjust stock balances, invoice the customer 
and prepare the accounts receivable record as well as cer
tain memoranda, as will be seen. The machine performs 
these operations in sequence for each order and simul
taneously accumulates usage data for sales analysis. 

Some of the steps in programming the machine depend 
upon the policies of the user. In this application, to 
determine availability, if there is enough stock on hand 
to fill the order for an item, the order is filled, but if the 
order cannot be filled completely the entire quantity is 
back ordered. The program could be readily changed 
to calise the quantity on hand to be shipped, with the 
remainder back ordered, if desired. 

Ez relay 66 whenever T2=Z, Thus. when T2=Z, the 
line 2727 is at +70 volts during the E2 cycle, thereby 
providing plate voltage to the character selector thyratrons 
2720 through 2726 (FIGS. 14a and 14b) at this time. 

Referring now to FIG. lIb, it will be recalled that E2 
data is taken from the # 1 0 tap of the PCF-1 unit 982. 
The line 1753 connected to the # 10 tap of the unit 982 
is additionally connected to the #4 and #5 taps of a 
CD-2 unit 2729 (FIG. lIa), the #6 and #8 taps of 55 
which ~re connected to the early phase B clock pulse line 
495. The #3 and #10 taps of the unit 2729 are con
nected by a line 2730 to the #3 tap of each of the THY-2 
units 2720 through 2726 (FIGS. 14a and 14b). Thus, 

Each item in the distributor's inventory is recorded on 
a track in the disc file in the arrangement shown on line 
7 of FIG. 39, the items being coded with numbers be-

50 tween 00001 and 25000 to permit direct access to the 
disc file by using the item number as an address. Each 
customer's record is similarly recorded on a track in the 
disc file and is arranged as shown on line 2 of FIG. 39. 

T2 data is applied to the #3 tap of each of these thyra- 60 
trons and, providing T 2=Z, it will be clear that one or 
more of the relays 2713 through 2719 are picked on the 
E2 cycle when there is a coincidence of pulses on the #3 
and #R taps of the corresponding thyratron, thereby 
cntering the se lecled character into these relays. 05 

The hold coils of the relays 2713 through 2719 are 
connected between ground and through their nlo a con
tacts to a line 2731, which line is connected through 
the points of CB-7 (FIG. 3a) to +48 volts as well as 70 
through the nlc f points (FIG. 3b), nlo j points, nlc h 
points, n/c g points and nlc i points of the relays 65, 
720, 718, 715 and 719 to a line 2732, which line is con
nected through the points of CB-8 (FIG. 3a) to +48 
volts, the aforementioned points of the relays 715, 718, 75 

The customer's accounts have been assigned the numbers 
between 3000 I and 40000 to permit direct access to the 
disc records by using the customer number as an address. 

When an order is received, it is punched on a card, 
as mentioned above, arranged as shown on line 1 of FIG. 
39. Since cards of the type commonly in use are lim
ited to 80 columns of information, they are punched 
with the item number and quantity ordered for eight 
items and additional cards are used if the order is longer. 

Assuming that the instructions to be used in the routine 
set forth in this application are recorded on the program 
tr8cks and that the control panel is wired as shown in 
FIG. 40, it will be seen that when the start key is actu
ated, a pulse taken from the start hub 144 (FIG. 40) is 
connected through a distributor to program hubs 0 and 
0') to thereby cause program step 00 to be entered into 
the instruction register, as described previously. The 
sequence of program steps recorded on the program 
tracks and set forth in the following pages is then fol
lowed by the machine. 
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From- To- Skip to 
Pgm. 
Step 

Pgm. 
Step 

1--,---(--,---1 1W' P q Description 

------------1----------1---
00 _______ S gg A 99 00 ________ Input to track A _________________________ _ 

01.. _____ A 04 Y 99 05 2 ____ Move customer number to ad-
dress register and seek. 

--------------------------1---
02_______ R 99 B 99 00 ________ Move customer record to track B ________ _ 

03 _______ B 99 C 99 00 ________ M.ove customer record to track C ________ _ 
-------------------------1---04 _______ A 15 C 23 09 ________ Move customer order numher and 

date to track C. 
--------------------------1---
05_______ L 89 C 99 08 ________ Move invoice number from accu-

mulator R to track C. 
-----------------------1---
06 _______ C 99 P 99 00 4 ____ lIIove track C to output track for 

printing invoice. 
------- - ------1------------1---
01.. _____ A 20 Y 99 05 2 ____ Move item number to address 

register and seek. 
--------------1------------1---OL _____ R 99 D 99 00 ____ ____ Move item record from disc to 

track D. 
--------------- - -------_·-----1---
09 _______ D 39 04 ____ ____ :\lovo on-hand quantity to accu-

mulator 3. 
------------------------1---
10.. _____ A 23 III 39 03 A ____ Bubtra"t quantity ordered from 

quantity on hund_ 
Test accumulator: 

If accum. 3 is zero or pos _____ _ 
If accum. 3 is neg _____________ _ 

20 
11 

--- - ----- - ---1-------------
20 _______ n 58 N 99 05 ____ ____ Load multiplimlIl'L ______________________ _ 
---- ---- - -- - - ---1------------1---
21.. _____ A 23 X 99 03 ________ Multiply price by quantity ______________ _ 

22 _______ L 11 C 73 08 ____ ____ Move product to track C _________________ _ 

23.. _____ M 11 L 49 08 ____ ____ Move product to aCCUll. 4 and _______ _ 
reset product [ll.lCUIIl, 

24 _______ A 23 C 65 03 ________ Move quantity shipped to track C ________ _ 

25.. _____ D 62 C 62 39 ____ ____ Move descriptive data from track _______ _ 
D to track C. 

----------------------------
41 C 06 01 ________ Emit 3 for application code ______________ _ 

21.. _____ L 39 C 77 04 ________ Move new balance to track 0 ____________ _ 
--- - -------- - --1------------1---
28 _______ C 99 00 4 ____ Move track C to output track for 

printing and/or punching. 

11.. _____ A 23 C 80 03 ____ ____ Move quantity back ordl'l"cd to 
track C. 

--- - ------ - - --1-------------1---12 _______ T 43 C 06 01 ________ Insert application code 5 _________________ _ 

13 _______ C 80 L 79 03 ____ ____ Move quantity back ordered into 
accumulator 7. 

------------1-----------
11.. _____ D 70 L 79 04 ____ ____ Move previous back orders into 

accumulator 7. 
------------ - --1-------------15 _______ M 79 D 

16 _______ D 74 C 

70 04 ________ RepJace back order quantity with 
new qnantity. 

---------1----
74 16 ________ Move on-l18nil, on-order, hack-

order and minimum balan ce to 
track C. 

------------1---·-------1---
11.. _____ D 51 C fit 28 ________ Transfer data for back order' PAlrd _________ _ 

18 _______ C 99 P 99 00 B ____ Move back order record to output _______ _ 
track for printing l1nd/or punch-
ing. 

Print or punch back order record__ 34 

290. _____ L 39 D 62 04 ________ Transfer new item balance to track 
D. 

----------- - - - -------------1----30 _______ D 74 M 39 04 C ____ Subtract minimum balance from 
quantity ou hand. 

rrest for minimum balt1TIce: 
If Bccum. 3 is negative ________ _ 
If acrum_ 3 is pos. or zero _____ _ 

31 
33 

--- - ------- - --1------------1·---
31.. _____ T 46 D OR 01 ________ Emit B for identification of minus 

min. balance card. 
------- - --------1-----------1---32.. _____ D 99 P 99 00 4 ____ Transfer track D to output track 

P for printing and/or punching. 
Print aoel/or punch minimum 

balance minus. 
---------------1----------1--33 _______ D 

99 R 99 00 ____ ____ Returu updated record to disc 
file. 

106 
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Frorn- To-
Pgm. 1--;---1-.----1 mn p 
Step 

q Description 
Skip to 
Pgm. 
Step 

----------------1------------1---
34.. _____ A 87 A 79 64 D __ __ Slide trackA eight positions to the 

left. 
Test for blank field: 

If field not blank _____________ _ 
If field blank, test fO!' control 

break. 
If control break, feed card ____ _ 
Hno control break, feed eard __ 

07 

35 
07 

-------------1---------------
35_______ B 04 Y 99 05 2 ____ Move customer number to address 

register and seek cnstomer 
record. 

------- - ---- - --1-------------1---
36__ _____ B 48 C 48 49 ________ Move customer data from track 

B to track C. 
-------- --------1-------------1---
31-. _____ L 49 C 71 07 ________ Read out invoice total to track C _________ _ 

38.. _____ B 26 L 49 07 ________ Add (lebit balance to invoice totaL _______ _ 
------- - ------ --1------------1---
39_______ L 49 C 55 07 ________ Read out new debit balance to _______ _ 

tmck C. 
--- - --- --------1--------------1---
40_______ L 49 B 26 07 ________ U-pdate debit balance on track ____________ _ 

41.. _____ B 19 M 47 05 ________ Determine if credit is exceeded ____ -______ _ 

42 _______ M 49 C 78 07 ________ Head out and reset credit to track _______ _ 
C. 

------- - --------1------------1---
43 _______ L 89 C 63 08 ________ Invoice number to track C _______________ _ 

44_______ T 45 C 06 01 ________ Identify summary card by emit-
ting code 7. 

------- - ------ ---------------1---
45,. _____ C !l9 P !l9 00 4 ____ Track C to output track P for 

printing and/or punchin;;. 
------- - ------ --------------1---
46_______ T 39 L 89 01 ________ Advance Invoice number by L ___________ _ 
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47 _______ B 99 H 99 00 E ____ Return customer file record on 01 

Program: 
00 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

track B to disc. 

This program step causes the customer or
der data from the input track S to be transferred 
to track A of the processing uuit as indicated in 40 
line 1 of FIG. 39. 

The data in the first five positions of track A 
contains the customer number and this is sent 
to the address buffer Y. Additionally, since 
a "2" is provided in the p column of the instruc- 45 
tion, the access mechanism 19 of the disc file 
is controlled to position the transducers at the 
location of the customer record corresponding 
to the customer number. 

When the arm has reached the record defined 50 
by the customer number, the customer record 
is moved by this instruction from the disc file 
to track B of the processing unit as 6hown in 
line 2 of FIG. 39. 

The customer record is transferred by this 55 
instruction to track C to provide a working rec
ord which is to be rearranged for printing the in
voice. 

This instruction begins the rearrangement of 
the data recorded in track C and the customer 60 
order number and order date are moved from 
the order card record on track A to a suitable 
location on track C. 

The sixth instruction takes the invoice num-
ber from accumulator 8 to track C. (It should 65 
be noted that the next invoice number is al
ways present in accumulator 8 since upon com
pletion of each invoice accumulator 8 is in
creased by one, as will be described later.) 

Thus far, the heading for the invoice has 10 
been set up on track C and it is transferred 
by instruction 06 to the output track P. Addi
tionally, the read-out control code 4 causes 
the data recorded on the track P to control a 
printer to print the invoice heading. Format 15 

07 

08 

09 

10 

control on the printer may allow the information 
to ,be rearranged as desired. 

While the heading of the invoice is being 
printed, the availability of the first item of the 
order is determined. First, it is necessary to 
locate the item file in the disc storage unit and 
bring it to the processing unit, and program step 
07 places the item number in the address buffer 
Y and causes the machine to locate the item 
file. 

The item file record is brought from the disc 
storage unit to track D of the processing unit. 

The on-hand quantity recorded in the item 
file is added into accumulator 3. 

The quantity on order is subtracted into ac
cumulator 3 by this instruction. Now if the 
accumulator is zero or positive, there is a suffi
cient quantity of the item on hand to make ship
ment. If the accumulator is negative, the item 
must be back ordered. The "A" in the p col
umn of the instruction causes the machine to 
transfer its control from the stored program 
instructions to the control panel of the process
ing unit. The A program exit hub (HG. 40) 
emits a pulse which is used to 'test the condition 
of accumulator 3. The program exit hub A is 
wired to the input hub of accumulator 3, and 
if accumulator 3 has a zero or positive balance, 
thereby indicating that sufficient stock is avail
able for the order <to be filled, the program is 
transferred to program step 20 since the "+" 
and "01" hubs of accumulator 3 are wired 
through a distributor to the 0 and 20 hubs of 
the program counter. If accumulator 3 is neg
ative, however, the control panel wiring trans
fers the machine to program step 11 since the 
"-" hub of accumulator 3 is wired through 
a distributor to the 1 and 10 hubs of the pro
gram counter. 
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20 If there is sufficient stock on hand to make 

shipment, the program skips from step 10 to 
step 20. Assumir'g this is the case, the unit 
price is loaded by this program step on the 
multiplicand track and the machine is prepared 5 
to obtain an extension. 

21 The quantIty ordered is used for the multiplier 
to obtain the extension and when the machine 
receives this instruction multiplication takes 
place. As soon as the product is obtained step 10 
22 occurs. 

22 The product is transferred by this instruc· 
tion from accumulators 0 and 1 to track C. 

23 The calculated 'total is added into accumu-
lator 4 wherein the total of all the items on the 15 
invoice is accumulated. 

24 The quantity is moved to track C to show 
the quantity shipped. 

25 Product, class, code, description, etc., are 
transferred from track D to track C to arrange 20 
the transaotion line of the invoice. 

26 A "3" taken from the emitter track is in· 
serted by this instruction in the application code 
column to identify the record. 

27 The new balance on hand obtained on step 25 
10 is moved from accumulator 3 to track C. 

28 The completed transaction line is moved to 
the output 'track P for punching and/or printing, 
the control code 4 being provided for this pur-
pose. 30 

11 Had there been an insufficient quantity on 
hand to fill the order, i.e., had accumulator 3 
been, negative upon completion of program 
step 10, the quantity on order is transferred 
from the order record to the item output rec- 35 
ord, and because there was insufficient stock 
this will be shown as a quantity back ordered. 

12 This instruction places a "5" from the emitter 
track in the application code columns to denote 
a back order. 40 

13 The quantity back ordered is added into ac-
cumulator 7. 

14 Any previous back order is added into ac-
cumulator 7 1(0 obtain a new total of back or-
ders. 45 

15 The back order total is inserted in the item 
record. 

16 The on-hand, on-order, back-order and mini-
mum balance amounts are moved by this in
struction from track D to track C. This is 50 
done to arrange track C for punching a back 
order record. 

17 The item class, item code and description are 
transferred from the item file record to arrange 
track C to punch the back order record. 55 

18 The assembled back order record is moved to 
the outpnt track P and the machine is con
trolled to punch the back order card and skip 
to program step 34 since the program exit hub 
B is wired through a distributor to program 60 
hubs 30 and 4 as well as to a punch hub. 

29 At this time the balance on hand in the item 
file record must be updated and tested to insure 
that it exceeds the minimum balance. If the 
quantity on hand has dropped below the mini- 65 
mum balance, a card is to be punched to notify 
the purchasing department., Thus, program 
step 29 causes the balance on hand in the item 
file record to be updated. 

30 The minimum balance is subtracted from the 70 
quantity on hand in accumulator 3, and the "c" 
in the p column of {he instruction transfcrs the 
control to the control panel to dctermine the 
condition of accumulator 3. Referring to FIG. 
40, it will be seen that program exit hub C 75 
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is wired to "in" hub of accumula,tor 3, and 
if the accumulator is positive or zero, the 
quantity on hand exceeds the minimum balance 
and the control panel wiring transfers the pro
gram to step 33 since the "+" and "0" hubs 
are wired through a distributor to program hubs 
30 and 3. If the accumulator is negative, how
ever, the control panel wiring transfers the 
program to step 31 since the "-" hub of ac
cumulator 3 is connected through a distributor 
to program hubs 30 and 1. 

31 An "8" is emitted from the emitter track 
into the application code column to identify the 
record as a minus minimum balance. 

32 The record is transferred ,to the output track 
and the machine is ,signaled to punch the card 
for minus minimum balance. 

33 The item record updated is returned by this 
program step to the disc file. Since the access 
arm has not been moved, the new item rccord 
is written over the old record at this time, 
thereby replacing it in the disc file. 

34 The machine has now completed the process-
ing for the first item ordered. To enable the 
previous program steps to be used again for the 
next following item on the order, ,the machine 
is now programmed to "slide" the remainder 
of track A to the left, to bring the second 
item into the position formerly occupied by 
the first. This routine is repeated whenever 
the processing of an item is completed and un
til a blank field is encountered, at which time 
the machine recognizes that it has completed 
the order. Thus, program step 34 moves the 
second item ordered into the positions formerly 
occupied by the first item, and all other items 
following are moved over correspondingly. The 
blank columns are also moved to the left to 
control blanks to be written over the positions 
formerly occupied by the last item on the track. 

The D control code recorded in the p col
nmn of this instruction permits a blank field 
test to be made on the control panel. So long 
as something other than a blank is transferred in 
the sliding operation the machine continues to 
process the card. When the sliding operation 
moves only blanks, the entire card has been 
processed and the machine is controlled to 
begin the processing of the next card. Re
ferring to FIG. 40, it will be seen that ,the pro
gram exi{ hub D is wired to the "in" hub of 
the blank field detector. If data was trans
ferred in the sliding operation, the impulse 
emerges from the "no" hub (no blank field) 
and is wired to transfer the programming to 
step 07. since the "no" hub is connected through 
a distributor to program entry hubs 00 and 7. 
A "yes" condition means that the machine has 
completed the processing of the card, and a 
further test is made to determine if the follow
ing card is a continuation of the order or 
whether it is a new order. This is done by 
testing the minor control selector as shown. 
If the following card is a continuation, the ma
chine is programmed to transfer this card to 
track A and resume operation on program st('p 
07 since the "yes" hub of the blank field de
tector is connected to the "in" hub of the minor 
control selector and the "no" hub of this se
leotor is wired through a distributor to program 
steps 00 and 7. If the following card is the 
beginning of a new order, the minor control 
selector will be transferred and this impUlse 
causes the next card to be moved to track A, 
but programming is resumed from program step 
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35 to allow completion of the present invoice 
and the preparation of the accounts receivable 
summary card. (It should be noted that each 
of the last two mentioned distributors is wired 

112 
conduct, thereby energizing the relay. As is the case 
with thyratrons, the tube conducts, once fired, until the 
voltage is removed from the #6 tap thereof. 

to ,the "load 'track S" hubs and controls the data 5 
on track S to be recorded on track A as men
tioned above.) 

The INV-l unit, an inverter, shown in FIG. 49 com
prises two inverters having input taps #4 and #5 and 
output taps #3 and #10, respectively. This unit is 
utilized to invert the signal applied to an input tap in 
the conventional manner. 35 This instruction directs the access arm to re

turn to the customer record in the disc file. 
While the arm is being positioned, the machine 10 
proceeds through program steps 36 through 46. 

A THY -2 unit, another thyratron used to energize a 
relay, is shown in FIG. 50, which, like the THY-l unit 
discussed above, is fired by a coincidence of positive 
signals on the #3 and #8 taps thereof when a positive 
potential is applied to the #6 tap thereof. '{'his unit is 
cut off by disconnecting the #6 tap from the positive po-

36 Customer data is transferred from track B to 
track C to rearrange the summary card. 

The invoice total is transferred to track C. 37 
38 The present debit balance is added to the 15 

invoice total to obtain a new debit balance. 
tential supplied thereto. 

The INV-3 unit, a double inverter, disclosed in FIG. 51 
is provided to restore the level of signals applied to the 
#4 tap thereof and, provided that the output is taken 
from either the # 5 or the # 10 tap, no inversion of the 

39 

40. 

41 

42 

The new debit balance is transferred to track 
c. 

The debit balance in the customer file record 
is updated. 

A check is made to determine if the cllstomer 
has exceeded his maximum credit allowance. 

The result from accumulator 4 is transferred 
to track C and the maximum credit information 

20 input signal takes place. When the output is taken from 
the #3 tap, however, this unit operates as a simple in-
vel'ter. 

is printed with the ,total amount of the invoice. 25 
This information may ue printed on the mar-

The PCF-l and PCF-2 units shown in FIGS. 52 and 
54 are, as their designations imply, power cathode fol
lowers. Each of these units provides dual inputs and 
outputs which may be operated either independently or 

43 
44 

45 

gin and torn off before the invoice is sent out, 
it being provided only to serve as a signal 
to the credit manager that {he customer's crcJit 
has been exceeded. 

The invoice number is transferred ,to track C. 
A "7" is emitted to identify the accounts re

ceivable summary card. 
Track C to the output track P from where 

in parallel as is deemed necessary under hte conditions 
determined by the utilization thereof. In each of these 
units the #4 and #5 taps serve as the input taps, the 

30 #3 and #10 taps respectively being the output taps. 

the total amount of the invoice and ,the credit 35 
information is taken for printing. 

The KS unit shown in FIG. 53 is operated by placing 
a positive signal on the #3 tap thereof, which causes 
the #5 and #9 taps to rise for the duration of this 
signal, these last mentioned taps being normally low. 
Tbis unit is referred to as a "key-Schmidt" and is nor
mally operated either by relay contacts or a switch of 

46 The invoice number is increased by olle in 
preparation for the next invoice. 

47 The customer file record is returned to the 
disc file, the "E" in the p column of the in- 40 
struction causing an impulse to be emitted from 

some sort. Detrimental effects resulting from bounce 
of contacts are minimized by the R.C. time constants 
provided III the grid circuit thereof. 

A THY -3 unit is illustrated in FIG. 55, which unit is 
similar to the THY-l and THY-2 units described above 
in that a coincidence of signals upon the #3 and #8 
taps thereof causes the thyratron to fire, providing that 
the #6 or #7 tap thereof is connected to a positive 

the program exit hub E on the control panel, 
and the control panel wiring causes the con
trol to be transferred to program step 0 I to 
resume operations for the next order card. 

The various electronic components utilized within the 
machine of the invention have been shown in the draw
ings merely as blocks and the blocks have been labeled 
to indicate the type of component represented thereby. 
The detailed circuitry of each such block is shown in 
the corresponding FIGURE 47 through 96 of the draw
ings. Each of the letter designations shown in the 
blocks denotes the function of Ithe component in addi
tion to acting as a reference to the detailed circuitry, and 
it follows that cathode followers are labeled '.vith the 
letters CF or K; similarly, inverters are labeled with 
the letters INY or I, and single"shot multi vibrators are 
labeled with the letters SS, etc. Since each of the nnils 
represented by the various blocks is well knovm in Qhe 
art, only a brief, general description of its function is 
given here. 

The TR-2 unit shown in FIG. 47 is a trigger operated 
by lowering the potential of either the #8 or #9 tap 
thereof, which results in reversing the condition of sta
bility of the trigger if the tap lowered was high preced
ing the operation. This results in raising the potGntial 
of the opposite tap. Output is taken from the #8 tap, 
#9 tap or #5 tap thereof depending upon the polarity 
desired. 

The THY-l unit, a thyratron, shown in FlG. 48 is 
provided to operate a relay associated therewith, which 
relay is normally conneoted between ground and the #5 

45 potential. The cathode of this thyratron, however, is 
connected to the #5 tap. the relay associated therewith 
being connected between ground and the #5 tap. Thus, 
the current drawn by the thyratron when fired is utilized 
to pick the relay. Again, this thyratron is cnt off by 

50 opening the line between the positive supply potential 
and the #6 or #7 tap thereof. 

The DA unit shown in FIG. 56 comprises four diodes 
arranged in pairs, the plates of each pair being con
nected together and returned through a suitable resistor 

55 to + 140 volts. It will be clear, therefore, that the #3 
or #5 tap of each set cannot rise unless the correspond
ing #8 and #7 or #10 and #9 taps thereof are high. 
The #3 and #5 taps may be connected together, as they 
are in r.lany instances in the present machine, to thereby 

60 provide a four-input "and" circuit, and as long as ony 
one of the four taps is low the #3 and #5 taps are low. 

The ID-l unit shown in FIG. 57, an inverter diode 
unit, requires that the #6 and #'4 taps thereof be high 
to permit the #3 tap to drop, the #'3 tap being returned 

65 through a suitable resistor to a positive potential as in
dicated in the drawings where it is used. Similarly, the 
#5 and #'8 taps of this unit must both be high to permit 
the # 10 tap thereof to drop. It will be seen, therefore, 
that an ID-l unit provides two "and" units wherein the 

70 output fignal of each is inverted. 

tap thereof. With a positive potential on the #6 tap 
thereof, the coincidence of positive signals on the #3 
and #8 taps of a THY-l unit causes the thyratron to 75 

FIG. 57a discloses a DD unit comprising four diodes 
connected as indicated in the circuit wherein it is used. 
This unit is adapted for use as an "and" circuit, an "or" 
circuit or a combination thereof, as is desired. 

The CD-l unit shown in FIG. 58, a cathode-diode 
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unit, is similar to ID-I unit just described. However, in 
this instance the output is taken from the cathode cor
responding to the pair of input taps utilized, each cath
ode being returned through a suitable load to either 
ground or a negative potential, as indicated in the draw
ings of the machine of the invention. Thus, the CD-l 
unit provides two "and" units wherein the signal is not 
inverted, it being the same phase as the input signals. 

The ID-2 unit shown in FIG. 59 is substantially iden
tical to the unit shown in FIG. 57; however, no bias is 
supplied thereto since it is utilized under operating con
ditions different from the conditions under which the 
ID-I unit is utilized. 

FIG. 60 discloses a DO unit, a diode "or" unit, and 
comprises four diodes arranged in pairs. The cathode 
of each diode of each pair is connected together and is 
returned through a suitable resistor to - J 30 volts. Thus, 
it will be clear that if a positive signal is applied to 
either the #'3 or #4 tap of the DO unit, the #7 tap 
will rise. Similarly, a positive signal applied to the #5 
or #'6 tap of this unit causes the #9 tap to rise. Like 
the DA unit, the #7 and #9 taps of the DO unit m,\y 
be connected together, where required by the logic of 
the circuitry in which it is used, to thereby provide a 
four-input "or" circuit. 

FIG. 61 comprises a circuit diagram of an SS-2 unit, 
i.e., a single-shot multivibrator, and when a negative sig
nal is applied to either the #6 or #7 tap of this unit the 
condition of stability thereof is switched from the nor
mal condition wherein the right-hand tube thereof is 
conducting to the opposite condition, thereby raising the 
potential of the #5 and #9 taps for a period determined 
by the time constants of the circuit and lowering the 
potential of the #'8 tap for this period. Time constants 
are built into the unit according to the demands of the 
application. 

The WA-l unit sh')wn in FIG. 62, a write amplifier, is 
provided to drive a unit such as the WA-2 unit shown in 
FIG. 63. When the #'4 tap of the WA-l unit rises, the 
# 10 tap thereof goes up, and when connected to the 
#'4 tap of a WA-2 unit, the write winding of a trans
ducer connected between the # 1 0 tap of the W A-2 unit 
and a positive potential is energized since at this time the 
triode associated with the # 10 tap is controlled to con
duct, it being biased near cut-off. Thus, positive data 
signals applied to the #'4 tap of the WA-l unit cause 
corresponding pulses of current to flow through the write 
winding of the transducer associated with the # 10 tap 
of the corresponding W A-2 unit. 

In a similar manner, the EA-l unit shown in FIG. 64, 
an erase amplifier, is provided to drive an EA-2 unit 
such as is shown in FIG. 65. When the # 10 tap of an 
EA-l unit is connected to the #'3 or #4 tap of an EA-2 
unit, the erase winding of the transducer associated with 
the EA-2 unit and connected between the #'10 tap there
of and a positive potential is energized as long as the 
#4 tap of the EA-l unit is high. When the #'4 tap of 
the EA-l unit goes up, the #3 tap of the EA-2 unit 
also rises, thereby raising the potential of the control 
grid of the triode associated with the # 1 0 tap of the 
EA-2 unit. Like the W A-2 unit, the control grid of 
this triode is biased near cut-off, and it is not until the 
#4 tap of the EA-l unit goes up that the erase winding 
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unit shown in FIG. 68, are provided to drive switch cores 
utilized in the core buffer. The #6 tap of each of these 
units is connected through a winding of its associated 
switch core to a positive potential, and when the #3 

5 tap goes up sufficiently, current is drawn therethrough 
to cause the switch core associated therewith to reverse 
its condition of stability. 

The thyratron units shown in FIGS. 69 and 70, i.e., 
THY -7 and THY -5 units, are substantially identical and 

10 are provided to energize relays associated therewith. 
When a positive potential is connected to the #7 or #9 
tap of these units and a coincidence of positive signals 
is present on the #3 and #8 taps thereof, a relay con
nected between the #5 tap and ground is energized since 

15 at this time the thyratron is fired, thus raising the #5 tap 
thereof. Like the thyratrons previously described, these 
units are cut off to thereby deenergize their associated 
relays by opening the plate supply thereto. 

A T unit, i.e., a trigger, is shown in FIG. 71. This 
20 trigger is adapted to high speed operation for use in the 

core buffer and is operated by applying negative-going 
pulses to the #2 or #7 tap thereof, the output being 
taken from the #'1, #3, #6 or #5 tap, as is desired in 
the particular application wherein it is used. This unit 

25 is reset in the desired condition by applying a positive 
potential to the #2 or #7 tap through the appropriate 
diod~ shown in the drawing, and it will be clear, there
fore, that if a positive potential is applied to the #'2 tap 
through the corresponding diode the left-hand tube there-

30 of wiII be rendered conductive and the right-hand tube 
will be cut off, thereby raising the potential of the #5 
and #'6 taps and lowering the potential of the # 1 and 
#3 taps. The trigger is reset in the opposite condition 
by applying a positive potential to the #'7 tap through 

35 its corresponding diode. 
An RA-l unit is illustrated in FIG. 72, which unit is 

a read amplifier. Signals applied to the #4 tap thereof 
are amplified and inverted by this unit, the output signal 
being taken from the # 10 tap in inverted form. 

40 The Tc unit shown in FIG. 73 is adapted to convert a 
rise in potential of the #2 tap thereof to a sharp rise in 
potential which may be taken from the #6 tap. It will 
be recalled that this unit is utilized in the core buffer 
to generate a reset signal and that the #2 tap thereof is 

45 normally connected to the 140-volt supply. When the #2 
tap is momentarily disconnected from this supply to there
by initiate reset, the #2 tap rises from ground to 140 volts, 
which causes the #6 tap thereof to rise sharply since 
at this time the left-hand tube is controlled to conduct. 

50 The various K units shown in FIGS. 74 through 79 
are cathode followers arranged to operate according to 
the demands of their application, and each of these units 
is operated by a signal applied to the #2 tap thereof, 

55 which signal is taken in the same phase from the #6 tap. 
FIG. 80 illustrates the oscillator circuit utilized in the 

core buffer. This oscillator is under the control of a 
crystal, as shown, and the output thereof is taken from the 
#6 tap which is coupled to the cathode. 

60 The I unit, the Ipo unit and the Ic unit shown in FIGS. 
81, 82, and 83 are, as their character designations 
indicate, inverters having input taps #2 and output taps 
#4 and lor #6. A signal applied to the #2 tap may be 

of the transducer associated with the EA-2 unit is en- 65 
ergized. 

taken from the #4 and/or #6 tap thereof in inverted 
form. 

A GAt unit is illustrated in FIG. 84, which unit is a 
grounded grid amplifier having an input tap #2 and out
put taps #4 and #6, and signals applied to the #2 tap 
are taken from the #4 or #6 tap in the same phase but 
amplified, since when the #2 tap goes up the cathodes of 
both triodes go up, thereby controlling the #4 and #6 

The EA-3 unit shown in FIG. 66 is provided to en
ergize the erase winding of the transducer associated 
therewith, which winding is connected between the # 10 
tap thereof and a positive potential. The control grids 70 
of this unit are normally biased below cut-off by the 
circuitry with which it is associated, and when the #4 
tap rises both triodes conduct, thereby energizing the 
erase winding. 

The CDc unit shown in FIG. 67, as well as the CDm 75 

taps to rise. 
FIG. 85 illustrates the detailed circuit diagram of a 

TR-3 unit having input taps #3 and #7 and output taps 
#5, #8 and #9. This trigger is utilized where it is de-
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single instruction defining storage locations on a source 
data storage track, storage locations on a destination data 
storage track and transfer control indicia; an instruction 
register having switching elements for receiving instruc-

sired to operate it by means of plate-pull-over, since it 
may be operated by lowering the #8 or #9 tap thereof. 
This trigger is additionally operated by applying negative 
shifts in potential to the #3 or #7 tap. Output is taken 
from the #5, #8 or #9 tap. 

An "and" circuit shown in FIG. 86 is arranged with 
the plates of the diodes connected in common through 
a suitable resistor to a postive potential, as well as to 
the #6 or output tap, and when the cathode of each 
diode utilized is high, the output tap is high. 

5 tion signals representative of a single instruction; means 
including a counter coupled to and controlling said matrix
ing circuitry for entering instruction signals taken from a 
field defined by the condition of said counter into said 
instruction register; means responsive to the operation 

FIG. 87 is an "or" circuit wherein the cathode of each 
of the diodes is connected in common through a suitable 
resistor to a negative potential, as well as to the output 
or #6 tap. When anyone of the input taps #2, #3 or 
#4 goes up, therefore, the output tap #6 rises. 

10 of said switching elements of said register as controlled 
by received instruction signals for effecting the data trans
fer operation defined thereby; means for operating said 
counter for advancing the condition thereof upon com
pletion of each data transfer operation, said means being 

The PCF-3 unit, a power cathode follower, illustrated 
in FIG. 89, employs two triodes in parallel, and a signal 
applied to the #4 or input tap is taken from the #3 
and/or #10 tap thereof. 

15 rendered inoperative in response to operation of said 
switching elements by signals representative of transfer 
control indicia in said register; selector means having an 
enabling circuit and a transferring circuit; means for 

FIG. 88, a DG unit, comprises three diodes having 20 
their anodes connected together through a suitable resis-
tor to the #3 or input tap as well as through a condenser 
to the #4 tap, the output tap. The cathodes of these 
diodes are connected to the # I, #2 and # 5 taps, respec
tively, which serve as additional input taps. When a posi- 25 
tive signal is on the #3 tap, the #4 tap drops with the 
signal applied to the input tap or taps used. Thus, this 
unit functions as an "and" circuit followed by an inverter 
with a saving on tubes. 

Another trigger, a TR-l unit, is disclosed in FIG. 90, 30 
which trigger is operated by negative shifts applied to the 
#3 and/or #7 tap. Output is taken from the #5, #8 
or #9 tap as is desired. 

The INV-2 unit shown in FIG. 91 is a dual inverter 
having input taps #4 and #5 and output taps #3 and # 10, 35 
respectively. Additionally, tapped outputs may be taken 
from the #7 and #9 taps. 

The cathode-diode unit shown in FIG. 92, a CD-2 unit, 
is similar to the CD-l unit described previously but is 
biased differently according to the application thereof. 40 

FIGS. 93 and 95 set forth two dual cathode follower cir
cuits a CF-l and a CF-2, which units have input taps 
#4 and #5 and output taps #3 and #10, respectively. 

An AR unit (FIG. 94), the read amplifier utilized in 
the core buffer, is adapted to amplify signals taken from 45 
the sense winding of the core matrix. When these sig
nals are applied to the #3 tap, they are amplified and in
verted by the pentode and are applied to the control grid 
of the triode, where they are again inverted and are taken 
from the # 6 tap. 

FIG. 96 discloses an SS unit having an input tap #2 
and output taps #6, #7, #8 and #9. The right-hand tube 
normally is cut off and when a positive signal is connected 
to the #2 tap, the single-shot fires and a positive signal 

50 

of fixed duration may be taken from the #6 or #9 tap 55 
thereof. 

While there have been shown and described and pointed 
out the fundamental novel features of the invention as 
applied to the preferred embodiment, it will be understood 
that various omissions and substitutions and changes in 60 
the form and details of the device illustrated and in its 
operation may be made by those skilled in the art with
out departing from the spirit of the invention. It is the 
intention, therefore, to be limited only as indicated by the 
scope of the following claims. 65 

What is claimed is: 
1. Data transfer apparatus comprising a rotatable mag

netic drum; a number of electromagnetic transducers 
arranged in cooperative relationship to said drum to define 70 
a plurality of instruction storage tracks and a plurality of 
data storage tracks; matrixing circuitry connected to said 
transducers and arranged to divide each said instruction 
track into several fields with each said field being adapted 
to store a series of instruction signals representative of a 15 

connecting said enabling circuit to said matrixing circuitry 
for operating said selector means according to the nature 
of data signals in storage locations determined by the 
data involved in the data transfer; means responsive to 
operations of said switching elements by said signals rep
resentative of transfer control indicia in said register for 
generating a transfer control signal; means for connecting 
said transfer control signal generating means to said trans-
ferring circuit, and means for connecting said transferring 
circuit to said counter for setting the same in one of a 
plurality of predetermined conditions for altering the in
struction sequence by controlling the entry of instruction 
signals in said instruction register from a field defined by 
said one of said predetermined conditions. 

2. Data transfer apparatus as defined in claim 1 and 
wherein said enabling circuit is arranged to be effective 
in response to data signals of one nature to actuate said 
transfer circuits and to be ineffective in response to data 
signals of nature opposite to said one nature. 

3. Data transfer apparatus as defined in claim 1 and 
wherein said enabling circuit is connected to said matrix
ing circuit for operation according to the nature of signals 
in said destination storage track locations. 

4. Data transfer apparatus as defined in claim 1 and 
wherein said transferring circuit comprises an input ter
minal, a normal output terminal and a transferred out
put terminal, means for connecting said transfer control 
signal generating means to said input terminal, and means 
for connecting said output terminals to said counter to 
alter the sequence of ins tructions selected for transfer to 
said instruction register. 

5. Data transfer apparatus as defined in claim 1 and 
wherein said means for connecting said enabling circuit 
to said matrixing circuitry is arranged to be effective in 
accordance with the algebraic sign of the data. 

6. Data transfer apparatus comprising a rotatable mag
netic drum; a number of electromagnetic transduces ar
ranged in cooperative relationship to said drum to define 
a plurality of instruction storage tracks and a plurality 
of data storage tracks; means for generating a plurality 
of timing waves in synchronism with the rotation of said 
drum; matrixing circuitry connected to said transducers 
and said timing wave generating means to divide each said 
instruction track into several fields with each said field 
being adapted to store a series of instruction signals rep
resentative of a single instruction defining storage loca
tions on a source data storage track, storage locations 
on a destination data storage track and transfer control 
indicia; an instruction register having switching elements 
for receiving instruction signals representative of a single 
instruction; means including a counter coupled to and 
controlling said matrixing circuitry for entering instruc
tion signals taken from a field defined by the condition of 
said counter into said instruction register; means coupled 
to said timing wave generating means and responsive to 
the operation of said switching elements of said register 
as controlled by received instruction signals for effecting 
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the data transfer operation defined theerby; means in
cluding said switching elements of said register to which 
said transfer control indie:a are applied for applying 
one of said plurality of timing waves to said counter for 
advancing the condition thereof upon completion of each 5 
data transfer operation, said means being rendered in
operative in response to operation of said switching ele
ments by signals representative of transfer control indicia 
in said register; selector means having an enabling cir
cuit and a transferring circuit; means for connecting said 10 
enabling circuitry to said matrixing circuitry for operating 
said selector means according to the nature of data sig
nals in storage locations determined by the data transfer; 
means responsive to operation of said switching elements 
by said signals representative of transfer control indicia 15 
in said register for applying another of said plurality of 
timing waves to said transferring circuit, and means for 
connecting said transferring circuit to said counter for 
setting the same in one of a plurality of predetermined 
conditions for altering the instruction sequence by con- 20 
trolling the entry of instruction signals in said instruction 
register from a field defined by said one of said predeter
mined conditions. 

7. Data transfer apparatus comprising a rotatable mag
netic drum; a number of electromagnetic transducers ar- 25 
ranged in cooperative relationship to said drum to define a 
plurality of instruction storage tracks and a plurality of 
data storage tracks, matrixing circuitry connected to said 
transducers and including means for generating a plu
rality of timing waves which define periods dividing each 30 
said instruction track into several ficlds during which each 
field is scanncd by the corresponding transducer, each 
said field being adapted to store a series of instruct:on 
signals representative of a single instruction defining stor-
age locations on a source data track, storage locations 35 
on a destination data track and transfer control indicia; 
an instruction register having switching elements for re
ceiving instruction signals representative of a single in
struction; means for gating instruction signals into said 
register; a counter the conditioning of which defines an 40 
instruction track and field, and means under control of 
said counter and one of said timing waves for gating 
instruction signals from the track and field defined by 
the condition of said counter into said register; means re
sponsive to the operation of said switching elements of 45 
said register as controlled by received instruction signals 
for effecting the data transfer operation defined thereby; 
means including the switching elements of said register 
to which said signal representative of transfer control 
indicia are applied for operating said counter for ad- 50 
vancing the condition thereof upon completion of each 
data transfer operation for selecting the next foIl owing 
instruction, said mealls being inoperative in response to 
the presence of signals in said register; selector means 
having an enabling circuit and a transferring circuit, 55 
means for connecting said enabling circuit to said matrix-
ing circuitry for actuating said transferring circuit accord-
ing to the algebraic sign of data stored in a correspond-
ing storage location; means responsive to the operation 
of the switching elements of said register to which said 60 
transfer control indicia are applied for applying one of 
said timing waves to said transferring circuit; and means 
for connecting said transferring circuit to said counter for 
altering the condition thereof by setting it in one of a 
plurality of predetermined conditions interrupting the nor- 65 
mal instruction sequence and reinitiating it at a new point 
by controlling the entry of instruction signals in said 
register from a field defined by said one of said prede
termined conditions. 

8. Data transfer apparatus as defined in claim 7 and 70 
incorporating further circuitry in said matrixing circuitry 
for defining an accumulator, and wherein said enabling 
circuit of said selector means is connected to said accu
mulator. 

9. Data transfer apparatus as defined in claim 7 and 75 
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incorporating a data comparison circuit coupled to said 
matrixing circuitry, and wherein said enabling circuit of 
said selector means is connected to said data comparison 
circuit. 

J O. Data transfer apparatus for controlling the trans
fer of data signals from selected storage locations on a 
magnetic drum track to not necessarily corresponding 
storage locations on another drum track, comprising a 
rotatable magnetic drum; a plurality of electromagnetic 
transducers arranged in cooperative relationship to said 
drum to define a plurality of data storage tracks; matrix
ing circuitry connected to said transducers and arranged 
to divide each said track into a plurality of serially dis
posed storage locations addressable according to the lo
cation thereof relative to a reference location on said 
track; an instruction register having switching elements 
for receiving and storing signals representative of a data 
transfer instruction; means coupled to said matrixing cir
cuitry for entering signals representative of a given data 
transfer instruction in said register, said signals defining 
a source track, an initial storage location on said source 
track, a destination track, an initial storage location on 
said destination track, and the number of storage loca
tions involved in said given data transfer operation; a 
buffer storage device; means coupled to said matrixing 
circuitry and controlled by the operation of the switch
ing elements of the register for selecting the transducer 
associated with said source data track for connection to 
the input of said buffer storage device; means coupled 
to said matrixing circuitry and responsive to the opera
tion of the switching elements of said register for initiat
ing connection of said transducer according to said ini
tial storage location on said source track, and means 
coupled (0 said matrixing circuitry and responsive to the 
operation of the switching elements of said register for 
terminating said connection of said transducer associated 
with said source data track according to the number of 
storage locations involved in said given data transfer op
eration; further means coupled to said matrixing circuit
ry and controlled by the operation of the switching ele
ments of said register for selecting the transducer asso
ciated with said destination data track for connection to 
said buffer storage device, means coupled to said mat
rixing circuitry and controlled by the operation of the 
switching elements of said register for initiating connec
tion of said transducer associated with said destination 
data track according to said initial storage location on 
said destination data track, and means coupled to said 
matrixing circuitry and responsive to the operation of 
the switching elements of said register for terminating 
said connection of said transducer associated with said 
destination data track according to the number of stor
~ge locations involved in said given data transfer opera
tIOn. 

11. Data transfer apparatus for controlling the trans
fer of data signals from selected storage locations on a 
magnetic dflLm track to not necessarily corresponding 
storage locations on another drum track, comprising a 
rotatable magnetic drum; a plurality of electromagnetic 
transducers arranged in cooperative relationship to said 
drum to define a plurality of data storage tracks' matrix
ing circuitry connected to said transducers and ~rranged 
to divide each said track into a plurality of serially dis
pos.ed storage locations addressable according to the lo
catIOn thereof relative to a reference location on said 
track; an instruction register having switching elements 
for receiving and storing signals representative of a data 
tra.nsfer,: instruct!on; ~neans coupled to said matrixing cir
cUItry lOr entermg SIgnals representative of a given data 
transfer instflLction in said register, said signals defininl' 
a source track, an initial storage location Oil said sourc~ 
track, a destination track, an initial storage location on 
s~id d~stination. trac~, a~d the number of storage loca
tIons mvolved m ~ald gIven data transfer operation; a 
b?ffe: storage deVIce; means coupled to said matrixing 
circuitry and controlled by the operation of the switching 
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elements of the register for selecting the transducer as
sociated with said source data track for connection to 
the input of said buffer storage device; means coupled 
to said matrixing circuitry and responsive to the opera
tion of the switching elements of said register for ini- 5 
tiating connection of said transducer according to said 
initial storage location on said source track, and termi
nating means coupled to said matrixing circuitry and re
sponsive to the operation of the switching elements of 
said register for terminating said connection of said trans- 10 
ducer associated with said source data track according 
to the number of storage locations involved in said given 
data transfer operation; further means coupled to said 
matrixing circuitry and controlled by the operation of 
the switching elements of said register for selecting the 15 
transducer associated with said destination data track 
for connection to said buffer storage device, further 
means coupled to said matrixing circuitry and controlled 
by the operation of the switching elements of said regis-
ter for initiating connection of said transducer associated ~o 
with said destination data track according to said initial 
storage location on said destination data track, and ad
ditional means coupled to said matrixing circuitry and to 
said terminating means for terminating said connection 
of said transducer associated with said destination stor- 25 
age track according to the number of storage locations 
involved in said given data transfer operation. 

12. Data transfer apparatus as defined in claim 11 
and incorporating means for generating timing waves de
fining data storage locations with respect to a reference 30 
location on said tracks and comparing means to which 
timing waves are applied, and wherein said connection 
initiating and terminating means are operative through 
said comparing means. 

13. Data transfer apparatus as defined in claim 12 35 
and wherein said switching elements of said register rep
resentative of said initial storage locations are arranged 
to be stepped in counting chain fashion and incorporat-
ing means to apply timing waves to said switching ele-
ments for stepping the latter. 40 

14. Data transfer apparatus having means for com
paring data signals stored in selected portions of one 
magnetic drum track with data signals stored in selected 
not necessarily corresponding portions of another drum 
track as a part of a given data transfer, comprising a 45 
rotatable magnetic drum, a plurality of electromagnetic 
transducers arranged in cooperative relationship to said 
drum to define a· plurality of data storage tracks; matrix-
ing circuitry connected to said transducers and arranged 
to divide each said track into a plurality of serially 50 
align~d storage locations; a register having switching ele
ments for receiving and storing instruction signals; means 
for entering signals representative of a given compare in
struction into said register during a first cycle of ma
chine operation, said signals defining a first data storage 55 
track, an initial storage location thereon, a second data 
storage track, an initial storage location thereon, and 
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the number of storage locations involved in said given 
compare operation; a buffer storage device; means cou
pled to said matrixing circuitry and controlled by the 
switching elements of said register for selecting the trans
ducer associated with said first data storage track for 
connection to said buffer storage device during a sec
ond cycle of machine operation; means coupled to said 
matrixing circuitry and responsive to the operation of 
said switching elements for initiating said connection 
when scanning of said initial storage location of said first 
source track is commenced, means coupled to said mat
rixing circuitry and responsive to the operation of the 
switching elements 'of said register for terminating said 
connection when the number of storage locations in
volved in said given compare operations have been 
scanned; a circuit for comparing signals, said circuit hav
ing two inputs and means for indicating the equality of 
signals applied thereto; means connecting said buffer 
storage device to one input of said comparing circuit; 
means coupled to said matrixing circuitry and controlled 
by the operation of the switching clements of said reg
ister for selecting the transducer associated with said sec
ond data storage track for connection to the other input 
of said comparing circuit during a third cycle of ma
chine operation, means coupled to said matrixing circuit
ry and responsive to the operation of the switching ele
ments of said register for initiating said connection when 
scanning of said initial storage location of said second 
data storage track is commenced, and means coupled to 
said matrixing circuitry and responsive to the operation 
of the switching elements of said register for terminat
ing said connection when the number of storage loca
tions involved in said comparing operation have been 
scanned; whereby signals stored in locations on one 
track are compared with signals stored in locations on 
another track according to said instruction signals. 
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